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SYSTEM FOR ADDRESSING ON-DEMAND TV PROGRAM CONTENT ON TV

SERVICES PLATFORM OF A DIGITAL TV SERVICES PROVIDER

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This U.S. Patent Application is a continuation application and claimsthe benefit of

copending U.S. Patent Application 14/827,090, filed on August 14, 2015, of the same inventor

and entitled “METHOD FOR ADDRESSING ON-DEMAND TV PROGRAM CONTENT ON

TV SERVICES PLATFORM OFA DIGITAL TV SERVICES PROVIDER”, whichis a

continuation application of U.S. Patent Application 12/632,745,filed on December 7, 2009, of

the same inventor and entitled "METHOD OF ADDRESSING ON-DEMAND TV PROGRAM

CONTENT ON TV SERVICES PLATFORM OF A DIGITAL TV SERVICES PROVIDER",

and which issued as U.S. Patent 9,113,228 on August 18, 2015, which was a divisional

application of U.S. Patent Application 11/685,188, filed on March 12, 2007, of the same

inventor, entitled "METHOD FOR CONVERTING, NAVIGATING AND DISPLAYING

VIDEO CONTENT UPLOADED FROM THE INTERNET TO A DIGITAL TV VIDEO-ON-

DEMAND PLATFORM"and which issued as U.S. Patent 7,631,336 on December8, 2009,

which wasa continuation-in-part application of U.S. Patent Application 10/909, 192, filed on July

30, 2004, of the same inventor, entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING,

CONVERTING AND DISPLAYING VIDEO CONTENT ON A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND

PLATFORM, INCLUDING ADS USED FOR DRILL-DOWN NAVIGATION AND

CONSUMER-GENERATED CLASSIFIED ADS", which issued as U.S. Patent 7,590,997 on

September 15, 2009, each of which is hereby incorporated by referenceas if fully set forth

herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This invention generally relates to the provision of video content to viewers through

digital TV infrastructure, and moreparticularly, to converting, navigating and displaying video

content uploaded from the Internet on a digital TV video-on-demandplatform.
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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

[0003] Cable television (CATV) systemsare used to deliver television services to a vast majority

of TV-viewing homes in the U.S. and other technologically advanced countries. The typical

CATVsystem has a cable service provider head end equipped with video servers to transmit

CATVprogram signals through distribution cable lines to local nodes and from there to TV

subscriber homes. Within the subscriber homes, the CATV input TV line is connected to one or

more customer-premises TVs which are coupled to external set-top boxes for channel tuning or

are equipped with internal cable channel tuners. CATVservice providers employ the spacious 1

GHz bandwidth of the typical cable (RG-6)line to carry tens of analog TV channels in the

portion of the cable bandwidth allocated to analog TV signals. With digital multiplexing

methods such as QAM,hundredsofdigital TV signals can be carried simultaneously in the

portion of the cable bandwidth allocated to digital TV signals. Cable TV service providers have

also allocated portions of the cable bandwidth for user (return) data, broadband data connection,

and voice-over-IP (VoIP) digital telephone service.

[0004] Cable TV service providers generally offer subscribers to subscribe to any of several tiers

of bundled TV services on a scale with increasing rates in accordance with signal quality, TV

program offerings, and types ofinteractive services. Digital TV services are offered through

advanced digital set-top boxes that are individually addressable from the CATV head end, and

also allow subscribers various interactive functions with the CATV head end via inputs to the

set-top box via the remote control unit for transmission on the return data path to the CATV head

end.

[0005] A recent type of interactive television service offered on digital TV systemsis referred to

generally as a "video-on-demand" (VOD)system, wherein a viewer can navigate through a

program guide via the remote control unit and send a request via the set-top box for a desired

video program to be addressed from the head-endto the subscriber's set-top box for display on

the TV. Different types of VOD programsare typically bundled as a package and offered on

different VOD "channels". For example, a VOD "channel" can offer on-demand movies and

videos, replay sports events, infomercials, advertisements, music videos, short-subjects, and even

-2-
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individual TV "pages". VOD-basedinteractive television services generally allow a viewer to

use the remote control to cursor through an on-screen menu andselect from a variety oftitles for

stored video programsfor individual viewing on demand. Advanced remote control units

include button controls with VCR- like functions that enable the viewer to start, stop, pause,

rewind, or replay a selected video program or segment. In the future, VOD-basedinteractive

television services may be integrated with or delivered with other advanced interactive television

services, such as webpage browsing, e-mail, television purchase ("t-commerce") transactions,

and multimedia delivery.

[0006] Digital cable TV is currently the most prevalent system for offering digital TV services to

home TV subscribers. However, other types of digital carriers offering broadband connections

to subscriber homes have entered into competition with cable TV providers by offering digital

TV services over their broadband connections. Examples of other broadband connections

include DSL telephonelines, local area broadband networks, and wireless broadband networks.

Digital television services offered on such broadband connections employ the TCP/IP data

transport protocol and are referred to as Internet Protocol Television UPTV). Instead of multi-

casting all TV program signals into a cable line, the typical IPTV system will respond to a

subscriber's request for a particular TV channel or video program bytransmitting the video

content individually to the subscriber's individually addressable, digital set top box at high

speeds. IPTV and digital cable TV both transmit digital video in packetized data streams within

closed, proprietary broadband systems; however, IPTV usesthe Internet Protocol (IP) to

structure, route and deliver the digital video packets within an IPTV system.

[0007] With the increasing interactive functionality and customer reach of interactive television

services, advertisers and content providers are findit increasingly attractive to employ on-

demand advertising, on-demand program content, and on-demand TV transactions for home

viewers. VOD content delivery platforms are being designed to seamlessly and conveniently

deliver a wide range oftypes of advertising, video content, and transaction services on demand

to home viewers. VOD content offerings are expected to increase dramatically from a few

"channels" with a few score or hundred "titles" listed on each today to scores or hundreds of

channels with thousandsif not millions oftitles on each in the foreseeable future. The VOD
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platform thus offers a gateway for greatly expanding TV viewing fromarelatively small number

of studio-produced program channels to a large number of new commercial publishers and

ultimately a vast numberofself-publishers or so-called "citizen" content publishers. It is deemed

desirable to find a way for such vast numbers of content publishers to transmit their programs to

the home TV,and to enable home TV viewersto find something of interest for viewing among

the vast numbers of new programs.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

[0008] In accordance with the present invention, a method for converting, navigating and

displaying video content via a video-on-demand (VOD)platform of a digital TV service provider

comprises:

(a) uploading video content in a digital video format via an online network to a Web-

based content managementserver of the VODplatform ofthe digital TV service provider,

along with a title and a hierarchical addressing tag of hierarchically-arranged categories and

subcategories for categorizing thetitle for the video content;

(b) converting the content uploaded to the Web-based content managementserver

into a standard 'I'V digital format and storing a "local instance" thereof at a video ID (VID)

address in a video content database of the VOD platform, wherein the VID addressis linked

to the metadatatitle for the video content;

(c) listing the title of the video content in an electronic program guide of the VOD

platform following the samehierarchically-arranged categories and subcategories as the

hierarchical addressing tag of the video content;

(d) providing a TV subscriber, having a TV-connected set-top box addressable by the

digital TV service provider, with accessto the electronic program guide for navigating

through the hierarchically-arranged categories and subcategories therein in orderto find the

title of the video content; and
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) upon the subscriber selecting, via a remote control unit in communication with the

set-top box,thetitle of the video content from the hierarchically-arranged categories and

subcategories of the electronic program guide, then transmitting a return request for the

selected title to the VOD platform for retrieving the video content stored at the linked VID

address in the video content database of the VOD platform, and transmitting the video

content to the subscriber's set-top box for display on the subscriber's TV.

[0009] By the method of the present invention, video content can be published for viewing on

home TV with any digital TV service provider by uploading from any node or publishing site on

the Internet to the provider's Web-based content managementserver. Thetitle of the program

becomes automatically listed in the electronic program guide (EPG)following the same

hierarchical categorization addressing indicated by the publisher of the content. Typically, the

publisher will select the categories and subcategories for categorizing thetitle of the video

content from a standard categorization hierarchy used by the digital television service provider

for listing titles to be offered on its VOD platform. With this method, vast numbers of content

publishers anywhereon the Internet can upload their programsto digital television service

providers for viewing on the home TV, and home TV viewers can readily find something of

interest for viewing among the vast numbers of new programsby navigating through the

hierarchical addressing scheme of the provider's EPG.

[0010] In particular, the invention method provides a convenient and substantially automatic

vehicle for bringing large numbers of new blogging and pod casting-like programs to TV

viewing. Such a blogging or podcasting-like program is typically presented in the video content

by a "host" or "celebrity" who has been identified, or can be voted on by viewers, as a popular

"Host". The Hostacts as a filter, reviewer, rater, and/or analyst to bring information of value to

viewers from the plethora of content populating the viewing landscape. The Host can also serve

to link the viewer to other Host programsor other VOD-listed programs, for example, by on-

screen directing of the viewer to a menuof options selectable by corresponding option keys on

the remote control unit. As an added feature, the EPG can be configured to enable a viewerto

store bookmarks for desired VOD-listed TV programsfor viewing again or with friends. The

viewer's bookmarks can also be shared with other subscribers via an on-screen Contact List

-5-
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maintained for each viewer, and/or shared with others online by the provider enabling

transmission of the bookmark data from the VOD platform to the viewer's email address or other

online address.

[0011] The capability for Internet uploading and automatic listing in any VOD EPG opens VOD

programmingto a greatly expandedfield of non-studio TV program publishers. The digital TV

service provider can charge program placementfees that are paid by the publisher, advertiser,

and/or sponsor. With future expansion of VOD "channel" capacity, the system can be opened to

"citizen" publishers and paid for by program advertisers or sponsors and/or by viewer "Premium

(VOD)Services" fees.

[0012] The foregoing and other objects, features and advantagesof the invention are described in

further detail below in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] FIG. 1A is a diagram ofan overall architecture for a VOD Content Delivery System in

accordance with the present invention, FIG. 1B shows an example of templatized Drll-Down

Ad navigation, and FIG. 1C shows an example of the templatized ad display model.

[0014] FIG. 2A is a process flow diagram ofthe overall architecture of a Classified Ad

application for the VOD Content Delivery System, FIG. 2B illustrates a Content Management

Website for the Classified Ad application, FIG. 2C illustrates a Content Screening Component

of the system, and FIG.2D illustrates a Content Feed and Conversion Components of the

system.

[0015] FIG. 3 is a diagram of a VOD Content Delivery System adapted to Internet Protocol TV

(IPTV) system.
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[0016] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a process flow for enabling content publishers on the

Internet to upload video content to digital television service providers for viewing on the home

TV.

[0017] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of a blogging or podcasting-like program

presented by a "Host" with layered topics and links to other programs.

[0018] FIG.6 is a diagram illustrating the logic flow for using an EPGto enable a viewerto

store TV bookmarks for desired VOD-listed TV programs.

[0019] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of sharing ITV bookmarks with other ‘I'V

subscribers via an on-screen Contact List maintained for the viewer.

[0020] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of sharing T'V bookmarks with others on the

Internet by transmission of bookmark data to the viewer's email address.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION

[0021] The following description describes one preferred embodiment for implementation of the

invention in whichthe digital television service provider is one employing cable TV

infrastructure. However,it is to be understoodthatthe principles of the invention are equally

applicable to other types of digital television service providers offering digital TV services over

other broadband connections such as DSL telephonelines, local area broadband networks, and

wireless broadband networks. Similarly, certain examples of VOD applications are described

herein, e.g., advertisementsthat are navigated in "drill-down" fashion, and the uploading of

consumer-generated classified ads to be viewed as TV classified ads. However, many other

types of video content may be used in programming with this system.

[0022] Referring to FIG. 1A,an overall system architecture for a VOD contentdelivery system

includes a VOD Application Server 10 located at a Cable Head End. The VOD Application

Server 10 manages a Database 11 of templates and video content segments from Video Server 12

_7-
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for generating templatized VOD content. The VOD content is generated in response to a viewer

request signal transmitted from the Digital Set Top Box 21 of a viewer's TV equipment through

the Digital Cable Television System 13 to the VOD Application Server 10 at the Cable Head

End. The VOD Application Server 10 may be of the type which enables any compatibly-

developed VODapplications to be loaded on and operated on the server. An example of such a

VOD Application Server is the Navic N-Band(TM)server, offered by Navic Systems,Inc., d/b/a

Navic Networks, of Needham, MA.Thisis an integrated system which provides an application

developmentplatform for third party application developers to develop new VODservice

applications, viewer interfaces, and ancillary interactive services for deployment on VOD

channels of CATV operators in cable service areas throughout the U.S. A detailed description of

the Navic N-Bandsystem is contained in U.S. Patent Application 2002/066, 106,filed on May

30, 2002, which is incorporated herein byreference.

[0023] Templates for displaying VOD content are created at an Application Data Center 30 and

stored in the Database 11 for use by the operative VOD application. The templates may be

designed, for example, to present video ad content displays in a logo frame, or to provide

navigation buttons and viewer selection options in a frame around currently displayed video

content. In the preferred embodimentdescribed in greater detail below, the templates are used to

provide navigation aids in a series of progressively more focused ad display types. A Video

Content Encoder 31 is used to encode raw video feeds into formatted video content segments

compatible with the VOD platform and supply them through a Video Content Distribution

Network 14 to the Video Server 12.

[0024] In operation, the VOD Application Server 10 operates a VODapplication for the CATV

system, for example, "automobile infomercials on demand". The viewer sends a request for

selected VOD content, such as to see an infomercial on a specific model type madeby a specific

auto manufacturer, by actuating a viewer request signal by a key press on the viewer's remote

control unit transmitting an IR signal to the Set Top Box 21 that is sent on a back channel of the

Digital Cable Television System 13 to the VOD Application Server 10 at the Cable Head End.

In responseto the signal, the VOD Application Server 10 determines the VOD content being

requested and retrieves the infomercial ad display template from the Template Database 11 and

-8-
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video content segment from the Video Server 12, in order to generate the corresponding

templatized VOD content. In the invention, the templates are of different types ordered in a

hierarchy, and display of content in a template of a higher order includes links the viewer can

select to content of a lower order in the hierarchy. Upon selecting a link using the remote

control, the VOD Application Server 10 retrieves the template and video content of lower order

and displays it to the viewer. Each successive templatized display may havefurther links to

successively lower levels of content in the hierarchy, such that the viewer can usethe series of

linked templatized VOD displays as a “drill down navigation" method to find specific end

content ofinterest.

[0025] Referring to FIG. 1B, a preferred embodimentof the templatized VOD content delivery

system is shownproviding a UserInterface using Drill-Down Navigation through display ads,

such as for automobile infomercials. When the viewer selects a VOD application (channel), such

as "Wheels-On-Demand", the viewer's TV displays a Main Menu with buttonsinviting the

viewer to "Select Category". The viewer can select an "Auto" category, and the TV then

displays an "Auto" menu with buttons inviting the viewer to "Select Make", such as Make A,

Make B, etc. When the viewer makesa selection, such as Make A, the viewer's TV displays a

further menu that is a Gateway into templatized VOD content delivery which enables Dmill-

Down Navigation by templatized display ads. Through the Gateway, the VOD Application

leaves the Menu modeandenters the Drill Down Navigation modefor successively displays of

hierarchically-ordered video content which allow the viewer to navigate to progressively more

focused content. In this example, the highest level of the hierarchy includes categories for

Model, Local Dealer, Sales Events, and/or Inventory. When the viewerselects a category such

as "Model" from the Gateway, for example, the VOD Application creates a templatized ad

display showing video content generic to all models by that automaker framed in a frame which

has links (buttons or choices) fora list of the specific models made by that automaker. When the

viewerselects the link to a specific model, "Model A" for example, the VOD Application creates

a templatized ad display showing video content for Model A, and the viewer can then choose to

run a long-form infomercial of the Model A video. Alternatively, the Drill-Down Navigation

can continue with further levels of specificity, such as "Custom Packages", "Options",

"Colors/Stylings", etc. Similarly, the selection of the "Local Dealer" category from the Gateway

-9-
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can bring up a templatized ad for local dealers with links to specific local dealers in the viewer's

cable service area, and a click on a specific "Dealer A" can bring up a templatized ad for Dealer

A with further links to more specific content pertaining to Dealer A, such as "Current Sales

Promotions", etc.

[0026] In this manner, the templatized VOD content delivery system allows the viewer to

navigate to specific content of high interest to the viewer using the Drill-Downadsas a

navigation tool, while at the same time having a unique visual experience of moving through a

series of ads mirroring the viewer's path to the subject of interest. The templatized VOD adsare

generated dynamically by searching the Content/Template database with each request by a

viewer, enabling the system to display updated navigation choices and content simply by

updating the database with updated links and video content. For example, if the Auto Maker

changes the Model types of autos currently available, or if Local Dealer A changesits current

sales promotionsfor autos currently available, that advertiser's ads can be updated with new,

template frame navigation links and content, instead of entirely new ads or screen displays

having to be shot, produced, contracted, delivered, and programmed with the cable TV company.

Manyother types of layered or in depth ads, subjects, and interactive TV applications can be

enabled with the use of the Drill-Down Navigation method. Theselections or preferences

exhibited by viewer navigation paths through the Drill-Down Navigation can also be tracked,

profiled, and/or targeted as feedback data to advertisers for fine-tuning Drill-Down Navigation

designs.

[0027] In FIG. 1C, an example illustrates how a templatized VODdisplay is generated in layers.

A Background screen providesa basic color, logo, or graphical theme to the display. A selected

Template (display frame) appropriate to the navigation level the intended display resides on is

layered on the Background. The Template typically has a frame in which defined areas are

reserved for text, display image(s), and navigation links (buttons). Finally, the desired content

constituted by associated Text, Image & Buttonsis retrieved from the database and layered on

the Template. The resulting screen display shows the combined background logo or theme,

navigation frame, and text, video images, and buttons.
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[0028] Referring again to FIG 1A, a Tracking System 15 of conventional type can be installed at

the Cable Head End to aggregate non-personal data on what channels and programs viewers

watch. For the Drill Down Navigation method, the Tracking System 15 can include tracking of

the navigation paths viewers useto find subjects of interest ina VOD Application. The

aggregation of viewer navigation data can indicate what subjects are most popular, whether some

subjects are of greater interest to viewersat certain times of day, of certain demographics, or in

relation to certain products or services. The VOD Application Server 10 can export the

aggregated viewer navigation data to an external Profiling System 16, such as a non-biased or

unrelated firm applying profile analysis methods. Theresults of the Profiling System 16 can be

communicated to a Targeting System 17, such as a template design firm or content production

company, to fine-tune the presentation of the templatized VOD content consistent with viewer

preferencesor interests. The feedback from the Targeting System can be supplied as feedback to

the VOD Application Server to modify the Content/Template Database 11.

[0029] Another application for the templatized VOD content delivery system can be developed

to support video advertisements whichlink national to local market ad campaignsin "drill-

down" fashion. Advertisers, both national and local, can pay for placement of their video

advertisements on the system. When the VOD Applicationis run, the national ads are displayed

as a Gateway to linking to the local market ads. In this manner, national ads can be used to

transition viewers from general interest in a product to finding specific information about the

productavailable locally.

[0030] The templatized VOD content delivery system can also support "traffic building" videos,

including music videos, that may not generate direct revenue. Once a video is encoded and

registered into the system, the managementanddistribution of the video is conducted through

software systems and automated controls. The User Interface provides the user with the ability

to navigate and find desired video content. Selection of a category presents the user withalist of

video titles available for playback. Categories andtitle lists can be generated using real-time

database queries, allowing for database-driven management of content within the User Interface.

The User Interface can also support a search interface which allowsthe user to search the video

content database to generate a list of video titles with specific characteristics.
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[0031] As another aspect of the present invention, a VOD content delivery system may be

adapted to offer consumer-generated classified ads on TV. The VOD content delivery system is

provided with a Content Managementfrontend to receive consumer input and convert it to video

display ads maintained in the system database. Referring to FIG. 2A, a system for managing,

converting and displaying individual consumer-generated ads on a VOD content delivery system

has a Web-based Content Management System 40 for enabling an individual user to upload

content from their computer via a web browserto display a consumer-generated video ad on TV.

The uploaded content includes meta data for classifying the video ad bytitle and topical area(s).

A Content Screening System 41 is used for screening the content input by the individual user,

such as by performing automatic searching for objectionable text, audio, video and/or images

and rejecting the content if found objectionable.

[0032] A Content Feed System 42 is used to automatically transfer consumer-generated content

screened through the Content Screening System 41 to a Content Conversion System 43. This

system automatically converts the consumer-generated content supplied by the Content Feed

System 42 into video display format compatible with the VOD content delivery system. The

converted video ad is indexedbytitle and classified topical areas according to the meta data

supplied by the user, in accordance with the indexing system maintained by the Content

Management System. The VOD Content Delivery System 44 operates a Classified Ads VOD

Application in which menusfor finding classified ads are navigated by viewers, and specific

classified ads are delivered through the Digital Cable Television System for display as video ads

on the viewer's TV equipment in response to viewer request input by remote control to the

Digital Set Top Box 21, as described previously with respect to the operation of the general

VODplattorm.

[0033] Referring to FIG. 2B, the Web-based Content Management System 40 includes a

plurality of functional components to allow consumers to create and managetheir ownclassified

ads as interactive television content, as well as pay for the distribution of their content within the

digital cable television system. A Classified Management Application 50 is used to receive

consumerinput content, have it screened (by the Content Screening System 41, not shown), and

store it in the Classified Metadata, Image and Video Database 51. Consumer payment for
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running video adsis handled by the Transaction Processing Component 53. Also included in the

Content Management System is an Account Management Component 55 and Account &

Permissions Database 56 for managementofuser accounts for use of the web-based TV

Classified Ads system. A Bulletin Board Adsapplication may be operated in parallel with the

TV Classified Ads application. A Bulletin Board Management Application 54 and Database 57

enable the creation and management of consumer-generated contentrelating to public

announcements and other items of general interest for groups, organizations or topics. The

preferred VOD Content Delivery System uses templatized VOD content, and a Template Library

58 is used to store templates for both the Classified Ads and Bulletin Board Ads applications.

[0034] The Account Management Componentcontrols the access by persons to the web-based

Content Management System. The Account Management Componentidentifies persons

accessing the system for the first time and allows these personsto register and create an account

by providing an account name, password, credit card information and other information required

for the payment of fees. The Account Management Component controls the access by registered

users to their accounts and managesthe privileges and security associated to all accounts.

Persons maycreate accounts for the creation and managementof Classified Ads. Accounts

capable of accessing the Bulletin Board Management Application mayalso be assigned by a

system administrator in the Account Management Component. Any account capable of

accessing the Bulletin Board application can then create and manage bulletin board adsfor the

assigned bulletin boards.

[0035] The Classified Content Management System enables users to upload text, audio, video,

and/or imagefiles for classified ads in industry-standard file formats and haveit converted into

video display ads compatible with the VOD Content Delivery System. Classified ads are

searched on the viewer's TV equipment by menusandlists indexed bytitle and topical areas

corresponding to the metadata associated with the classified ads content. Selection ofa listed

item results in the display of a TV display ad containing uploadedtext, images, video and/or

audio. Users paylisting fees to the operator of the system for maintaining and displaying the

classified ads on the digital cable television system.
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[0036] Significant features of the Classified Ads Content Management System include:(a) the

ability to enter descriptive data and text regarding the item; (b) uploading digital images of the

item to the Content Management System; (c) uploading digital video of the item to the Content

Management System; (d) uploading digital audio regarding the item to the Content Management

System; (e) automated size and resolution processing of digital images uploadedto the system;

(f) automated digital format conversion of digital video uploaded to the system; (g) automated

digital format conversion of digital audio uploadedto the system; (h) ability for users to select an

interactive television screen design (template) from a catalog of available templates; (i) ability to

view on a web browserthe interactive television template containing the consumer-provided

content; (j) ability to save classified content in persistent memory or storage for subsequent

modification; (k) ability to mark classified content as completed and ready for submissionto the

interactive television system;(1) ability to specify the date and time whena classified content

item is to becomeaccessible byusers of the interactive television system and the data and time

whena classified content item is to be removed from display on the interactive television system;

(m) ability to notify the user through email or other communication system that a specific

content item is scheduled to be displayed or removed from theinteractive television system; (n)

ability to modify and resubmit previously created classified content for display on the interactive

television system; (0) ability to access viewing data generated by the Tracking System regarding

access and use of specific consumer-generated content by users of the interactive television

system; and (p) ability to calculate fees for classified content and submit paymentofthe fees

using the Transaction Processing system.

[0037] As noted in (i) above, the Classified Content Management System allows the user to view

the content they have composed using the templates. The templates are designed specifically for

use on interactive television systems and the user is able to view on the web-interface their

content as composed for presentation on television. As noted in (j) above, the Classified Content

Management System allowsthe persistent storage of classified content; although the useris

composing interactive television pages using a template system, the content is persistently stored

as individual elements to simplify changes by the user and to allow the conversion of the content

to different formats as required by different interactive television systems.
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[0038] The Bulletin Board Content Management System providesthe users of the web-based

Content Management System with content creation and content managementtools for the

creation and maintenance of consumer-generated content related to announcements and other

informational items of general interest. Bulletin Board content is displayed on the interactive

television system as dedicated interactive television screens (bulletin boards), where approved

groups, organizations or topics are each assigned a bulletin board for the display of their

information. Bulletin Board content is displayed as list items organized within a bulletin board;

selection ofa list item results in the display of an interactive television screen containing or

providing access to the descriptive data, text, images, video and audio regarding the item.

[0039] Analternative implementation of a Bulletin Board can display the content as scrolling

text, where the userscrolls through the text, or the text scrolls automatically. Bulletin Board

accounts will pay fees determined by the operator of the system for the distribution of the

bulletin board content on the interactive television system for display on the digital cable

television system. Significant features of the Bulletin Board Content Management System

include: (a) the ability to enter descriptive data and text regarding the item; (b) upload digital

images to the content management; (c) upload digital video to the content management system;

(d) upload digital audio to the content management system; (e) automated size and resolution

processing of digital images uploaded to the system; (f) automated digital format conversion of

digital video uploadedto the system; (g) automated digital format conversion of digital audio

uploaded to the system; (h) ability for users to select an interactive television screen design

(template) from a catalog of available templates; (i) ability to view on a web browserthe

interactive television template containing the consumer-provided bulletin board content; (j)

ability to save bulletin board content in persistent memory or storage for subsequent

modification; (k) ability to mark bulletin board content as completed and ready for submission to

the interactive television system; (1) ability to specify the date and time when specific bulletin

board content is to become accessible by users of the interactive television system andthe data

and time whenspecific bulletin board content is to be removed from display on the interactive

television system; (m) ability to notify the user through email or other communication system

that specific bulletin board content is scheduled to be displayed or removed from the interactive

television system; (n) ability to modify and resubmit previously created bulletin board content
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for display on the interactive television system; (c) ability to access viewing data generated by

the Tracking System regarding access anduseofspecific bulletin board content by users of the

interactive television system; and(p) ability to calculate fees for bulletin board content and

submit payment of the fees in conjunction with the Transaction Processing component.

[0040] The Transaction Processing componentallowsusers of the Classified Content

Management System and Bulletin Board Content Management System to determine and pay for

any fees resulting from their use of these systems. The Transaction Processing component will

allow users to pay for fees using credit cards or other supported payment methods. Significant

features of the Transaction Processing componentinclude: (a) ability to maintain businessrules

for use by the Transaction Processing system to determine fees based on user type and content

type; (b) ability to maintain business rules for one or more payment methodsfor use by the

Transaction Processing system in handling the settlement of fees; (c) ability to maintain business

rules for user account and paymentsettlement conditions such as delinquency and lack-of-credit

for use by the Transaction Processing system in determining user account privileges and content

status; and, (d) ability to process paymentof fees in real-time for payment methodsthat support

real-time settlement.

[0041] Referring to FIG. 2C, the Content Screening System (41) is comprised of a Text

Screening Application 60 which searches for objectionable words or phrases, an Image

Screening Application 61 which searches for objectionable graphic images, a Video Screening

Application 62 which searchesfor objectionable images or audio wordsor phrasesin video

segments, and an Audio Screening Application 63 which searches for objectionable words or

phrases in audio segments. The Content Screening System can be used for both Classified Ads

content and Bulletin Board content. Content that has been screened by the Content Screening

System is then transferred to the aforementioned Classified Ads Database 51 or the Bulletin

Board Content Database 57. The system also has component 64 for Editorial and Customer

Service Functions for Classified Ads, and component 65 similarly for Bulletin Board content.

These can each include an Email Function to send confirmationsofinput, reasons for rejection of

posting, suggested corrections, further processing, and posting of content to consumers using the

system.
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[0042] Significant features of the Content Screening System include:(a) ability to maintain a

library of objectionable or illegal words and phrases for use in the screening oftext; (b) ability to

perform automated analysis of user content text using the text library as an input and alert system

administration personnel to the use of objectionable orillegal content and the use of unknown

and suspect words or phrases; (c) ability to maintain a library of objectionable or illegal image

elements for use in the screening of images; (d) ability to perform automated image recognition

analysis against user content imagesusing the library of image elements as an input and alert

system administration personnel to the use of objectionable orillegal content; (e) ability to

maintain a library of objectionable or illegal image elements for use in the screening of video;(f)

ability to perform automated image recognition analysis against user content video using the

library of image elements as an input and alert system administration personnel to the use of

objectionable orillegal content; (g) ability to maintain a library of objectionable or illegal audio

elements for use in the screening of audio; (h) ability to perform automated audio analysis

against user content audio using the library of audio elements as an input and alert system

administration personnel to the use of objectionable or illegal content; and (i) ability to save

screened content in persistent memory or storage for subsequent processing. Content Screening

is automatically performed with the Content Management System 40 during the user process of

submitting and/or creating consumer-generated content or may be performedas a process

subsequentto the creation of content by the user.

[0043] Referring to FIG. 2D, the Content Feed System 42 and the Content Conversion System

43 provide for the transfer of user content from the Content Screening System and conversion to

video content format compatible with the VOD Content Delivery System 44. The Content Feed

System 42 has a Content Selection / Date Filtering Application which selects consumer-

generated content uploaded to the system that is within the dates contracted for posting and

display of the content as Classified Ads or on Bulletin Boards. Content within the active date

rangeis transferred to the Active Classified Ads Database 71A or the Active Bulletin Board

Database 71B.

[0044] The Content Conversion System receives consumer-generated content in industry-

standard formats or created in viewable format (HTML)on the web-based input system and
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converts the content into formats compatible with the VOD Content Delivery System and for

display on viewers’ televisions. The Content Conversion System 43 has an Image Conversion

Application 72 which converts consumer-uploaded imagefiles (in industry-standard formats

such as JPEG, GIF, TIFF, BMP, PDF, PPT,etc.) into VOD content format, a Video Conversion

Application 73 which converts consumer-uploaded videofiles into VOD content format, and an

Audio Conversion Application 74 which converts consumer-uploaded audio files into VOD

content format. Content converted to VOD content formatis stored in the Active Converted

Classified Ads Database 75A or the Active Converted Bulletin Board Database 75B. The

content is subject to a further Production Push Function 76A, 76B and stored in the Production

Classified Ads Database 77 A or the Production Bulletin Board Database 77B,if any

presentation formatting, date stamping, template framing, or other system editing 1s required by

the system.

[0045] Significant features of the Content Feed System include: (a) ability to select user content

for submission to the Content Conversion System through the testing of appropriate parameters

including the date and time information contained in the user content; (b) ability to appropriately

package the elements of the user content to permit the efficient transfer of these content elements

to the Content Conversion System through an Application Program Interface or other interface;

(c) ability to create, maintain and execute a schedule for when the Content Feed System will

execute on an automatic basis for the automatic transfer of consumer-generated content to the

Content Conversion System; and, (d) ability to execute the functions of the Content Feed System

on a manualbasis in the presence or absence of a schedule. The Content Feed System may be

able to package and distribute content to single or multiple Content Conversion Systems.

[0046] Significant features of the Content Conversion system include: (a) ability to receive

content packages delivered by the Content Feed System through an Application Program

Interface or other interface; (b) ability to process the elements of consumer-generated content

into data, text, graphic, video and audio elements that are compatible with the interactive

television system and maintain the content presentation created by the user on the web-based

Content ManagementSystem;(c) ability to save reformatted content in persistent memory or

storage for subsequent distribution and use by the interactive television system; and, (d) ability to
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inform the interactive television system that consumer-generated contentis available for

distribution and use. The Content Conversion System maybe added as a component system of

the VOD Content Delivery System, or it may be implemented as a wholly separate system that

connects to the VOD Content Delivery System through an Application Program Interface or

other interface. When implemented as a system that is separate from the VOD Content Delivery

System, it is possible to support multiple, different interactive television systemsby either (a)

incorporating multiple formatting requirements into a single instance of the Content Conversion

System or(b) creating multiple Content Conversion Systems, each supporting the formatting

requirements for a specific interactive television system. Either implementation allowsfor a

single instance of consumer-generated content that is created and maintained using the web-

based Content ManagementSystem to be distributed and displayed on multiple, different

interactive television systems with different formatting requirements.

[0047] The VOD Content Delivery System 44, as described previously, providesfor the

distribution of screened, converted, properly formatted consumer-generated content to viewers’

televisions, typically through the use of digital set-top boxes connectedto a digital cable

television system capable of supporting real-time two-way data transfer between the set-top box

and the Cable Head End. Significant features of the VOD Content Delivery System include: (a)

ability to receive properly formatted content from the Content Conversion System; (b) ability to

distribute said content over a digital cable television system and display this content on television

as an interactive television presentation; (c) ability to receive user commands generated by an

infrared remote control device, keyboard or other device; (d) ability to respond to the user

commands by displaying appropriate content or executing desired functionality; and, (e) ability

to generate and collect data regarding the user sessions and the viewing data regarding

consumer-generated content on the interactive television system and makethis data accessible to

the Tracking System. The VOD Content Delivery System can employ templatized VOD content

delivery, as described previously with respect to FIG. 1A, enabling use of the Drill Down

Navigation method in which viewers can navigate visually through classified ad hierarchical

categories to specific titles or content.
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[0048] The VOD Content Delivery System for the Classified Ads application can also employ

the Tracking System 15 for the collection and consolidation of viewing data generated by the

interactive television system and the generation of reports against this viewing data. For

example, the Tracking System can track the number of viewer requests for viewing that a

classified ad received in a given period and calculate billing charges accordingly. The Tracking

System can make this information available to users of the Content Management System as well

as to system administrative personnel performing general analysis of interactive television

services and associated content. Significant features of the Tracking System include: (a) ability

to access and process the data generated by the Classified Ads application; (b) ability to form

summaries of the viewing data against desired parameters; (c) ability to save data, summaries

and reports in persistent memory or storage for subsequent modification or access; (d) ability to

make data, summaries and reports accessible by users of the web-based Content Management

System, restricting the data accessible by any specific user to data regarding the content created

by that user account on the Content Management System; and, (e) ability to make data,

summaries and reports accessible by to system administration personnel.

[0049] As another aspect of the present invention, implementation of a VOD content delivery

system can be madeon anydigital television system that supports real-time two-waydata

transfer and interactivity between the digital Set Top Box and application servers and VOD

servers located at headendsor other service points within the television system network. An

alternative digital television system of increasing importance in the marketplace is Internet

Protocol Television (IPTV). IPTV is a system for delivering video content, both broadcast and

Video on Demand,to digital set top boxes and other devices. IPTV and digital cable both

transmit digital video in packetized data streams within closed, proprietary broadband systems;

however, IPTV uses Internet Protocol (IP) to structure, route and deliver the digital video packets

within an IPTV system.

[0050] Referring to FIG.3, an alternative implementation for a VOD content delivery system is

illustrated for an IPTV system. The components of the VOD content delivery system listed in

the figure are similar to those in FIG. 1A. However, FIG.3 illustrates the terminology and

network architecture of an IPTV system as used for the purposesof this invention. The VOD
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Application Server 10, Content / Template Database 11, Video Server 12 and Tracking System

15 are located in the IPTV Service Node; the IPTV Service Nodeis equivalent to the Cable

Headendin FIG. 1A. Systems external to the IPTV Service Node such as the Application Data

Center 30, Profiling System 16, Targeting System 17 and Video Content Distribution Network

14 connectto their associated VOD Content Delivery System components housed within the

IPTV Service Node in manners similar to those used in a digital cable system implementation.

IPTV systems can use multiple network technologies within their closed, proprietary broadband

network. Core and Access Network 78 are high-bandwidth networks connecting IPTV Service

Nodesin order to support the central transport of video streams. The Core and Access Network

78 feed the Customer Access Network 79, which supports the physical network connection into

the customer premise and connects to the IPTV Digital Set Top Box 80. The combination ofthe

Core and Access Network 78 and Customer Access Network 79is the functional equivalent of

the Digital Cable Television System 13 in FIG. 1A.

[0051] In operation, the VOD Content Delivery System implementation for IPTV is identical to

the digital cable implementation. The VOD Application Server 10 operates a VOD application

for the IPTV system, for example, "automobile infomercials on demand". The viewer sends a

request for selected VOD content, such as to see an infomercial on a specific model type made

by a specific auto manufacturer, by actuating a viewer request signal by a key press on the

viewer's remote control unit transmitting an IR signal to the IPTV Digital Set Top Box 80that is

sent on as IP-encapsulated message through the IPTV System to the VOD Application Server 10

at the IPTV Service Node. In response to the signal, the VOD Application Server 10 determines

the VOD content being requested andretrieves the infomercial ad display template from the

Template Database 11 and video content segment from the Video Server 12, in order to generate

the corresponding templatized VOD content. In the invention, the templates are of different

types ordered in a hierarchy, and display of content in a template of a higher order includeslinks

the viewer can select to content of a lower order in the hierarchy. Uponselecting a link using the

remote control, the VOD Application Server 10 retrieves the template and video content of lower

order and displays it to the viewer. Each successive templatized display may have further links

to successively lower levels of content in the hierarchy, such that the viewer can use the series of
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linked templatized VOD displays as a "drill-down navigation" method to find specific end

content of interest.

[0052] Similarly, all previously mentioned adaptations of the VOD Content Delivery System

implementation for digital cable, such as Classified Ads and Bulletin Boards, are supported

identically on IPTV implementations.

Wide Ranging Content Uploadable via Internet to Digital TV VOD Platform

[0053] In the foregoing description, the uploading, management, conversion, and display of

content uploaded from the Internet for viewing on a VOD platform wasdescribed for an

embodiment in which consumer-generated classified ads and other TV-displayable information

of interest are uploaded via Internet for conversion and display as video programs on cable TV

infrastructure. Even further, the principles of the invention are applicable to a wide range of

other content uploadable on the Internet and to other types of digital television service providers

such as DSL telephonelines, local area broadband networks, and wireless broadband networks.

In the following description, another exemplary embodimentof the present invention is

described with respect to uploading wide ranging content via Internet for viewing on the VOD

platforms of any type of digital TV system.

[0054] Referring to FIG.4, informational/media content from any Content Source can be

uploadedvia Internet to a Digital TV System for placement on its Video-on-Demand (VOD)

Platform to be viewable as TV programs on Viewers' TVsby selection from an Electronic

Program Guide (EPG) transmitted via the viewer's Set Top Box for display on the TV. Content

is uploaded by an author or publisher to the Web-based Content Management System 40, which

processes the content through a Content Feed System 42 and Content Conversion System 43

(from standard digital data formats to TV video format) to the VOD Content Delivery System 44

whereit is stored in its associated Video Content Database 45 for retrieval upon viewer request.

Uploaded TV programsare offered to viewers by listing them on the EPG, and upon viewer

selection via the Set Top Box, are delivered via the Digital TV System infrastructure.
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[0055] For VOD platforms, an EPGis typically presented to viewers as a program guide

displayed on the TV forfinding a title of interest associated with that particular VOD channel.

The EPGdisplay typically starts with a top level menu offering broad categories of content, e.g.,

Movies, Documentaries, TV Shows, News, Sports, Community Events, Self-Help, Infomercials,

etc. The viewer can cursor through the categories and select a category by movingthe cursor to

a desired categorytitle, such as "News", and clicking the "Select" key on the remote control unit.

The EPG then bringsup the next display of subcategories available in the selected category. For

the "News"category, it might display subcategories of "ABC", "NBC", "CBS", "CNN",

"MSNBC", "Anywhere Reports", etc. Upon selecting "Anywhere Reports", the EPG would then

display the next level of subcategories down, e.g., "San Francisco", "Los Angeles", "Denver",

"Dallas", "Chicago", "Boston", "New York", "D.C.", etc. This sequence continues until the

viewer selects a program title or exits the EPG.

[0056] The EPGs for VOD "channels" thus use program guide displays on the TV whichare in a

structured hierarchy to allow the viewerto navigate to a program title of interest. Upon selecting

the title, a data return associated with thattitle is sent from the set-top box as a request to the

VODplatform for the program associated withthattitle. The EPG database of the VOD

platform maintains an index linking the programtitles to the addresses in the VOD Content

Database 45 where the respective programsare stored. Uponreceiving a request of a program

title from the set- top box, the VOD Content Delivery System 40 retrieves the corresponding

video content from the Database and transmitsit on its broadband networkto the set-top box that

sent the request. Advanced VODplatforms also have VCR or DVR-like functions that enable a

viewer to Pause, Play, Rewind, Fast Forward, and Stop a program using the TV remote control

unit.

[0057] As more and morevideo content is offered on VOD platformsof digital TV systems,it

may be desirable to dynamically adjust the EPG displays of categories, subcategories, andtitles

for each viewer so as to minimize the number of remote control keypresses needed to navigate to

a program title of interest. Such a system is disclosed in a concurrent continuation-in-part U.S.

Patent Application by the sameinventor, entitled "Dynamic AdjustmentofElectronic Program
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Guide Displays Based on Viewer Preferences for Minimizing Navigation in VOD Program

Selection", which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0058] In the present invention, the EPG hierarchical display structure used in VODplatformsis

used as a form of "hierarchical addressing" that uniquely allows viewer navigation to and

identifies a program title of interest. This EPG hierarchical addressing scheme can be

represented as a string of category term, subcategory term(s), andtitle that together(as a string

delimited by standard character delimiters) uniquely identifying each program offered on the

EPG channel. In FIG. 4, for example, the EPG addressfor a program title on the VOD channel

might be represented with a TV (EPG)addressas:

TV: /News /Anywhere Reporting /New York /Financial/"Live from NYSE by Jim Cramer"

[0059] The uploaded content may be of any digital media type and come from any web-based

source. For the TV viewing environment, content accompanied by video images and voice

and/or sound is preferred for presentation as entertainment or recreational viewing. Such content

can be generated ubiquitously from any PC computer by an author or publisher using a video or

webcam for images and a microphonefor audio. The media streams may be edited and

composed with a multimedia program, such as Microsoft Windows™ Media, Apple

Quicktime™, Macromedia Flash™, and others. Similarly, the content may already be composed

as a video program and posted on a website as a downloadable video program via a web link or

other URL address. For example, websites like YouTube.com, Brightcove.com, and others have

become very popular by offering thousandsof self-published video programsby nonprofessional

authors and publishers for viewing on the Internet. Such video content may also be uploaded

from digital media devices such as iPod™ Video sold by Apple Computer Corp. on whichit has

already been downloaded from a website. It may also be uploaded from digital phone devices

such as iPhone™ sold by Apple which has an on-board camera for video and microphonefor

sound.

[0060] The term "Internet" is intended to include any wide area digital network or network of

networks connecting a universe of users via a commonor industry-standard (TCP/IP) protocol.
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Users having a connection to the Internet commonly connect browsers on their computing

terminal or device to web sites that provide informational content via web servers. The Internet

can also be connected to other networks using different data handling protocols through a

gateway or system interface, such as wireless gateways using the industry-standard Wireless

Application Protocol (WAP) to connect Internet websites to wireless data networks. Wireless

data networks are being deployed worldwide and allow users anywhere to connectto the Internet

via wireless data devices.

[0061] The Digital TV System in FIG.4 can be of any type that supports video-on-demand

programming to TV viewers on any suitable type of VODplatform (infrastructure). While it

may be a Cable TV system as described previously, it may be any type of digital TV system

providing TV services via a high-speed data connection to the viewer's TV. For example, it may

be an Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) system of the type connected to home subscribers via phone

DSLlines, cable or other high-speed, high-bitrate connections. As previously described with

respect to FIG. 3, the IPTV system can support video-on-demand TVservices to TV viewers on

a scale that cannot be supported by Internet video websites. The Internet is not an infinitely

scalable resource, and placing a burden such as high-bitrate, high definition, full-screen video

streamsin any significant volume can overwhelm the Internet in its present form. IPTV transmits

video programsin digital format using the IP protocol, but instead of transmitting over common

Internet connections, it transmits over high-speed, high-bitrate connections that are envisioned to

be implemented ultimately as all-fiber optical "last mile” connection to the home.

[0062] In the present invention, content can be uploaded (manually or by automatic feed) via the

Internet to the Web-based Content Management System 40 of a Digital TV System and

automatically converted, navigated and selected/displayed on the VOD platform for viewing on

home TV. Automatic navigation, selection and display is enabled by adopting the same EPG

hierarchical addressing scheme used for the VOD program guideas the addressing metadata

identifying content uploaded on the Internet. When an author or publisher connects to the Web-

based Content Management System 40, the author or publisher selects the category term,

subcategory term(s) andtitle by whichit is desired to find the program title in the TV EPG
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display hierarchy. Thus, when the above-mentioned example of a video program is uploaded,

the hierarchical address for that program would be selectedas:

TV: /News /Anywhere Reporting /New York /Financial /"Live from NYSEby Jim Cramer".

This hierarchical addressing metadata is associated with or tagged to the content when uploaded

to the Web-based Content Management System 40, andis carried over into the VOD/EPG

navigation schemedisplayed on the TV. By carrying overthe hierarchical address metadata into

EPG navigation, the invention allows the content to be automatically listed in the EPG underthe

common addressing schemeto enable viewersto find any program ofinterest. The hierarchical

addressing string of terms resembles URL addressing commonly used on the Internet. Thus,

Internet users can readily become familiar with finding TV programs on the VOD EPG guide

due to its resemblance to finding web resources with a URL. Indeed, in the convergence of

Internet and TV worlds, a TV EPG hierarchical address may be thought of as a URL for a TV

program.

[0063] The uploaded content is converted, as previously described, into a standard TV digital

format, and a "local instance" thereof is stored at an assigned VID address in the Video Content

Database 45 of the VOD platform. The VID addressis linked to the metadatatitle for the video

content listed in the EPG. The hierarchical addressforthe title is automatically carried over into

the EPG navigation scheme, and can be found by a viewercursoring (with the TV remote

control) through the EPG following the same hierarchical addressing sequence. Upon the

subscriber selecting, via a remote control unit in communication with the set-top box,the title of

the video content from the hierarchically-arranged categories and subcategories in the EPG, a

return request for the selectedtitle is transmitted to the VOD platform for retrieving the video

contentat the linked VID addressin the Video Content Database. The requested video program

is then retrieved and transmitted by the VOD Content Delivery System 44 throughthe digital TV

lines to the subscriber's set-top box for display on the subscriber's TV.

[0064] By the method of the present invention, thetitle and hierarchical address assigned by the

publisher of the program is automatically carried over into the TV electronic program guide
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(EPG) following the samehierarchical addressing indicated by the publisher of the content. The

publisher selects categories and subcategories for categorizing thetitle of the video content from

the EPG categorization schemepresented by the digital television service providerfor the listing

of titles on one of its VOD channels. With this method, vast numbers of content publishers

anywhere on the Internet can upload their programs with a minimum ofconversion and handling

steps by the digital television service provider. Home TV viewers can then easily use the EPG

hierarchical navigation schemeto find something ofinterest for viewing.

[0065] Digital TV service providers can thus greatly expand the content viewable on the VOD

platform from studio-generated programs and canned advertisementsto an infinite universe of

authors and publishers connected to upload viewable content to their system via the Internet. For

example, local content can be created and published by people in a service area's local

community - - its independent filmmakers, its college students and professors, its civic leaders

and others -- to provide programming for TV. Providing a vehicle for "citizen content" or

"citizen journalism" to be seen on TV is expected to tap into the boundless resourcefulness and

creativity of the TV audienceitself and enable nonprofessionals to become part of the TV

content-creating process. Such citizen content creators and journalists can create contentthat

would otherwisenot rise to the level ofinterest for studios to create programs for them or be

overlooked by larger media outlets.

[0066] While it maytake time for the TV-viewing public to become comfortable with searching

for and viewing programs from a plethora of new nonprofessional content, an intermediate stage

of demand for nonprofessional content from wide new audiencesare the so-called blogging or

podcasting programsthat have become popular on the Internet or by Internet downloading. Such

programsare typically created by an author or publisher that has already achieved popular

recognition through word-of-mouth or user rave reviews. The equivalent to the blogger or

podcaster on the Internet 1s the "host" or "celebrity" on the TV. The Host provides a recognized

face on TV andis relied upon by his/her audience to provide trusted commentary asa filter,

reviewer, rater, and/or analyst of information ofvalue. In the present invention, TV programs

created by whole new cadres of non-studio or non-network Hosts and other "self-publishers" can

be uploaded via Internet for viewing on TV.
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[0067] Besides a single video segment, an uploaded program mayinstead be layered in

successive hierarchies of segments that can provide viewers with a "drill-down" experience

similar to the "drill-down" video ad immersion experience described previously. For example, in

FIG.5, a hosted video blog show has a Host in a presentation segment (topmost in hierarchy)

presenting a topic, such as "Live from NYSE, by Jim Cramer". The Host can then direct

viewers to click on an on-screen menu of choices to select more detailed topical segments, for

example, Key "A" for "S&P 500", Key "B" for "NASDAQ", and Key "C" for "Commodities

Markets". Upon clicking on Key "B" for "NASDAQ", the VOD system retrieves the video

segment "/Live from NYSE by Jim Cramer !NASDAQ"anddisplays that video segmentto the

viewer. The topical segment may have other layers of subtopical segments, for example, Key

"A" for "/Feature: Apple Computer", Key "B" for "/Feature: Google", and Key "C"for "/Feature:

Microsoft", and so on. Asa preferred mode of implementation, the hierarchical video segments

are presented and linked in templatized VOD displays, as previously described with respect to

FIG. 1C, with the menu ofoptions displayed as buttons on the template frame. In the same

manner, the Host can also serveto link the viewer to other Host programs or other VOD-listed

programs by an on-screen menuofoptionsselectable by keys on the remote control unit.

[0068] As an addedfeature, the above-described VOD EPGwithtitles categorized in the

hierarchical addressing scheme of categories and subcategories can be configured to enable a

viewer to store bookmarks for desired VOD-listed TV programsfor viewing again or sharing

with friends. FIG.6 is a diagram illustrating the logic flow for using an EPG to enable a viewer

to store TV bookmarks for desired VOD-listed TV programs. In Step 601, the viewer selects

(highlights) a video contenttitle in the EPG to be bookmarked and enters the key for the on-

screen option "Store Bookmarks". In Step 602, a prompt requests the viewer to enter a

previously registered Personal Identification Number (PIN)identifying that user, and upon the

user entering the PIN numberandpressing the "Select" or "Enter" key, the VOD system checks

to validate the user's PIN with the registered users for that set top box address.

[0069] Upon validating the user, in Step 603, a menu ofoptionsis displayed, from which the

viewer can select "Bookmark it now". Other options include B: "Send TV Friend, C: "Related

Programs", and D: "Bibliographic Information". Option B: "Send TV Friendis discussed further
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below. Option C: "Related Programs" is an option where the VOD system can suggesttitles

related to the one highlighted by the viewer for browsing for further interest. Option D:

"Bibliographic Information" allows the viewer to read background information on the

highlighted title. Upon bookmarking, in Step 604, the VOD system confirms the bookmark by

displaying the latest bookmarkedtitle at the top of the list of bookmarkedtitles entered by the

user. Other options are presented for the viewer to managethe list of bookmarks, such as A:

"Play", B: "Delete", C: "Clear All", D: "Send to Net" (described further below).

[0070] In order to provide functionality to share video programs with a friend, the VOD system

can also enable a viewer to share bookmarks with a friend whois also a TV subscriber in the

same service area of the digital TV service provider. FIG.7 is a diagram illustrating an example

of sharing TV bookmarks with other subscribers via an on-screen Contact List maintained for the

Viewer. In Step 603 of FIG.6, the viewer can select option "B" to "Send TV Friend", and the

VODsystem in Step 701 displays options for selecting the viewer's TV friends to receive

bookmarks, including A: Select from directory, B: Select from Contact List returns, and C:

Select Group.

[0071] If option "A" in Step 701 is selected, the VOD system displays in Step 702 a directory of

subscriber namesin that service area which can be scrolled through using an on-screen keyboard

to input the beginning letters of last names. Upon the viewer entering the beginningletters of a

last name, the directory jumpsto the section listing those names and showsthefirst names or

User ID namesfor any previously registered "User A", "User B", etc., for the bookmarking

service. The viewer can then select the other TV subscriber the bookmark is to be sent to, and

then click option A: "Send" or B: "Add to List & Send". In option "B", the highlighted nameis

automatically added to the viewer's Contact List (see following). If option "B" in Step 701 was

selected, the VOD system displays in Step 703 an alphabetical Contact List of subscriber

names/users previously entered (or automatically added by sending) by the viewer. The viewer

can highlight the friend's name/user, and click A: "Send". Other options include B: "Delete" and

C: "Add to Groups". If option "c" in Step 701 was selected, the VOD system displays in Step

704 a listing of Groups (by number) having individual names/users previously entered by the

viewer.
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[0072] As a further TV-controlled functionality to share video programs with a friend, the VOD

system can also enable a viewer to share bookmarks with other friends and contacts on the

Internet. This requires traversing the boundarybetweenthe digital TV service and the Internet.

FIG.8 is a diagram illustrating an example of sharing TV bookmarks with others online by

transmission of bookmark data to the viewer's email address. If the viewer selected option "D"

in Step 701 of FIG. 7, the VOD system displaysa list of previously entered email addresses

entered for the subscriber household, and also an input box for a new or changed email address.

Uponhighlighting or entering the intended email recipient and clicking "Send" in Step 801, the

request from the viewer's set top box is returned to the Digital TV System and routed to the

Web-based Content Management System 40 or other web-based server with Internet

connectivity for sending the TV bookmark(s) to the indicated email address which1s received

and accessed on the recipient's PC or other email- enabled device.

[0073] Going from Internet to the TV, in Step 802, a PC user can share TV bookmarks received

by email on the PC with other contacts and friends whose email addresses are maintained in an

address book or contact list on that person's email client. The PC user can also send TV

bookmarks found in searching a website for program listings offered by the Digital TV System

to their own Viewer Bookmarksfile(s) or to those of other TV subscribers. The PC user simply

logs on via Internet to the Web-based Content ManagementServer 40 for the Digital TV System

and selects an option to send the TV bookmark(s) to the Viewer's Bookmarkfile(s) 604 for that

person's subscriber name/user, or to the name/user of any other TV subscriber.

[0074] The capability for Internet uploading and automatic listing in any VOD EPG opens VOD

programmingin digital TV systems to greatly expanded audiences of non-studio, non-

professional video authors and publishers. The new publishers also become new viewers,

reviewers, commentators, and celebrities to accelerate the "network effect" of expanded viewing

on TV. Thedigital TV service provider can charge smaller but greatly multiplied VOD program

placementfees to the new audiences of non-studio, non-professional video authors and

publishers. Programsthat rise above the crowd due to popularity mayattract advertising and

sponsorships placements that provide additional revenuesfor the digital TV service provider and

the publisher. With future expansion of VOD "channel" capacity, the system can be opened to
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woot
>broad masses of "citizen" publishers. Popular "blogs", "themes", "social networks", or

"knowledge networks" created on VOD channels mayattract advertising and sponsorshipsto the

digital TV service provider. The placement fees charged for the broad masses of other programs

may be reduced or enhanced by "carve backs" funded by automatic digital ad insertions or "pre-

rolls" inserted before the program and paid to the publisher. The digital TV service provider can

provide value-added services to publishers justifying program placement fees or revenue-sharing

of paid advertising by maintaining "dynamic accounts" for publishers tracking numberof views,

popularity, length of placement, paid advertising spots, carve back payments, etc. Expanded

VODviewingalso can generate additional revenue streamsfor the digital TV service provider

from viewers through gigabyte download fees or by "Premium (VOD)Services" (upper viewer

tier) fees.

[0075] The extension of TV VOD programmingto citizen publishing, and the convergence of

Internet searching with sharing of TV program bookmarks, can also stimulate diverse new

content publishing sources and supporting hardware and equipmentin the converged Internet-TV

universe. For example, TV EPGscan be exported to via Internet to Internet-connected digital

devices, including digital phones, media players, game consoles, Video iPods™, PDAs,etc., and

conversely, TV bookmarksselected from EPGs on the Internet can be imported backinto the

viewer's "MyEPG"or "MyVideoLibrary" for their TV through the Web-based Content

Management System. This would enable peopleto freely select, save, bookmark, and share TV

programs with friends and contacts between their TV viewing environmentandtheir daily

mobile or away-from home environments. Internet-connected DVRs, such as those sold by

TiVo,or virtual DVRsoffered by the digital TV service provider can also connect Internet

searching and bookmark sharing to the viewer's "MyEPG"or "MyVideoLibrary" for VOD

program viewing.

[0076] In the above description, a VOD "channel" is a term commonly used for the mechanism

by which users access and view VOD content. "Channel" historically refers to linear broadcast

channels, and VOD bydefinition is a non-linear, on-demand experience. When a user accesses a

VOD "channel" on a digital television system, they are accessing a digital "virtual channel",

where the tuning of the channel numbertriggers the digital set top box to load and execute an
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interactive application that is presented on the television. This application will present the

categories, subcategories andtitles of VOD content that is available for viewing. The user

navigates through the application using the remote control, traversing the hierarchy used to

organize the VOD content. Whenthe user selects a VODtitle for playback, the digital VOD

content is transmitted from a VOD serverto the set top box using a dedicated data stream. The

actual mechanismsfor transmission vary for different digital television system technologies, but

in all cases the stream is unicast to the specific set top box. The set top box receives and decodes

the data stream and presents the VOD contentonthe television. A digital television system can

support many VOD "channels", where each "channel"is an interactive application that offers

VOD content that has been grouped together by topic, sponsor, content producer or other

attributes. As available bandwidth increasesin digital television systems, there will be an

increase in quantity of the VOD "channels"available to the user, as content producers migrate

from the linear broadcast format to the non-linear on-demand format. Correspondingly, as the

processing powerof set top boxes increases, combined with greater network bandwidth, the

sophistication of the interactive applications supporting VOD "channels" will increase, offering

enhanced waysfor interacting with the content and the producer, as well as offer related content

and materials, transactions and other methods for engaging the user more completely with the

content.

[0077] It is understood that many modifications and variations maybe devised given the above

description of the principles of the invention. It is intended that all such modifications and

variations be considered as within the spirit and scope of this invention, as defined in the

following claims.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

1. An Internet-connected digital device for receiving via the Internet video content

to be viewed by a subscriber of a video-on-demand system using a hierarchically arranged

electronic program guide,

the Internet-connected digital device being configured to obtain and present to the

subscriber an electronic program guide as a templatized video-on-demand display, which usesat

least one of a plurality of different video display templates to which the Internet-connected

digital device has access, to enable a subscriberusing the Internet-connected digital device to

navigate in a drill-down manner throughtitles by category information in order to locate a

particular one ofthe titles whose associated video content is desired for viewing on the Internet-

connected digital device using the same category information as was designated by a video

content provider in metadata associated with the video content;

wherein the templatized video-on-demanddisplay has been generatedin a plurality of

layers, comprising:

(a) a first layer comprising a background screen to provide at least one of a basic color,

logo, or graphical themeto display;

(b) a second layer comprising a particular video display template from the plurality of

different video display templates layered on the background screen, wherein the particular video

display template comprises one or more reserved areas that are reserved for displaying content

provided by a different layer of the plurality of layers; and

(c) a third layer comprising reserved area content generated using the received video

content, the associated metadata, and the associated plurality of images to be displayed in the one

or more reserved areasin the particular video display template as at least one of text, an image, a

navigation link, and a button,

wherein the received video content was uploaded to a Web-based content management

system by a content provider device associated with the video content providervia the Internet in

a digital video format, along with associated metadata includingtitle information and category

information, and along with an associated plurality of images designated by the video content

provider, the associated metadata specifying a respective hierarchical location of a respective

title of the video content within the electronic program guide to be displayed on the Internet-
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connected digital device using the respective hierarchically-arranged category information

associated with the respectivetitle.

2. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the associated plurality

of imagesthat are received includesat least one of graphic, video and audio elements.

3. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the plurality of different

video display templates for display with the electronic program guide are used to locate the

particular one ofthetitles in a drill-down mannerfromafirst level of a hierarchical structure of

the electronic program guide to a second level of the hierarchical structure of the electronic

program guide, whereinafirst of the plurality of different video display templates is used for

displaying thefirst level of the electronic program guide and wherein a secondofthe plurality of

different video display templates is used for displaying the second level of the electronic

program guide.

4. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein at least a first video

display template of the plurality of different video display templates is associated with at least

the video content provider.

5. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the associated metadata

includes descriptive data about the video content.

6. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the one or more

category terms associated with the first video-on-demand program content correspond to one or

moretopics that pertain to video-on-demand program content from more than one content

provider.

7. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the one or more

category terms associated with the first video-on-demand program content correspond to one or

more content providers and wherein the hierarchically arranged electronic program guide is

organized according to the content provider.
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8. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is a set top box.

9. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device uses the Internet Protocol.

10. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is configured to be used with an Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) system.

11.—_The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is a digital phone.

12. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is a personal digital assistant (PDA).

13. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is a media player.

14. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is a game console.

15. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 1, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is further configured to receive a selection from the subscriber to bookmark a

selected title and to store an electronic guide location address for the video-on-demand program

associated with the selected title as an electronic bookmarkfor later viewing.

16.—The Internet-connected digital device of claim 15, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is further configured to send the electronic bookmark from the Internet-connected

digital device to a second Internet-connected digital device.
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17. The Internet-connected digital device of claim 15, wherein the Internet-connected

digital device is further configured to transmit an email including the stored electronic bookmark

to an email address of a user on the Internet.
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ABSTRACT

Video content is uploaded via the Internet to a video-on-demand (VOD)serveridentified by a

title and a hierarchical address of categories and subcategories for categorizing thetitle. The

VODserver converts and stores the video content at a storage address in a video content

database linked tothe title. Thetitle is listed in a location of an electronic program guide (EPG)

using the same categories and subcategories as in its hierarchical address. Any TV subscriber

can access the EPG and navigate through its categories and subcategoriesto find a title for

viewing on the TV. This can enable manynew blogging or podcasting-like programs by popular

"Hosts" to be self-published on the Internet and readily navigated for display on TV. The EPG

can also store TV program addresses as bookmarks and allow them to be shared with other

subscribers or with friends and contacts online by sending to their email addresses.
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Figure LA: VOD Content Delivery System, Overall Architecture
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| Tite of|SYSTEM FOR ADDRESSING ON-DEMAND TV PROGRAM CONTENT ON TV
| invention|SERVICES PLATFORMOFA DIGITAL TV SERVICES PROVIDER
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[| United States application or PCT interationai application aumber
filed on
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inventor: Milton Diaz Perez

Signature: =
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This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, 365(c), or 386(c} or indicate
National Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing benefit claim information in the Application Data Sheet constitutes
the specific reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.
Whenreferring to the current application, please leave the “Application Number’field blank.

Filing or 371(c) Date
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

   
Jatoneser poise
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Application Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Number (YYYY-MM-DD)—|PatentNumber|(yyyy-MM-DD)

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Title of Invention

 

 

Continuity Type

Prior Application Status|Patented

saree[FoninsionotFfseas[pomoor|prismporeowe——_
rams  

Application Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number (YYYY-MM-DD) (YYYY-MM-DD)

2007-03-12

Application Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Number (YYYY-MM-DD)—|Patent Number) (yyyy-MM-DD)

11685186 Continuation in part of | 10909192 poos-o7-30 7590997 2009-09-15
Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form
by selecting the Add button.

Continuity Type

  

Continuity Type
 

      
 
Foreign Priority Information:
 

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55. Whenpriority is claimed to a foreign application
thatis eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX)! the information will be used by the Office to
automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(i)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program,applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority applicationis filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g){1).

Remove

Application Number Country! Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD} Access Code! (if applicable)

 

 

 
Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Add button. Add
 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition
Applications
 

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and(2) also
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective filing date on or after March
[] 16, 2013.

NOTE: Byproviding this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March
16, 2013, will be examined underthefirst inventorto file provisions of the AIA.
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Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 —

[ApplicatonNumber[|

 

 
SYSTEM FOR ADDRESSING ON-DEMAND TV PROGRAM CONTENTON TV SERVICES PLATFORM OF A
DIGITAL TV SERVICES PROVIDERTitle of Invention
 

Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access:

Whenthis Application Data Sheet is properly signed and filed with the application, applicant has provided written
authority to permit a participating foreign intellectual property (IP) office access to the instant application-as-filed (see
paragraph A in subsection 1 below) and the European Patent Office (EPO) access to any search results from the instant
application (see paragraph B in subsection 1 below).

Should applicant choose not to provide an authorization identified in subsection 1 below, applicant must opt-out of the
authorization by checking the corresponding box A or B or both in subsection 2 below.

NOTE: This section of the Application Data Sheet is ONLY reviewed and processed with the INITIALfiling of an
application. After the initial filing of an application, an Application Data Sheet cannot be used to provide or rescind
authorization for access by a foreign IP office(s). Instead, Form PTO/SB/39 or PTO/SB/69 must be used as appropriate. 

1. Authorization to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s)

A. Priority Document Exchange (PDX)- Unless box A in subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked, the
undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Patent Office
(JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO}, the State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of
China (SIPO), the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), and any otherforeign intellectual property office
participating with the USPTOin a bilateral or multilateral priority document exchange agreementin which a foreign
application claiming priority to the instant patent application is filed, access to: (1) the instant patent application-as-filed
andits related bibliographic data, (2) any foreign or domestic application to which priority or benefit is claimed by the
instant application andits related bibliographic data, and (3) the date offiling of this Authorization. See 37 CFR 1.14(h)
(1).

 

B. Search Results from U.S. Application to EPO - Unless box B in subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked,
the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the EPO accessto the bibliographic data and search
results from the instant patent application when a European patent application claiming priority to the instant patent
applicationis filed. See 37 CFR 1.14(h)(2).

 

The applicant is reminded that the EPO’s Rule 141(1) EPC (European Patent Convention) requires applicants to submit a
copy of search results from the instant application without delay in a European patent application that claims priority to
the instant application.

 
2. Opt-Out of Authorizations to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office({s}

A. Applicant DOES NOT authorize the USPTO to permit a participating foreign IP office accessto the instant
|] application-as-filed. If this box is checked, the USPTOwill not be providing a participating foreign IP office with

any documents andinformation identified in subsection 1A above.

B. Applicant DOES NOTauthorize the USPTO to transmit to the EPO any search results from the instant patent
[|] application. If this box is checked, the USPTO will not be providing the EPO with search results from the instant

application.

NOTE: Oncethe application has published or is otherwise publicly available, the USPTO mayprovide accessto the
application in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14.
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Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Title of Invention
 

Applicant Information:

Providing assignmentinformation in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Applicant 11

If the applicantis the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
The information to be provided in this section is the name and addressofthe legal representative whois the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and addressof the assignee, person to whom the inventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise shows sufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46.If the applicant is an
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise shows sufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

@ Assignee Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 Joint Inventor

 

 

 

Person to whom theinventor is obligated to assign. Person who shows sufficient proprietary interest  
If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventoris:

 

Nameof the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor:Po
If the Applicant is an Organization check here. 

Organization Name BroadbandiTV, Inc.

Mailing Address Information For Applicant:

retyifown ——«dStateProvince[WS
A
[ProneNumber|wezerioee(|FaxNumber||
cinagwaghowivionSSSEmail Address | lifkagawa@hawaii.rr.com

 

  
 

Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add
 

Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:
 

Providing assignmentinformation in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title
37 of CFR to have an assignment recorded by the Office.
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SYSTEM FOR ADDRESSING ON-DEMAND TV PROGRAM CONTENTON TV SERVICES PLATFORM OF A
DIGITAL TV SERVICES PROVIDERTitle of Invention
 

Assignee 1
Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent
application publication. An assignee-applicant identified in the “Applicant Information” section will appear on the patent application
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section only if identification as an assigneeis also desired on the
patent application publication. 

Remove 

If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here. 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name

Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:

rrasress?«|
reyidSitrovince[SS

Email Address

 

  
 

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by
selecting the Add button.  

 
Signature:
NOTE: This Application Data Sheet must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33(b). However,if this Application
Data Sheet is submitted with the INITIALfiling of the application and either box A or B is not checkedin
subsection 2 of the “Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access” section, then this form must
also be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c).

This Application Data Sheet must be signed by a patent practitioner if one or more of the applicants is a juristic
entity (e.g., corporation or association). If the applicant is two or more joint inventors, this form must be signed by a
patentpractitioner, all joint inventors who are the applicant, or one or more joint inventor-applicants who have been given
powerof attorney (e.g., see USPTO Form PTO/AIA/81) on behalf of alll joint inventor-applicants.

See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for the manner of making signatures and certifications.

zvi Hirshaut/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) poona
First Name i Last Name 

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.
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[ApplicationNumber[|
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Title of Invention|bicitAL Tv SERVICES PROVIDER
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon theindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to a patent
application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirementsof the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection ofthis information
is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the informationis used by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof
the application or expiration ofthe patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subjectto the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedam ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy
Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Departmentof Justice to determine whether the Freedom of
Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative
tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.

Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom
the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matterof the record.

A record in this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having needfor the information in order to perform
acontract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuantto 5 U.S.C.
552a(m).

A record related to an International Applicationfiled under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use,
to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent CooperationTreaty.

A record in this system of records maybedisclosed, as a routine use, to ancther federal agency for purposesof National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181)
and for review pursuantto the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

Arecord fram this system of records may bedisclosed,as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an
inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and
programs, underauthority of44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of
recordsfor this purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used ta make determinations about
individuals.

A record fram this system of records may bedisclosed,as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use,
to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedor in which the proceedings were terminated and whichapplicationis
referenced byeither a published application, an application opento public inspections or an issued patent.

Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed,as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes
aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Doc code: IBS

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Application Number | 5192598

DUTEMENTRYRocktaney [fistNamed inventor [faitonDiazPeez|
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
Art Unit 

Examiner Name |  
Attorney Docket Number BBiTV-CIP1-D9 (07612/58)

U.S.PATENTS
 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

Examiner] .. Publication

Initial” Number

P0020147975

P0050149987

P0050289151

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Issue Date of cited Document

 U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Kind|Publication Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Code’) Date of cited Document

Al P002-10-10

 

Al P005-07-07 Boccon-Gibodetal.

 

Al P005-12-29
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Application Number 15192598

Filing Date 2016-06-24
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor|Milton Diaz Perez

Art Unit | 2422
 

 

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number BBiTV-CIP1-D9 (07612/58)

 
 

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Documentcitation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENTLITERATURE DOCUMENTS

 

Include nameof the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS),title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine,journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),
publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner] Cite

PO Communication for European Application No. 08768802.4, dated May 30, 2016.

PO Communication for European Application No. 08726793.6, dated May 30, 2016. -

If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetheror notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copyof this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
4 Kind of documentby the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. ° Applicant is to place a check mark hereif
English language translation is attached.
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Application Number 15192598

Filing Date 2016-06-24

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Milton Diaz Perez

Art Unit | 2422
Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number BBiTV-CIP1-D9 (07612/58)

 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
   
 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement wasfirst cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three monthsprior to thefiling of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months priorto the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

*  Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.
 

Signature {Charles R. Macedo/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2016-07-12

Name/Print Charles R. Macedo Registration Number f 2,781 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement
 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Departmentof Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

2. A record from this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use,in the course of presenting evidence toa
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

3. A recordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

4, A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A recordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agencyfor purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommendimprovements in records managementpractices and programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records forthis
purpose, and anyotherrelevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subjectto the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

3. A record from this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomesaware ofa violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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CENRYRecreate (fifstNamed Inventor [PatonDiazPerez
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i87) Abstract
Raa

& data suum comprises a bypervideo date stream inciuding Ee
hypervideo data assaciated with an instance in thne i a video. In another SERAR
ambadiment, the hypervideo data stream further coreptises target data u
associated with the instance in Sine, A method of creating a molumedia oe semen |cgoos,
Stream ecraprises authoring a hypervideo, incinding 3 vided. Hypervideo fo i
paradieiers ana exported inte a typervideo date atream of & medio file. i
In another embodiment, a data stream of the viieo is exporuald inte the {
media Ble, in one embodiment, a method for authoring a hypervides thar ‘ i
is dynamic, comprises authoring a hypervideo, and defining a hypervides ' FRED
[etrameter that may very durlag the bypervideo performance. In another Stee ‘ to
embodiment, an event handler is detinad that issuer a command to vary } gee 2808ihe patitisier upon recelying an event aessage fom the hivpervides. \ { } ™A
In one embodiment. a method of performing 4 bypervideo that is mo: Nennnnnnnent \

| dynamic, comprises performing 8 hypervidea, and varying a parameter Aa | j sana \
| of the hypervideo during the performance of the hypervide, In another -

embodiment, the parameteris varied upon the ocourrenzeof po eventin the
aynervides. it mie crmxdimend, d ypervides system comprises a dvaimic
bypervides server. A player is coupled to the dynamic bypervides server.
A media server is coupled to theplayer.
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Streaming Hypervidee and Dynamic Rypervides

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains material

which is subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner bas no objection

5 to the facsimile repredaction by amyons of the patent disclosure, as 1 appears in

the Patent and Trademark Cifice patent files or records, bul otherwise reserves all

eapyrights whatsoever.

Ficid of the Invention

10 The present invention relates generally to electronic technology, and more

specifically to interactive maltimedia technology.

BackgroundoftheDiveation

Computers are capable of cormmunicating information ta humans in many

15 formats, including text, graphics, sound and video. A multimedia presentation on

a computer combines such formats to present information more coherently so that

if i better perceived by humans.

Information on computers can be linked. For example, using “hypertext,”

the existence of additional and related mformation that ts associated with a

20 selected portion of text may be indicated by highlighting or underlining the

seleoted text. The information associated with such selected text maybe

accessed, for example, utilizing a pointer device, such as amuse, A mouse

initton may be actuated when a pointer is positioned on the highlighted text.

After selecting the highlighted text in such a manmer, the user is presented with

23 additional relevant information.

However, text is not always the most desirablc means of conveying

information to humans. Same information is best ilhaustrated with video.

However, unlike text, there has not been an effective means for implementing

links in a video to access information.

30
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Summary of the Invention

The present invention solves the above-mentioned problems in the art and

other problems whick will be understood by those skilled in the art upon reading

and understanding the present specification. The present inventionis a system

and method for streaming hypervideo data and for implementing dynamic

hypervideos.

In one ermbodiment, a data stream comprises a hypervideo data stream

including hypervideo data associated with an instance intime in a video. In

another embodiment, the hypervideo data stream further comprises target data

associated with the istarice in time. In yet another embodiment, the hypervideo

daia stream further comprises geometry data of a hotspot associated with the

instance in time. In yet a further embodiment, the hypervideo data stream further

comprises shape data ofa hotspot associated with the instance of time, In

another embodiment, the instance in time corresponds to a frame of the video.

in a further embodiment, a multimedia stream comprises a bypervideo

daia streamthat includes a header, including static hypervides data. A badly,

coupled to the header, inchides dynamix hypervidee daia. The dynamic

hypervideo data includes time data that is associated with an instance of time in a

video with which the dynamic hypervides data and the static hypervidee data are

associated.

tn another embodiment, the static hyperviden data comprisestarget daia.

in vet a further embodiment, the dynamic hypervides data further cornprises

geometry data of a hotspot. In another embodiment, the dynamic hypervideo

data further comprises shape data of a hetspot. In yet a further embodiment, a

vileo stream includes a video frame, wherein the instance in tine corresponds to

the video frame. In another ernbodiment, the nvultimedia stream further

comprises an audio atroam.

in one embodiment, a method of creating a multimedia streamcomprises

authoring a hypervideo, inchiding a video. Hypervices parameters are exported

into a kypervideo data stream of a media file. In another embodiment, a data

stream ofthe video is exported into the media fils.
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in one embodiment, a method for authoring a bypervideo that is dynamic,

comprises authoring a hypervideo, and defining a hypervideo parameter that may

vary during the hypervideo performance.

In another embadiment, an event handler is defined that issues a command

3 to vary the parameter upon receiving an event message from the hypervideo. In

yet another envbodiment, an event handler is defined by a logical condition

inchading a variable defined by a query to a database. in a further embodiment,

the hypervides is authered by defining a hotspot and Haking the hotspotto a

target.

10 In one embodiment, a method of performing a hypervideo that is dynamic,

comprises performing a hypervideo, and varying a parameter ofthe hypervideo

during the performance of the bypervideo. tn another embodiment, the parameter

is varied upon the occurrence of an event in the hypervideo. In a further

smibodiment, the parameter is varied upon an event handler receiving a message

iS assoctated with the event, and issuing a command to vary the parameter. In yet

another embodiment, the parameter is varied upon the event handler evaluating a

logival condition including a variable defined by 0 queryto a database. In yel a

further embodiment, the parameter identifies a target.

tn one embodiment, a hypervides system comprises a dynamic hypervideo

23° server. A player is coupled to the dynamic hyperviddeo server. A media server is

equpled to the player. In another embodiment, the hypervideo system further

eomprises a database. In a further entbodiment, the hypervideo system: further

comprises an application program. In another eusbodiment, the application

program is an clectronis commerce server. Ina further embodiment, the

23 application programis an advertising server. In another embodiment, the

application program 3s a training server, In a further embodiment, the media

server is a video server. In another embodimerd, the hypervideo system further

comprises a network coupling the player to the dynarnic hyperviden server and

the media server,

30 itis a benefit of the present invention that it facilitates stecaming

hypervideo data over setworks. It is a further honefit of the prosent mvention

that 1 permits the parameters of a hypervideo to be varied during the hypervideo
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performance. Further features and advantages of the present inveriion, as well as

the structure and operation of various embodiments of the present invention, are

described in detail below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

 

Pigure 1A ilustrates an exemplary fypervideo environment, including a

hypervidea authoring tool,

Figure 1B ihustrates an exemplary hypervides run-time module;

Figure 1C dhuistrates an exemplary block diagrams of one entbodiment of a

computer system;

Figure UD exemplifies a computer implemented as an integrated cirouit;

Figure TE illustrates an exeraplary iclevision;

Figure 2 illustrates an exemniary import Media File Dialog;

Figure 3 iustrates an exemplary Import From Project Dialog:

Pigure 4 ihastrates an exemmlary Media Warehouse Window Icon;

Figure 5 dhustrates an exemplary Details Page:

Figure 6 illustrates an exemplary Preview Page:

figure 7A illustrates an exemplary Targets Page;

Figure 78 ilhistrates an exemplary Hotspot Page:

Figure 7C ublusirates an exemplary General Properties Page:

Figure 7D lustrates an exemplary Time Line:

Figure 7E ilhistrates another exemplary Details Page;

Figure 7F illustrates an exemplary Frame Window;

Figure 7G illustrates an exemplary Place Properties Page:

Figure 8A illustrates an exemplary Workshop Window;

Figure 8B illustrates an exemplary Preview Window;

Figure 9A illustrates an exemplary Tools Window;

Figure 98 illustrates an exemplary Tracking Property Sheet:

Figure 10 illustrates an exemplary graphical aser imterfane (GUDfor a

hypervider: authoring teal,

Tieure 11 dhustrates an exemplary hypervides story board,

Figure 12 ilustrates an exemplaryeall-back object;
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Figure 13 flhustrates an exemplary object tree;

Figure {4 ilhustrates an exemplary hypervideo data stream;

Figure 1S illustrates an exemplary GUI of a modified version ofan

authoring tool for Netshow(TM):

Ot Figure 16 illustrates an exemplary Hotspot Properties Sheet;

Figure 17 ihustrates an exemplary Media Properties Sheet;

Figure 13 illustrates an exemplary Properties Page;

Figure [9 Wlustrates an exemplary Active X (TM) contrat;

Figure 20 illustrates an exemplary GOI of a modified versian of an

16 authoring tool for RealVideo (TM);

Figure 21 Hlastrates an exemplary Hotepot Properties Sheet:

Figure 22 ilastrates an exemplary Export Dialog:

Figure 23 Hlustrates an exemplary Export Dialog for antomatic

translation;

15 Figure 24A Wlustrates an exemplary Encoding Properties Sheet;

Figure 245 dhustrates an exemplary Encoding Propertics Page:

Figure 25 illustrates an exemplary hypervideo system;

Pigere 26 ibustrates an exemplary authoring tool GUE

Figare 27 dhistrates an exemplary Data Source page of Query dialog;

20 Figure 28 illustrates an exemplary Choose Cohanms Pare;

Figere 79 fhistrates an exemplary Filter Data Page:

Figure 30 illustrates an exemplary SOL Page,

Figure 3) illustrates an exemplary Targets Page;

Figure 32 illustrates an exemplary Hotframes toolbar;

2 Figure 33 ilkstrates an exemplary Hatirames Property Sheet;

Figure 34 Hlustrates an exemplary Properties Sheet:

Figure 35 illustrates an exemplary Handiers Notebook Window;

Figure 36 ilustrates an exemplary Script Wieard;

Figure 37 illustrates an exemplary Menu;

30 Figure 38 illustrates an exemplary Default Settings Sheet;

Figure 29 illustrates an exemplary Logging Page;
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Figure 40 Hhustrates an exemplary flow diagram Hlustrating the procedure

for creating a hypervideo:

Figure 41 illustrates exemplarylogical class relationships associated with

the Media Warehouse Window;

5 Figure 42 ilhustrates exemplaryclasses associated with class EClipDoc;

Figure 43 illustrates exemplaryclasses associated wath class ECupView;

Figure 44 illustrates exenrplaryclasses associated with EClipFrameWad.

Figure 45 ilustrates an exemplary run-time tree class diagram;

Figure 46 asirates an exemplary video object class diagram,

iO Figure 47 illustrates an exernplary sound object class diagram: and

Figure 48 Uhustrates exemplary classes associated with a hypervidee.

Detailed Descrintion of the Embadiments

In the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments.

ES reference is made to the accompanying drawings whichform a part hereof, and in

which is shown by wayofillustration specific preferred embodiments in which the

invention may be practiced. These embodiments are described in sufficient detail

io enable persons slailed in the art to practice the invention, and it is to be

understood that other embedirnents may be utiized and that logical, mechanical

20 and electrical changes may be made without departing from the scope of the

present nivention. The following detailed description is, therefore, not to be

taken in a Hmiting sense, and the scope of the present Invention is defined only by

the appended claims.
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L0introduction

The present invention is a method and apparatus for linking information to

and accessing information from a video. The video maybe hypervideo.

Hypervides is video with one or moreregions ofinterest, where cack region of

interest may be linked fo one or more targets. Hypervideo permiis a user to

gnieract with video. A user can create hypervideo which is non-linear. Asa

resuli, for example, the user can navigate the hypervideo from a base target, such

as, but not limited ta, a video, te other target(s), such as, but not Hmited to,

HTML. files or other videos. The other targets may be executed, or activated,

stultancously, sequentially, or a combination thereof The parent target can be

halted, for example when paused or closed, or keep nlaying.

The present invention comprises a method and apparatus for creating and

playing hypervides. The present invention may be mpleniented with computer

programs. The program that creates hypervideo is Known as an authoring tool,

eran editor. The program that enables a computer to display iyypervideois

knownas the run-time module.

The authoring tool may be used to define a hotspot, or an object, in a

region of hiterest in one or more frames of a video, and then track the hotspot in

later frames, for example. The hotspot may alse be defined in a picture, including

a bitmap. Any subsequent discession ofbitmaps may also be applicable to other

picture formats, which are subsequently deseribed. Hotspots can be alternatively

tracked manually and antorsatically. With the authoring tool, the hotspot maybe

linked io a target, for example, but not lunied to, text, audio, or a second video.

Targets are further desoribed and exemplified below. Thus, fer example, when

playing the Irypervidee withthe run-time module, a user can place a pointer over

the hotspot in the video with a mouse. When the painter is placed over the

hotspot, the cursor may change. Then, by actuating a mouse button, the user

may lawoch, or exeoute. the target. When the mouse button is actuated whenthe

potter is over the hotspot, the cursor may change again, Multiple targets can be

linked to ahotspei. Because of its case of use, lypervideo can be used for a

wide variety of applications, including, but not limitedto, interactive television,

games, tourism and home shopping.
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Exemplary structures of computer programs for authoring and playing

hypervideo are respectively shown m Figures 1A and 1B, The computer

programs comprise a hypervides environment 1000 including an authoring too!

1001 and a run-time module 1101. The computer programs may be implemented

with object-oriented sofhware, as exemplified below. The computer programs

can be executed on a computer, for example, using the Windows 95 operating

systera by Micrasafi Corporation (Redmond, Washington). Thus, the programs,

specifically the authoring tool 1001, may have the look and feel of Windows 95.

However, the present invention may be implemented, for example, in other

systeras, such as, but not linuted tu, televisions, deseribed below. The present

invention may also be xnplemented with other operating systems.

Figure 1C rhistrates an exeraplary concputer system 1605 in which ane or

mote programs or sub-ptograms of the hypervideo environment 1000 may reside

and be executed. The computer system 1605 may be any processing systemfor

executing one or more programs or sub-programs of the hypervidea environment

7000, including, but not irmited to, personal computers and interactive

televisions.

The computer 1605 mayinchide a central processing anit 1610 and

memory 1620. The processing unit 1611) may be, but is not Hmiied ta, a Permtium,

microprocessorby Intel Corporation (Santa Clara, California}. The memory

1620 can be random access memory, disk storage, CD-ROMstorage, digital

video, or versatile, disk (DVD) 1[49, another type of memoryor combinations

thereof, ‘The memory may be a video source, Within the memory 1620, the

compuier system 1605 has access to its operating system 1630 and user software

1640). The user software 1640 can inchide the authoring tool 1001, the run-time

module {i61, stand-alone modules 1107, oviltimedia control interface (MCT

driver 116, software development kH (SDK) 1111, plug-ins 1103, and the

hypervideo project file 1670.

In one embodiment, the computer 1605, or portions thereot, may be

implemonted in an integrated cirewt. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1D, the

integrated cireutt 1695 can be involemented in aDVD apparatus 1625 including a
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reader 1627 for reading information from a DVD, operatively coupled to the

integratedcircuit 1695. In another embodiment, the computer 1605, or portions

thereat, may be nnplemenied in a television 1684, as illustrated in Figure LE. for

receiving hypervideo television signals. The television 1685 also includes a

receiver 1687 which may be coupled to the computer 1605 or portions thereof.

The computer may permit displaying a inypervideo, for example, an the television.

The hypervides project fle 1670 is a database used by both the authoring

tol 1O0L and the run-time machile 1101. The extension ofhypervideo database

files may be *.OBV. The project file 1670 may be encrypted creating encryption

kevs using functions, such as srand and rand. The authoring tool 1001 and run-

time module 1101 mayinclude components that detect the authoring tool [G01

version used to create a project file 1670 andthus can read the project fle 1670.

Thus, the authoring tool 1001 and ran-time module £}01 may be upgraded

without project files created by older versions of the authoring tool becoming

obsolete ar unusable. The authoring tool 1001 and the man-time ntodnle 1101

will now be successively described.

dy! thori el

The authoring tool 1G01 may be used to define hotspots in media, such as

video, and fink 1010 the hotspots to targets. Hotspot definition, for example,

tnay he performed substantially in real Gme. The authoring tool 10017 comprises

three interconnected sub-programss, the media warehouse 1003, the workshop

1405, and the project view 1007. Each sub-program maybe represented by a

windowon the display of a computer. Furthermore, apparatuses and methods

deseribed belowfor the authoring tool 100] mayalso be used in the run-time

module 1161, or vice versa. The authoring tool 100) ray plug inte other editing

tools, such as Adobe Premier by Adobe Systems Incorporated (San Jose,

California},

The authoring tool OC] mayinclude a registry 1006. The registry 1006

permits each user fo save thelr own authoring tool settings, including the

olacement of windows. The registry 1006, for example, may be implernented

with the registry system of Windows 95 or Windows NT by Micrasoft.
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Auser may utilize the authoring tool 1601 to performthe following tasks.

The user may import media files 1680 into the media warehouse 1003. Bach

inaported media file 1686 may result ina new media clement 1490 being created

in the media warehouse 1003. Each media element 1690 mayinclude areference,

which may be a pointer, to media files 1680 which could be video, bitmap, sound,

or text. The pointer may also be directed to non-miedia, such as a unifoon

resource locator (URL) or an executable file, which are considered to be media

whthrespect to media files 1680 and media elements 1690 in this document. One

or more media files 1680, generally video and bitmap files, maybe selected to

form a base target. Then, these video and bitmap files may be placed in the

workshop 1005 se that hatspots may he defined within them. After the hotspots

are defined, each hotepot may be Hnked 1010 to one or more other targete, which

are media elements 1690. The base target and other targets form a hypervideo

story board 1116. The aforementioned techniques may be described as nonlinear

authoring 1009,

The hypervideo data created by manipulating the different sub-programs

of the authoring toc! is stored in a project fle 1670. The hypervideo data may

inchude, for exaniple, but is not limited to, data pertaining to media elements

1690, hotspots, targets, and cursors. The project file 1670 can be exported to

video servers, for example, that provide video on a network 1640, such as the

Internet or an Intranet. Alternatively, it is envisioned that hypervideo data may

be exporied bythe authoring tool 1001, for example, into a media hile 1680 or

into a data stream 1660 thas is paralle! with streams ofvideo and audic

information. For example, the daia may be stored in enhanced video files.

Enhanced video files include hypervides information in the video file. One form

ofan enhanced video file, such as an AVI file,may onty mehide hotspat

information. Enhanced video files mayalse be recognized in the hypervideo

environment 1000,

The authoring too} 1005 includes « graphical user interface (OUDto

facilitate authoring hypervidens. However, a scripting language 1004 can alse be

used to author hypervideos. The GUI includes the follawing components:

A Mewes bar:
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A Media Warckeuse window — which contains the modia elements 1690

including the references to the media files 1680 in a hypervideo project;

A Weorkshep window —in which the user defines the hotspots, and links

the hotspots to targets. From the Workshop windowthe user can alse open the

Preview, or Cinema, windowto review the hypervideo project at any time.

A Tools window ~— which helds tools with which the user may define the

hotspots and fink 1010 the hotspots to targets:

A Preview window ~ with which the user may preview the hypervideo

project; and

A Project View window — in which the user can view and mayalso edit

the logical flowof a hypervideo project.

The GUI will be subsequently described in Farther detail,

241PheMenuBar

The authoring tool may include a meru bar toe manipulate the Media

Warehouse, Workshop and Project View windows. The mem bar may imclade

the following commands:

Command Description
File Handles file commands. The file entity is either a

hypervides project file 1670 or a media file 1680.

New Creates a newproject file 1670.

Open... Opens an existing project file 1670. Mayalso preview
the corresponding hypervides in a project view window.

Save Saves the project file 1670 with its current name.

Save As... Saves the project file 1670 with a new name.

Revert Retrieves the last saved version of the project file 1670.
This operation closes the current file and opens its
previously saved version.

Project Settings

Base Target Subsequently deseribed.

Default Cursors Subsequenmly described,

Coordinate Resolation Subsequently desertbed.
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Descriptions

Tosports a media file 1680 or folder. This aption lets the
user select a directory and display all media files 1680 in
that directory. The user can select one, several ar all
media files 1680 in the specitied directory. See Figure 2.
The user may drag and drap files or folders from an open
import media file dialog ito the Media Warehouse
window.

imports one or several media clements 1600 from a
selected, existing project fle 1670. This option lets the
user ulllize previously defined hotspots in the media
elements 1690, The media elements 1690 are associated

with the selected project. An imported media clement
1690 inchides all defined hotspots within the media
element 1690. This command saves the user ime when

defining hotspots. See Figure 2.

Imports cursors to a hypervideo project. Maybe
altematively accessed by the browse command, described
ister. AN cursors that are imported to the hypervidea
project can be displayed in a oursor window. The cursor
window can be a simple list view which enables the user
to import new cursors inte the project. When selecting a
sursor for a hotspot, the user can drag a cursor from the
cursor window to the Hotspot Properties Sheet,
Animated cursors maybe shown in their animated form in
the curser window. The cursor data need not be stored

in the project file 1670,

Runs the hypervideo project from iis beginning. Also
miay be initiated by the previewbutton in the Workshop
window,

Prints reports ofthe hypervideo project. The following
reports cas: be printed:

Project Scheme ~ IHustrates the story board 1116
ereated in the authoring tool 1001.

Project Probabilities 1996 — Calculates and prints a
report of the probability of reaching cach branch imthe
heepervides.

Project Listing — Prints a Hist of all hotspots in the form
of an identifier (13) (i.e. text}

Sets up a printer. Standard dialog for setting up the print
enrvirorenent,

Exits the program.

Undoes the last action,
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Cuts the selected item and places it in the clipboard. This
action may be context related. Thas, when the user
selects this command, the action performed by the
authoring tool 101 is related to the nem that is selected
(.e., hotspot or media clement 1690). The Cat command
naay be a multiple selection cormmand, as described
below,

Copies the selected itemin the clipboard. This action is
contextrelated. This means that when this command is

used, the action performed bythe authoring too! 1001 is
related to the iter that is selected (Lc, hotspot or media
element 1690). The Copy command is a multiple
selection command.

Pastes the clipboard contents inte the specified location.
See the Cul command about context relation.

Deletes the seleoted item whether from the Media

Warshouse window or the Workshop window.

Select all items. Applicable both te the Workshop and the
Media Warehouse windows.

Validates a hypervideo project by searching for dead
locks, errors, and minor authoring mistakes. This
operation may generate a report that can be printed and
reviewed by the user, Different levels of warnings are
permitted,

Description

Handles commends for manipulating the Media
Warehouse window.

View of the media elements 1690 without their details.

Just the nameof the file and a thumbnail are displayed.
Viewofthe media elements 1690 with all details and a

header for each ofthe catepories. The user can actuate a
header to sort the media cloments 1690 according to the
selected category.
Sort the media elements 1690 in the Media Warehause

window by a specified category.

Viewonly a certain type ofmedia Sle 1680 fe.z., video,
sound, bitmap, etc.).

Manipulates the Workshop window,

Enters previewmode in whichthe hypervideo project
plays and permits navigation throughthe hypervideo
with hotspots.
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Plays and Pauses the video displayed in the Workshop
window. These commands appear depending on the
atate of the Workshop window. Ef Workshop window
is playing a video, the commend shows « Pause bution,
However, if the video is peused, the Workshop
windowshows a Play button.

Marks a currently displayedframe as default IN lor the
media, such as video.

Marks the currently displayed frame as default OUTfor
the media, such a5 video.

Goes to the IN frame of the video in the Workshop
window.

Defines a hotspot of the selected shane (e.¢., EMintic,
Rectangular, Triangular, or Polygon).

Enters the Set Target mode, as described below.

Authoring Tool options.

Deseription

May pop up 2 properties sheet with settings for all
windows and the hypervideo project. The properties
shect may be used to define run-time details, including
the size and position of the Preview window, as well as
assign the base targets of the project. The base targets
mayplay when the project is started. To define base
targets, the user may drag video media elements, for
example, from the Media Warehouse 1003 to the
Targets, or Links, page of the properties sheet, Also,
the properties sheet may permn controlling automatic
tracking, hotsnot colors and pattems (typically
crosshatched), maxiriurn number of polygon vertices
and other workshop parameters. A hotspot may have
three states: Selected, Neselected and Interpolated.
The user can choose colors and patterns for cach state.
‘The maximum nomber of polygon vertices hntts the
number of vertices that may be used to define a hotspot
in a freehand mode.

Controls the windows of the authoring tool 1001.

Makes the Media Warchouse window appear.

Makes the Workshop window appear.
Makes the ‘Tools window appear,

Closes the selected winder.

Closes all windows,
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Command Dialogs

Selection of specific menu bar commands may launch dialogs for

importing media files. Specifically, dialogs are launched when placing media

clements 1690 into the media warehouse 1003 with the import media fils and

import from project commands. These dialogs are described below.

ImportMediaFile

Tn order to start building a hypervides project, the user may import mocha

files 1626 into the media warehouse 1003. Figure 7 is an Glustration of an

exemplary Import Media File dialog 2001. The Import Media File dining 2001 is

launched upon the selection of the import media file command. The Import

Media File dialog 2001 permits the user fa view media files 1480 and import

corresponding media elements 1690 into the media warehouse 1003. The user

can impert media elements 1690 in the following ways:

1. Import a media clement 1690 corresponding to a media file into the media

warehouses 1003.

import media elements 1690 corresponding to media files 1680 in a£9

directory or file folder into the media warehouse 1003.

This dialog 2001 may use a multiple selection ist. The Import Media File dielog

2001 may permit several files or an entire directory to be selected.

When actuating a Preview button 2003, the dialog may showa preview of

the selected file, with the ability to execute, for example, a video, audio or bitmap

media, Media files 1686 and folders may also be dragged and dropped, for

example, from Explorer by Microsoft and other file managers.

 

Figure3 is an Ulusteation of an exemplary Import From Project dialog

3001. The Import From Projeet dialog 300] permits the user to viewand inmport

media elements 1690 from a hypervides project file 1670 inte the media

warehouse 1003. A preview windowmay be opened to display both the

hypervidee project and corresponding medis files 1680 by actuating the Preview

bution. In the preview window, hotspots may be shown. The Import From
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Project dialog 3001 inchudes features of the Import Media File dialog 2001

deserthed above.

2.12 Main TootBar

5 The hypervideo authoring too] 1001 may have a main tool her. The main

tool har may float and can be closed. The main tool bar fiunctions mayinclude:

New, Open, Save, Import Media File, Print. Preview, Copy, Cul, Paste, Media

view formats, Options | Settings, WindowTiles, and Help.

10 2.43 Media War: se

The Media Warehouse 1003 may coniain media elements 1690 that are

used to form a hypervideo project. Each media clement 1690 mav include a

reference to a media file L680 which could be video, bitmap, sound, or text. The

painter may also be directed to non-media, such as a uniform resource locator

1S CURL), a hypertest markup language (HTML) fle, or an executable file, as

described above. For example, the URL maypoint to HTML file. The video and

bitmap media elements mayinclude hotspots that are linked 1010 to targets, such

as other media files 1680,

20 ©6The Media WarehouseWindow

The Media Warehouse 1063 may be represented by a window on 2

 

display on a computer or television, for example. The Media Warchouse window

displays a thumbnail of the contents ofa media file 1680 pointed to hy a media

element 16909. The Media Warchouse windewmay permit the user to view the

25 media elements 1690 in one ofseveral views, including:

i, Symbolic view ~ in which, for example, only thumbnail ilustrations ofthe

contents of media files 1686, referenced by corresponding media clements 1690,

are displayed; and

2. Detailed view —in which detailed media element 169) informationis

30 displayed.
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Bach media clement 1690 has its ownidentification (1D) section in the

Media Warehouse window. As shown in Figure 4, the media element's ID

section, or icon, 4001, may cansist of:

* A thombnail dlustration 4007 of the contents ofa media file 1680 pointed

to by a media element 1690. The thumbnail illustration 4007 is a picture

in the ease of Iutmap or video media files, and a waveform in the case of

sound media files. For video media, the picture may show one frame,

presumably the first frame, of the video media file.

° An icon specifying the data type of the medis file 4005 for any view that

does not require a specification ofthe content of the media file 1680, but

rather the data type and name of the media clement 1690,

« Textual data that deseribes the media file 1680.

In the Media Warehouse window, if a media element £490 includes at

least one target, the vightside of the media element icon 4001 may be decorated

bya token 4003, or Hink button. This ssken 4033 indicates that the media

element 1690 is linked 1010 to atarget, such as a media file 1680, The token

4003 mayalso be a button. Upon actuating the mouse bation whert a pointeris

aver the token 4003, the user may be presented with a pop-up window that

shows all targets that are Hnked 1010 ie the selected media clement 1690. The

user may drag the pointer over a target and actuate the mouse button. Then, the

selected target may scroll up or dawn to the top left pasition in the Media

Warehouse window. The pop-ap window maythen show anytargets linked 1610

to the selected target. This methedl provides an easy and intuitive method to

navigate through the files in the Media Warehouse window. The linked target

pop-up window may be closed by actuating the mouse button when the pointer is

aver the token 4003 of the selected media element. Figure 4 shows an exemplary

media element icon 4001 for a video in the Media Warshouse window,

Alternatively, the token 4003 may be implemented as an joon, and nat a

button. Asa result, the Media Warchouse windowcan be implemented as a

common list view control.

The authoring tool 1001 can showtargets inked 1010 to hotspots in a

manner that is more casily understood by a user. Hctspots, rather than links
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1010, can be viewed by manipulating the media clement icon 4001, For example,

when the pointer is positioned over a media elernent ioon 4001 and the right

rnause button fs actuated, a menu of hotspots, rather than linked targets in the

selected media element, is displayed. Then, the Inked targets of cach hotspot

maybe displayed. These techniques will subsequently be described.

The authoring tool FOOL supports the 8, 16, 24, and 32 bi colar modics.

Thus, thumbnails and previews may be displayed in ihe color mode ofthe

corresponding media file 1680, or alternatively, in the 24 bit color mode.

Relative Path

The authoring tool 1001 may create a project file 1670that defines the

paths of media files 1680, corresponding to reedia elements 1690 in a hypervideo,

relative to the path ofthe project fils 1670. The comunon portion of the paths of

the project file 1670 and media file 1680 is referred to as the static path 1163.

The unique portion of the media file 1680 path is referred to as the relative path

116t. The project file 1670 and media files 1680 maybe stored locally or

remotely 1139. For example, the project file 1676 and media files 1680 may be

moved to a different memory unit, such as disk drive, computer, or computer

network, while keeping the relative path 1163 the same, then the project fle 1676

does not require editing for the hypervideo to be performed. This will enable

altering the drive letter or even the base path from which the bypervidee project

is execited,

Tool Tins

A tool tip can be activated and display information about a media clement

1690 when a pointer is positioned over a media clement icon 4001 in the Media

Warehouse window. The tool tip, for example, may showthe ful or relative path

1161 of the corresponding media fife 1680. The too! tip mayinclude other

information, such as the type, and logical and physical sizs ofthe corresponding

media file 1680.
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MediaWarehouseWindowControls

The Media Warehouse window may be implemented using a customHet

viewcontrol tram the Microsoft Windows 95 comumon controls, The Het view

may show the media elements 1690 in different views (L.c., with details ar icons),

and permits user manipulations of the lists, such as sorting and reerdermng. Each

media clement 1690 of the Media Warehouse window Hist corresponds to a media

file 1680, such as a bitmap. The Medis Warchouse window list is associated wath

an image Hst control that incindes a thombnail illustration 4007 and a description

of the type of the media file 1680. The text of the Media Warehouse window list

describes file parameters and are displeyed to the user in. a detailed view.

The Media Warehouse windowcan be manipulated in the following ways.

Using the list view, the user can, for example:

a Resize the lst to any size, and create a coluran like list or a acattered ist.

* Change the order of ths media elements 1690 by dragging and dropping

media element icons 4001 corresponding ia the mediaclemenis 1690,

inside the hat.

» In the detailed view, aort media elements 1690 by category, inchiding:

media fe 1680 type and size. Sorting may be performed byactuating the

mouse buttan when the pointer is aver the desired list viewheader,

* Actuate the alternate mouse button ta obtain a Hist of all targets linked

1016 to, or all betspots in, a specific media file 1680. By selecting a

specific target, for example, the user can access the corresponding media

slement 1690 in the list.

* Double click the mouse bution when the pointer is over a media element

1690 to previewthe corresponding media fils 1680. This option mayalso

be activated with the alternate mouse button.

. Drag and drop media elements 1690 into other windows of the authoring

tool 1GOE, such asthe Workshop window. For example, when a media

element icon 4001 is drapped inta the Workshop window, the respective

media file 1680 is opened and, for example for a video,its first frame is

displayed,
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The lists of the Media Warchouse windewmay support fill maitiselect

operation for the delete and move functions.

Alternate Mouse Bation

The alternate mouse button can be actuated to perform the following

functions, depending on the media file 1680 type of the media clement 1690 that

is selected.

Preview ~=open a viewer for that media fle 1686 type. Videos that are

Hnked 1010 maynot display any hypervideo capabilities in the

viewer.

Send to Workshop — The project file 1676 will be opened in the Workshop

window(ses subsequent description).

Links » - May opena list of targets (o.2., media eleraents 1690) that are

linked 1016 ta the selected media element 1690. Choosing one of

the linked targets will move the list to the selected target.

Ahernatively, a Hat of hotspots, not necessarily linked 1010 to

targets, in the selected media clernent 1690 is displayed. Selecting

ons hotspot will display a list of the targets linked 1010 to the

hotspot. The later option enables fast and intuitive navigation

through component media elements 1690 of a hypervideo project.

insert... Toiports a new media file 1680 and creates a corresponding media

element 1690. The corresponding media element 1690 is placed

before the selected media clement 1699 in the list view window.

The new media file 1680 can he previewed when performing the

Insert fiction.

Delete ~ Deletes the selected media clement 1690 from the Media

Warehouse window,

Properties...— Permits viewing and editing of media properties of the

selected media element 1690.

EditingOntions
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The media list of dhe Media Warehouse window may support the

following editing commands:

* Undo — Upon deleting or moving a media element 1690 in the list.

* Delete ~ Permits multiselect deleting.

. Cut

. Copy

, Paste

. Select AH - Selects all media clements 1690 currently in the Vist.

Viewing Cntions

The user can enable the Media Warehouse window to display only media

elements 1690 corresponding to certain types of media Hes 1680, suches anly

video or sound files. Furthermore, the media slements [690 in the Media

Warehouse windowcan be manually arranged by the user. Typically, though, the

media elements 1690 are automatically arranged.

Properties for each media element 1690 may be shown ina Media

Properties Sheet. The Media Properties Sheet may be a Win32 properties sheet

with tahs that represent cach page in the properties sheet. The Media Properties

Shest may include a Details, or General, page. The Details page includes general

file information relevant to the specified media type. Figure 5 Wlusteates an

exemplary Details page 5001 of ihe Media Properties Sheet 5003.

The Details page 5001 may include the file name and path of the media

file 1680. The mediafile 1680 name and path maybe ioo long to be viewed on

the Details page S601. Therefore, only the media file 1680 name may be

displayed in the Details page 5001. The path may be displayed in a tool tip when

the user moves & pointer over the file name. The Details page 5001 also may

include default cursers of the media element 1690,

The Details page AUN}1 mayalse incorporate general ile data such as size

5005 and location 3007, together with creation and modification dates 3009,

5011. One section of the Details page 5601 may include data pertaining to the
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type 3019 of media fils 1680 to which the correspouding media element 1690 and

Media Properties Sheet 5003 are associated, Relevant data for different media

file types 3019 is described below:

» Video ~ the pertinent data mayinclude the length in seconds 5013, and the

audio and video formats 4014, 5017. Another parameter is the

Tnamual tracking speedfor the video. Each video may have an

optimal manual tracking speed. The nser may control the manual

tracking speed with a slider.

* Bitmap the pertinent datz mayinclude the pixel size ofthe bitmap, number

of colors, and compression type if applicable.

* Audio~ the pertinent data mayinclude the audio format and length in

seconds.

The second page ofthe Media Properties Sheet 3003 may be a Preview

page. Figure 6 ilustrates an exemplary Preview page 6001 for a video. Videos

may, for example, be displayed in either 320 by 240 or 160 by P20 pixelareas.

Bitnaps may be viewed in a fixed pixel area of 160 by 120, Audio emissions and

video frame display may be controlled with a shder 6007 to manipulate the audio

and video file advances, and also possibly to display 4 corresponding waveform of

the audio fe. Text may be shown In a scrolled window.

The third page of the Media Properties Sheet 3003 may be the Targets, or

Links, page. Figure 7A illustrates an exemplary Targets, or Links, page 7001. In

the Targets page 7001, the user can viewa list of targets 7003 that arc linked

1010 to hotspots in the selected media slement 1690. The Targets page 7001

also inchales an Adc Target button 7005. The user actuates the Add Target

button 7005 and holds the mouse butten down just as if the user were clicking the

video hotspot in the Set Target mode. The cursor changes to the Set Target

curser, and the process of setting a target begins as will he subsequently

deseribed. Other methodsfor linking 1010 targets to hotspots maybe used.

The Media Properties Sheet 5003 mayalse have a Hotspot page 7011,

exemplified in Figure 7B, that illustrates the hotspots in a selected media clement

1690. The Hotspot page 7011 maydisplay a let of hotspot locations in

thumbnail ilbastrationa 4007. For a video, the thumbnail iustration 4007 may be
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the first frame in which the hotspot appears. Placing the pointer on a thumbnail

illusivation 4007 of a selected hotspot in the Hist and actuating, for example, by

double clicking. the mouse button may cause a correspanding Hotspot Froperties

Sheet to be opened. The Hotspot Properties Sheet 7/101 mayinchide the Targets

page 7001, which, in this ease, may only displaya list of targets 7003 linked WHO

ta the selected hotspot.

The Hotspot Properties Sheet 7101 mayalso include a General Properties

page 7103 exemplified in Figure 7C. The General Properties page mayincline

the hotspot name 7103, type of shape 7105 detining the hotspot, media file name

in which the hotspot is located 7187, ihe range of frames in a video media file in

which the hotspot 8603 is located 7109, and cursor types. The cursor types

include the cursor displayed when the pointer is over the hotepot 7111, and the

curser displayed when the mouse button is actuated when the pointer is over the

hotspot 7113.

2.14TheWorkshop

The Workshop 1005 may be used to define hotspats 1023 and create links

1010 between hoispots and targets. Hotspots, for example, may be created in

videos and bignaps. The project may be viewed in the Preview, or Cinema,

wirkow. The Workshop 1005 is displayed in a Workshop window that may have

a toolbar windowatiached to it, The Workshop window changes in accordance

with the toal selected from the Tools window. The Workshop window has an

interface that permits selecting a specilic frame in a video, and forwarding or

reversing the displaved video frame. When displaying bitmaps, video frame

position controls are disabled. Figure $A illustrates an exemplary Workshop

window 8001 displaying a frame 8013 of a hypervideo.

In the Workshop window8001, the user maydefine and edit hotspots

$003 in video, for example, and link 1010 the hotspots 80803 totargets 7003,

‘The user can previewthe hyporvideo project by togaling the Preview, or Cinema,

switch 8605 to the ON position to pop up the Preview window. The Preview

switch 8005 may, however, be a button.

The Workshop window 8007 mayinchide the following features items:
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Pisy bution 8007 —- plays and pauses a video. The play button, as for many

player interfaces, turns into a Pause button while the video

plays.

Home {or In} button ~—displays the IN frame (default is the first video frame}.

Ed (ear Oat) bution — displays the OUTframe (default is the last video frame).

Slider 6007 ~ permits the user to select a desired frame of a video. The frames

afthe video are displayed as the slider is moved.

Frame 8011 +/- outtans- respectively moves one drame 8013 forward (+) and

backward (-), and is useful for pinpointing 3

particular frame.

Scale Lnformation ~ gives the user frames/time information.

Preview switch 8005 ~ opens the Preview window.

The Workshop window 8001 mayserve as a video viewer, With the

Tools window, a user ca also use the Workshop window 8001 to define

hotspots 8003 and links 1016 to targets 7003. The Preview and Tools windows

will now be deseribed,

 

The Preview windowis a hypervides player in the authoring tool 1001.

In the Preview windmw, the user can exeente targets by activating, or actuating,

hotspots in the lyypervideo, for example. The Preview window 8101, Nlustrated

in Figure 81, ray he sinilar ta the Workshop window 8001 except for the fact

that itis a video viewer thal may not permit editing. In this case, the IN/OUT

and Preview 8005 switches are absent.

2.14) Hotspot Definition

Hotspots 8005 are defined in media, such as video or bitmaps, in the

Warkshop window 8001 with the methods described below.
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The Tools Window

The Tools window 9001 includes one or mare dockable toolbars thai are

used to define hotspots 8003 and nk 1016 hotspots 8003 to targets 7003.

Figure 9A illustrates en exemplary Tools window 900!. Typically, the Tools

window 900] may be attached to the Workshop window 8001.

The Tools window 9001 can dack on any side of the Workshop window

8001. The Tools window9001 is atoggle toolbar. Thus, anly one triton (Le.,

mude) can be used at anyinstance of tame. The Pick Hotspot button 9603 may

be the default selection made ofthe Tools window 9001, Each selected mode

changes the behavior of the Workshop window 8001. The Tools window 9001

mades will nowbe described:

Pick f 

The Pick Hotspot mode 9003 permits the user to select and manipulate a

defined hotspot 003. In this mode, the user can:

* Select a haispot $003 or a group of hotspots.

* Reposition a hotspot 8003 in the current frame.

* Resize a hotspot 8005 in the current frame.

* Double click on the hotspot $003 and viewits properties.

® Press Dei (Delete) and delete the hotspot 8003.

Holding down the SHIFTkey while moving the Workshop windowslider

6007 marks a selection of frames. Any action that is performed in the Pick

Hotspot mode 9003 will be executed throughout the range of selected frames.

Befine Hotsnot

The Define Hotspot mode 1025 permits definition, or segmentation, of

new hotspois 8003. When. selecting the Define Hotspot mode 1025, all

previously selected hotspots 8003 are deselected. The hotspot is then defined by

drawing the desired shape 91037. The user mayselect a primitive shape 1039

from the Tools window9001 shown in Figure 9A. The primitive shape 1039 may

be, but is sot limited to, an ellipse 9009, a triangle 9007, or a rectangle 9005,

The primitive shape 1039 may be default-sized. However, a polygon 1041 may
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aiso he selected. The user may then place the selected shape in the media in the

Workshop window8001, After the shape has been placed, the Tools window

9001 may automatically switch to the Pick Hotspot mode $1133. Then, the user

can manipulate the size and position of the selected shape to define the hotspat

8003. Hence, the hatspot’s geometric form may be defined.

Hotspots 8003 having the shape ofa polygon 1041 can be defined, for

example, in one of three ways:

) With a magic wand 9011, described below;

(2) Wh a polygon drawing tool with which theuser draws lines between

polygonvertices; and

(3) With freehand drawing, the user draws the hotspot 8003 in frechand form

and the Workshop 1605 calculates the optimal number of vertices Limited

bythe maximum mumber of vertines parameter.

Hotspots 8003 having the shape of a polygon can be re-sized using a

bounding rectangle or by moving each veriex of the polygon. The user can select

cither mode in the Workshop windew 8001,

Upon its creation, a new hotspot 8004 may be given a default name.

which may he changed later. The hotspot name may be added to a list of defined

hotspots 8003 in the Workshep’s Tools window9001, which mayalso include a

Hotspot toolbar. UP ihe user dauble-clicks the mouse bution when the pomter is

overthe hotspot 8003, the Hotspot Property Sheet 7101 maybe displayed. In

the Hotspot Property Page, the user can assign a different nume to the hotspot

003, and the cursors that are to be used whea the pointer is positioned over the

hotspot 8003 or when the hotspot 8063 is activated.

Furthermore, the Hotspot toolbar allows the user to select a hotspot 8003

and displaythe first frame in which that hotspot 8002 appears ina video. The

user can also onen the Hotspot Property Sheet 710] from the Hotspot toolbar as

well as defete the currently seleoted hotspot 8003 and all of its occurrences.
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Magic Wand

The Magic Wand 9011 is used to define a hotspat 8003 automatically

1033, rather than with shape drawing 1037. When the user poms the Magic

Wand O11 at a pixel in a region of interest, which may be defined as a hotspot

8003, and actuates a mouse button, the Magic Wand 9011 searches for edges

around the pixel Hi49 that define a newhotspot $003 or modifya pre-existing

hotspot 8603. The Magic Wand 9011 may use either the rays or Flood-fill

algorithms 1051, 1053. With che flood-fill algorithm 1053, flooding can be

performed based upon either the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) or luminance values of

pixels. The flooding may be performed within a tolerance range of ROB color or

luminance values arqund respectively an iniilal ROB color or luminance value of

the pixel, Asa resull, all pixels surroundingthe initial pixel with a RGB or

luminanee vahie within the tolerance range will be flooded. The tolerance range

can be modified by the user. Flooding may requirea line-table hotspot type.

Hotspots 8003 may be added or subtracted from one anotherto create

hotspots 8003 ofcamplex shapes. Newhotspots may be created by uniting, or

adding, multiple hotspots with onc another, subtracting onc hotspot 8003 from

another, ar by intersecting multiple hotspots. The flood-fill algerithm 1053 may

also permit incremental hotspot definition by adding newly flooded areas to areas

that are already flooded. ‘The food-fill algorithm 1053 may also permit flooding

out areas that are already flooded. The user can interact with the flead-fill

algorithms 1033 with a floating menuor the alternate mouse button.

With the rays algorithm 1051, mmagimaryrays in different directions are

launched either outwards from an initial point, or from the hotspot 8003 boarders

imwards towards the initial point. The rays algortthin 1051 searches along the

rays for intersections with the region of interest borders, or edges, thai will define

the hotspot 8003. The edge points along the rays will be seored using differen!

edge scosmyg algorithms. Upon completing soore, a point on the ray may be

selected that either has the best score or is the first point to have score that

exceeds a threshold value. Wheniniersection point is found, ihe intersection

point is selected as a new polygon vertex. The number of rays used to define the

hotspot 80603 can be modified by the user. The Magic Wand 9011 can also use
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edge-enhaneing Miers 1043 nsing threshoid 1045 and spatial derivative 1047

techniques, prior to using the edge detection algorithms.

Zoom Options

The Workshop window 8001 may permit zooming within a frame ta

deine hatspots 8003 more accurately. This feature may be particularly aseful for

creating a hotspot 8003 in the shape ofa polygon 104] with, for example, the

magic wand 9011 or freehand drawing,

The user can merge multipis hotspots 8003 that may have different shapes

into a single hotspot 8003. Hotspots 8003 oan be merged over a selected range

of one ot more frames in a video. Additionally, the user can remove a hotspat

8005 from a group of merged hotspots. The user interface for merging hotspots

8003 can be incorporated into erther the Workshop window8001 or the mens

bar. Adistog may be used to enter data pertaining te merged hetspots.

Interpolation

Interpolation 1027 permits a user to quicklycreate hotsnows 8003, for

example, ina range of video frames. One embodiment of creating a hotspot 8003

with interpolation 1027 will new be described. First, the user defines the hotspot

#003 in a selected initial, or first, video frame, and presses the interpolate From

bution 9002. As aresalt, the hotspot’s color changes. Next, the user defines the

hotspot 8003 in a selected last, or second, video frame, after the initial video

frame, of the desired range, and presses the Interpolate End button S004. As a

result, the hotspot 8003 is defined by interpolation of size and position in the

desired range ofvideo frames. In one ernbodiment, interpolation [027 is

performed with hnear interpolation, The interpolate From amd End bution 9002,

o004 may, for example, be part of the Tools window9001,

The user can also define the hotspot 8003 m one or more selected

iniermediate frames between the initial and last video Frames. As a result, the

hotspot is defined by interpolation, suchas linear interpolation, between each
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suceessive selected video frame, Also, a hotspot 8003 maybe defined by

interpolating between two different shapes, for exaraple, in two different frames

of a video.

2.442HotenotVracking

Upon defining a hotspot in an initial frame ofvideo, the hotspot can be

tracked 1029 through successive frames. Tracking may be performed manually

HAS or automatically 1061. Hotspots can be tracked while the video is playing

in reverse.

ManualTracking

Manual tracking 1024 permits the user ta contro] the placement and size

of the hotspat 8003 in esch frame of the video. An exemplary method for manual

tracking 1035 will now be deseribed. First, the user selects a hotspot 8003 by

depressing a (e.g., left} mouse betton. Then, while depressing the (e.z., left)

mouse button, the user actuates, such as by clicking, the (e.g., right} alternate

mouse bution, The video will then start playing frame by frame at the spesified

racking apeed set in the video's Media Properties Sheet. Manual tacking 1035

is performed as long as the user keeps the mouse button depressed. The user

toggles 1057 between executing and pausing masual tracking 1035 by

respeciively depressing and releasing the alternate mouse button. The user can

ragmualiy move, or slide, 1055 the hotspot 8603 pesilien 1059 abuud the

Workshop window 8001 by moving a mouse, for example, while the video is

playing. The user can resize 1059 the hotspot 8003 with the arrow keys while

manual tracking 1035 is being performed.

Upon releasing the mouse buttan, the hotepot 8003 will remain selected.

However, the Workshop windowmade changes automatically to Pick Hotspot

mode 9003. In this mode, the user canresize and move the hotspot $003. Also,

the user can then continue to track the hotspat 8003 either manually 1035

{described above) or automatically LO6L.
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The user canfreely switch between manual and automatic tracking. [f the

user wants te redefine anexisting hotspot, the user can aclect the Pick Hotspot

niode 9003 and again track, manually and/or automatically, the selected hotspot,

Automatic Tracking

Automatic tracking 1061 is activated from the Tools windowS001. A

hotepot 8003 in an initial frame avast be selected to be tracked. Upon automatic

tracking 1061 activation, a new view window is opened and the tracking resulis

are displayedthere. Ualiing Win32 multithreading, for example, multiple

hotspots 803 can be simultaneously trackedin separate tracking windows. The

hotspot 8003 may then be defined In succeeding frames und the automatic

tracking 106] is halted. When the automatics tracking 1061 is halted, the view

window may close and the Workshop window8001 1s updated with the frame at

which the automatic tracking 1061 halted.

Autornatic tracking 1061 of a hotspot 8063 is accomplished with image-

processing algorithms. Roth the location, or position, and size of a hotspot 8005

roay he automatically tracked 106] over a range of frames in a video. Location

tracking 1079 identifies and follows any changes in the location ofthe tracked

hotspot. Size tracking 1069 identifies and follows any change in the sizeofthe

region of interest corresponding to the hotspot 8003, Size tracking 1069 may

include a resizing algorithm 1071 to efficiently create resized copies of the frame

or the region of interest, which maybe defined by a bounding rectangle. Size

chances are usually due to a change in perspective like zooming. Size tracking

406% can be disabled in a Tracking Property Sheet 9161, exempinied in Figure

9B, for example, with a flag 9103,

Automatic tracking 1061 is performed with tracking algorithms 1063,

which may include methods of selective enumeration 1065 and scoring 1077.

Selective enumeration 1065 may be performed for each frame to determine the

newposition aadsize of the hotspot 803, described above.

Selective emumeration 163 may be performed for cach frame with a

stecpest, or gradient, descent algorithm 1067 te postulate hotspot 8003 size and

position. Selective enumeration 1065 usually avoids enumerating all possible
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locations and sizes, thus increasing the speed of the automatic tracking 1063

process. Using the steapest descent algorithin 1067, a path will be found to the

hotspot position and size having the best score usually without having te

emumerate all possible hotspot 8003 positions and sizes. This technique is

efficient for determining hoispot 8603 size ard position that greatly differ from

the hotspot 8003 size and position im a previous frame.

Automatic tacking 1061 may be stopped and tracking failure may be

declared if the selective enumeration 1065 reaches 4 maximum offset without a

minima being found bythe gradient algorithm 1067, or if the best score found

does not exceed a threshold beyond the average scere of all enumerations. To

detect when a hotspot 8003 exits a frame, the part of the shape still inthe frame

may be enumerated with a boundary compensation algorithm 1675,

Por cach enumerated size and location, seormg 14777 is performed to

determine hotspot matching 1079 by correlating the postulated hotapot in the

newsize and position with the hotspot $003 in the previous frame, and to

recognize tracking failure. Hotspot matching 107° may measure the correlation,

or shnilarity, ofwo hotspots in the following way. Shape iteration 1085 may be

used to emumerate efficiently the respective pixels in the postulated hotspot and

the hotspot in the previous frame, and to caleulate the sum ofthe differences

between each set of two corresponding pixels in the postulated hotspot and the

hotspot BIKM defined in the previous frame. A smaller sumindicates a high

similarity between the postulated hofspot and the hotspot 80053 in the previous

frame, The difference can be measured either by caloulating the luminance delta

1083 of the corresponding pixels, or by calculating the RGB maximumdetia

L081, otherwise known as the maximum norm of the ROB delta valies, ofthe

corresponding pixels.

To recognize tracking failure, a simple scoring average may be calculated

and compared against a best score. if the hest score dors not differ dramatically

fromthe average score, the automatic tracking 1061 process will declare a

failure. However, normalized scoring using variance and weighted score

averaging can also be used, Additionally, the tracking process can be improved

by filtering each frame. For example, smoothing or four pixel filters can be used,
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Special filters can be assigned to specific tracking algorithms 1063 and scoring

1077 methods.

Scoring efficiency can be enhanced by using the signature 1087 ofthe

tracked hoispot. The hotspot signature 1087 may be a characteristic ofthe

hotspot 8603 in the first frame the hotspot 8003 was defined, For example, the

signatures 1087 cau be the offset between the center of mass 1089 and the

geometric cerer of the hotsnot 8003. The RGB or luminance content of each

pixel is used to deterraine the mass of each pixel. To calculate the center of mass

1089, the hotspot’s pixels may be enumerated using shape tleration 1083. The

benefit of using a signature 1087 is that the score may be caloulated by comparing

data from the current frame with the signature of any previous frame. Hence, the

pixel data of the entire previous frame need not be stared.

Smart scoring can also be used. With smart scoring, the scoring system

learns froma each tracking step. For example, relving upon temporal echerence

1086 of a moving hotspot, the hoatspet motion can be evaluated and new

suggested positions and sizes for the hotspot 8003 maybe estimated in

accordance with the motiontrend of the hotspot irends.

Polygons can be automatically tracked 1061 using different techatpaes,

including those described below. First, the bounded rectangle around a polygon

can be tracked, and the oolygon moved, as is, to the new tracked location.

Second, the magic wand 9011 algorithms can be used to adjust the pelygon shape

after tracking, as deacribed above in the first @chnique. A third alternative is to

ase a shape iterator 1085, diseussed above, for a polygon, and an inflating or

resizing algerithi 1071 to track and directlyscore the size and position of the

polygon,

2,143 Targets

The user can create a hypervideo thatis nonlinear NIG by linking 110 a

hotspot in a gouree media to one or more targets 7003. A target 7003 may be a

playing instance ofa media element 1690 including certain parameters

exemplified below, Nonlinear authoring 1009 maypermit source media and

targets to be executed and terminated in a variety of ways, as WHsubsequently be
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described. The bypervideo includes one or more base targets, such as a video

iarget, that are executed when the hypervideo cormmences. Targets 7003 may,

for exaniple, be media elements 1690 or stalic targets 1022. Media element 1690

targets may include, bet are nat Hrited to:

1. Video 1071 -

2% Sonnd HAS —

3. Fietare 1073 —

4. Text 1617 ~

maybe used as hotspot containers from which the user can

hyperlink to rnedia, Video targets 1011 Ge. video media

files) are not restricted to any specific format. For

exanipts, the hypervides environment 1G) supports video

formats including, but not limited to, Video for Windows

(AV, QuickTime (MOV), motion JPEG and MPEGT and

TEMPO) files. Video targets 104) may, for example, be

in any format for which an MCI driver is available.

may be used, for example, asd connecting segment

between two videos. A sound target 1015 ean be a vocal

announcement when the user actuates a mouse button

when the pointer is over an image, for example, ofa

person. Supported sound target 1011 (.., sound media

fie) formate include, but are not Hmited ta, WAV, AFF,

RMand MID.

moay be used aa hotspot containers from which the user can

hyperlink to media. Supported picture target 1013 (Le.,

bitmap modia file} formats iuohede, but axe not limited to,

DIB, BMP, GIF, PCA, TIFF, JPEG and PICT.

maybe used, for example, as a connecting segment

between two videos. Text targets HL 7 may appear in

boxes, such as message boxes. Text targets LOTY can be

in, but are not limited to, a TXT ox RTF Mle format, or

stored directly in the project He 1470, Text targets 1017

may be displayed with bitmaps also.

4, Executable 1021 — may be used to launch an executable programfe.g.,

EXEor BATfile} as a target.
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& HTML File 1821 - mey be opened with a browser (e.g., Internet

brawser for the World Wide Web) or an OLE

control for viewing an HTMLfile.

7. URL Addresses 1821 — maybe targets created with the authoring teal 1001

and stered as text. Upon activation ofthis target

7003, a browser, such as an Internet browser, may

be launched to acress the URL.

8. QuickTime VR 1021

>. THalogues 1021

Targets mayalso include, but are not limited to other applications and processes,

communications links to other computers, function menus, high definition

iclevisionsignals, and virtual reality environments.

A static target 1023 is not a media clement 1690, but controls a media

element 1690 in a bypervideo project. Static targets 1022 inclode:

I, Back Target ~ Goes back te the media element 1690 that launched the

target T7603.

2. Exit Target -— Exivs the hypervideo, closes the video window, and returns

control to the system or application that started the

hypervides player.

3. Pausc Target-- Pauses the hypervideo and causes a play batten to pop

up thai enables the user to continue playing the

hypervideo by actuating the button.

Other targets 7003, external to the hypervideo authoring software, may

also be acoessed. External targets may be accessed through a DLL file complying

with API requirements to pernilt un open architecture for the hypervideo

environment 1000.

Targets 7003, such aa media, can be stored on servers 1655 on local or

wide area networks 1650, 1115. Specifically, media, sich as video, ean be stored

on high capaciiy stuzags devices such as, but not Limited to, digital videa, ar

versatile, disks GDV1s) 1159.
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Avuser may link 1010 a target 7003 to a hotspot 8003 bythe following

method:

h. Actuate the mouse buiton when the pointer is over the Set Target button

9015 is onder to enter the Set Target mode. The cursar changes to

indicate entrance io the new made.

2. Select a hotspot 8003 to which the target 7003 will be coupled with the

new cursor while not releasing the mouse button. The Set Target

movenient is a drag-and-drop action.

3. While continuing to held down the mouse button, drag the new cursor

onto the Media Warehouse window and the selected media element 1690

that is to be the target 7003. When the user moves the pointer to a border

of the Media Warehouse window, the contents of the Medias Warehouse

windowserail without releasing the mouse button. The cursor may be

changed when a media element 1990 is selected as a target 7O03.

Depending on the type of target 7003 selected, a Target Properties Sheet

7703, described below, may pop up when the mouse batton is released,

The user may then enter the properties ofthe target 7003 into the Target

Properties Sheet 7703. Other techniques to link 1010 a hotspot 8003 to a

target 7003 may be used,

 

Each hotspot 8003 can have multipic targets 7005. Thus, while playing a

hypervideo when the user actuates a mouse button when the pointer is over a

hotspot 8003, one or more targets 7003 can be executed or activated. Multiple

targets 7003 can be executed sequentially, in parallel or a combination thereof.

Whenthe aser activates or actuates the hotspot $003, mulaple targets 7003 can

he executed in different levels 7601 (e.g., 1,2, 3, ete). Levels permit the

multiple targets 7063 ta be played simultaneously(same level) and sequentially

fescending levels). Each level has a Leader target 7602 which upon ending

termimates ail other targets 7003 in its level.
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Alternatively, the targets 7003 can be positioned and displayed on a time

line 7701, exemiplified in Figure 7D. As a result, one target 7003 can be initiated

during the performance of another target 7003. The time line 7701 can be

Uhustrated ona story board page 7704 of the Target Properties Sheet 7703.

When the user sclects a target 7003 for a hotspot 8003, a Target

Properties Sheet 7703, which may include a target dialog for the selected media

element 1690, may be opened and a newtarget 7003 is created. The Target

Properties Sheet 7703 may inchule a details page that lots the user enicr target

parameters, The Details page 7801, sxemplified in Figure 7E, may incinde target

7003 parameters thai are unique to the selected media type and permit nonlinear

authoring 109. In the Details page 7803, the user may choase whether the

source media, such as video or bitmap, from which the target 7005 was launched,

should Pause, Close or Keep Playing 7807 when the target 7003 is exectited.

The user mayalso specify how a target 7003 is terminated 7805. Options

include:

® Continue the hypervideo.

* Ge Back to the source from which the target originated, skipping

subsequent level targets.

* Loop — exccute the target media ina loop.

® Freeze the target’s last frame.

. Exit the bypervideo.

& second, optional pase in the Tucget Prepecties Sheet 7703 is a frame window

7901, exemplified in Figure 7F, much simularto the preview page 6001 in the

Media Properties Sheet 5003, The Target Properties Sheet 7703 includes, for

some of the media types, a Range, or Frame, windowthatlets the user specify a

segment ofthe target media that will be played. This option maybe applicable to

video and auntie targets 1011, 1015. The frame window 7703, unlike the preview

page 6001, lets the user define the IN and OUTframes and times 7903, 7905 for

videw and audio media files, respectively, to determine starting and siappmg

frames and times for playing those media files.

The Target Properties Sheet 7703 may also inchide a Display properties

page 7950, for examples, for visual media types, inchiding, but not limited to,
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video and bitmaps. iy the Display properties page 7950, the user may choese

howthe target 7003 will be projected to the user, as described in the following

tables.

Bitmap targets 1013 may have a Place Properties page in their Target

5 Properties Sheet 7703, exemplified in Figure 7G. that nermits the user ta pasition

a Bitmap over a source clement. such as a video.

Upon entering target parameters into the Target Properties Sheet 7703,

the user may press one of the following buttons: ,

i, OX 781] ~ Creates a target 7003 for a hotspot 8003 and folds the Target

8 Properties Sheet 7703.

2, Apply 7813 ~ Creates a newtarget 7703 for a notspot 8603. Does aot

fold the Target Properties Sheet 7703.

3, Cancel 7815 ~ Closes the last opened Target Properties Sheet 7703.

The following tables deseribe the different targets 7003 and

1S corresponding parameters. The Syne parameter may not be permitted te be

FALSE with any ending parameter setting other than Contivue.

Viden Targets

The following table desertbes parameters for video targets 1011.

Name Type Description
PopWindow Check Box Specifies whether the video target 1011 is

execitied, or played, in the main video
windowofthe hyperviden project or paps
up ina new window. TRUE means the
target pops up ina new window. Default
seiting is FALSE.

Move Check Box In. cage a pop-up windowis selected,
indicates whether the pop-up window
should be moved when the user resizes the

main video window.

Resize Check Box In case a pop-up windowis selected,
indicates whether the pop-up window
should be resized when the user resizes the

main video windew,
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Name Tene __Deseription smwncemnensumnnnnstnnanantnyonenonusseacamaasnan
Position

ly

Cha!

Ending

RECT.

Check Box

Batton —

Marker

Buttan —

Marker

Combe Box

When the video target 1011] plays in the
pop-up window (PopWindow = TRUE},
the user must enter the top left coordinates
and the width and height of the new
window. The RECTcontains the format:

lef top width height. In case the width and
height are absent, the default is the original
size of the video,

Specifies whether the hypervideo plays
while the video target 1011 plays. This
parameter is applicable only ifthe video
target 1011 plays in the pop-up window
(PopWindow = TRIE) The default
setting is TRUE. Whenthis parameteris
PALSE, the Back option for ending the
yideo is not applicable.

This bution places a videor marker which
indicates the first frame to play im a range of
frames in a video target 1031.

This button places a videos marker which
indicates the last frameto olay in a range of
frames in & video target 1011.

indicates what action te take when the

video target 1011 ends playing. The
OpuoRs are:
* Leon — Loops the video target 1014,
* Back-- Goes back to the source from

which the video target 101] originated.
This option is not applicable in oase the
Syncparameter is set to FALSE.

* Exit ~ Exits the hypervideo project
player.

* Freeze ~ Freezes the hypervideo.
Continue — Terminates the video target
101] and proceeds to the next target.

The default ontion is Cominue.

"The In and Out options are supported bya slider 11,004 that controls the
display of the video. The user moves the video to the desired frame and clicks
the apprapriate button. In case the In marker is placed after the Out marker, the
authoring tool 1({}] mayask the user whether the markers should be swapped or
deleted.
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Spatial-Temporal Relative Links

Nonlinear authoring 1000 may also permit targets 7003, such as video

targets 1021, to be linked 1010 to ternporal 1014, in addition te or in alternative

ta spatial 1012, coordinates ofa hotspot 8003 in a souree media. For a temporal

Last relative link 1014, a base frame im avideo target IO1L, for example, is defined for

the first frame in which the hotspot 8003 appears in the source media element. In

later frames of the source media element, the hotspot 8003 is tnked 1010 ta

auecessive frames in the video target 101 1 that are temporally related to the base

frame. Fora spatial relative link 1012, the position, ancl possibly the size, of the

10 executed, or displayed, video target 1011 is relative to the hotspot’s position or

to the poister’s position when the hotspot 8902 is activated,

BitmanTargets

The follewing table describes some Biimap target 1015 parameters.

‘Type Deseription 
RECT, The run-time module 1101 needs the top

left courdinates and the width and height of
the bitmap window. The RECT contains
the format: Ie top width height. In case
width and height are absent, the default is
the original size of the bitmap.

Position

Duration Milliseconds The duration in milliseconds for which to

display the Bitmap target L015.

Sync Check Box Species whether the hypervideo should
stop executing, or playing, watt the biimap
target 1013 is no longer displayed. The
default setting is TRUE. A FALSE setting
does not allow the Back option to be set for
the Ending parameter.
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 _Nante Fype on Description 

indicates what te do when the bitmap
target 1013 is na longer displayed. The
options are:
Back ~ Goes back to the source from which

the video target 1011 origmated.
This option is not applicable in the
case When the Syne parameter is set
to FALSE,

Ex — Exits the hypervideo project player.
Continue — Terminates the Bitmap target

1013 and proceeds ta the next
target. This is the only option
that lets the user choose a new

target after the bitmap is
displaved,

Ending Cambo Box

When a bitmap target 1013 appears or disappears from the display

5 window, transition effects, including, but not liniited to, the following, can be

selected, The bifman may growfromthe middle or side of the display window.

The bitmap may slide front the side of the display window. The bitmap may

evolve fromthe hotspot. Finally, the bitmap may spirally grow on the display

window. These effects can be implemented for videos also.

ice

AucioTargets
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Name Type Description
Syne Check Box Specifies whether the hypervideo plays or

pauses while the audio target 1015 plays.

Mix Check Box Indicates whether to mix the audio data

with other data that is presently playing, or
playthe audio data “on top” of other data.

Ending Combo Box Indicates what ta do when the audiotarztet
105 ends playing. The options are:

Loo — Loops the audio target 1015
back and forth.

Back ~ Goes back to the source from

which the video tareet 1011 originated
* Exit — Pants the bypervides project

player.
Continue — Terminates the audio target
1015 and proceeds to the next target.
This is the onlyoption that lets the user
choose a new target after the audio
target 1015 has plaved.

The default is Continue.

Audio targets LOTS can inchude the transition effects of fading in and ont.

MixingofSeveralAudioChannels

Audio tracks of several different media playing simultaneously may be

mixed together.
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Text Targets

_ame Type Description _
Position RECT. The runtime module 1101 needs the top

left coordinates and the width and height of
the bitmap windaw. The RECT contams
the format: left top width height. In case
width and height are absent, the default is
the original size of the bitmap.

Font Combe Bax The name ofthe font. Default may be
Arial.

Sige Combe Box The sive of the text.

Duration Miuliseconds The duration in muliseconds that the text

target 1017 is displayed.

Infinite Check Box Toggles between this parametor and the
Duration parameter, When the user
specifies the Infinite parameter, the message
pops up as a message box and the user may
actuate an OK button in order to exit this

message box.

ayT Check Box Specifies whether the hypervideo should
stop and wait for the duration of displaying
the text te pass. The default isTRUE. In
ease the Infinite flag is ON, the Syne flag
tums GN too.

Ending Combo Box indicates howto terminate the display of a
tent target LOL7, ‘Phe aptions are:
Back ~ Goes back to the source from which

the video target 1011 originated.
Exit ~ exits the hypervideo project player.
Continue ~ Terminates thetext target and
proceeds to the next target. This is the only
option that lets the user choose a new
target after the text target 1017 has been
displayed,
The default option is Cendinue.

Text targets 1097 can include the transition effect of evolving fetter by

letter,
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Execu > "Targets

Name __Type Description
Command Line Edit Boz Text describing the command fine fir the

executable target 121.

Position RECT. The min-time module 1101 needs the topleft
coordinates and the width and height of the
executable window, The RECTcontains the

format : left top width height,
Wat Syne Check Box Specilies whether the hypervideo should stop

and wait for the duration of opening the
execotable target 1021 io pass. Phe default is
TRUE.

Ending Combo Box Indicates what te de when the executable
target 1021 ends execution. The options are:
Back - Goes back to the source from which

the video target 1011 originated.
Exif ~ exis the hypervides project player.
Continue - Terminates the executable target
1021 and proceeds to the next target. This is
the only option that lets the user choose a
new target after the executable target 1021 is
performed.
The default is Continue.

 

ig The workshop windowsupports the following editing options:

» Selection — different types are available:

Onc hotspot €003 in one frame;

Multiple hotssots $003 in one frame;

One hotspot 8003 over multiple frames (using the shift key, andthe slider

1S ar arrowkeys); and

Multiple hotspots 8003 over multiple frames.

* Undo and Redo ~ for:

Deleting a hotspot &003;

Editing, such as cutting, copying end pasting:

odoS Defining a hotspot 8003 in more frames;

Defining a new hetspot 8009; and

Moving a hotspot 8005.
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* Cut, Copy, Paste and Paste New — implernented to work for ane er more

selected hotspots for one or more frames. A user can cut and copy 3

selected hotspot and paste ii on a different frame. Hotspots 8005 created

with the paste coramand retain their original identity. However, hotspots

8003 created with the Paste New command have new identities.

. Delete and Delete Hotspot ~ will delete selected or emtine instances of a

hetspot 8003 in a media element 1690. Deletion can be performed on

selected hotspots. When deleting all instances of a hotspot 8603, the

hotspot will automatically be deleted throughout the media clement 1690,

When deleting sclected instances of a hotspot 8003 in the authoring tool

1001, the hotspot must remain selected.

Alternate MouseButton

Ry actuating the alternate mouse bution, different sets ofcomraands can

be accessed, The type of command set aceessed depends upon whether or not

the pointer is over a hotspot 8003. When the pointer is over a hotspot 8003, the

alternate mouse button may acocas the following commands:

. Hotspot Properties

. Go To First Frame

‘ Cut

. Copy

° Paste

a Delete One

° Delete Hotspot 8003

* Bring Te Front (see following Z-order ofhotspots section}

° Send To Back (see following Z-order of hotspots section)

When the corsor is not over a hotspot 8003, actuating the alternate mouse

buiten mayaccess the following commenuts:

* Workshop Properties

* Snag / Stretch

: Different sizes of the Workshop video

* Preview
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* Set In Frame

® Set Out Frame

* Ge To In Frame

* Go Ta Gut Frame

Z-Order of Hotspots

Hotspots 8003 should maintain a z-order among themselves when one

hotspot 803 overlaps another hotspot 8603. The user may place one hotspot

$063 in back or in from of another hetspot N03. Selecting ahotspot 8003 will

not automatically bring it to the top ofthe z-orler. This option may be supported

by one or more of the following portions of the hypervideo environment 1000:

the project file 1670, the anthorme tool 1601, or the run-time module 1101.

NideoPreview

The Workshop window mayprovide the option to preview a hypervideo

being edited in that window.

The Slider

The slider 6007 in the Workshop window permits the user io select and

display ong frame of a viden.

@ wv LS x

‘The Workshop Toolbar and Hotspot Toolbar may be floating. The

toolbars can hook to the sides af the Workshop window. The orientation ofthe

toolbars may be changed from horizontal te vertical. The toolbars may be

displayed in a double vertical format. The interpolation buttons may be placed in

the Workshop Toolbar.

AuthoringToolGU

Figure 10 ilfustrates an exemplary graphical user interface (GUD) 10,001

of the anthoring tog! 1001. The authoring tooi’s GUE 10,001 inchides the mena

ber 10,005, the main tool bar 10,009, the Media Warehouse window10,005, the
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Workshop window8001, and the Tools window 9001. A hypervides 10,007 is

shown in ths Workshoo window 8001.

215ProjectView

The project view 1007 Ulustrates the hypervidee story beard 11146, shown

in Figure 11, which illustrates the base target 11,001 and targets 7003 linked

$010 ta hotspots 8003. Icons 11,063 illustrating a thumbnail Hlustration 4007 of

hotspots 8083 in the targets 7003, 11,081 are appended to the corresponding

base target 11,001 and other targets 7003. Targets 7003 corresponding io the

hotspots 8003 illustrated by the icons 11,003 maythen be appended ic the icons

11,003. The branch 11,005 ofan icon 11,003 that has already been displaved in

the story board 1176 may terminate. Branches 11,005 to targets 7013 of newly

displayed icons are shown. In this way, the user can viewthe hotspots #003 and

targets 7003 of ali media elements 1690 in the hypervideo project.

aod -lime Module

The rarn-time module 1101,ustrated in Figure 1B, is used to play one or

more hypervideos simultaneously, The run-time module 1101 ufilizes the data in

the project file 1670. The ran-time module 1161 can be used to play hypervideos

10,007 with different applications, including, but not limited te, DirectarS by

Macromedia Incorporated (San Francisco California}, Shockwave by

Macromedia Incorporated, VIDGLivs by VDOnet Corporation (Palo Alto,

Califomia), Netscape Navigater by Netscape Commumications Corporation

(Mountain View, California), and Internet Explorer by Microsoft. By

conumunicating with the rupetime library 1213 through player interfaces 1102, the

different applications use the run-time module 111M to play hypervidess 10,007.

The olayer interfaces 1102 inchide, for example:

{1} plug-ins 1109 for applications such as those described above (e.g.,

THrector’ and Netscape}:

(2) OLE control, such as ActiveX (OC), 1105, for example, to

integrate vith Visual Basic environments by Microsoft Corporation;
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62] stand-alone modules 1107 such as a stand-alone player

incorporatingthe player interface 1]02;

4) an MCI driver 1109 accessible by MCI; and

(3) asofiware development kn (SDK) 1111,

‘The run-time library 1113 permits the hypervideos 10,007 to be played.

The run-time library 1113 may inchide four elements, exemplified below:

cb Execntion of a hypervides project by a project interpreter 1117,

‘The project interpreter 1117 manipulates an object database 1127. The object

database 1127 mayinclude an object tree which will be subsequently described.

Logecng information and preparing statistics 114? pertaining to the hypervidea

project execution can be recorded.

(2) Administration including manipulation, far example, of media

necessary for the execution of a hypervideo project is provided by a media

manager 1125. including an active media stack1141, a cache 1143 ofmedia that

have been previously setivated, and a look ahead system 1145 containing media

that are expected to be activated, The media manager 1125 is used to manipulate

media files, og, opening, playing amd closing media files 1680. The media

manager 1125 reduces the time te open a file, by keeping rack of the opened files

and using the look-ahead system 1145 tload new media files 1480 that may

potemially be requested by the user. The newly loaded files are added to the

objicet ires, subsequently described.

(3; Manipulation of the hypervidee project, for example, including the

object database 1127, can be achieved through an interface 1119 byactivation

feedback 1129, and display and sound mechanisms 1131 Activation feedback

1129 permits control of the hypervides project by user or programmatic actions

1149, 1151. Programmatic aciions 1131 may be paplemented in sofiware, such

as by the use of scripting lansnases 1004. A programmatic action 1131 may

include the use of notification Frames 1157, subsequently described. A user

action 1149 mayiachade actuating a hotspot 8003, while a hypervideo project is

being displayed, by, for cxarmple, actuating a mouse button, when the pointer is

ever the hotspot. As a result, a target 7003, such as a media element 1690, may

be executed.
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(4) Network communications capability 1215, for example on the

internet or an intranet, that ponmits implementing the run-time module 1101 ina

client-server architecture 1121. The client-server architecture 1121 may permit

ihe run-time module 1101 to support multiple users 1133. The client-server

architecture 1121 may also permit the run-time module 1101 to support

streaming of video and ofher meta-information, A queue manager 1137 manages

a stream of information, inchiding hypervideo information, being transmitted

between the client and the server { 121.

 

The run-time module 1101 may support the following commands:

s Osen project — Loads a specified hypervideo protect COBV) file 1676.

This operation may also modnlythe display windowofthe hypervidea

project according to submitted window parameters. The window

parameters inchide window size, position, z-order and hierarchical status.

* Play project ~ Activates a previously loaded hypervideo praject. A call-

back object E2001 may be supplied when using this command.

* Stop project ~ Stops a playing hypervideo project.

* Payse project ~ Pauses a playing hypervideo project.

* Set Project WindowProperties ~ Windproperties of an open project

may be altered. These properties include window size, position, z-order

and hierar:hical status,

* Add \ Remove A Call-Back Object ~ Call-back objects may be added or

rernoved.

 

An exemplary design of the run-time module 1101 will now be deserthed.

This description will inchide an illustrative discussion ofcall-back objects, a

player interface 1162, and the run-fime library 1113.
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Call-backObjects

Av application may ineolude a call-back object 12.001, exemplified in

Figere 12. Call-back objects are otherwise known as call-back windows or call-

back fictions. The call-back objcets 12,001 couple the run-time library 1113 i

an application 12,003, which may include the stand-alone module 1107 er other

applications described above. Specifically, the call-back objects 12,001 faciltate

communications between the run-time [brary 1113, and the application £2,003.

A call-back object 12,001 receives information, in the form of nessuges or

function calls, upon the occurrenceof certain events when a hypervidee 10,007 is

performed. The csll-back object 123,001 communicates the information to the

application 12,003. The events are listed in the following section deseribing

Event Notification L114. Furthermore, the application 12,003 can initinte actions

in a hypervideo 10,007 through a call-back object 12,002, The use ofthe term

abject in this paragraph and subsequently in section 2.2, refers, not to hotspots

8003, but to objects in object oriented programs.

Event Notification

The run-time brary 1125 sepports notification of call-back obpects

12,001 upon the occarrence of ceriain events (1114). Upon such event

notification 1114, call-hack objects may present certain return values to the run-

time library 1113, or initiating actions of the type listed below. Events include:

* Hotspot related events — these events inchnle:

* Entrance ofa hotspot 8003 into a frente that is the first frame im

which the hotspot $003 is defined.

Exit of a hotspot 8003 from a frame that is the first frame in which

the hotspot is not defined.

Activation ofa hotspot 8003, when 4 user activates a mouse button

when the peinter is over the hotspot 8003 in a certain frame.

* Passing over a hotspot 8003, when the pointer is moved over a

hotspot 8003. Hotspots may respond to this notification, for

example, by specifying a cursor to be displayed,
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Call-back objects 12,001 may respondio any one of these hotspot-related

events.

* Media Related Events -- These events include:

* Start or end of a media, when a media is activated or deactivated.

The start and end of the media maynot be the first and last frames of

the media, but cather the first and {ast frames of the media that are

isnlayed.

* ‘Reaching certain marked frames or other proviously marked points,

Certain frames of a media may be marked during hypervideo project

authoring, or during ran-time, as notification frames 1157. When

antification frames 1157 are executed or displayed, the run-time

library 1143 notifies the call-back objects 12,001.

. Target Related Events ~ Specific targets may be marked for notification,

Before activating, or executing, sueh targets 7003, call-back objects

12,001 are notified. This notification allows the hypervideo 10,007 to

abort the target 7003 execution or commence different related actions.

 

When a hypervideo 16,007 is playing, applications 12,003 which reference

the hypervideo project mayinfttate twee kinds of actions:

I, Actions that have a direct and apparent influence on the playing

hypervideo 106,007. These actions mchide:

* Target 7003 Activation ~ whereby an application 12,003 can force

the playing hypervideo 10,007 to launch, or execute, a certain

iarget by creating a new target 7009 or byaclivating, or actuating,

a hotspot 8003 Yinked 1610 to a previously defined target 7003.

. Project Stop ~ whereby an application 12,003 can foree a playing

hypervideo 16,007 to step.

2. Actions directed at the project file 1670 that have an indirect influence on

a playing hypervidec 10,007. These actions inchude:

* Changing cursors ~ an application 12,003 may change the cursors

associated with a particular hotspot. These cursors include
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cursors that are used when 2 pointer is passed over the hotspot

8003 or when a mouse bution is actuated when the pointer is over

the hotspot 8005,

‘ Enabling or disabling hotspots 8003 ~an application 12,003 can

disable or enable a hotspot 8003. A hotspot 8003 can be Rallyor

partially disabled. With full disabling. a defined hatspot 4003 is

completely ignored. With partial disabling, specific hetspot 8003

fictions are disabled, suchas predefined targets 7003,

notification, and hotspot visualization 1155, for cxampie.

* Replacing the base targets 11,001 — whereby an application

12,003 can redefine the hypervideo base targets 11,001 which are

plaved whenthe hypervideo 16,007 begins. This function maybe

nyvalid once bypervideo 10,007 has commenced playing.

. Markine notification frantes 1157 -- whereby at mun ime, the

appHcatioan. 12,003 marks frames for which notification is

requested.

* Querying the media and media position ~ whereby an application

12,003 can retrieve at any given time the currently playing

meclia(s) and its/their current position(s} (c.g., frantic or um)

MCIDriwer

The rigplime ragdule £207 raay include an MCT Driver 1109 as one of the

player interfaces 1102 to permit the playing of hypervideos 10,007, The MCT

driver 1109 may allow Windowapplications wo play hypervideos 10,007, using

the Multimedia Contral Interface (MCP by Microsoft. An application 12,003,

requesting to play a hypervideo 10,007, may send the appropriate MCI

conunands. The MCI maytranslate these conmoands into messages and send

them to the MCI driver 1109 corresponding to the file type that is being acted

apon. The corresponding MCI driver 1109 may recognize these messages and

direct the run-time Nbrary 1113 appropriately. The MCI driver 1109 may also

process user input, for example, from a mouse or a keyboard.
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in order to respond correctly to boih sources of input, the MCI driver

1109 includes the following two components:

a} A driver procedure which responds to relevant messages sent hy

the system; and

@)} A window procedure attached to a window. This procedureis

designed to trap relevant mouse messages, and ta serve as a call~

back object 12,001 for notifications sent by the playing media

elements 1696,

In order to accomplish their tasks, the components use a set of hypervideo

objects created and used by the run-time library 1113. Anytime a target 7003

has to be executed as a result of activation feedback 1129, an object is

constructed. These objects include information about a corresponding target

7003, The objects that are playing or that were playing and may be played in the

future, arc kept in. an object tree, In this object tree, objects that were activated

from other objects are depicted as their descendants. Figure 13 illustrates

exemplary objects 13,002 in an exemplary cbject dee 13,004. The objects

13002 and chject tree 15,004 mayalso be used with player ivterfaces 1102,

including the MCT driver 1109, described above. The MCI driver and window

procedures will now be deseribed in more detail to exemplify the use of objects

13,002 and the object tree 13,004,

MCIDriverProcedure

The MCI driver 1109 maybe designed to respond to the messages sent to

it bythe system. These messages may inchide general driver messages, and MCI-

specific messages. The MCT messages are interpretations of the messages sent by

an application. The messages handled bythe driverinclude: MIC]OPEN,

MCLPLAY, MCLSTOP, MCLPAUSE, MCIRESUME, MCLWINDOW,

MCLCLOSE, MCIPUT, and MCLUPDATE, Custom messages maybe

developed to enable seeking specific clips in given frames or targets 7003. An

exemplary description of some of the messages follows:

MCIGPEN (relevant parameters: Open-Flags, Open-Parms):
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This message initiates the hypervideo 10,007 accarding to the file name

found in the Onen-Parms. When processing this message, the base target

11,001 to be played becomes the root object 13,006 of the object tree

13,004. According to the Open-Flags and Open-Parms, a window is

created, The window's procedure is set to be the driver’s WndProc.

MCIPLAY:

HD

This message staris playing the hyperviden 10,007. The message can be

received, for example, upon one ofthe following situations arising: (4)

The project is stopped ~ In this case the object iree 13,004 is Intliated

from the root object 13,006. The base target 11,001, corresponding to

the root target 13.006is thus played. (2) The project is paused - In this

case all the objects 13,002, or corresponding targets 7003, which have the

status flag Playing fe.g., were previously playing, see MCTPAUSE} are

played.

MCLSTOP:

The hypervideo 10,007 and all of Hs playing targets 7003 are stopped, and

the object tree 13,004 is callansed.

20

MCI PAUSE:

The hypervides 10,007 aad all of its playing targets are paused, Pausing

does not affect the status flag ofthe objects 13,002. Thus, when

resuming the playing of the hypervideo 10,007, the run-time module 1101

knows which objects 13,002 to resume playing. Phere is no effect on the

eblect tree 13,004.

MCTRESUME:

Lat a,¢

Page 56 of 409

This message is effective onty if the hypervideo 10,007 is paused. in this

case all the objects 13,002 of the hypervideo 10.007 marked Playing are

played.
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MCYWINDOW (relevant parameters: window):

This message replaces the windowrelating to the ‘full-sersen' of the MCI

driver 1169, It can be sent only when the MCT driver 1109 is not playing,

The windowis attached to the root object 13,006, and is subclassed to

WrdPrac.

MCLCLOSE:

This measage releases all memory, and terminates the MCL driver 1109.

WindowProcedure

Each driver session is associated with a window. The association is made

by means of the MCTOPEN and MCTWINDOWcommands. The association

must be done before playing starts. The driver uses the window procedure to

obtain mouse and MCI events. In case the driver is assigned a new window using

the MCLWINDOWcommand, it will subclass its windowprocedure, Any other

child windows which are created during the playing of the hypervides 10,007 are

also subclassed to this same procedure, and the interaction wih them is done

through i.

The main messages handied by the window procedure are:

WMLBUTTONDOWN i(rclevant parameters: window, mouse position):

This message is used te identify user action of actuating a mouse button,

From the windowhandle, ihe object 13,002 can be retrieved via the

management manager 1125. Afler identifying the object 13,002 and the

pointer coordinates, ihe obpect database 1127 is queried for a tarpet 7003,

or abject 13,002. to be executed, Acvording to the data reesived from

the object database 1127, the current object 13,002 maybe stopped.

WM_SETCURSOR(relevant parameters: windaw):

This message is used to set the cursor according to the pointer

coordinates, whether the pointeris over a hotspot 4003, whether a monse

button has been actuated, and depending upon the media element 1690
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being executed. From the window handle, the object 13,002 can be

retrieved via the management system.

MM_MCYNOTIPFY (relevant parameters: device ID):

This message is used to signal that an object 13,002 has terminated. Fromta

the device FD, the object 13.002 is retrieved via the media management

system 1125. Notification of medias that terminated unsuccessfully may

be ignored at this stage. The object 13,002 that ended is updated io show

that the corresponding media file 1680 is no longer playing. For

IG compound objects, this may not necessarily mean that the object 13,002

has termmated. UWthe object [3,002 is terminated, then a check is

performed on the object's termination flag, or ending parameter,

jreviously described. The following actions are taken accerding to the

following flag settings:

if EXITstop all playing targei{s} 7003.ions Lie

if LOOP play targetis} 7003 again,

if CONTINUE stop target(s) 7003 and take itthem offthe active

media stack 1141. Get the next object 13,002 and playit.

if BACK stop target(s} 7003 and take it/them off the active media

2u stack 1141. Continue the parent object or target.

WFREEZEpause target 7003.

MM_MCISIGNAL (relevant parameters: device ID, video position}:

This message is used tc track a playing object 13,002. Again, the object

ihat 13,002 maybe retrieved fromthe device ID. Tracking a playing object

13,002 permits the following:

1. Sines the image in a video, for example, may change, the cursor

may have to be altered even though the mouse has not moved.

For that reason, it may not be sufficient to watt for the

36 WM_SETCURSOR message,

2. identifying notification frames 1157. For cach frame, the object

database 1127 is queried to determine if the frame is 9 notification
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frame } 157. If the frame is a notification frame 1147, the

corresponding target(s} are executed.

Logging, for example in a daiabase, the entrance, or appearance,Tot

and exit, or disappearance, of hotspots &HI3.

An object 13.002 always keeps its position, for example frame number, of

its last signal message. When such a signal message is received, the object

13,002 is queried by tuself for changes that occurred betweenthe last kept

and cunrent position.

WIMTIMER (relevant parameters: device)

This message is used to signal that a tuned object has terminated. ‘The

action is sinular to the notify message.

ObjectsandtheObtectTree

The object 13,002 inckhules a description of a corresponding target 7003.

Additionally, the object also may inchide status information, such as playing

status, tho MCI devies [D and relevant window.

The objects 13,002, ot corresponding targets 7003, that are being

executed, or that wert exceuted asad sti] may at anytime in the future be exeeuted

may be kept in an object tree 13,004 The ebjects 13,002 of the object tree

13.004 may be of two general types: visible 13.008 or invisible 13,010. The

visible objects 13,008, unlike invisible objects 13,010, can serve as parents of

ather objects 13,002. Invisible objects 13,016 are always leaves.

An object 13,002 maybe added to the object tree 13,004 once the abject

13,003 starts playing. The object 13,002 is removed fromthe object tree 13,004

once the object 13,002 is no longer scheduled to be played. An object 13,002

may be added to the abject tree 13,004 in the fellowing situations:

i. When starting to play the hypervideo £0,007, a root object 13.006,

representing the base target(s} 11,001, ts created andts placed at the top

of the object tree 13,004.

2. As a result of actuating a switch, or bution, on a mouse or reaching a

notification frame 1157, an object 13,002 is spawned from the object
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13,002 that contains, for example, the hotspot 8003 over which the

pointer was placed when the switch was actuated, or clicked.

Lat ifan object 13,002 ends or is closed, and its termination flag is set to

continue, the closed object 13,012 is destroyed and a newobject 13,014 is

placed as a son of the closed obiect’s parent object.

An object 13,002 may be removed from the object tree 13,004 in the

following situations:

a When the hyperviden 10,007 reaches its end or the close

eamimand is received, the obiect tree 13,004 is terminated.

b, isn object 13,002 terminates and the termination flag is set to

continue fused to activate new object 13,014) or to back (used for

asynchronous objects to continue playing their parent object }.

Objects 13,002 removed from object tree 15,004 may be marked in one of

two ways: C1} stop all the playing descendant object(s) or (2) de not step all

playing descendant object(s}. fan object 13,002 of the Gest type (1) is removed

from the object tree 13.004, then descendent object(s) that branch fromthe

removed object are aleo removed from the object tree 13,004. [fthe abject

13,002 of the second type (2), is removed from the object wee 13,004, then

branchfes} of descendent object(s) of the removed object are appended to the

pavent object of the removed object,

MediaManeger

The media manager 1125 includes a list ofmedia fle 1680 names. The

media manager 1125 also mcludes an MC} device ID for each media file 1680 in

ihe list. The media manager 1125 further includes a list of objects 13,002 that

use those device TOs, Asa resull, the chjects 15.002 can interact with the MCL.

The media mariager 1124 supports the following commands:

Cipen (media file, object reference, window} ~this commnand opens a

media file 1680 in a specified window and returns the MCT device {D of the

opened media file 1680. Ia copy of the specified media file 1680 has previously

been opened and is available, the same media file 1686 copy and MCI device ID

vill be used.
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Stop (abject reference) - stops the playing of the media file 1680 relating

to the object reference.

Close (object reference} — removes the object.

se Resolutio

Resolution of a hypervideo project may be 1000 by 1000. Te optimize

the speed of database calculations, the resolution may be 1624 by 1024. Also,

the user can change the resolution ofthe hypervideo project coardinates.

PointerLocation

The Microsoft Foundation Class (MPC) CRen objects may be used to

determine whether the pointer is positioned over a polvgon-shaped hotspat.

 

Two or more media files 1680 may be displayed overlapping cach other.

A z-order relationship is maintained between the media files 1680 so that they are

displayed over one another in a consistent fashion. Special overlay techniques,

such as key color, blue screen and alpha channel may be used io achieve sprite

animation and non-rectangular overlaps of windows.

HotspotVisualization

A taarker 1255 can be attached to a hoispot 8003 (ic., the hetsput 8003

ean be marked}. The marker 1154 can serve two purposes: First, the marker

1155 signals the user that a hotspot 8003 exists. Second, the marker 1155 can

stenily that the user has already actuated the hotspot 83003.

To faellitate these purposes, the marker [155 can be attached to the

hoispot 8003 in one of the following ways.

a Statically by showing the marker contimmousiy. The marker 1155 can be

turned on or off by at application 12,005, such as a monitoring

application; or
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. Dynamically when, for example, the hotspot 8003 ts actuated by an

application 12.003, such as a menitoring application, or when a pointer is

over the howpot 8003,

The marker 1155 may be implemenied using one of the following

techniques:

fa) A tent fag attached to the hotspot 8005,

{b} A bitmap tag atteched to the hotspot #003;

ic}  Gverlapping the hotspot 8063 with a surfsec, such as a translucent

surface to highlight the hotepat 8003;

(qd) With sprite animation: and

&) With teal tips. When a mouse moves over a hotspot 8003. 2 ton!

tip maay pop up to specify, for example, the hotspoi’s name.

Run-timeStatistics

Statisties [147 are gathered for hotspots and media files 1680. Statistics

1147, for example, include the number of times a hoispot 83603 has been activated

or the number of times aparticular mediafile [680 was played. ‘The statistics

1147 can be accessed used by applications 12,003, such as monitoring

applications, to initiate conditioned actions. The statistics mechanism can be

replaced, at least partially, by a counting mechanismin the application 12,003 that

ig triggered by event notification Lil4. Additionally, statisties 1147 ean be

displayed.

ProjectStatus

‘The current status of a project, including currently playing media, for

exainple, defined by the object tree 13,004 and thase waitingin the active media

stack 1141, can be saved bythe run-time Hbrary 1113. The saved status can later

be recalled io continue playing a project from a specific point.
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2.0. StreamingHypervides
 

Hyperviden data can be streamed, as described above, for cxarnple across

anerwork 1650 from a server to a client, as described above. Because the

hynervideo data is streamed, Inslantanerus network bandwidth consumption is

diminished. Also, latency, assaciated with hypervideo performance, may be

reduced, Techniques for streaming hypervideo data will nawbe further

descrihed.

Media Objects

Tn one entbodiment. media objects may be hotspots 8004 m visual media.

such as a videos and bitmaps, that may or may not be associated with interactive

features, such as Hinks to targets 7002, In another embodiment, media objects,

however, may be assoctated with ather hypervidea features such as targets 7003

(or links}, cursors (e.g. click and over cursors). and markers 1155.

Media objects may be referenced in an object oriented manner, in addition

to a traditional image oriented fashion, such as by reference to a frame or time

base. Because media objects may be referenced in an ohject oriented manner,

media objects may be refereneed in a relatively natural manner. Not onlyis

interactivity permitted with media objects, but su also is storage and retrieval of

media objects (or abject based indexing of media), and media object statistics.

Streaming ofMediaObjects

in one embodiment, media object data maybe inchided in streaming

multimedia. In anather embodiment, media object data maybe included in the

hypervideo data stream 1660.

in a forther embodiment, the multimedia stream may include a video and

audio stream. In yet ancther embodiment, the video stream mayinclude a variety

ofvisual information including an image, a slide show, and/or an animation.

The bypervides data stream 1@i0 may permit a user to interact with a

video stream in a manner similar to that deseribed above. In one embodiment, the
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hypervideo data stream 1660 may include information, such as geometry and

shape, about a media object in a frame of a video.

Hypervideo data may be extracted fromthe hypervideo data siream 1460,

and may be provided fo a hypervideo application, with an application prograrn

interface (APH, as will be further described below. Streaming hypervideo maybe

displayed and accessed by a user by modifyme the nun-lime module 1001 to

include a hypervides data stream 1660 renderer. The hypervideo data stream

L680 renderer may inchide an API that provides access ta media abject

information in the hypervidee data stream: 1660, and may permit complex

interaction with media objects.

To diminish latency and instantaneous network bandwidth consurmmtion,

ihe hypervideo data maybe streamed with thestreaming mulumedia. The

hypervideo data may, however, be downloaded priorto the streaming of the

mnultimedia. However, this downloading approach may undesirably increase

latencyand instantaneous network bandwidih consumption winch mayscale. for

exanple linearly, with the leneth of the seaming median.

Streaming hypervideo data mayalso be desirable to accommodate the

dynamic nature of a video. Video may be dynarsic in nature. For example, the

scometry of the media object may change from frame ta frame, for example, due

ta variations in perspective. Hf however, the geometry of the media object in the

rygervidesdata stream 1660 is fixed over a range of frames, the media object

geometry maynot be accurately definedin the range of frames. As aresult, user

Interactivity with the hypervidea 10,007 maybe undesirably diminished.

Therefore, inc order ta enhance user interactiviny, media object data in the

hypervideo stream may be dynamically provided, for example for cach frame in a

corresponding video. One techoique fer streaming hypervidec data for each frame

ofa corresponding video will newbe deseribed,

Streaming Hynervideo DataFor Each Video Frame
 

The folowing technique may implement streaming hypervidea by

providing bypervideo data for each frame of a corresponding video. This

technique has ihe advantage that the hypervideo data stream may be randomly
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accessed at any ume in the stream. Farther, this technique may used with no, ora

relatively small, hypervideo data stream header sc that less memory is required of

a recipient client ta store such a header.

Farther, this technique may permit manipulation of hypervideo data

streams 1660, and exportation of hypervides data inte a hypervideo data stream

1660 ofa steaming multimedia file. In one embodiment, the streanting

multimedia file may be an audio video interlace (AVI) file. A hypervideo data

stream 1660 maybe siored in a private track af an AVI file. This embodiment

may beplemented with computer software, such as file Hystryew.cpp,

Hlustrated below. The operation of the computer software will now be described.

A class ChvstreamViewmay include a method OnSteamaAddstream. In

one embediment, when invoked from an object instantiated fom class

ChvstreamView, methed OnStreamAddstream may export hypervideo data from

a project file 1676 through an authoring too! 1001 to a private track ofa

designated AVI fie. This exportation process may be repeated for each AVI file

in ahypervides 10,007.

The method OnStreamAddstream will nowbe described. A designated

ANfils maybe opened for reading and writing. Then, the streammy videotrack

in the AV] file may be accessed. Informauon from the streaming video track may

ne read. This information mayhe user, in part, io create the bypervidce data

stream 1469 stored in the private track of the AVI file. in one embodiment, the

information from the streaming video track may be used to create the header

1402 and body 1404, illustrated in Figure 14, of the hypervideo data stream 1660.

The body 1404 maybe adjacent, or otherwise coupled, to the header 1402.

The body 1404 of the hypervideo data stream, which may be storedin the

private track, may be created in the following manner. The hypervideo data (e.g.

hotspot data) for each frame in the AVI file maybe extracted and stored in the

private track. For example, every hotspot 8003 associated with, or in, cach frame

afthe AVfile may be klentified, and corresponding hatspot 8003 data may be

extracted. The hotspot 8003 data corresponding to each frame may be stored, in

the bady 1404 of the private track, on a frameby frame basis. The hotspot data
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ray be stored in an order corresponding with the order of the videoframtes.

Then, the AVI file may be closed. AH AVI files in the hypervideo 10,007 may be

sa modified, In one embodiment, dis and ether techniques for creating Ales with

streaming hypervides data maybe implemented with modified authoring tools,

further described below,

Because hypervideodata is provided for each frame of a corresponding

video, this technique may consume a relatively large amount of network capacity.

Thus, this technique may be relatively costly. Therefore, lt maybe preferable to

usc amore efficient technique forstreaming bynervideo data,

 » Data Siream with aHeader and a Body
 

Network channel capacity may be reduced by placingstatic hypervideo

data in the header 1402 ofthe hyperviden dala stream 1606. Fer exanipie, static

hotspot data may be placed in the header 1402 becausethe static hotspot data

does not vary throughout the hypervideo 10,007. Heoause itis placed in the

header 1402, static hypervideo data may be transmitted once, unlike in the

technique described above, reducing transmission bandwidth commumption.

Sialic hotspot data may unchide data about the click and over cursors, a

marker 1145 and target{s) 7003 defined for a hotspot 8003 because such data

may remain constant throughout the life-tiose of the homspat 8003. Speerving

suchattribytes mare than once for each hotspot 8003 (e.g. few eachframe in

which the hotgpot 8005 cours} may be undesirably redundant as described

above,

This streaming technique, like the previously described technique,

facilitates the exportation of hypervideo data into a hypervideo data stream 1660

od a streaming multimedia file. In onc embodiment, the streaming multimedia Sle

is an audio video interlace (AVi} fle. The bypervides data stream 1660 may be

stored in a private track of the AVIfile. in one embodiment, this embodiment

roay be implemented with computer software, e.g. file ExportAvicps Hlustrated
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below. The operation of the computer software will nowbe described.

in ane embodiment, file ExportAvi.cpp inckudes the following arguments:

a_sProjectFile which is the name of the bypervideo project Me 1670

which includes media Hefs}:

asMediaName which is the name ofthe AV! file that includes the audio

and video strearns to be incorporated into a new AVI file; and

a_slargetAV] which is the name ofthe new 4 Vi fle in which the

streaming hypervides data 1660 will be written on a private track.

The computer software operaies in the fallewing mammer. A praject file

1670 may be opened. [n ane embodiment, the data in the project file 1670 may

he encrypted.

Hypervides data may be extracted fromthe project file 1670 identified by

the a_sProjeciFile argument. In one embodiment, the extracted hypervideo data

maybe stored in an EProject object. An EProject object may be an abject

onented representation ofthe database in which hypervideo data is stored, for

example in the authoring teal 1001, The EProject abject is farther described

below,

The byperviden data may be extracted from the project file 1670 in the

following manner, The amount, or length, af deta in the profect file 1670 maybe

determined, A buffer, having such length, may be allocated. Encrypted data is

read from the project {de 1670, and mayhe stored in the buffer. The encrypted

data stored in the buffer may be decrypted. A memory file maybe created, and

attached to the buffer. Memory files and butfers are well known to persons

skilled in the art. An archive mayhe attached to the memory file. The dats in the

buffer may be transferred to the EProject object. The archive and project file

1670 maybe closed.

Assuming that the extraction process is successfully completed,

hypervideo data associated with the selected AV] file, in the hypervides and

identified by the asMediaName argument, may be transferred to a new,

corresponding AVI fle, identified by the asTarpetAVI argument. The

hyperviseo data may be written in the private track of the sew AVI file, The
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hypervides data may be written in the private track of the new AVI file. The

hypervideo data transter may be performed in the following manner.

Streamed nypervides data may be extracted from the EMedia object that

corresponds to the selected AVI file. An EMedia object mayrepresent, im an

object oriented manner, the AVI file and Hs associated hypervideo data. The

EMecha ebfect corresponding to the selected AVI fle may be selected in the

following manner. EMedia objects maybe iteratively analyzed to uncoverthe

EMedia object that is associated with the selected AVI Me.

Uponascertatning the EMedia object corresponding to the sclected AVI]

file, the new AV file may be prepared. Ifthe new AVI file does not exist, then

the new AVI file may be created, inchuling bv copying the streaming audio and

video data fram, the selected AVI fle to the new AVI file, Ifthe new AVI fle

already exists, but does not include the same video stream as the sslected AVI

file, then the selected AVI dile’s audio and video strearns may be copied to the

new AYVTfile,

The file ExportAvienp includes method AddObjeetinformation which

creates a hypervides data strearn 1660 in the private track of the new AVI fle.

This function includes the argurnents from the EProject object (corresponding to

the selecied project file 1670) and the MMedia ohiect (corresponding tt the

uneavered EMedia object. and melading hyperviden data and pointer to the

selected AVI file}. and ihe name of tke new AVI file. The method may operate in

the following manner.

Video For Windows (TM} software brary nary be initialized. A pointer,

in the uncovered EMedia object, to an EClip obiect maybe acquired. The class

EChp, derived fromthe class EMedia, may include parameters for storing

corresponding hypervideo data. In one embodiment, the classes ECHpObiect and

EClpFrame, derived trom class ECiip, may inchide parameters for respectively

sioring static hotspot data (c.g. target. cursor, marking, and frame range data)

and dynamic hotsont data (e.g. gearetry and shape data).

In onc embodiment, the static hotspot data may be acquired in the

following manner. The number of frames in the video stream of the selected AVI

file may be determined. Static hotspot data may be extracted for cach hortspat by
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indexing the ECHpObject objects associated with the ECHp object corresponding

to the selected AVI file. The extracted static hotspot data for each EClipOject

object may include data abouta click cursor (1 byte}, an over cursor {1 byte), a

Target URL (4MAXURLbyte}, and a hotspot object frarse range (2 DWORD

= 2* 4 bytes) In other embodiments, the static and dynamic hotspot data may

inchide parameter data differerd than described in this section. The static hotapot

data may be stored in the allocated memoryis form the header 1402 of the

hypervideo data stream 1660 in the private track of the AVI file. In one

cmbodiment, each set ofstatic hotspot data in the header 1402 may correspond

to a unique instance of a hotspot object. Other data obtained from the video

streamofthe selected AVI hile may also be used tc form the header 1402,

In another embodiment, ihe dynamic hotspot data (e.o. hotspot geometry.

shape) may be somilarhy acquired by indexing the EChpFrame objecis in the EClip

object corresponding to the AVI file, The dynamic hotspot data may be

reorganized by frame, rather than by hotspot, and copied to the allocated memory

io form the body 1404 ef the hypervideo stream data in the private track of the

AYfile. In one embodiment, dynamic hotepot data may be provided for each

video frame. The dynamic hotspot data may be stored im the allocated memory ta

form the body 1404 of the hypervides data strearn in the private track of the AYI

file,

Ha frame of video is identified as key frame in the video stream of the

selected AVI file, the corresponding hotspot data associated with the key frame is

identified as key hotspot data in the hypervideo data stream 1660. Uponcreating

the bypervideo data stream 1660 in ihe private wack of the AVI fle. the AVI file

aving Dynamic Hotspot Information Provided for
 

& farther techninie for diminishing network capacity consumption will

nowbe described. This technique permits the hypervideo data rate to be reduced

below the corresponding video frame rate. Untike the previously described

iechniques, which required one set of streamed hypervideedata to be uniquely
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associated for each video frame, this technique permits one set of streamed

hypervidee data to be associated with one or more video frames.

in one embodiment, when the set of streamed hypervideo data is received

by the client in a client-server network, the geometry data, in the streamed

inypervideo data, may be associated with each frame of the one or more video

frames. In another embodiment, the geometry data associated with each frame of

a set of more than one video frames may be determined by interpolating the

geometrydata of two consecutive sets of sireamed hypervideo data sent

respectively before and after the corresponding set of more than one video

franses.

Hypervides data may be exported to a private (proprietary)streamin

media fe formats, including an ASF version | file. using hypervieieo data buffers.

Hypervideo data buffer streaming will be first discussed. Then, a technique for

inmplementing hypervideo data in streamed hyrervideo data buffers will be

exemplified for a Netshow (TM) client-server system.

 

in one ershadiment, hypervides data buffers may contain dynarmc media

object data about hotspots, including data about hatspot peornetry, target(s}

7003, and cursors 7003. Hypervideo data buffers may also inchide media object

data for notification frames 1147, or hotframes, including target 7003 data.

A hypervideo data buffer may include data about media objects associated

with one or more video frames. When expariing a hypervideo 10,007 data to an

ASF version 1 fe, hypervideo data buffers may be created al user defined rates.

The roaximurm: hypervideo data buffer creation rate maybe limited fo a

corresponding video's frame rate so that the maximum number of hypervideo

data buffers equals the numberoffrarnes in the video.

in one embodiment, hypervideo data buffers may be implernented with

computer software, ¢.¢. fie NSCommands.cpp, illustrated belaw, File

NSCommanids.cop may facilitate the creation of, and the extraction of hypervideo

data from, hypervicdes data buffers. Object oriented programming classes defined

and implemented in fle NSCommands.cpp maybe
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used in an authoring teal 100) to create hypervideo data buffers. These and

other classes may be defined in file NSCoramands.cpp, for use im the run-time

module 1001, to extract hypervideo data from bypervidea data baffers. Pile

NSComumands.cpp inchides the following three classes:

we ENSBuffer: Objects instantiated from this class read data from and write

data to hyperviaiew date buffers. For example, this class’s method ‘Ini’ writes an

integer to or reads an integer from a hypervideo data buffer depending upon the

setting of ‘storing’ flag (e.g. if a hypervideo data buffer’s ‘storing’ flag equals

true the integer is written in the hypervidea data buffer when this method is

10 performed).

EMSFramelatc: Objects instantiated from this class handle the creation of

a hypervideo data buffer.

ENSPramelntoManager: Obpects instantiated from this class manage the

process of hypervideo data buffer creation. Upon exporting a hypervidea 10,007

18 te astreaming media file, an object instantiated from the ENS¥ramelnfoManager

class is called repeatedly according to the bypervideo data buffer creation rate

every firme a hypervideo data buffer is created. Each time an object instantiated

from the ENSFrameinfeManager class is called, it receives an ENSFramelnio

abject and an ENSHuffer abject, and serializes the FNSFrameinto object to the

20 ENSBSuftler object.

ENSFrameiota

Objects instantiated from the ENSFrameinfo class may inclade

information about media object geometry and target{s) 7003 for a frame in the

235 video. Objects instantiated from the ENSFramelinfo class may include an array of

SNSHotspot objects, which inchides location and target data for cach hotspot in

a frame, and an ENS Event object which inchides target daia for the frameifthe

frame is a notification frame 1147. Both ENSHotspat and ENSEvent classes

inherit properties from a ENSPrameLinkData class which also mchudes

30 parameters that describe target(s) 7003. Aset of these parameters may he used

te store Boolean variables for selecting target type. Hotspot 8009 and

notification frame 1157 target 7003 types may inchide: play another video, seek
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io a different location in the same video, seek to an ASF Marker defined mi the

current video, display text on top af the video, or navigate to a location at a URL

whose corresponding data is displayed in selected ATM.frame. For cach target

type, the ENSFrameLinkDataclass includes a further set of parameters, or

deseriptors, used to further identifythe target 7063. For example, if a target

7003 type navigate to a location at a URLis selected, then the URL Beolean

variable is set to true and the relevant descriptors. including the URLname,

location and selected frame, are provided. The ENSHotspot class inclades

parameters to define hotspot §003 geometry and cursors, in addition to the target

7003 parameters inherited from ENSFrameLinkData.

Hypervideo data buffers sill nowbefurther Hlustrated by exemplifving

their use. A hypervideo data buffer may be created for a frame for which an

alliptically shaped hotspot is defined. The cllipucally shaped hotspot maybe

linked ws a target 7603 which is of the type that displays tex{ on lop ofthe video.

Thus, during hyperviico performance, upon actuating (e.g. clicking on) the

olliptically shaped hotspot, iexl may appear over the video. The frame mayalso

he a notification frame 1157 whose target 7003 1s the type that navigates to

location ata URLfe.g. for a weh site) whose corresponding data is displayed in a

selected HTML. frame. The hotypot 8003 center is located at coordinates

(1G,4) and the hotspot’s honzontal anc vertical racluses are respectively

(26.60).

To implement the elliptically shaped hotspot and notification frame 1 157,

an ENSPramelnfo object is instantiated. An ENSHoispot object is also

mstantiaied. The ENSHospot object may inchide an ENSENipss obtect having a

text type target. An ENSEvent object is created having a target 7003 type that

navigates to a location at a URL whose corresponding data is displayed ina

selected HTML frame. Both ENSHotsnoi and ENSEvent objects are added to

the ENSFramelafo object. An ENSBuffer abject is then instantiated. The

ENSFrameinfo objectis serialized into the ENSBuffer abject.
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‘The resulting hypervideo data buffer has the following structure:

Byte O: ¢ (atands for true, this is 3 notification frame)

---- the notification frame description ------

Byte |: t (true, this notification frame has a URL type target}

Byte 2: 22 Ghe length of the URL's name)

Byte 21.7 (false, this is not a seek to ime target}

Byte 22: f (false, this is not a seck to marker target)
a. ¢

Byte 25: f (false, this is not a text target}

--- the hotspot description ------

Byte 24: (false, this is nota URLtarget)

Byte 25: PCfaise, this is nota seek to ume target}

Byte 26: f (false, thia is nota seek to marker target)

Byte 27: t (true, this 18 & text target}

Byts 28: 8 (the text's length)

Bytes 29-36: the text

Bytes 37: 11 (hotspat’s description length}

Bytes 38-48: Description

Byte 4& } (the number ofthe hotspot chick cursar)

Byte 50: 1 (dhe nurmber ofthe hotspot over cursor}

Byts 31: 100 che ellipse center x-axis coordinate}

Byte $2: 100 {the ellipse center y-axis coordinate)

Byte 53. 26 tthe ellipse horizontal radras}

Byte 34: 60 (the ellipse vertical radius}

LmbeddiugtheBuffersinsideanASFElle

This seotion describes how bypervideo data buffers maybe placedin a

streaming media file, such as an ASF version | fle, which mayinclude audio and

videostreams. As previouslystated, the hypervideo data buffers may be inserted
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into any media file that maintains a private data stream. In one embodiment, the

hypervideo data buffers may be inserted into the script command sirearn in an

ASF version | file. Seript commands, used in the seripl command stream, have a

type field, an argument field and an execution treme field. In another embodiment,

each hypervideo data buffer may be associated with a seript command oftype

‘VANS’. In another embodiment, the bypervideo data butters maybe streamed

across a network 1650 froma server to a clierd mcluding a Netshow (TM)player.

The Netshow (TM) player mayfire a seript command, and hence the

corresponding feature defined in the argument field, at thecorresponding

exceution time. When a script conunand is fred, a corresponding media object

data resident in the Netshow(TM) player may be modified.

 Additional Techniquesto Reduce Network Capacity Consumption by a

Hynervideo DaliaSteam

The features of the techniques described above may be used to implement

yet another technique forstreamieg bypervideo data m a manner that consuotes

less network capacity. For example, certaininteractive hotspai 8005 aitributes,

such as click and over cursors, marker 1155 and jarget(s} 7003, may be mare

likelyto remain constant throughout the life-ume of the hotspot 8003. Specifying

such attribiies more than once for each hatsnot 8003 te.¢ for each frame in

which the hotspot 8003 occurs) may be undesirably redundant because suok a

technique consames relatively large network capacity. Therefore. these static

hotspot features maybe defined in the header 1402 ofthe hypervideo data

stream. On the other hand, however, providing such hotspot attributes, for

example, for each video frame may he desirable because }{ may more readily

perratt streaming hypervideo to be randomly accessed, in mid-streant.

further, the content of successive video frames may be relatively time

invariant (e.9, change lite from frame io frame}. In such cases, encoder-

decoders (CODECS) may be used te compress video data to reduce the

bandwidth of the video stream. Further, in such cases, media object asometry

mnay also be compressed, for example wih CODECS, te reduce the bandwidth of

the hypervides data stream 1660, In one embodiment, the CODECs may
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compress the hypervideo data stream 1660 because the hypervidee dala maybe

relatively time uivanant also. In another embodiment, a CODEC maydefine a

key frame in which media object information, including gcometry, is encoded.

Subsequent frames may be encoded based upon their differences, for example in

hotspot 8003 geometry, with reapect to the key frame. In another embodiment,

which ts relatrvely lossy, media object seametry, in subsequent frames may be

defined by a vector, such as a motion veetar.

tn another embodiment, redundant hypervideo data may be stored ima

header 1462 of the hypervideo data stream 1660 that may be streamed ta a ran

time module 1101 in achent. In one embodiment, the redundant hypervides data

maybe referenced by unique identifiers, or pointers, 1406 in the body 1404 ofthe

bypervides data stream 1669.

The header 1402 maybe stored in a buffer memoryof sufficient size, for

example in a client of a client-server network, during the display of the

corresponding bypervides 10,007. Further, because they may be loaded inte the

buffer memory, relatively large headers 1402 may increase latency, ar download

time, of the hypervidco data stream 1660. Latency may be more problematic far

multimedia files that are rancorsly accessed after their beginning. In one

embodiment, regardless af aceess location, a compleic header 1402 may have to

be loaded inta the buffer memory before multimedia performance may begin.

Hypervideo Dats Sireaminy with Conon Data Pointers
 

One embodiment of a technique of using pointers 1406, which maybe

referred to as the commion data pointers method, will nowbe described. In this

embodiment, typically no redundant, or common, media object data may be

encoded in the hypervideo data stream 1660. The encoded stream may include

only dme-dependent data, such as media object geametry and shape. The

common media object attributes, which are typically time invariant, and thus

wrically need only to be encoded once in the hypervidea data stream 1660, may

be stored im the header 1402 of the hypervidea data stream 1660. The common

media abject atiribuies are coupled to the media objects by pointers 1406. In one

embodiment, the pomters 1406 are mecia object identifiers (EDs).
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Cine embodiment of a bypervides data stream 1660 will naw be

Ulustraied, and includes a deseription of the encaded parameters within the

header 1402 and body 1404.

Header.

‘The header 1402 ofthe hypervidea data stream 1660 may mehide

common attibute data associated with media objects encoded in the hypervideo

data stream 1660. Tn one embodiment, the header [402 may include the

following commonatiribute parameters (primarily related to interactive features

of hotspots $003):

Media Object ID: A unique identifier of « media object 8003.

Cursors: User-defined cursors, including both the over and click cursors.

Marking: Marker 1155 defiration.

‘Targets: Target 7003, or link, definition.

Horizontal and Vertical Resolution, and Time Units, as described

below,

Dimensions ofthe Media Windowin which the Media was Authored.

The header 1402 will nowbe described in further detail. In ons

embodiment. the field for the Hotspot 1may be 32 bits in length. The cursir

fields will now be described.

in another embodiment, the field for the over curser may he 2*8 bits. if

the first byte is:

Ox6, then ihe over cursor is net changed from the click cursor, and

thus is the same as the click curser;

fxd to Oxfe, then corresponding predefined cursor shapes are

used; and

Oxf€ then the next byte holds a pointer to a location in a cursar

table associated with a cursor shane to be displayed.

in another embodiment, the field for the chek cursor is 2°8 bits. The click cursor

is defined in a manner similar to the definition of the aver cursor.
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in vet another embodiment, the field for the marker 1145 is 4*8 bits. The

type of marker 1155 is described in § bits. If bit 1 is set to one, then a flag is set

to Indicate a blinking marker. Ibi(2 is set to one, then the marker 1154 is

pointer sensilive, appearing when the pointer is positioned over the region
‘

corresponding te the media object. These techniques are further illustrated

below.

in ane ermbadiment, the body 1404 mayinchule the foHowing parameters

for each media object:

Media Okyect (2: Uniquely associated with a media object.

Media Object Shape: inchiding Rectangle, Eliinse, Triangle, Polygon,

Circle, etc.

Media Object Geometry: Includes the size and position of the media

object. The media abject geometry may be encoded using relative coordinates

with respect to the origin ofthe playback window te facilitate image map resizing

te permit media object dimensions ic be resized proportionally with the playback

window. For media ahjecis having prinitive shapes, bounding rectangle

coordinates may be provided, and include sufficient mformation to determine the

geometry of the media abject. Bounding rectangles. which are knownto persons

skilled in the art, are rectangles whose sides contact the periphery of a primitive

shape, but do not inferseet with the interior of the prindtive shape. Bounding

rectangles mey be used 1o describe a triangle that is an isosceles triangle, for

example, with a horizontal base. Other types of triangles, however, may be

defined with a polygon shape.

In ane embodiment, the field for the media oblect shane has 8 bits. The

data in this field identifies the shape of the media object(c.2. rectangle, triangle.

elfipse, circle, polygon, ote.). For primitive shapes (e.g. rectangle, rangle. circle

and elhipse), the media object dimensions are delined by a bounding reciangle. In

one embodiment, the hounding rectangle coordinates, used to define a primitive

shape media objeci, may he stored in a field af 4°16 bits. In another

embodiment, only the top-lefi and bottom-right coordinates of the bounding
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rectangle need be siored in this field. In one embodiment, for polygon shapes, the

number ofvertices are defined in a 16 bit field. The vertices’ coordinates are

defined in afield whose size equals the number of vertives 2 *16 bits,

In one embodiment, a commen data parameter in the header 1402 maybe

3 associated with a media object parameter in the backy 1404 by using an identifier.

In another embodiment, the commen data parameter for a media object maybe

used in the body 1404 ry inserting the identifier fe.p. media abject HT)

corresponding to the common data parameter in a field, in the body 1404,

associated with the media abject parameter.

iQ

 lableStreaming

In ane embodiment, latency and bandwidth of a hypervides data stream

1660 can be dimimshed by streaming the hypervideo data in a scalable manner.

The bandwidth of the hynervidea data stream 1460 may be varied te

33 accommodate the handwidth available in the system over which the hypervidee

data streams 1660 is transmitted. In this embodiment, sebstantial arnounts of

media object data may he encoded ta forma relatively wide bandwidth

hypervideo data stream, Aliernatively. solely basic hypervideo data may be

eneoded to provide a relatively narrowbandwidth hypervideo data stream. One

20 embodiment ofa scalable hypervideo data stream will nowbe deseribed,

One embodiment ofa sealable hypervideo data streamincludes three

layers of hypervideo data, in one embodiment, different lavers ofhypervides data

stream 1660 describing one ar more media objects gre coordinated, utilizing

object TD and time (or frame) parameters, in a manner understood by one skilled

be st im the art. In another embodiment, the first layer of the hypervidec data stream

1660 inchides only basic hypervides data, such as rasdia obiect geametry, and no

uteractive data. The basic hypervideo data is mtended te be uthized by any

bypervides application, such as one that uilizes indexing of media based upon

media objects. A nypervides data stream 1660 including only the basic

tad s rypervides data (e.g. the first layer} cousumes relatively little network capacity.

tn another embodiment, a second layer includes basic imteractive featares

for the media object, including marker 1155. cursor and target 7003 data. The
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basic interactive features maybe selected fram predefined sets of markers 1155

jeg, NoMarking, Highlight, Dark, Negative, Gray, RGB, ete.}, cursors (e.g.

Notursor, HandCursor, cic.) and lareets 703 fe.9. URL flip fwhich changes the

URLin a frame of browser], Seek - atime ede or frame, Switch stream, Fanse,

5 Exn, efc.}.

In another embodiment, the second layer mayalso provide other

interactive features, such as markers 1154 that alternate, including a blinking

marker, The blinking marker is a marker that is uumned on and off repetitively.

The second layer mayalso enable the marker 1155, carsors, and target(s} 7003 of

10 a media object to change at different dimes or frames, for example, ofa video in

the rnultimedia stream, For example, a first instance af a media object may have a

first marker, a first set of cursors, and a first largel, and may be associated with a

first time period, or set of frames, ina video. A second instance ofthe same

media object may have a second marker, a sccond set of cursera, and a second

iS target, and may be associated with a second time period, or set of frames, in the

video. However, hypervideo data for a media obiect maybe relatively time

ixivariant, diminishing the number of instances af a media abject. thus providing

relatively high data compressionrates and relatively lawnetwork capacity

COBSIMPHOT,

20 The third layer may include enhanced hypervides properties. enabling

user-defined markers, cursors and targets for hotspots 8005 to be defined in a

hypervides data stream 1660. Thus, such enhanced hypervuleo properties may

be used, without reguizing customized software for implementing the

enhancements, with the authoring tool L001 and run-time module 1001. Asa

25 result, a user does not need to provide external code to utilize the enhanced

hypervideo properties.

Each of the three lavers may provide a different scope of media cbyect

definition, including for geometry and interactivity. However, in other

embodiments, the lavera may be reorganized, for example, by merging or sub-

30 dividing the layers. In a further embodiment, for example, the first and second

layers may be combined into a single leyer to provide a non-acalable stream. for

example, lor a hypervideo system that does not suppost scalable sirearmns, In one
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embodiment, the simgle layer may melide media object peometry, and cursor,

marker £144, and target 7003 defimition trom the predefined sets discussed

herein,

Anexemplary embodiment of the layers is described below:

5

Pirstlayer.

Media Object

Media Objec

19

Cursors:

26

35

Marker:

39

Page &0 of 409

Shape: Rectangle, Ellinse, Triangle, Polygon, ete.

ct Geometry: Indicates the size and position of the media

object. For primitive shapes, two sets of

coordinates of hounding rectangle may only be

provided, The media object geometry may be

encoded using relative coordinates ta faciinate

as further describedImage map re-sizingSe

herein,

Permits cach media abicct to be assigned af least twa cursors,

the over and click cursers. The aver cursar may bs

displayed, mstead of the painter, when the pointer is

positioned over the region corresponding to the media abject.

The click cursor maybe displayed instead ofeither the pointer

or over cursor, when the media object has been actuated, for

<angple by a mouse “click” when ihe pomter is over the

region corresponding to the media object. In one

embodiment, in the sscand layer, only cursars, such as

NoCursor or the HandCursor, from a pre-defined set may be

assitned to a media object.

Pesrits each media object ta be visually marked by a marker

1185. In one embodiment, in the sccond layer, only markers

1145, such as NoMarking, Highlight, Dark, Newative, Gray

aml RGB, foma pre-defined set maybe assigned to a media

abject.
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Target (Commands): Permits each media object to be coupled to target{s}

7003. Tn one embediment, in the second laver, only

iargei(s}, such as URL Flin, Seek, New Media, Panse,

Resume and Exat, from a pre-defined set may be assigned

4 to a media object,

Thirddaver:

Cursors: Permits user-defined cursors to be assigned to a media object

by encoding the cursor’s path in the hypervideo data stream

1660,

i Marking: Permits a user-defined marker, such ag an overlay image, or

any low-bandwidth media, to be assigned to a media object by

encoding the marker’s 1155 path and Hs display parameters

ikey color, relative position, cic.) in the hypervidee data

stream 666.

15 Target(s} (Cormmands): Permits linking target(s) 7003, which may be any

media, to a media object by specifying the target(a?s location.

Additionally, target display parameters, sach ag position. size,

and churation, for example of a uaget window, raay be

provided in thethird layer.

tad Co

In one embodiment, if a media object parameters, such as cursar, marker

LISS or target(s) 7003, are defined, for example comemporancoushy, in two

layers (e.g. the secand and third layers), the parameter definitions in the higher

layer (c.g. third layer} may be used. If one or more parameters are not encoded

25 in the higher layer (e.g. third laver), the parameters defined in the lower jayer

(e.g. second layer) may be used,

As mentioned above, a lrypervideo data stream 1600 renderer may

crovide an extensive API to facilitate retrieval ofstreamed hypervideo data, such

as media object information. For example, media object geometry may be

30 extracted with the API. for example when only the first layer is streamed.

Extended, or other, features may be implemented throughthe rnentioned APL.
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ScalableHypervidenDataStreamFormat

Another embodiment of the hyperviden data stream 1660 wil now be

described in further detail.

Header:

The header 1402 includes, in acdHivon to other mecha parameters, global

parameters required in the hypervideo data stream 1660.

Weld Name Field Type Size thits} Theseription

Horizontal Resolution UINT 16 ‘Phe horizontal resolution

of media objects. This
parameter is used to scale
the media object’ s

geometry parameters, as
described above.

Vertical Resohition TINT 1é The horizontal resolution

af media objects. This
paramteter is used ta scale
the media object's
geometry parameters, 28
deseribed above,

 

Time Units GOBTimeUln 8 The trove resolution. ar

, units, of the visual media.

‘This parameter defines the
unis used for time

stamps.

The Horizontal and Vertical Resolution parameters determine the

resahition, or units, of media objects’s gearnetry parameters. The Hertzontal and

Vertical Resolution parameters may be used to scale media ahjects’s geometry

parameters. The Horizontal and Vertical Resolution pararneiers recite 4 number

of ‘logical units’ for frame width and heat. This relative representation readily

facilitates re-sizing media objects and media scaling. or in other wards allows

media object size to be varied with the size of windowin which the media object

appears.
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The Time Units parameter determines the time units with which the media

object's thme parameters, including start time, are defined. in one embodiment,

the tine omits are delined in millseconds (MS}. In another embodiment, the time

units are defmed by frame numbers.

5 One embodiment of the body 1404 of the hypervideo data sirearn 1660

will now be described, This embodiment is comprised of multiple layers. The

structure of each layer, includmg the media object data therem encoded, or

defined, will be described. The encoded media object data may include media

object geometry and interactive features, as illustrated above.

10 A media object may be defined for a finite period, ar duration, of frames

ortime. In one embodiment, the finite period ts valid from the Start Time of first

data defining a first instance of the media object through the Start Time of second

data defining a second insiance ofthe media object. In another embodiment, the

media object is terminated by issuing dummydata for the media object, inclading

beaut LAY the media object's unigue JD and End ‘Time, which respectively spectfy the media

abject to be terminated, and the time to terminate the media object.

Tn another embodiment, Time Stamps are provided, andcan be ased to

define the beginning of a one set of media objects, and the end of ancther set of

media objecis. All media objects instantiated followimg the issuance of a time

20 stamp are valid until the issuance of another Time Stamp. In this embodiment, all

media objects share a common, and typicallyrelatively fine, time resalution

defined by the Time Linit parameter.

Because this technicie may use relatively finer fime resolution than other

techniques, this technique may be relatively inefficient for encoding media chyects

ba tay having relatively constant geometry for relatively long time periods. Media

abjects having relatively consiant geometry for relatively jong time periods must

be repeatedly encoded with this technique. Asa result, the hypervides data

stream 1660 bandwidth maybe relatively large compared to other techniques. in

the previously deseribed technique, media objects can be encoded with a

30 telatively wide time resolution.

Gne embodiment of the data structures ofthe first, second and third layers

is described below.
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Pield Name Field Type

Media Object ID LENT

Start Time UINT

4s Media Object Shape OBShape

Media Object Flags OBFlags

Media Object Geametry

10

13 Xl

Yi

Yn.

Page &4 of 409

Size (bits)

16

33

4

4

i416) or
(N*2* 16)

PCPAUSORIT T4ad

Description

A unique identifier ofthe
media object.

The starting ume of the
instance of the media

abject.

The shape of the instance
of the media object.

Different flags assigned to
the media object that may
be used by an external
application.

Forprimitive shape media objects (such as a Rectangle, Triangle, Etlipse,
Cirefe, ete)

Left UINT

Top LNT

Right UENT

Bottom UINT

For Polygon shape media ebfects

UINT

UINT

UINT

UINT

16

16

16

16

16

% coordinate cfthe tap
lef corner of the hounding
rectangle.

¥ coondinate ofthe top
left corner of the bounding
rectangle.

% coordinate ofthe

battom. right comer of the
bounding rectangle.

¥ coordinate of the

bottom right comer ofthe
bounding rectangle.

X coordinator ofthe first

vertex of the polygon.

¥ coordinate ofthe first

vertex of the polygon.

& coordinate of the n-th

vertex of the polygon.

Y¥soordinate of the n-th

vertex of the polygort.
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Wield Name Bisld Type Size (bits) Description

AN LOST 16 % coordinate of the last

vertex of the polygon.

YN CINT 16 Y coordinate ofthe last

vertex of the polygon.

The Media Object ID is a unique identifier of a media object throughout

the Jife span of the media object. The media object ID is alsa used to reference,

or associate, the media object extended parameters in higher (e.g. second and

third} favers, with the seumeirical parameters in the first lever.

The Start Time parameter uses the unlis defined in the Time Units

parameter in the beader 1402, The Media Object Shape parameter is used to

acleet ane of a group of pre-defined shapes. including Rectangle, Triangte,

Ellipse, Circle, Polygon, etc. The Media Gbiect Geometry parameters are used to

define the dimensions and position nf the media ohject using the

Horizontal’Vertical Resolatian units defined in the header 1402. Primitive

shapes, such as a Rectangie, Ellipse. Circle, Triangle, cic. are defined by a

hounding rectangle.

 

Field Name Field Type Size (bits) Description

Media Object ID UINTE 16 A unique identifier of the
redia object.

Start time UINT 2 The starting time of the
instance of the media object,

Over Cursor OBCursar 4 The shape of the cursor
when moving over the media
object.

Check Cursor OBCursor 4 The shape of the cursor
when clicking on the media
abject.

Marking 8 The visual properties of the
media abject. 
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Tela Namie Tepe Size (bits} Description 

Marking Type OBMark & The predefined marking 1
SE,

Blink Boolean 1 Determines whether svarker

blinks.

Mouse Sensitive Boolean } Determines whether marker

is mouse sensitive.

Link type OBLinkType  § The cammand type which
will he activated when

actuating the abject.

5 Link Cormmand:

Far URLCommand

URL string iH The Gall URLaddress.

Location string N The location in the URL
page fo {frp to.

Frame siting N The frame within the browser
frame-set ta flip the URL. im.

1g For Seek

Cappers

MSTUNET/ 32(6432/ The pout in the stream to
Tame/Frame/Marker MARKER a? seek io.

For New Media

14 Canunanids

Media Path string N ‘The full path of the new
media in be played.

The media object TD is a unique identifier ofthe media object, throughout

its fe span. The media object 13 is also used as a reference to the media object

20 parnmeters in the higher(e.«. third) Jayers, and to the geometrical media object

parameters in the first laver.

The Start Time parameter ts interpreted according to the Time Units

parameter in the hypervideo data strearn 1660 header, OBCursor defines one ofa

set ofpre-defined cursors (e.g. NoCursar, Arrow, Crass, Hand, Back, ete.)

tw tas OBMark defines one of a set of pre-defined markers 1155 (e.g. NoMarking,
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Highhghi, Negative, Dark, Gray, ROB Meahes, RGB filters, same predefined

images marking such as an arrow or a flag pointing to the hotspot, ctc.}.

ifthe Blink flag isan, or set to ane, the selected marker will blink ata

constant rate. Ifthe Mouse Sensitive flag is on, or set to one, the selected marker

Lay will be displayed, for example in Hea of a painter, only when the pointer is

positioned over the media abject.

The Link Type defines the target 704)3 linked to the media object.

OBLinkType defines one ofa set of pre-defined command (e.g. URL (flip a URL

page), NewMedia(start playing a newmedia instead of the present media},

if)«6SeckToPrame, SeekToTime, SeckToMarker, Pause, Resume and Exit).

thirdLaver

 Field Name Field Type Size (bits) Deseription

Media Object ID UINT ip A unique idenufer of a media
object.

13 Start Time UINT 32 The starting ume of the media
obpect,

Over Cursor string N The full path of a cursor file.
The aver cursor will define

the shape of the cursor
displayed when the pointerjs
moved over the media abject.

Click Cursor string N The full path of the cursor
file. This cursor will define

the shape of the curser when
actuating, such as by clicking,
the media obyect.

Marking Media string N The full path of the media
used to mark the media

object.

Marking Attributes &

8 Horizontal Anchor OBMrHAnc 2 Horizental axis position of
media object anchor.

oeVertical Anchor OBMrVAnc Zz Vertical aus position of media
object anchor.   
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Field Name 

Transparency

Bhnk

Mouse sensitive

Not used

5 Marking Media
Horizontal Offset

Marking Media
Vertical OWY¥yet

Marker

iD  Yransparency RGB
Coler (only if the
transparencyflag ts
set or for text

media

15 Marking Media Blink
Rate fonty if the
Blink Flag is set}

RG

Field *ype Size (bits)
Boolean i

Boolean j

Boostean i

j

UINT 6

WIN? 16

RGB 24

UINT 16

POTAISOR/I 484

Description

Use an opaque or transparent
overlay.

Betermines whether marker

1153 blinks.

Determines whether marker

1155 is be mouse sensrive,

‘The horizontal offset of the

marker L145 from the media

abject anchor.

The vertical offset of the

marker 1154 from the media

object anchar.

The backercund color of the
marking media.

The rate at which the marking
blinks (in Time Units as
detined m the stream header}.

The following Link Adedia, or Taree!, parameters con be repeated more than auce
for muitinie Link Media te be support,

23 ‘Yarget Media

Target Mecha
Sequence Attributes

Link Media Leve!

Leader

   

Page &8& of 409
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BRaclean }

target is

The fall path ofthe media
which is linked as target 7003
to the mecha object.

Level in which media object js
located. The level may
establish the order in which

roultinte targets are executed,
as previcusly deseribed above.

Flag ta indicate whether the
a feader in a layer,
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Kield Name Field Type  Sive {hits} Deseription

Pause/ Close/ 2 What io do with the base

Reep Playing media when the link media
base media starts ic play.

Pause! Close/ 2 What to do with the target
§ Loop Target when it ends.

Not used 3

Target Display (4° 16)
Atirtbates

Left UINE 16 & coordinate of the top left
comer of the bounding
rectangie,

10 Top LING i Y coordinate ofthe top lefi
camer of the bounding
rectangle,

Right VINE 16 % coordinate of the bottors
right comer of the bounding
rectangle.

Bottom LENT 16 ¥ soordinate of the bottom

right comer of the bounding
reclangie.

Any ofthe string parameters may contain a NULL ifthe marameters are

13 not aprleable, or if parameters in a lower layer parameters are to be used instead.

Hf the Marker Media or the Target Media path string is set to NULL, all other

corresponding parameters will nat be encoded when authored or recognized

when played.

‘Tbe Marker Media file may be any of the following types: Image file,

20°) Animation file, Low Handwidth Video file or Text file. These media types can all

be used to mark a media ohject by overlaying the media relative to corresponding

media abject position. Note, the transparency attributes are defined by the

transparency flag,

‘Fo position the marker media relative te the hotspot 8003, an anchor is

ba uN defined. In one embodiment, the anchor is 2 position m ihe hotspot, such ag left,

center, right or cursor position for the horizontal dimension, and the top, veniter,
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bottom or curser pasition for the vertical dimension. The exact position ofthe

overlaying marker can be described by defining the hotepot anchor and the media

offset fram this hotspot anchor. Ifthe marker media is text media, and the

transparencyflag ie set to off, the transparencycolor will be used as 2

packgraund color for the text media.

The Target path can point to any file type, such as @ media fils, that is

supported by a recipient client. In one ernbodiment, an relatively unliratted

number of targets 7003 may be associated with cach instance of a media object.

The target(s} 7005 defined in thethird layer supplementthe target(s) 7003

defined in the second laver..

The Target Media Sequence attributes detine the sequence m which

multiple tarects 7003 ase excetuted. Each target 7003 is assigned to a level 7601.

Targets on the same level, play simultaneously. Targets, an a layer seach as the

second and successive levels 7601, begin playing when the preceding level 7601

is terminated, and the target(s) 7003 on the predecessor ievel 7601 have stopped

playing, a level 7601 terminates when the target 7003 defined as the leader target

7602 ends playing, as deserthed above. The Yarget Media Sequenceattributes

also determine how base targetis) 17,0017 are manipulated when the media abject

is actuated, and when each target 7003 ceases playme. The Target Media

Display attributes definethe position and size of the windowin which a target

7003 is displayed upon its execution.

24.Sivearsing NynervidesAuthoring Tool

Streaming hypervidso can be authored and displayed by modified versions

of the authoring tool 1001 and run-time module 1101, This section deserihes

modified versions af authoring tools 1001 and run-time module 1101 for twa

streaming formats, NetshawrOM) bv Micrasoft (Redmond, WA}, and
RealVideo (TM), by Real Networks Seattle, WA). The modified versions afthe

authoring toois [O01 and run-time rnodufe 110] are respectively derived fromihe

authoring teal and run-time module 1101 described above.

A modified run-time modules 1101 plavs streaming media from Netshow

(TM). a Real Networks (TM) nlaver plays streaming media from RealVideo
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(TM) video servers. Netshow (TM) uses ASF. RealVideo (TM) uses a different

video streaming format, the RMformat,

 DAT Hypervideo

Modified versions of the hypervideo authoring tool 1001 and run-time

module 1101 for Netshow (TM) will nowbe described. The modified version of

the authoring toal 1001 for Netshow (TM} can create Netshow (TM) compatible

hypervideos.

The modified version ef the run-time module 1101 for Netshow (TM)can

display the Netshow (TM) compatible hypervideos created by the modified

version of the authoring tool 100] for Netshow(TM). In ons embodiment, the

modified version of the run-time modude P1017 for Netshow {TM} inchides an

ActiveX control, which facilitates embedding hypervides inHTML pages and

other applications supporting OLE/ActiveX controls. The ActiveX cantrol in the

molified version of the run-time module 1101 for Netshow (TM) may make use

ef the Netshow (FM) ActiveX control te sireant vider.

ModifiedVersionofAuthoringToolforNetshow(TM)

The modified version of the authoring ico} for Netshow (TM) may

include the following functions, One or more AVi and MOV files maybe

imported into the modified version of the authoring tool for Netshow(TM) which

maybe used to create a hypervideo 10,007, In other ernbocliments, other types of

media files, such as motion picture experts group (MPEG) files, may be used to

ersate a hypervideo 10007. Media ohjects can be defined and tracked,

automatically or manually, in the visual media (e.g, the AVE and MOV files).

Media object properties, such as narac, media object description, click and over

cursors, and linked targets 7003 (e.g. URL, seek to frame, play another ASF file},

may be defined for each media object. ASF markers (not to be confused with

media object, or hotspot, markers} may be used to identify specified times or

frames.

Time-based events, including ASF script commands, (e.g. description,

URL flip, play another ASF file} may be defined. Properties for an ASF file (e.g.
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author, copyright, description, rating, title, bil rate, and windowsize} may be

defined. Hvpervideo data may be saved in a project file 1670. Video, and other

multimedia data (e.g. audio and hypervideo data), may be exporied into an ASF

file.

a

Oui Desion

The modified version of authoring too! for Netshow (TM) 15,000 has a

GULP 15,001, ilastrated in Figure 15, that is similar to the GUY 10,001 for the

authoring tool 1001 described above. In one embodiment. the (AUT 15,001 of the

1) modified version of the authoring tool for Netshow (TM!) 15,000 may include the

following GUI 15,00) components: menu bar (5,005, mam tool bar 15,007,

Media Warchouse window 15,063, Workshop Window15,01) and two floating

tool bars, the hotspot tool bar 15,008 and the workshop ioe! bar 15,069.

The menu bar 15,05 may include the following headings and commands:

bets Ly File:

New

Orpen

Save

Save As...

20 Revert

Send...

Import Media File

Most Recently Used (MERU) List

EXxk

bt LA

Edit:

Undo

Cut

Copy

38 Pasie

Delete

select All
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Large Icons

Small Ieons

Report View

Las Sort By...

Export ASF

Workshop:

Blay

10 Pause

Mark IN Frame

Mark OUTFrame

Select

Define New Hotspot ...

15 Auto Track

Options:

Settings ...

to) Window:

Workshap Tou!

Heispot Tool

Close

Close All

25

Help:

index

Using Help

About Authoring Tool (V-Active (TM)

36

‘The main tool bar 15,007 includes buttons, which may be associated with

menu bar 10,005 commands, and include: New, Gpen. Save, Revert, Unda, Cat,
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Copy, Paste, Settings, About. The functions of the foregoing commands ancl

buttons are known and understood by those skHled in the art,

in one embodiment, the Media Warchouse window 15,003 may seppart

media elemenis 1690 whose corresponding media files 1680 are either in AVI of

QuickTime formats. The Impert Media File dialog 2001, thas, may only present

*eviand *.mov file selection, in other embodiments, the Import Media File

dialog 2001 maydisplay other types of media files, including MPEGvideo files.

The Media Warehouse window15,003 control bar will include new

Export and Export All buttons. in one embodiment, the Relative Path Name

burton may be inchaded in the Media windowcontrol bar. By actuating a switch,

such ag the right button of a mouse, while the pointer is over a thumbnail

ilusteation 4007 is the Media Warchouse windew 15.003. various commands, in

a displayed menu, are displayed and can be executed. One comrnand facilitates

the display ofa list of all the hotspots $003 defined in the media corresponding to

the thumbnail dlustration 4007. This command may also permit the target(s}

7003 of each hotspot $003 to be ilustraied, Other cormrmands that can be

actuated include: Export, Export a3..., ete..

Upon placing the poimer on a thumbnail Ulustration 4007 in the Media

Warehouse window15.003, and doubling actuating (e.g. clicking}, a switch (e.g.

lefthand mouse switch}, the Video Media Properties dialog will be displayed.

The Video Media Properties dialog includes the General, Preview. Hotspots.

Events, Markers and ASF properties sheets,

In one embodiment, the Workshop window8001 of the modified version

of the authoring tool for Netshow(TM) 15,000 may molude the features ofthe

Workshop window 8001 described above, with the exception that:

(1) the Previewbution 2003 may be omitted;

(2) the technique for inking target(s} 703 tc a hotapot 8005 maydiffer.

in one embadiment, targets 8003 may anty be defined ip the Hotspot Properties

sheet 7101. In this embodiment, targeta may no longer be defined using a drag

and drop technique with media elements 1690 in the Media Warehouse window

35,003,
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(3} an indieation of an ASF marker with its label may be displayed on top

of the current working frame; and

(4) ASPmarkers may be edited, removed and added by accessing the

Media Warehouse window 15,003 only.

In another embodiment, the Set Target hatton 9014 may he present in the

Warkshop Tool bar to permit a target 7003 to he defined for a media object.

Other user interhices, including property sheets, of the GUE 15 G01 of the

modified version of the authoring toc! for Netshow (TM} 15,000 will nowbe

described.

Hetspot Pronerties Sheet  

The GUL 13,001 of the modified version of the authoring tool fur

Netshow(TM) 15,000 mayinclude a Hotspot Properties Sheet 16,101, as

iNustrated in Figure 16. Each Hotspat Properties Sheet 16,101 is uniquely

associated with a hotsnot 8603. The Heispot Preperties Sheet 16,101 may

include a Targets, or ink, page 16,001 that facilitates linking target(s} 7003 to

the hotspat 8003.

The Targets page 16.001 may permit the following types oftargets 7003

to be linked fo a hotspot 8003:

anew ASP stream {6,201 te be played by the Netshow Actives (TM)

control:

flip URE 16,205: and

seek to another position in video by frame number 16,205 or ASF marker

16,207,

in one embodiment, a target 7003 may be broweed in a frame sereen 16,901 on

the Targets Page 16,101. Specific frames or time base times in ihe target 7003

rnay he displayed by specifying a corresponding ASF marker. The frame sereen

16,901 replaces theframe window 7901 used in the GUT 10,001 of the authoring

tool 1G01 described above.

The General Properties page of the Hotsnet Properties Sheet 16,101 may

be similar te the General Properties page 7103 of the GUI 10,001 ofthe

authoring tool 1001 described above.
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MediaPropertiesSheet

The GUE 18,501 of the modified version ofthe authoring too! for

Netshow (YM} 15,000 may inchide a Media Propertica Sheet 17,003. illustrated

in Figure 17. The Media Properties Sheet 17,003 may be simular to the Media

Properties Sheet $003 of the GUY 10,001 of the authoring tool 100] desertbed

above.

in one embodiment, the Media Propertics Sheet 17,003 may be modified

to define time-based events, markers 1155 and ASFfile properties by including

additional pages such as events, properties and markers pages.

The Events page 17,101, ilhustrated in Figure 17, facilitates

inmlementation of time-based events (e.g, ASF Script Commands). On the Events

page 17,101, a frame, or time cade, 17,103 and even 17.105 to be activated

wpon display of the frame 17,303 may be specified. The events that can be

specified include change the ActiveX econtral’s description 17,111, URL Sip

17,113, and launoh a new ASF file 17,115, This techmguc is similar to

notification frames 1137 described above,

The ASF Markers Page faeilitates the assigument of ASP markers for

specilic frames, or times bo a time base. The ASF markers can also be viewed in

the Workshop window iS,0481.

The Media Properties Shert 17,003 may inchide a Propertics page

18,001, Uhusteated in Figure 18. The Properties page 18,901] may be similar to

the Details page S001 of the GUT 10,00) of the authoring tool 1001 deseribed

above. The Properties page [8.00] facilitates definition of properties for ASF

media files. The properties mayinclude title 18,003, author 18,005. copyright

18,007, description 18.009 and rating 18,011.

UanortingMedia

Hypervideo data and media may be exparted by the authoring ton) 100]

inte ao exported file, For example, the modified version of the authoring toal for

Netshow (TM) 15,000 may export the hypervidieo data to an ASF file so that the

ASP file includes beth video and hypervides data. In one embodiment, upon

creating an exported Hie, a Praperties page, for example for the ASF file

properties, is displayed. The Properties dialog may be sumilar to the Properties
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diaiog used in the Microsoft Netshow Bditor. Theproperties dislog may permit

specificationofbit rate properties and modification of ASFproperties,

in another embodiment, if the exported file is saved, a Save file Halog

may appear. In a further embodiment, an ASP Gile including video data and

§  khypervideo data, meluding other authored data, ¢.¢. markers, script commands

and hatspots, is saved

 of Modified Versionof the RueeTime Module for

Netshow(TMO

19 The modified version of the run-time module for Netshow (TM}has an

ActiveX (TM) contral wrapped around the Microsoft (TM) Netshaw(TM) On-

Demand Plaver Activex (TM) control, As a result, bypervidens 10,007 in ASF

can be disphuyed by the On-Demand Player Activex (TM) conirel. The ActiveX

iTM) control ofthe modified version of the run-time madule for Netshow (TM}

{8 may have the following functions:

Open, play, siop and pause ASF files, including those ASF files created by

the modified version of the authoring tool for Netshow(TM) £5,000,

Signal the existence of a hotspot 8003 bv changing the mouse pointer

(€.8. over cursor} when the pointer ts positioned over the hotspot 8003,

20 Execute target(s) 7003 in response to the activation of a hotspot 8003.

The target(s} 7003 mayinclude: flip URL, seek to a position (e.g. frame) of a

video, and play another ASF file,

Aetwate time-based events (e.g. with ASF Script commands} inchidine:

change status bar description, flip URL, and play another ASF file; and Display

23 properties of an ASF file.

 Actives(TMD Contes GUI tor Modifies

Netshow(TM)

 

tn one embochment, the ActiveX (TM) cantral for the modified version of

30 therun-time module for Netshow (TM) maybe an embedded control. The

Active ® (TM} Control for the modified version of the run-time module for

Netshow(TM) GUE 19.001, illustrated in Figure 19, may melude ome or more af
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the following bars: a status bar 19,013, a display bar 19,011, and a contro! bar

$9,003,

The status bar 19,013 may be used to display text, describing the status of

the ASFstreaming process. The status bar 19,013 may be changed using the

change deseription event ofASF. The display bar 19,011] may imdicate the

current playing time ofa video. The display bar 19,01) maybs shown onlyin

accordance with the ShowDisplay property. The contro! bar 19,003 mayinclude

& Fley/Pause button 19,005, 2 Stop burton 19,007 and a Tome Slider 19,009. The

Activex (TM) control for the modified version of the run-time module for

Netshow(TM) GUE 19.901 may also have a preperties dialog.

When a pointer is over the Active X (TM) Contral for the modified

version af the ran-time module for Netshow (TM) GUT 19.001, a pop-up floaling

menu may be displayed when a button, such astheright mouse button, is

actuated, or clicked. The menu may include the folowing selections: Play, Pause,

Stop: Display, Controls, Status bar, Properties; About. The Praperties dialog

box may resemble the Properties dialog box of the Micrasoft (TM) Netshow

(TM} CheDemand Player, and will allowsetiing the following propertics: play

eount, auto rewind, auto start, display size, contrel display, buffering and

sirsaming parameters.
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The ActiveX (TM) control for the modified version of the ran-time

modulefor Netshew (TM) 19,000 may have the folowing OLE/ActiveX

properties, in additionto the typical properties of ActiveXcontrols: AutoRewind,

AutoStar, FileName, DisplaySize, HayCount, ShowControls, ShowDisplay,

ShowStatusBar, AnimationAtStart, InvokeURis, TransparentAtStart,

TransparentAtStop, StatusDescription. The ActiveX (TM) control for the

modified version of the ran-time module for Netshow (TM) 19,060 will consume

relatively littl memery. and will utilize the functionality of the Microsoft (TM)

Netshow(FM) Gn-Demaad Player ActiveX (TMD)control around which the

ActiveX (TM) contra! for the modified version of the run-time mudule for

Netshow (TM) 19,000 is wrapped.

A modified version of the authoring tool for RealVideo (7M) wil nowbe

described. RealVideo (TM} uses a proprietary format, not the ASP, utilizing

Image Maps and Events files. The authoring too] 1601, described above, has

been adapted ic sepport the RealVideo (TM) Image Mans files and the

RealVideo (TM) Events files. known to persons skilled in the art, to create

imeractive RealVideo (TM) Ales. The image Mapfiles and the Events files may

respectively define hotspais 8003 and notification trames 1157, as described

above,

in one embadiment, the modified version of the authoring tool for

RealVideo (TM) rony be designed to operate separately fram the Real Video

(TM) ran-time environment. In this embodiment, the modified version of the

authoring tool fur RealVideo (TM) need not be linked to the RealVideo (TM)

run-time environment, other than by exporting hypervideo datato the RealVideo

(TMimage Map or Pvents files whose data is used by the Real Video {TM) nun

time enviroymment, Thus, this enabodiment maylackthe capability to preview a

hypervideo.

In other embodiments of the modified version of the authoring tool for

RealVideo (TM), other features of the authoring ical LOG1L may be removed, or
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modified to support the RealVideo (TM) run-iime environment, In one

embodiment, the modified version of the aulhoring tool for RealVideo (TM} has:

No project preview;

Limited media importing features;

RealVideo {TM} hnage Map export utility;

RealVideo (TM) Events export utility;

Limited target types 7003 corresponding to the RealVideo (TMlink, or

tareeL 7003, options; and

No publish utiles for defining the path of the project file 1670 (e.g. .oby

file}.

 

One embodiment of the GUI 20,001, Hlustrated in Figure 20), for the

modified version of the authoring fool for RealVideo (YM) 20,000 maybe similar

ta the GUL T5401 ofthe modified version of the authoring tool for Netshow

(TM) 15,000 described above. However, both Gis 15,001, 20.001 may not

necessarily be identical.

In one embodiment, the GUI 20.001 of the modified version of the

authoring teal for RealVideo (TM) 20,000 mayinchule the following GUI

29,80) components: menu bar 20,005, main tecl bar 20,007, Media Warehouse

window 20.003, Workshop Window 20,031 and two Moating too! bars, the

hotspot too! bar 20,008 and the workshop tool bar 20,009.

The menu bar 20,008 mayinchade the following headings and commands:

File:

New

Open

Save

Save AS...

Revert

Send ...

Import Media File

MRUList
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Edit:

oo

Exit

Unda

Cut

Copy

Paste

Delete

Select AD

Large leona

Saal icons

Report View

Sort By ...

Export (RealVideo (1M) image Map) fle

Export RealVideo (YM) Image Map) fle As..

Export (RealVideo (PMD Image Mag) file AQ

Workshop:

Mark IN Frame

Mark OUT Frame

Define New Hotspot ...

AutoTrack

Options:

Settings...

Window:

Warkshop Tool

Hoispot Tool

Clase

POTUSSR74d
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Neip:

index

Using Help

About V-Active

hn one embodirnent, the main tool bar 20.007 for the modified version of

the authoring tool for RealWideu (TM) 20,005 may not include the Project

Settings, Project View, Praject Preview,

In one embedirnent, the modified version of the authoring tool for

RealVideo (TM) 20,005 has a Median Warehouse Window20,003. The Media

Warehouse window includes a comtro! bar 20,010. In another embodiment, only

AVI & QuickTime media files maybe supported by the madified version of the

authoring tool for RealVideo (TM). In this embodiment, all other types of media

files may not be imported inta the Media Warehouse Window 10,003. Thas, the

import Mexia File dialag Z001 mayonly present “avi and “omoy file selection.

In this embodiment, other media file types may not be imported even if the “AN

Files 7.7” option is used, or if an .obv file created by the authering tool 1OG1 is

used. in another embodiment, other media files, such asMPEG files, may be

imported,

In one embodiment, the Media window warehouse 14,003 control bar

may include ‘Export’, and “Export AIP buttons. In another embodiment, the

Relative Fath Name button may be included in the Media windowcontrol bar.

Upen setuating a switch, auch as the right button on a mouse, while the pointer is

over a tharbnall illustration 4007 of a media in the Media Warehouse Window

16,003, a meno will be displayed. The menu options then can be selected, and

inchude the commands Export and Export As... Another menu option that can

bé selected displays a lst of the hotspots 8005 in the media.

in another embodiment, the modified version of the authoring tool for

RealVideo (TM} 20,005 nas a Media Workshop Window 20,011. Many of the

features ofthe media workshop window &00! of the authoring tool 100] may
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also be found sn the media workshep window8001 of the medified version ofthe

agthoring tool for ReafVideo {TM} For example, the memus 15,101, displayed

whena switth, such as the right mouse button, is activated regardless as to

whether the pointer is over or not over a hotspot, will remain the same. In one

embodiment, the authoring tool and player for RealVideo (TM) may support the

z-axis ordering ofhotspots 8003, as described abarve. In one embodiment, the

Preview batton may not be used in the authoring tool for RealVideo (TM)

20,005, for example in the workshop too! bar 20,101.

in yet another embodiment, the raodified versian ofthe authoring taal for

RealVideo (TM) 20.005 has a workshop tool bar 20,009, Features ofthe Tools

window 900] of the authoring tool LOG] mayalso be fornnd in the workshop tad!

bar 20,009 of the modified version of the authering togl for Real Video (TM)

20,600. fn one embodiment, however, the Set Target button 9015 may nat be

inchuded in the workshop teal bar 20,009, In another embodiment ofthe

workshop tool bar 20,009, the Eipse Bution 20,101 is used to drawcircles

rather than ellipses.

In yel another embodiment, the QUI 20,001 ofthe modified version of the

authoring iool for streaming video, includine for RealVideo (PM), may exclude

the following features found im the GU 10.001 for the authoring tool 1001

described above:

Preview window 8101;

Project View 1007;

Project Settings Property sheet;

Pages in the Media Froperties Sheet 17,003 except the Properties page

18,001;

Preview sheet in the Settings dialog:

Target Property page in the Hotspot Properties sheet: and

Adil buttons and controls used ta invoke the above features.

 

In one embodiment, the GUT 26,001 of the modified version of the

authoring tool for RealVideo (TM) may inclade a Hotspot Properties sheet
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21,10), illustrated in Figure 21, similar, bat not necessarilyidentical, ta the

Hatspet Properties sheet 16,101 described above. Each Hotspot Properties sheet

21,101 is uniquely associated with a hotepot 8603, and mayinclude a general and

Inks, or targets. page. in one embodiment, however, the Hoispot Properties

sheet 16,101 may not have a Target Properties page. In another embodiment, the

over and click corsors may be dropped from the General page because the

RealVideo (TM) aystem uses only the hand cursor.

‘Targets 7003 required by the RealVideo (TM) run-time environment may

be specified in the Target page 21,001 of the Hotsmot Properties sheet 26,1017. In

one embodiment, the Target page 21.00] may include at least the three types of

targets 7003 that are executed upon actuation of a corresponding hotspot 8003,

and are supported by RealVideo (TIM). The targets 7003 include Seek 21,107,

Player 21,103 and ORL 21,105.

The Seek 21, L007 target identifies a frarne mumber 21,108 in the video

currently being displayed. Thus. when a corresponding hotspot 8603 is actuated,

the video jumps to the frame having the frame number 21,108, and thenthat

Trame anc successive frames are then displayed. In one embodiment, the video

may be previewed on the Target page 21,003. The frame corresponding io the

frame number 21,108 may be selected during such previewing. When the frame

is selected, a Mark bution 21,111 may be actuated so that the corresponding

frarne number 21.108 is entered as the Seek 21,10? target.

The Plaver 21,103 tarpet is another soultimedia stream whose location is

defined by astream URL 21,104. Thus, when a correspanding hotspot 8003 is

actuated, the nvultimedia stream at the stream URLis exceuted, or performed.

The URLoption, a URLaddress must be identified.

 

The GUE 26.001 of the modified version ofthe authoring toal for

RealVideo’TM} 20,000 may inchide a Media Properties Sheet similar to the

Media Properties Sheet 17,003, ilustrated in Figure 17, In onc embodiment, the

Media Properties sheet may, however, act include Defaults or Publish pages. In
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atiather emboduneni, an byents page, such as described above, maybe added to

the Media Properties Sheet.

Compatibility

Lis in one erchodimenit,the formats of project files 1670, associated with the

authoring tool 1001 and the modified version of the authoring wols for

RealVideo (TM) 20,00) and Netshow (YM) 15.001, may be conmatible. Project

files 1670 (e.g. .obvfiles) created by one authoring tool may be used by other

uuthoring tools. Each authoring tool may use only the protect file 1670 data

10 corresponding to the fearures that the authoring wol supports.

 

Hypervideo data for RealVideo (TM) smultimedia files may imehide both

bhotapot $003 and notification frame 1157 data. Upon authoring a hypervideo

bt at 16,807, hotspot 8003 and notification frame 1157 data are initially stored in a

project fle 1676 (e.g. bv file}. In one embodiment, the project fle 1670 veill be

associated with only one media, e.g video, fic. Subsequently, the modified

version of the authoring tool fer RealVideo(Ti} 2 G000 facilitates the

exportation of the hotspot 8003 and notification frame LIS7 data from the project

bh oo file L670 into separate Mes, respectively an Image Man file and an Event file.

The image Man Gle stores hoispot 8003 data. The Event file stores notification

frame 11S? data. The image Map and Event files wilize Res]Video (TM)

formats known to persons skilled in the art.

In one embodiment, each RealVideo (TM) nauitimedia file mayinchide

b> tA only one video file. Thus, inthis embediment. the Image Map and Event files wil!

only contain hotspot 8003 and notification frame 1157 data for this sole video

file. The modified version of the authoring tool for RealVideo(TM) 20,000 and

associated files will now be further described in viewof this embodiment.

When exporting hotspot 8003 or notification frame 1157 data to an Image

30 Map or Event dite, the path of the Image Map ar Event file must be specified. Tn

one embodiment, Export settings, including default path, can be defined using an

Export page, or tab, in the OptionsiSettings dialog. The Export page can also be
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used to define the length ofeach frame sequence foreach Image Map, further

discussed below. The length of cach frame sequence associated with an Image

Map can be determined by corresponding transmission Tne bandwidth (e.g. 28800

kbps, 33600 kbps, ISDN, etc.}, and other parameters set in the authoring tool for

RealVideo(TM} 26,006.

Onee a path has been specified, the Image Map or Event file can be

created by invoking either the Export or Export As... commands. The Export

command exporis the lmageMap or Event fe to the spectfied path. The Export

As... cammand invokes an Export dialog in which the specified path maybe

redefined. Anillustration of an exemplary Export dialog 22,061 invoked bythe

Export As... command is ilustrated in Figure 22. The Export dialog 22.001

invoked by the Export As ... command may meclude a browse button 22,005 and a

thumbnail Wlustration 4007 ofthe video with which the Image Map or Eventfile

is associated. The browse batron 22,003. known to persons skilled in the art,

permits perusal of other predefined paths for exported {mage Map or Eventfiles.

in one embodiment, Map ot Event files can be exported substantially

simultancously for all video files associated with a hypervideo 10,007 by invoking

the Expert All command. In one embodiment. Export dialogs 22,001 are

cheplaved for the videos for which no Image Map path was previously defined,

in one embodiment, the commands for exportation, described above, may

be rnvoked in ihe following manners:

Positioning the pointer over a thumbnail ihstration 4007 of a sperific

media in the Media Warchouse window20,003, and actuating a button, such as

the Right mouse button to access the Export and Export As... commands,

Actuating a button, such as ac Export batten 20,011 or an Export All

button 20,012, in the control bar 20.010 in the Media Warehouse window 20,005

to respectively invoke either the Export or Export All commands; and

lnveking the Export, Expert As... and Export AU commands in the

media mena of the menu bar 20,005

TransformationProcess.
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invecation of the Expert cormmands causes the hotspot 8003 and

nouffeation frame 1137 data in the project file 1670 to be transformed

respectively into the formats of the Image Map and Evert files. Tf

1670 (eg,

a projert file

aby Gle} is re-opened and edited afier an initial transformation, or

exporiation, then transformation by invocation of the Expor commands must te

repeated.

One embodiment of the transformation process far Image Map files will

nowbe summarized. Unlike hotspot 8003 defined in a project file 1670, a

hoispai 8003 ina bnage Map file may only have a fixed geometry, Therefore, a

hotspot 8003, whose geometry varies among frames, in a project file 1670 must

#8 fined. inbe redefined as pwo or more hotspots 803. each of whose gearnet

the corresponding Image Map Hie, A howpot 8003, defined at the mage Map

file, may have a fixed geometry over two or more frames.

Hotspot(s} 8003 will net be translated by the inveeation of an Export

conmumand Hf ahotspot Enable flag is set off in a General page 21,002 of a

corresponding Hotspot Properties sheet 21,701. Thos, such hotspet(s} 8003 will

not he inchaded in the Image Map file created by the transiormaiion process. Vhe

default length of those frame sequences wil! be determined in accordamee to the

transmission hankvidth, ag deseribed above. A new MAP range of frames will be

used for ihe first and last frames mn which a hotspot 8003 appears to ensure that

the hotspot 8103 is only providefor frames im which the hotspot 8003 was

originally defined. The number of MAPstatements created by the modifted

authoring too! for RealVideo (TM) 20,001 is determined by the available

bandwidth ofthe client-server network used to performthe hypervides 10,007

 Creauon of Real

In ane embediment, each bmage Map or Events file must then pe encoded

amfile

a corresponding, already encoded, media

inte an apt fle using fhe Real Video (TM) rmmerge tool, The resulting

must then be encoded, or exported, into

(e.g. video) file again using the rmunerge tool to create a Ginal rm fe. In another

embodiment, the foregoing process is performed by the user who must tice ron

the rmumerge tool.
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in a further ernbodiment. this process is automated. The mardified version

of ihe authoring tool far RealVideo (TM) 26,000 not only experts ihe hotspot

$005 and notification frame 1157 data, as described above, but also ceases the

rmmerge tool to be executed so as io create the final .rm file. To exeouie the

rnimerge tool, the modified version of the authoring tool for Real Video (TM)

20,000 utilizes dynamic link Ibraries (DLLs), renimap.dll and rmeventa.dll, and
a

ihe RealVideo (TM) software development kit (SDR. The modified version of

the authoring toal for ReafVideo (TM) 20.000 utilizes the RealVideo (1M) SDK

io encode the video file inta a Real Video (TM) .rm video file format.

When implementing the automated process, an export dialogfor

aniomatictranslation 23,601, Wbustrated in Figure 23. may be used. The export

dialog for autonsatic translation 23,003 is displayed upon cxecuting an export

command.

The export dislog for automatic translation 23,00) permits either

lermporary or permanent .mo files including lrmage Map and/or Event file data to

he created. Permanent .rm files for Image Map and Event file data maybe created

upon checkingthe Use prrermecdiate fles box 23,101. Upon actuating the create

file/s button 23,103, permanent rm files may be created for image Map and

Event file data may be files if their respective Build boxes 23,105, 23,107 are

checked, To create the permanent 1m files Including Image Map and Evert data,

temporary image Map and the Events files are first bailt as temporary text files.

Then, the permanent .rm files are created for the Image Map and Events file data,

using the rmmierge too}. Resnective names 23,109. 23.111 for the permanent 2m

files for Image Map and Events date are specified in the export dialog for

aitomatic translation 23.001. An encoded video wm fleis also created fromthe

original video file using the RealVideo {TM} SDK onlyif the build box ts

checked. Because a video file may take minutes to encode, the build bax maybe

left unchecked to avoid unnecessarily repeating video file encoding every time

hotspots 8003 are encoded.

The name 23,117 for the encaded video rmfils is specified in the expart

dialog for automatic translation 23,001, After the permanent 1m file(s) are built.

the video .cm file ie merged with the permanent omfile(s). using the rmmerge
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tool, if at least one corresponding Aderge box is checked, to create the final am

fle. The name 23,119 for the final rm Bile is specified in the export dialog for

automatic tansiation 23,001. [f{neither Aferge check boxes 23,113, 23,115 is

checked, then the final .rm file is not created,

Alternatively, if the Use intermediate files box 23.101 is not checked, the

video file is encoded into a termporary .rm file using the RealVideo (TM) SDK. If

the Image Map file Werge box 23,113 is checked, then the image Mapdata ts

translated into a temporary text file, which is translated into a correspending

temporary mi file. Uf the Events Werge box 23,115 is checked, then the Events

data is translated into a temporary text fe, which is translated into a

corresponding temporary m fie. Then, the video 1m file is merged, usimg the

rimmerge toch, with the specified tcmmporary sm fles to create the specified! final

wim file. Tf both of the Merge check boxes are unchecked, the video file is simply

encoded inte the final rm file.

Encoding Properties

in one embodanent, the export dialog for aptomatic wansiation 23,001

may Inchide an Encoding Properties Sheet 24.030, bistraied in Figure 4A. The

Encoding Properties Sheet 24,000 perraits entry of the data required by the

RealVideo (TM) Encoder. The Encoding Properties Sheet 24,000 may be

aceessed by actuating the Encoding Properties... butten 23.121.

The Encoding Properties Sheet 24.000 includes the Encoding Data page

24,001, illustrated in Figure 244, and the Encoding parameters page 24,002,

illustrated in Figure 245. In another embodanent, the Encoding Data page

24,003 and the Encadimg parameters page 24X12 may be added te the Media

Fropertios Sheet.

The Enceding Data page 24.061 may contain general data that will be

inserted into the videa 2m file. The general data may inclade the title 240405,

authorship 24,005, and copyright information 24.007 associated wiih the

hypervideo 10,007 ercated in the RealVideo (PM) format.

The Encoding Parameters page may contain parameters for the video

encoding process, including:
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a Fempiare|box 24.101 from which standard RealVideo templates can be
selected. Byselecting a standard template, other data fields on the Encoding

Parameters page 24.002 may be selected according to the data assactated with

the selected temptate.

Changing one ofthe other fields will set the temmplate field te the

appropriate value (ilthere is no template with current parameters, Cuan will be

seth.4

 

The modified version of the authoring tool for RealVideo (TM) 26,000

maybe used w define and manipulate hotspots 8003 and notification frames

1157, including defining target(s} 7003, im multiple video media files substaniially
~

O3simultaneously. The hotspot 8003 and notification frame L157 data may then be

exparied into final 1mfiles corresponding to cach ofthese video files. using the

process deseribed above, in a mannersimilar to the Save’Save All/Save As...

feature in a multi-decument application.

24 Dynamic Bypervideo

Previously, hyperviddeos 10,007 have been suggested as having fixed of

stalic parameters. Static hypervides 10.007 parameters car net be changed

during the performance of the hypervideo 10,047. One example of a static

project file parameter is the parameter that defines a target 7003 media file linked

to amnedia object. Thus, the target 7003 media file can net be changed during the

performanre of the hypervideo 10,007. As a result, a viewer afa perforaiing

hyperviden 10,007 is limited to navigating through media files defined curing

hypervides 10,007 authoring,

To enhance the robustness and versatiliiv of hypervideos 10,007, tis

desirable to create dynamic hypervideos by allowing the kypervideo 10,007

parameters to vary during hvpervideo 10,007 performance. Thus, for example,

the hypervideo story board 1116 may change during hypervideo performance.
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Dynamus bypervideos are hypervideos 10.007 having hypervideo 10,007

parameters that may vary during hypervideo 10.007 performance. The

hypervideo parameters may Inchide, but are not Limited to, parameters describing

media objects (e.g. hotspots 8003 snd notification frames 1157}, targets 7003,

3 target levels 7601, cursors, and hyperviico 10,007 display windowsize. For

example, by varyung parameters, targets 7003 of media objects may be changed,

media objects may be disabled so that the media objects may not be actuated. and

hypervides 10,007 display windowsize maybe altered during hypervidea 12,007

performance.

iO The RY¥pervideo 10,007 parameters may be varied during hypervidea

10,007 performance asa result of communications from application pragrams,

and data retrieved from databases or lag files. Viewer interactions may aiso

indirectly vary hypervidee 10,007 parameters as deseribed beleny. Viewer

interactions wilhthe hypervides 10,007 may aceur, for exaraple, when a viewer

1h gctuates a hotspot 8003, or just positions g peimter over a hotspot $003,

Dsnaruc hypervidices that cormmlunicate wiih appication programs) maybe

knewwn as hypervideo applications. Hypervidec applications may be used for

example for electronic commerce and corporate traiung, and well be farther

deseribed below.

20 in one embodiment, dynanue hypervideas may be created with a

hypervideo system 25,000, depicted in Figure 25. The hypervideo system

25,006, ustrated in Figure 24, includes multiple servers. each having one or

tore components (6.9. database 25,057, project file 1670, application program

25,038, eto.) A client 24,003, having a player 25,034, may be coupled by a first

23 network 25,050a to a first server 25.0039 thet may have a dynamic hypervidec

server 25,035, logging tools program 25,047, log file 25,049 feu. 2 lng database

andor a log file) and a proqect file 1670. The chent 25.003 is also coupled bya

second network 25,050b to a second server 25,0055 that may have a media

ver 25.045. The media server 254045 mayinclude a video server and/or a web

30 (ar HTML) server. The first server 25,065a §s alse coupled by a third network

25,050c to a third server 25,005c that may have applicalion program(s) (e.g. third

party applications andor third party servers} 25,038. The frst server 25,0052 is
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so coupled by a fourth network 25,050n te a fourth server 25,005n that may

have database(s) (e.g. database severs} 25,037. In one embodiment, ihe plaver

includes a modified run-time module for receiving and processing streamed

hypervideo data, and a media player(e.g. RealNetworks (TM) mediaplayer} for

receiving and projecting streaming audio and video to a viewer. In one

embodiment, ihe modified run-time module controls the media player.

In another embodiment, each network 75,050a-25,050n aay use the

Internet or an intranet, or a combination thereof. In yet another embodiment, the

hypervidee system 25,000 may include multiple clients 25,003 coupled to the first

amd second servers 25,005a, 25,0050. The additional chents may sach include a

player 25,039, In one embediment, an additional chert 25.003 may be coupled to

the first server 25,005a, and includes a modified authoring too! for creating a

dynamic hypervideo. In one embodiment, the modified authoring tool maybe a

modified version of the authoring tool 1001, described above, or a variant

thereof. The modified authoring tool maybe used to create the project file 1670

that can be transferred to the first server 25,0042 electronically aeross a network

or physically with a storage device, such as a compact disk-read only memory

(CD-ROM),

In further embodiments, the hypervideo systern 23,000 may have feweror

more servers upon which the components are respeciively consolidated or further

distributed. in another embodiment. the servers and client(s} may be

interconnected in a different manner, for example directly coupled to one another.

th yet a further embodiment, the database(s) 25,037 mayinchade nrultiple

databases, each of which operates with ane or more components of the

hypervides system 25,000.

One embodiment of the operation ofthe hypervides svstern 29.000 will

nowbe described. In this embodiment, the video and bypervidea datastreams

ray be wholly separated. For example. hypervides data may be streamed from

the dynamic inypervideo server 25,035to the cheat 25,003. Video data may be

separatelystreamed from the media server 25,044 te the plaver 25,059.

In another embodiment, some hypervides daia may be exported into a
q

ultimedia (e.g. video) file by a modified authoring toal. The media and
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hypervideo data m the ouiltimedia file may be streamed from the media server

O4 Lash®
to the player 25,039, For example, the media server 25,045 may stream

hypervideo data, including media object identifier data, time or frame data, shape

data, and geometry data (¢.¢. layer one of multilayer hypervideo data strean

described above}, ta the player 25,039. This technique may increase second

network 25,0056 transmission capacity consumption, but may reduce firsé

network 25,005 transmission capacity consumption and dynarnie hypervides

server 25,035 processing requirentents.

In one embodiment, some hypervideo data may be processed in the

dynamic hypervideo server 23,035, and not streamed to the client 25,003, to

reduce the player's processing and memory requirements, and to efficiently

farilitate dynamic hypervidees. The interaction between the player 25,059 and

the dynamic hypervideo server 25,035 will nowbe further illustrated.

In one embodiment, the chent 25,003 commnmicates with the dynamic

hynervideo server 25,035 by ring events, further described below, to a dynamic

hypervideo server 25,035, Upon reeerving the fired event, the dynamic.

hypervides server 25,035 may respond by sending a command, which may

include irypervideo data, te the chent 25,003. Por example, da viewer actuates a

hotspot 8003 during the performance of a media m the player 25,099, the chent

25,003 may fire an event to the server mdicating that the hotspot 8005 has been

actuated. In response, the dynamic kypervideo server 25.035 may stream a

command, inchiding tarpet 7003 data identiiving video files to be executed, ta the

aver 25,039, The plover 25,039 may then stream 4 request to the media server

23,045 that the hlentified video files be streamed to the player 25.039 so that the

video files may be performed. Other techniques for varying preject file

parameters will be later deseribed.

asProvidedbytheEypervidesSystem

Dynamic functionality provided by a hypervideo system 25,000 will now

 

be further described. Hypervideo systems 25.44) may provide functions found in

hypervideas 10,007, described above. Thas, Iske hypervideas 10,007, dyvnanuc

hypervideos mayinclude hotspots 8003, event noufication 1114, and markers
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1155. Additionally, however, these features may be modified during the

performance of the dynamic bypervides, for exaniple, based upon information

derived from the database 25,037, application program 25,038, a log file 25,049,

or user interaction.

hae

include:

a3?)

20
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Dynamic functions provided by the hypervides system 24106 may

Hotspot Feature Availability. Hotspot 8003 features maybe

enabled or disabled accerding to data retrieved from a database

25,037, an application prograrn 25,0389, 2 log file 25,649, or due

to viewer interaction. Different hotspots 8003 features may be

affected, for example, visual marking of hotspots 8003 or

execution of target(s) 7003 may be disabled.

Targets. Targets 7003 linked to hotapota 8003 may be moditied

by removing or adding targets 7003, or by changing the execution

and display parameters of target(s} 7003. For example, a dynamic

hypervideo may be an interactive advertisement for a department

store which may be viewed by customers. The dynamic

bypervideo server 25.035 mayascertain the identity af custamers

viewing the dynamic bypervides. The dynamic hypervides server

24.055 may also query a database 25,037 to determine whether

the customier holds the departrnaent store's credit card. The

customers may point avd click on an illustration of department

store’s credit card. Based uponthe query results, the dynamic

hypervideo server 25,037 may cause monthly special offers to be

displaved to customers that are credit card halders. Also based

upon the query results, the dynanne bynervideo server 25,037 may

cause Information jHustrating the privileges of a halder of the

department store credit card, and about how the credit card may

be aoquired, ta customers who de not hold the departrnent store's

credit card.
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c. Project Settings. General attributes of the dynamic hypervideo,

including initial settings, such as base target{s) 11,001 and display

parameters, may be modified.

d Media Properties. Media elements 1690 of the dynamic

3 hypervideo may have peneral properties unrelated to targets.

Such properties may inchude:

1} Audio tack, Videos may include corresponding audio

spoken in different ianguages and chus stored separately,

for example, on different tracks, For example a dynamic

10 hypervideo performing in a Prench speaking eavironment

may adapt to broadcast French language audio; and

2) Restricted aceess videos and video versions. Based upon

externally supplied information, a dynamic hypervidecs

May ascertain which, if amy, version of 3 media, such as a

1S video, a viewer is authorized io observe. For example, a

dynamic hypervideo carfigured far children may onky

display appropriately rated versions of media.

% Markers. Markers 1154, which may be used to highlight media

objects, or may convey additional information associated with the

20 media object, may be modified. Such markers may be overlay

images, text, or special filters. For example, a training hypervideo

apolication may inckide a hyperviden simulation of an industrial

plant. The dynamic hypervidee maydisplay relevant information,

such as temperature and humidity, as markers 1135 next te

25 equipment in the industrial plant. The markers 1153 may display

the temperature and humidity data in real-time. This is desirable

because, for example, in the incustrial plant simulation, the

femmerature may constantly change in response to tramec

interactions with the dynamic hypervideo. The marker 1135

Le <= displaying temperature data may obtain the temperatere

data from a datahase 25,037,
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Dynamic bypervideos may also support notification frames 1157.

Notificatian frames 1157, or time based events, may be implernented in media,

imcluding hypervidee applications. Notrication frames 1157, as deseribed above,

permits information, inchiding text, graphics and video, to be displayed in

SAt synchronization with a timebase (e.g. by frame unit or time unit} ofa video to

enrich the information content of a dynamic bypervides. The hypervideo svstem

25,900 may execute a target 7O03 when a bypervideo 19,007 reaches a ceriain

lime or france (e.g. notification frame 1137). A target 7603 mayinclude any of

those previously or subsequently described, including an Image, a video, or an

1@  exceutable program. Thus, for example, while a hypervideo applicationis

displayed, sides containing relevant information mavbe displaved concurrently

with notification frames 1157. In one embodiment, notification frame 1147 target

or frame parameters may be aliered during the performance of a hypervides.

2 DynamicDatsSources
 

Data for dynamic project file parameters may be provided fomthe

following sources:

Detabases. Commoniyavailable databases may be implemented in the

20 hyperviden system 25,000. However, the hypervidea system 25,000 may

be modified to accommodateother databases. Object Database

Connectivity (ODBC), a standard wielows applications program

imterface (APT), may be used to facilitate communications, for example,

between the dynamic hypervideo server 25,035 and a database 25,097.

28 ‘The hypervideo database may obtain data Trom a database 25,037 by

issuing a query to the database 25,037. During query authoring,

placeholders (¢.g. variables} whose contents are determined curing

hypervides application exeeution, may be used in the querics. In onc

embodiment. the queries may be standard query language (SOL) queries.

30

Applications. Hypervidea applications may be implemented with the
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hypervikice system 25.000 including an applications program 25,038. In

one embodiment, the application program(s) 25,038 may recerve and/or

generate data in realtime. Other lypervideo system 25,006 components,

meluding the dynamic hypervideo server 25,035, mayserve as sources

and/or destinations for such data associated with the application

programa(s) 25,038. In one embodiment, application programs(s} 25,038

maydirectly comnrunicate with the hynervideo system 25,000

companents through SDK-like interfaces. Such cammunications may be

facilitated with ActiveX commands and events, and scripting languages

such as ¥BSeript or Javascript. Communications between application

program(s) 274,038 and other hynervideo system 24,000 camponenis may

be stored and retrieved from an intermediary fle. In one ernbodimrent,

data may be transferred between application programs(s) 24,{98 through

a database 25,037, desenbed above.

in one embodiment, an application program 25,038 may send commands

or data to a dynamic hypervidee server (and thus to a bypervideo 10,007)

through call back objects or APIs. The application program 25,038

commands or daia may be used to manipulate project file paranisters

during dynamic hypervideo performance. The dynamic hypervideo may

communicate with the application program 25,038 byfiring events, for

example through a call back object, to the application program25.038. In

another embodiment, a slayer 25,039 and an applications program25,038

may communicate with one another directly, if a network connection

exists, or indirectly through the dynamic hypervideo server 25,058.

A bypervides application may also inchide one or morte application

programs 25,038 that generate graphical output prepared for display. The

hypervideo application may access the application program(s} 25,038 to

obtain the graphical output, and may do so, in a manner similar to the one

described above, using placehalders.
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ifthe graphical output is available, it may then be displayed. An example

of this technique will nowbe described. A Kiosk may include a

hypervideo system25,000 for performing a dynamic hypervideo

application that provides worldwide weather forecasting information. The

at dynamic hypervideo apphcation maydisplay a turaing slabe. A viewer

may potoat and click on aregion of the globe. Then, the dynamic

hypervideo application may query a weather forecasting database to

obtain next week's forecasted weather data for the selected region. The

retrieved forecasted weather data may then be focmulated in a bar chart by

10 a charting application. The dynamic hypervideo application then may

automatically display the bar chart over the selected region of the turning

ehobe.

Log File The hypervideo system 25.000 maypermit hypervides 10,007

hw fi achivities ta be logged, by the dynamic hypervides server 25,035, during

hypervides 10,007 portormance. In one embodiment, an author ofa

hypervidea application may specify, during hypervideo application

authoring, which viewer interachone (or other hypervideo aprlication

activities} and corresponding information are to be logged. During

20 hypervideo application performance, the logged information maybe

retrieved by the dynamic hypervideo server 25,035 to manipulate the

-rformance ofthe hypervideo application.pe ; i

 
Pe at Private, governmental and commercial organizations are hecoming reliant

upon network application programs thal facilitate interaction within or ontside

the organizations, In order to make the application programs more compelling

and intuitive to users, the application programs should include dynamic content,

For example, application programs may be enriched by Including visual media,

30 inchiding graphical and animation. Application pragraras may be made more

Infitive to users by allowing the users to interact with the visual media, such as

with videos.
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With hypervideo applications viewers can navigate and access a variety of

daiabases, forms, etc., inchidimg knowledge databases, purchasing forms,

instructional material or any other services pravided bythe application.

Exemplary hypervideo applications include:

Electronic Commerce Application

Businesses, ranging fern small retailers to large manufacturers, are

availing themselves of the Internet and other networks te promote, market and

sell their services and products. Elecironic commerce solution providers offer

wolkits for developing and managing on-line web sites, stores and catalogs. Such

loolkits may faciltiate storefront creation, transaction processing. and electronic

distribution of software or dain, Lack ofpotential customer interest in stics

created with such tooikits has lead businesses to look for more compelling weh

sites. Video can be used to make such web sites more alluring to enhance

potential customer interest and enhance product promotion.

Newvever, it may be desirable to closely integrate the video with the

purchasing process. For example, timay be preferable for a potential customerto

potmtand click on an item (e.g. media object} in a hynervideo 10.007 tw initiate

the purchaseofthe displayed item.

The parchase process may be implemented wh a hypervideo application

provided by the hypervideo system 25,000 including an slectronic cormmerce

application program. In one embodiment, the hypervideo application may be

dynamic. A web site may include the dynamic hyperviden application whose

parameters mayvary, for example depending upon date or tins, or depending

upon the customer accessing the web site. Further, the hypervideo system 25.00

mayrecord the activities performed by customers during their visits to the web

sits.

An exernplaryclectronic commerce hypervides application wil nowbe

described. Potential customers may view and interact with a hypervides

application on a web site ofa clothing store. The hygervideo application displays

a fashion show in which models exhibit garments while walking dewn a runway.

A potential custenier may point and click on a garment wort by a madel to ebtain
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iniortnation associated with the garment, and to obtain an order form which can

be completed to buy the garment.

The hyperviden application may be dynamic, The information, displayed

on a player 25,039 when a potential customer points and clicks on a hotspot

associated with a garment, may vary in real-time, For example, the price of the

garment may be varied in real-time. When the potential customer points and

clicks on the garment hotspot, the dynamic hypervidee server 25.055 mavquerya

datahase 25,077 inchiding the garment prices. The garment prices in the database

28.037may be varied in real time. Ifa potential customer positions a pointer

over the garment hotspot at least a certain number of times (causing event

messages to be fired from the player 25.099 to the dynamic hypervideo server

24,035 each time the pointer is positioned aver the garment hotspot), the

dynamic hypervideo server 25.034 (upon receiving at [east the certain number of

event messages) may cause a discounted sales price io be displayed forthe

garment. The dynamic hypervideo server 25,025 maythen facilitate the

customer's purchase of the garment at the discounted sales price .

 

Many organizations utilize intranets to prove training services to their

employees, or other parties. Parties rnay participate in prepared lessons, practice

dsilis, or view live demanstrations. Video is already being used in traming,for

example to display hve demonstrations.

Hypervides applications, however, enhance the alhure and accuracy, and

henee the effectiveness, of training. An exemplary hypervideo application for

raining will newbe described, A tratnee may viewa hypervideo application that

displays an experiment conducted in a laboratory of a chemical plant. The trainee

may point and click on one of the chernicals reacting during the experiment. Asa

resualtvs ofihe trainee’s action, data obtained by the dynamic bypervideo server

25,035 from a database 25.037 or an application program 25,038 at that pomin

time during the experiment may be displayed.

Media-[inensive Application
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Organizations, for example entertainment businesses, news providers, and

government agencies, may store large quantities of video which maybe retrieved

over networks, such as intranets, the internet, or combinations thereat. In one

embodirnent, the videos may be stored in a video database 25,051. For example,

news Services maystore numerous videos of past and present news stories an

servers. A hypervides application maybe formed from the videos to permit

viewers to interact with the ‘videos’. For example, a viewer maypoint and click

on a person or itemdisplayed in a video so that further information, such as a

snapshot or related articles, about the selected person or item is displayed to the

viewer,

interactive Advertising Amplication

Interactive advertising, for example online advertising, has unique

capabilities in comparisen to other forms of advertising. Viewers of interactive

advertising may readily aceess further information about an advertised praduct ar

service, or converselyreadily ignore such advertising. Further, interacuve

advertising applications may record data relevant to advertising effectiveness,

including the type and frequency of information sought by viewers. For example,

the recorded data can be used to bill advertisers based upon the information

displayed to the viewers.

Interactive adveriising may be implemented in a more effective and

alluring manner with dynamic hypervideo applications. An online advertisement

hypervideo application may perminteractive advertisements to be ahered in

response fo Viewer actions.

Ani exemplary dynamic hypervidee advertising apphcation will nowbe

deserbed. While waiching an advertisement, such as an automobile

advertisement, a viewer may pout and click on a hotspot associated with a car,

shown driving along a picturesque shoreline highway, ta obtain farther

information about the car, Other targets, executed wien the car hotspot is

actuated, may include a parchase order formor a chari of current revenue figures

related to sales of the car model.
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Multi-PurposeAnplication

Hypervides applications may have mulh-purposes, for example electronic

conunerce, advertising, and training. An iiustration of a multi-purpose dynamic

hypervideo application follows.

A kitchen applianceretailer iesplements an onlinestore ta sell kitche

appliances. Their web sie permits viewers to leok at and purchase items used in

a kitchen, meluding cutlery and cabinet sets. The web site includes:

1. Ingeractive sections, orattractions, including a recipe cornerin

which renowned chefs demonstrate cooking their favorite dishes, and the wens]

corer in which cooking utensils are deroonstrated,
“y
2. Knowlsdge databaseof kitehen appliances and other kitchen

elated issues.

3, Purchasing fnerlities permitting on-line purchasing of culinary

goods, Payment and bling may be performed with a credit card on-line, or

through the mail. Purchased goods may be mailed to the customers.

4, A home page, for regular customers ofthe kitchen appliance

retailer, where the regular customers may obtain special porchase offers, or

receive guidance about designing their kitchens.

4. Ritchen~zine. An interactive e-zine about cooking and kitchens,

linked directly to the web stie's purchasing faeiities.

Another service for regular customers mayalso include creation and maintenance

of online wedding gift isis.

The kitchen appliance retatler’s computer systern may include aa database

24,037, a system administrator, a media server 25,045, an internal local area

nebyork (LAN) 25.050, arid a dynamic hypervides server 25,035,

The interactive recipe camer may include streanting hypervidens ofchefs

preparing their favorites dishes. The hypervideas 10{K)7 may be embedded mside

HTMLpages, which mav inclide more mformation about the corresponding

recipe and the final product. The HTMLpage may change as dish preparation

proceeds, Pointing and clicking on a product found in the bypervideo 10,007

may cause more information to appear (e.g. pop-up) about the product. Pointing

and clicking on an appliance may cause a queryof the retailer's databaseto obtain
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information about the appliance. The information may be displayed to the user as

an HTMLpage in a frame separate from the video. The appliances, found in the

refaller’s current Inveritary, may he marked (e.g. highlighted) in the hyperviden

application. Appliances which are on special sale may be marked with SALE

5 tags. Pointing and clicking on 4 hotspot corresponding to an appliance may

display, instead of the origmmally viewed media, a demonstration video ofthe

appliance. The actuation of the appliance hatspot may also cause another iarget

7003 to be executed. For example, a URL flip may be executed to display details

about the selected appliance in another frame. The newlydisplayed video may

10 also include a small pnage on it reciting BUY NOW, Upon pointing ardclicking

upon the BUY NOWimage,ars order form for the corresponding appliance may

be displayed to permit the viewer to purchase the apniiance from theretailer,

 Dd 33 3 dy OtberHypervide

is Bypervideos 10,007 and hypervidee applications may be used to provide

interactivity for the following: corporate training, distance/weh-based learning,

multimedia display kiosks and point of sale terminals, vidco archive retrieval,

electronic commerce (e.g. online stores), sccurity systems, medical analysis and

frealment systenis, entertainment systems, advertising, hotel information

20° prevision, real estate sales, architectural design demonstration, madustrial

tele-operation, home video display, adult entertainment display, customer support

antomation, catalogs, sales force automation, and corporste communications.

 baseIntezrationandExternalRataReferencing 
28 In one embodiment, data for dynamic hypervideo parameters may be

fal:i
extracted froma database 25,007. Data extracted from database(s) 25.037 and

application(s} 25,038 may be in a raw format, auch as binary numbers or text, or

in a processed format, such as graphics or a video. In one embociment, data

from external sources (<.g. database(s} 25,037, application progranis} 25,038,

3) tog file(s} 25,049), may be integrated into a bypervideo application in a two step

precess. First, data from an external source maybe accessed, and relevant data

retreved by the bypervideo system 25,000. Second, the retrieved data can cither
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be processedfor display, or provided, for example to the dynamic hypervides

server 25.035, to control dynamic hypervidea performance.

in another embodiment. a hypervides 10,007 may be used as an interface

ic pernut a viewerto access data from a database in an intuitive manner. For

example, ia hypervideo application of a clothing stere, dresses, for which

hotspots $003 are defined, may be marked with tags displavingtheir price. Such

prices rmay updated in real time through the clothing store’s database. In anather

example, a web site may provide support for truck engine mechanics. Videos of

truck engines may be displayed through the web stic. The videos include

heispots 8003, which allow viewers, such as truck engme mechanics, to point and

click on truck engine parts to obtain information about those parts. The site

maintains a database of registered truck engine mechanics. Only truck engine

mechanics that match the web site's registrations may be allowedto obtain

information about the parts, inked to hotspots associated with the paris, and

displayed when the registered truck engine mechanics point and click on

corresponding hotspots 8003. Others, not ideniifted in the database, may only

viewthe video, and may not access the part information.

 

tn one embodiment, an authoring tool 1Q017 may access the database

254137, including table structures and data, when a hypervideo applicationis

authored. in another embodiment, the authormg fool 1601 maypartially access

the database 25,037 sothat table structures, but cot data, are available to the

authoring tool 100] when a lepervidea application is authored.

integrationof A Dynamic HypervideowithMultimedia and Videu Databases

Databases including nrultimedia and video are special types of external

ilatabases, and may also be used ma fyperviico 10,007. Ostabases, inclacimne

multimedia and video databases, may be accessed to dynamically inseri new

meotha ia bypervedeo 16,007 chiring the performance of a hypervides 10,907.

Visleos or pictures, that were not originally authored ina bypervideo 10,007, may

be displayed during the perfosmance of the hypervideo 10,007,
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Far example, a broadcasting network having a large database of reportage

video, in which images of persons are marked, A viewer may point and click ona

person’ s image to access the broadcasting network's database to retrieve the

most recently available photograph of the person. The photopraph may then be

displayedside by side with the currently playiag bypervideo 1007. Multimedia

and video database data types, used in. hygervideo 1),007s, may include video,

images, sound, music, cursors, icons, ete.

Dotabase Storag 

In one ernbadiment, hypervidee 10,007 data may be stared in a database,

suchas 8 conventional database, rather than in a project file 1670 which mayuse

a proprietary format. As a resalt, the hypervideo 10,007 data, such as the

hypervidea 10,007 data corresponding to macha and media objects, may be

readily accessed, for example by a standard query language (SQ) query. The

bypervides 10,007 data in a database may be accessed and manipulated to modify

hypervideo 10,007 performance and/or to permit jogging or the anquisition

statistics pertaining to hyvervideo 10,007 performance. The hypervideo HLQ0?7

silistics may be derived from userinteractions with a hypervideo 10,007. The

hypervides 1,007 data stored in a database 25.037 mayinchide the range of

frames in which a hotspot 8063 is defined, location of notification frames L137 in

a Video, the number of video frames displayed. ar the number of times a hotspot

8003 has been actuated,

Logging and Analysis 

in another embodiment, the hypervides systera 25,000 may alae jog

informationabout and during the performanve of a hypervideo 10,007. To this

end, the hypervideo system 25,000 inchides logging tools 25,047 that permit:

1, Logging requirements for a hypervideo 10,007 to be defined,

2. Logging information to be analyzed during orafter the periormance of the

hypervideo 10,007. When analyzed during the performance of the hypervideo

10,007, the logeine information may be used to alter the parameters ofthe

hypervidee 10,007.
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3. Analyzing offline statistics about logeing information gathered during

hypervideo 10,007 performance (e.g after or daring hypervideo 10,007

performance).

in one embodunent, when a hypervideo [0.007 is authored, the lagaing

requirements, or date ic be logged, maybe specified. The data te be logged may

be specified by the authoring too! 1001, or with logging tools 25,047. The

logged data mayinclude the hypervideo 10.007 activities that initiate logging, and

ithe corresponding information tt be logged. Data to be logged may he

uatomizedfor each hypervidse 10,007. For example, a bypervidso 10.007 may

create daiz that logs cach hotspot 8003 that is acthvated when a viewer points ard

olicks on the hotspot 4003. Fhe hypervideo 10,007 may alse log each occurrence

afa. pointer being positioned over a specified hotspot.

A bypervideo scripting language, further described below, may be used to

define the activities and the corresponding imomnation to be logged durethe

performance of a hypervadeo 10,007.

The logging tools 35.047 may permit application managersto statistically

analyze and interact with a hypervideo application based upon the logged data.

So that it may bereadily accessed by application programs (3) 23,038, and their

managers, logged data mav be stored in loggine fHe(s) 24,048 in a standard

formal. Fer example, logged data maybe siored in logging file(s) 25,089 in

database formats supporied by the application program(s} 25,038.

The hypervideo system 25,000 maylog datapertaining to a specific

viewer's interaction with a hypervideo 10,007. Thus, an anplication

administrater may be informed of the viewer's mteraction with the hypervidso

10,007. The hypervidee 19,007 may also log daipertainingto specific

interactive features (e.g. hotspots 8003} actuated by any viewer of the bypervideo

10,007,

 

In one embodiment, the authoring tool GUI 26,001 for the hypervideo

vm 25,000, Shistrated in Figure 26, is similar to the authoring tool GUIs

10,001 . 15,001, 20,00! described above, but may have additional features. One
2)‘2Bea yes
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additional feature may be that the authoring taal perrnits miore windows to be

displayed simultaneously, Some of the other extra features in the authoring tool

have their own window. For example, In addition tc the Media Warehouse

window 26,003 and the Workshop window 26,011, the authoring tool GUI

26,001 for the hypervideo systern 25,000 may inchide a Queries window ard 3

Handlers Netebook window, later described.

Any window, such as windaw‘x’, maybe displayed by actualing a “View

‘x" Windew” tnitton on the contral bar 26,007 of the authoring tac] GUT 26.001

for the hypervideo system 25,000, The authoring tool GUT 26,001 for ihe
ay

hypervideo system 25,000 will newbe deseribed in fether detail.

MechaWarchouseWindow

The Media Warchouse window 26,003 may support media file types

including: Video, Image. Fext, Sound,Music,HTML, Executable, Animation,

Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML)}, QuickTime VR (TM), and SOL

queries usecas targets.

Ratsbase Integration

in one embodiment, a database 25,037 that is abject oriented may be used

io enhance the user-friendiiness of the authoring too! GUY 26,001 ofthe

hyperviceo system 25,000. Queries ta the daiabase 25.037, or other external

data sources including applications 25,038, may be obfecis, which may be

oteated, edited, manipulated, and teferred during the antharing pracess, These

query objects maybe used as targets, linked to media objects, that for example

may require a byperviden’s viewer to provide information so that the query object

may retrieve data from a database 25,037 or other external data source. The

retrieved daia may be used to vary parameters of a hypervideo 16,007.

 

The authoring too] GUY 26,001 of the bypervideo system 25,000 includes

a Qaerics Warehouse 26,072 and corresponding Queries Warehouse window

26,071. Query object elements mayreside in the Query Warehouse 26,0772.
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icons 26,073 of Query obfect elements may reside in the Queries Warehouse

window 26,071. The Queries Warehouse may function analogously to the Media

Warehouse 10035. Thus, the query object parameters defined in a dynanuc

hypervideo maybe saved with other dynamic hypervides parameters, for

example, in a project file or in a datahase 25,037.

The Queries Warehouse window 26,07] may fimetion analogowsly to the

Media Warehouse window 76,005. The qaery object elements may be assaciated

with query objects. The Query Warehouse window 26,071 may permit the query

objects to be manipulated,

The Query Warehouse window 26,071 may inchude a contral bar 26.078

that includes relevant buttons, far example buttons for Properties 26,077, New

Query 26,079, Detailed List 24,081, etc. The Queries Warehouse window

26,071 may be displayed or hidden as desired by the audhoring tool GUI 26,.001

 

in arder to create a query object, or to import a query object from another

fe, the New Query bution 26,079 may be actuated, such as by pointing and

clicking. Actuation of the New Query button 26,079 may cause a Query dialog

to be displayed, The query corresponding to the query object may then be

defined, for example, in a step by step manner, in the Query dialog, or wizard.

Upon defining the query in the Query dialog, a corresponding query element may

be placed inthe Query Warehouse 76,072, 4 corresponding icon 25,073 ofthe

query element may be placed in the Query Warehouse window 26,071, and 4

corresponding query object is created. The guery associated with the query

object may be later edited using the Query Properties pave which is later

described.

in one embodiment, when acorssed, successive pages of the Query dialog

are displayed to perrail the step by step entry of the query. In another

embodiment, the query may be defined with the standard query language (SQL).

In another embadiment, only common or basic SQL commands may he supported
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tythe Querydialog. in yet another embodiment, more complex ROL queries

maybe unplemented by allowing the SOLqueries to be textually edited.

The first displayed page is the Data Source pape 27,001 af the Query

dialog 27,006, illustrated in Figure 27. The seurce of data 27,003 opon which a

query operates maybe defined in the Data Source page 27,001. In one

embodiment, any SOL. database, having an ODBCdriverinstalled, may be

selected, Upon specifying a source ef data 27,003, the database file upon which

ihe query operates may be defined in the Data Source page 27,001,

Then, the query may be defined. The query may be a predefined query

aciected from predefined queries Hated on the Query page 27,005. If selected, the

paramters of the predefined query may be provided to the query object, and may

be later altered.

ifa predefined query is not chosen, then the query may be defined. To

deGne the query, coluams 28.005 to be ased in the query may befirst selected

trom avaiable columns 28,005 in the selected database file using the Choose

Columns page 28,000, Wustrated in Figure 28. The Choose Columms pagc may

also be used to display tables in the selected databasefile,

Uponselecting columns 28.005, the query may be defined in the Filter

Data page 29,000, Uhustrated in Figure 29. In the Filter Data page 29,000), the

spiery maybe defined by combining someor all selected calunms 28,005 with

logiea! operaters 79,003.

The query 30,001 maybe reviewed and edited in another page, the SQV.

page 30,0060, ithistrated in Figure 30. Further, in the SQLpage, the Access

Database option 30,003 may define the frequencyof database file access,

peroutied bythe query 30,001, to extract data fromthe database file. In one

embodiment, the databasefile may be accessed everytimethe query 30,(NH is

used so that current database information is provided in response to the query

30,001. by another ernbodiment. the database {le may be accessed a limited

nurnber oftimes, such as just once, for example when the query 30,001 is first

used, ot prior to dynamic bypervideo performance. Upon actuating the

“Advance” button, a more sophisticated query editor may be displayed. Ta the

more sophisticaled query editor, more complex queries maybe created, reviewed
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and edited. Upon defining a query 30,4N31, the resulting query 30001 may be

used io extract data, that satisfies the query 36.001, from the database file.

QueriesPropertyPaye

The Queries Properties sheet may be accessed, or opened, by actuating,

such as by pointing and double-clicking on the corresponding query element icon

26,073, or by selecting the query elernent icon 26,073 and actuating (e.g.

elicking} the Properties button 26,077. The Query Properties sheer may inchide

general infurmation about a query 30,001, fur exarnpie, the corresponding SOL

statement, and default parameters which may be applied when using the query

30,007 as a target 7003 ar to modify dynamic teypervidea parameters.

Jn one erabodiment, the Queries Property sheet mayinchide General,

SOL. and Display pages. In the General page, the database 25,037 and database

file, query name, and frequency of database file aceess may be shown. In the

SOLpage, the SQL statement may be displayed, an SOL.statement editor may be

provided, and the SOL dialog maybe accessed. The Display page mayinchide

default display parameters that may determine howthe results for the

comesponding query object are displayed to a viewer. In another ermbodiment,

the Queries Property sheet may be the same as the Queries dialog.

Guery Obiects

Query objects may he used in different ways for different proposes. in

one embodiment, a query object may be a target 7003 linked to a media object,

such as a haispot 8003 or a notification frame 1157. The corresponding query

30.001 is performed when the media object is actuated.

in the Media Workshop window26,011, the query object may be linked

ig amedia object, meluding a notification frame 1157, by dragging a link icon

34,001 from a Targets page 31.000, Hiustrated in Figure 31, of a media object to

the Query Warebouse window26,071 and dropping the link icon on the desired

query element icon 26,073, As may occur when linking other media to 4 media

abject ar notification frame 1157, a Qucry Target (or Link) Propertics page may

be displayed. Parameters related to inking the corresponding query clement. and
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rhedia object or notification frame mayhe defined in the QueryTargst Properties

page. Parameters relating to howdata retrieved by the corresponding query

30,007 are displayed may also be defined in the Query Target Properties page.

in another embodiment, the query object mayalso be used as a marker

S 1155 fora media abject, for exemple to display the information retrieved by the

queryus a tool-ins for the media object. Thus, when the query 36,001 is

performed, the information displayed by the marker 1154 may be updated,

in yet another embodiment, the query object maybe used io modify

dynamic hypervideo parameters. The query object may be a variable in a logical

iQ expression (e.g. Boolean expression}. The data retrieved by the corresponding

query 30,001 may be compared against a constant value or other query objecis’s

data, The results ofthe lagical expression may be used to modify dynamic

hypervideo parameters. The logical expression may be used by a hypervideo

obiect’s event handler, deserthed below.

bres tia

UynervideoApplicationFeanmres

A dynamic hypervideos may be implemented in an alyect oriented manner.

Thus, the dynamic hypervideo parameters, stored in a database 25,037or project

file 1670, may be implemented in an object-oriented manner.

20 A dynamic hypervideo may include the following object types:

i. Media clement objects corresponding to mediafiles, and having the media

files’s general properties.

bo Media objects correspondingto hotspots #005 and notification frames

1187, ax described above.

a 3 Yarget (Link) and Pareet (Link}-level objects, which may be used. te

define respectively targets 7003 such as media objects, and target levels, ‘The

target and target-level objects may define the actuation properties oftargets

F003

4, Query abjects, as described above.
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In addition to the marking 1135 described above, a media abject in a

dynamic hypervideo may he marked with SQLmarkers, tooltip markers, and text

marking. As described above, the SQL markers may displaythe results of a

query, for example in a toal-tip format, and may be proximate to the media

5 object. Text marking maydisplay text, for example wath no backgraund coloring,

and may be proximate to the media object. Tool-tip marking may display text

with background coloring, and may be proximate to the media object.

Vareet and Larcet Level Oljects 

16 Target objects mayalso be iunplemented with SOL queries, or SQL Hinks,

and with a scripting languages, or automatic linking. Target level objects may

defined all targets 7003 on a level 7601.

HotframeObjects.

FB) A hotframte object is a type ofmedia object corresponding ta a
=7fe

nolification frame 1157. Each frame ina video may cither be or not be a

notification frame L157. Thes, cach frame may contain one or zero hotframe

objects. A hotframe object may be linked to targets 8{133 in the same manneras a

hotspot 8003. The hotlrame objeet may be {inked to multiple targets 8003 and

20 may have noaltipie link levels. When displaying a frame in which a hotlrame

object was defined, the hotframe targets 8003 may be executed. To create a

hotframe object, the corresponding frame is selected, and then the Create

Hotframe bettan, i the Hotframes Toolbar, is actuated. The Hottrame

Properties sheet is then displayed so that the hotframe object properties may be

bad Pe modified and the targets 7003 for the hotframe object defined. Once the

hotframe object is defined, a hotframe icon 26,501 ig displayed in the right-top

corner of the corresponding frame. The Hottrame Properties sheet for the

hotframe object inked te the frame may be accessed by actuating. such a8

double-clicking with a left mouse bution, the hatframe object, or by checking on

hod 6 the hotframe with the right mouse button and selecting properties from a

displayed list.
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A Hotframes page may be inched in the Media Properties sheet of a

media clement. This Hotframes page mayidentifyall the hotframes defined in

that media, and display a thombnail of the carrespanding frame in which the

hotframes are defined,

tA

HotframesToolbar

In ene embodiment, the authoring tool GUT 26,00) of the hypervideo

system 25,000 includes a Hotirames toolbar, The Hotframes toolbar may be

sunilar to the hotspot toolbar and provides similar functions to manimulate

{0 hetframe objects. The Hotframes tonibar may be a floating toolbar which can be

docked to the borders of the Warkshon window26,011,

One embodiment of a Hotframes toolbar 32,000 is dluatrated im Figure 32.

The Hotframes toolbar 32,000 mayinchide the following buttons:

Create Hotframe 32,001 - Actaating fg. by pomtine and clicking) the

1S Create Hotframe bution may create a new hotirame object in the current frame.

if thers is already a hotirame object defined mthe current frame, the Create

Hotframe button 32,001 may be disabled.

Geto Hotframe 32,603 - Actuaiing (e.g. by pomting and clicking) the

Goie Hotfiame 32,005 bution will cause the corresponding frame in which the

20 hotframe, selected in the Hotfrarne Combo box, to be displayed in the Workshop

window 26,01 2.

Hotframes Combo box 32,005 - The Hotframes Combo box 32.005

contains the titles of all hotframe objects defined in the media present in the

Workshop window 26,011.

23 Hotframe Properties 32,007- The Hotframe Properties button may cause

a Hotframe Properties page, for the hotframe object associated with the frame

currently displayed in the Workshop window26,01 |, fo appear.

Remove Horframe 32,009 -Actuating (c.g. by pointing and chicking)

Remove Hotframe button 32,000 maydelete the hotframe object, andall

30 asauclated information, that was defined for the frame currently displayed in the

Workshop window26,011,
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The Hotframe Properties sheet 33,000, illustrated in Figure 33. may

inchice at least iwo pages, a General page 33,003 and a Target, or Links, pape

33,005. The Target page 33,005 maybe identical to the Target page in the

Hotspot Properties sheet. The General page 33,003 mcludes general information

about the corresponding hotframe object, including bottrame object name and

description Qwvhich can be modified bythe user), and the name of the media with

which the holframe object is agsociated. The General page 33,003 may also

include an “Enable” check box, which if uncheeked may disable the

corresponding hotframe abiset (so that the corresponding hotframe may not be

activated) without requiringthat the hotframe object be deleted.

The frame with which the hotlrame object is associated can alsa be

changed in the General page 33,003. The slider 33,701 or the NexiPreviows

butions 33,801 may be manipulated to select a newframe with which to associate

the hotirame obiect. Then, the “Change frame” check box may be selected, or

checked, to associate the botframechiect with the newframe. Uthe acleeted

framealready has a horframeobject associated withthe selected frame, then a

dialog box may be displayed and mayinclude the following options:

Cancel - Make no changes to selected frame.

Cverwrite - Associate the hotirameobject ts the selected frame and delete

the previous hotframe object which was previously associated with the selected

frame.

Merge - Merge the twn hotirames objects inte a single, newhotframe

object that inchides the properties, such as the targets 7003, of the tye hotirame

byobjects. The new hotframe obiect maybe associaied with the selected frame.

valeMediaDatabases

Problems may arise when randomly accessing large video files during

Content Desien for Large | 

performance of a hypervides 10,007. These problems may be overcome with off-

line auto-tracking, off-line automatic scene-change recognition, and off-line

automatic linking according to subjects,
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To create a hypervidea 10,007, tools ather than an authoring tool 1001

may be needed. In ons embodiment, the authonng tool 100] may only be axed to

create bypervideos 10,007. However, in one embodiment, additional features

may be provided to the authoring tool 1001 so that it can be used to create

additional functionality for hypervideo applications. Some of the additional

features may include the ability to define what will hapnen around (e.p. in the

background) ofthe hypervides 10,007, provide menu options fromhosting

aprhications, and the ability to integrate HTMLfiles,

 Broadcasting and ding

A performing dynamic hypervideo maybe recarded by actuating a switch.

The recorded hypervideo performance may then. de later displayed offline ina

linear Fashion.

DynamicLypervideo[ventsCommands,andHandlers

The hypervideo systera 25,000 may supnert event driven programming.

Events ace actions, including viewer actions, which maybe related to a dynamic

hypervideo. In one embodiment, event driven programming may be implemented

in an object-oriented manner. The hypervideo systern’s sapport for event driven

programming may inchide an extensive bank of events and commands, and the

ability to define event handlers, tc receive event messages, with the authoring tosl

GUT 26,001 of the hypervideo system 25,000.

As with the run-time module 1001 (or any OLE cbject}, communication

benvecn the run-time module HM and the surrounding environment is achieved

by usiig events and commands. An abject associated with the dynamic

hypervideo, during the performance of a dynamic hypervideo, may produce and

fire an event message that indicates that a certain event occurred withreapect ic

the object. Hypervideo applications may communicate with application

program(s) 25,038 byfiring event messages to the application program(s) 25,038.

A recipient application program 25,098 may be afleeced upon receiving and

processing anevent message. Purther, event messages fired by a dynamic
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hypervideo make the components of the hypervices system 25,000 that receive

the event messages aware of the dynamic hypervideo’s status.

(Cammanis may be sent by an application 25,034, or by an event handler

ina hypervideo 19,007 ta manipulate the performance of the same or another

a hypervideo 10,007. For example, the commands mayalter hypervideo 10,007

interactive features or other parameters, or may initiate the performance of «

media within the hypervideo 10,007. Commands maybe sent to a bypervideo

10.0007 as a result of the user interaction with another hypervideo 10,007, of in

response fo an evert triggering the command from an event haruller.

1a Cyaiects in a hypervideo 10,007 may Jacluds media chjeets, including

objects for hotspots, and objects for media, targets, larget-lewels, and frames.

Each class, that iInstantiates an object in a hypervideo 10,007, mayinclude a

method permittmne the abject to fire an event message. Further, each object may

be defined during hypervides 10,007 authoring to have a method(s} that are even

18 handler(s) for receiving ovent message(s} during hypervideo performance. An

event handler is a method of an object that defines hawthe object respands to a

received event message. Even ita hypervides 10,007 may not communicate

externally, objects of the hypervideo 10,007 objects maysill communicate with

one another by event MICHsaEeS.

 The information retrieved from queries or logged informatinn maybe

used to manipulate dynamic hypervideo performance. Event handlers may utihze

variables (e.g. placeholders} corresponding to information resultingfromqueries,

of the retrieval of logged information not performed by queries. An event

handler mayutilize such information to manipulate dynamic hypervideo

23 performance. Both queries and event handlers may be excouted by the dynamic

hypervideo server 25,035.

Gbiects and Events

Numerous classes of objects may exist ina hypervideo 16,007. Many

30°©objects corresponding to each class may be instantiated. Each class of objects

may have a unique set of event handlers associated with the class. Not all event

handlers, which are sacthods, may be found in each class because seme event
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handlers are not relevant for certain classes. Por each anc every object in a

bypervideo 19,007, events in an obicet type’s event Hst may be selected for

handling. either by using a handler specified for that specific event, or by firing

the evertts to be handled in an external environment.

An exemolary list ofabject types and their assaciated events for one

erbodiment follows:

i Obfeer Type event Descrimion

| Project OnSitart The project started.

  | mend The project ended

normally.

OnkResree The project windowwas

| resized. _
OnTerminate | The project ended die io

i external interference.

 
 
 
  
 

  

 

Hotspots OnMouseClick The hotspot was actuated

| by clicking the left mouse

button.

OnMonseOver The cursor was passed

over the hotspot,

OnMouseRiphtCtick The hotepot was actuated

by clicking on the right

i mause button.

OnStart The heispet appeared for

the first Gne,

Gnbnd | The hotspot no longer

| | exists in the hypervideo.
: Hotframes OnStart The hotfranmes’s frame
| displaystarted.| .

DnEnd { The hotftame’s frame

display ended,
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The media startedOnStarti Media

playing.

The media ended playing 
 
 

CnPause

normally,

 
 
 

 GnStep The media ended playing

dae to exiernal

 
 

intertererice, 

LinkLevel CniStart The fink (target) level  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

started playing.

GnBnd The link @argetHevel
iY

anded playinae

OnTerminate The link Garget) level

ended playing due ta

external intertisrence.

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 L Link OnSiart The tink Garvet} started

 
 

playing. 
 OnEnd The link fargetjiended

QnTerminate The Unk (target) ended

playing dae to external

interference.

Frame The frame display

started.

1 Onknd The frame display ended.

When an event message, corresponding io an event, is fired from the

chent 25,003 to, for example, io the dynamic hypervides server 23,035, the event

message may Include arguments, or parameters that indicate the object that has

fired the event message. An argoment mey include a string specifying the name

atthe object.
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Each object may have a Properties sheet 34,001, Ulustrated in Figure 34,

that imcludes an Events page 34,003. In the Events page, the events 34,005

whose messages may be fired bythe abject may be specified (e.g. selected, by

checking a box, fromall events potentially fired by the corresponding object),

Frogthe Evenis page 34,003, event handlers, corresponding to the specified

fired events mayalso be aocessed by actuating (o.g. clicking) a Handler button

34.007, proximate to cach specified event.

The Events page 34,4105 mayalso include a Select All butten 34,009,

which when actuated, selects all events potentially fired by the corresponding

object. The Events page 34,003 mayalso include a Set As Default bution 34.041

which makes the selected events imthe currently displayed Events page 34,003

the default configuration for the Everts pages 34,003 for other objects of the

sare type.

in one embodiment, the Events page for an objectis located in the

properties sheet for that object. For example, the Events pages for the following

objects ave located in the co-listed properties pages, or as otherwise described

below:

Protect abject- In the Project Setting Properties sheet

Hotspot abject - In the Hotspot Properties sheet.

Hotframes obtect - In che Hotframe Properties sheet.

Media object - In the Media Properties sheet.

Target Level object - In the links. or target, page in a Hotspot Properties

sheet. Each level tah, or page, may melude an Events button whieh maybe

actuated to display, or pop-ug the cerresponding Link Level object events sheet,

Target, or Link, Object - In the Media linkprenertios sheet.

Frame Object - The Workshop toolbar may include an Events button

which will display, or pop-up, ihe Frame object events page for

the current frame.

Hypervides application commands may enable ths performance ofa

nypervidee 10.007 to be manipulated. The commands may be issued by
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application(s) 25,038 or by the player 25,039, for example in response to the

oecurrence of an event. The commands may, for example, manipulate the

interactive features of the hypervideo 10,007 by enabling or disabling hotspots

8003, manipulate the properties of different ahjects in the hyperviden 14.007, ar

launching a target 7003. Comunands may inclaie parameters which ideotify the

action to be performed and the object to which the action is related. in ane

embodiment, the commands that may be submitted to a byperviden 10,007

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

include:

Commands Parameters | Description

Pause(}

Closet)

EnableHotspoit) 1, Boolean Enable Switch Enable or disable the

2. String with Media Name specilied hotspot in thet

specified media.

Name

i ActivateMediag} , String with Media Narne |

ActivateLinkt) 1. String with Lions (larget) Launch the specified‘

Name | Link (target) level. |
i

i This command will

| launch onlythe\

: specified level and natt x

ithe entire set of link

{target} levels

associated with a media

  

 

 object.

ActivateHotspatt} {. String with Media Name

SetHotspoiPropertie 0 i |  
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seemst woo, : an ,
i SeiFrameProperties!} :

SetMediaProperties!}

 

 

 
 SetLinkProperties()

| SetLinkLevelProperties()jiiijj}j4}  

These commands maybe supported by the dynamic hypervides server 25,055 and

player 25,039,

EventHandlers

An event handler is a script associated with a specific event message that

may be received bya specific object. Event handlers enable relatively

inexperienced hypervideo 10,007 authors to create relatively complex

topervideos 10,007, for example using substantially all supported events and

commands, and to permit cormminications bebween application programs 25,038

and other components of the hypervideo system 25,000.

Creneral

In one embodanent, each object in a bypervideo 10,007 may have a

unique event handler associated with each event message that the object mayfire.

Bach event handler also may access parameters, for example object name. of the

object that fired the event. These ohject parameters may be needed by the event

handler te process the received event message.

In one embodiment, event handlers may be written in 4 simple scripting

language, heving the follawing form:

On Event {Condition Do Command

vent handlers 26,203 maybe viewed in the Handlers Notehook window 26,261,

Ulustrated in Figures 26 and 35, in the authoring tool GOT 26,001, or through an

Events page. In the Handlers Notebook window 26,201, different pages 26,209

displaying different event handlers 26,203 (each associated with an unigue overt

message that may be fired by an unique object} that may be reviewed, edited or
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created. A page 26,209 from the Handlers Notebook window 26,201 mayalse

be displaved in the Evenis page, discussed above.

Handlers N 

The Handlers Notchoak window26,201 may be hidden in the authoring

tool CAUT 26.00). inane embodiment, the Handlers Notebook window 26,4}

includes pages each of which includes a unique event handler 26,203 definition.

Biank pages may be opened, and new handlers maybe authored iherem, New

handlers created through an obiect’s Events page are automatically added to new

pages in the Handlers Notebook window26,201,

in ene embodiment, a particular page 26,200 which may contain a

particular event handler 26.263 may be accessed in one af bya ways. First,

regardless as to whether an event handleris delined in. if or not, a page 26,209

maybe selected with specific event handler 26.203 parameters (e.g. ohiect tyne

and narne, and the specific event} from: comtbe boxes 26.204 in the Handlers

Notebook window 26,201. ifthe selected page inchides a predefined svent

handler, the event handler 26.203 may be displayed in the page 26,205 in an arpa

26,211 for Gaplaving script. lfthe selected page does not include a predefined

event handler, the script displayarea 26.211 may be blank. Pre-defimed handlers

on pages may be selected by manipulating (e.g. chcking) the Next and Previous

Handler butions 24,213. A pewevent may be created, or a pre-existing evel

edited in the script wizard, described below, which can be laeched by avinaling

fe.g. click) the seripl wizard bution 26,217.

Handler's Seripting Langnage

In one embodiment, the script associated with an event handler 26,265

 may be defined ia a scripting wizard. In one erobadiment, the seript area

in the Handler notebook, may be used to conveniently present handlers described

in script form to users who are comforiuble with the concept of scripting. Other

users may reviewthe event handler script io determine whether a handler has

been created, and the complexity of the event handler. In this embodiment, any
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modifications made to the event handler may be performed with the script wizard,

in adduion to altering the text in the text editing window.

in another embodiment, more complicated and powerful scripting

language fez. VisualBasic or JavaScript} may be used te permit experienced

script programmers to integrate the application(s) 25,038 withother hypervideo

aystern 25,0100 components using events and commands.

The structure of ore embodiment af an event handler follows:

Al ObjeciType ObjectName

Oe SvenNante

Uf (QueryCanditions | LoggtineCondition!l) Comune}

iY @uervCandition2 | LogeingCondifion2) |Commend?

Pad

For Example:

Ai Horspat Masque

OnMouseClick

PuableHotsnal (FALSE, Jerusalem, Clairch)

ff (Guery0O! eqn10) ActivateLink (LinkddualimGd

End

Notethat data from a query ora log file 23,049 maydefine, at least in pari. a

logical expression, or conditignal term, of an event handler 26,203,

Each event handler 26,203 may contain an unlimited mumber of

commands, some of which have been previously discussed. Commands may be

used to manipulate bypervideo 10.007 parameters. Each command may be

placed on a separate line. Each command may be accompanied with a logical

expression, The logical expression may include a placeholder, or variable,

associated with a query or logged information. The command may be

implemented only ithe logical expression is satislied. The logical expression

say he a simple Boolean expression which compares the value ofa first variable

to the value of a second variable or constant.

Soript Wizard
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The Serigt Wizard 36,000, whose window36,001 is Hlustrated in Figure

36, is used to generate the script for event handlers 26,203. The Serpt Wreard

36,000 permits an event handler 26,205 to be visually proprammned without

manual typing (e.g. cadeIs generated based upon user selections in the Scrint
Wa Wisard 36.600}. The Script Wizard window36,00] may be launched fromthe

Handlers Notebook window26,20), by actuating (ep. clicking) the Seript

Wizard button 26,217.

Tn one embodiment, scripts may be defined with the Script Wieard in two

steps. First, conmmands and associated parameters may be defined. Second,

10 conditional terms may be defined to naaniwulate Iypervides 10,007 parameters,

deseribed above. When a command is defined, the user can either choose the

desired command from the combo-box, or click the “Alphabetical Command

List” button or “Topical Command List” button, and choose the command from a

pop-up menu. Upon command definition, a dialog may be displaved (e.g. popped

ian up), Parameters associated with the cammand may be defined in the dialog, The

dislog may also be displayed, permitting the parameters to entered ar edited, by

actuating (e.g. clicking the Modify Pararseters button 36,003 of the Seript

Wizard window 36,061, The defined parameter may be displavedin the

parameters line 36,065 af the Script Wizard window 36,001.

20 Logical expressions may be added to the commund (so thal ihe command

may he performed only if the logical expressionis fulfilled} upon selecting (e.g.

checking) the Add Expression box 36,007. Operands, including variables, and

operators for the conditional terms maythen be selected. The operators may be

selected from combo box having a list of operators (including equal, greater than,

25 etc.). To select an operand, a button maybe actuated to display menu 37,0C1,

Wlustrated in Figure 37, which contains a constant 37,003, a query 27005 Grom

the Query Warchouse window26,072), or a logging variable 37007. Selected

parameters are displayed In the appropriate field. and can be modified at any time

in the Script Wizard window36,001. Definition of the seript in the Script Wizard

rihe OR bution 37,009. Then,
?

30 windowis completed by actuating (c.g. clicking

the script can be viewed in the Handlers Notebook Window 26,201.
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Multiple sets af commands and logical expressions may becreated using a

multi-ievel approach, simularto the tink, 0or target, levels described above. ‘Phe
commands sets may be manipulated, for example by dragging and dropping the

onmmands to pages, or tahs, corresponding to the different enmmiand set levels.

DelivingDefauliRventsSepingsaudEventHandler

Default settings may be defined for each object type. The default settings

mayinclude the default events configuration for each object type and default

handlers for each event associated with a specific object type. Upon selecting the

Set Default Settings option in the Settings menu in the main tool and mena bars,

a Defauk Settings sheet 38,001, ustrated in Fimure 38, may be dienlayed (e.g.

popped up). In the Default Settings sheet, each object type nay have an Events

page (e.g. Project Events page 38,003, Hotspot Events page 34,005, Media
g

Events page 38,007, Link Events pageid 38,009, Frame Events pags 32.611, ete)

which may be identical io the Events pagethat cach object of that type has imits

corresponding properties page. The Events Settings and handlers defined in these

Events pages are the defauli settings for the corresponding object rypes. Fhus,

anyobject, of au object type, created afler the defauli settings have been defined

mayhave the same selection of events, and corresponding event handlers, unless

otherwise changed.

Logging

The hypervideo system 25,000 may permit hypervideo 16,007 activines to

be logged during bypervideo 10,007 performance. In one embodiment. an author

ofa hypervideo 10,00? may specify, during hypervideo 10,007 authoring, which

viewer interactions (ar other hypervidee 10,007 activities} and comesponding

information are io be logged. Phe logged information may be used to manipulate

the performance of the hypervidee 10,007,

General

In one embodiment, the logging of hypervideo 10,007 activities and

corresponding information may be performed in relalion to objects defined in the
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hypervidee 10,007. Far each abject in the hyperviden 10,007, corresponding

actions to be logged maybe defined. In one embodirnent, media files maybe

ebjects, and thus theactivities (e.g. starting and stopping) of corresponding

 media fi les may he logged. This approach may he analogous io the approach

5 used for defining objecis’s events.

{in one ernbodimert, sach object may be associated with one ofthree

logaing levels. Successive lagging levels log more extensive information that

previous types, ancl may include:

a. Count: Logs the number of times the object was acted upon (e.g.

10 actuated, performed, stopped, sic. Fos example, the number of

thes a hotspot was actuated maybe logged.

b. Truratiom: Beside logging the information asseciated with the

Count logging level, the Duration level also logs the duration of

an obrect’s activity (e.g. performance time af a media file} may be

13 logged.

c. Timing: Desides logging the information associated vith the

Duration logging level, the Tinting bevel logs the tira when the

object activities occurred fe.g. when the media file performance

started and stopped, or when a hotspot 8003 was actuated).

20 A list of the objects for which related activities maybe Ingeed, and the types of

activities that may he logged for those obiects follaws:

Chieet Type Logeme Types | Description
Awailahle 

ae
Project Conmnt | Numberof times a‘

‘ : ”
i hypervideo 10,007 was2u

performed, or activated,
i

apd the identifications

(1s) of the viewers who

activated the hypervideo

16,007. Boa
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Object Type Logeing Types Deseription

Available |
serenefnnnrinementnreneniinninnsnnnsnnsnnnninn

| Duration The total time of each |
| performance of the

hypervides 10,007.

Timing ‘The start and stopmes |
of cach performance of |

| the hypervideo LOANY?,

Hotspots Mouse Click : Count Number af mies a

hotepot was actuated

fe.p. clicked) diving a :
performance.

i Mouse Click » Timing Times whenthe hotspot |
actuations accurred.

3 Mouse Over > Count Number oftimes 2

pointer was positioned

{ aver a hotspat.

Mouse Gver : Dariiion Total time that a pointer

{ was positioned over a

hotspot

Moiia Coun Nuniber of times a media  
was performed,

regardless of associated

link (target), during a

performance af a

hypervideo 10.007.

Daoradion Number of frames ofthe

media displayed (c.g.

during cach media

performance).
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| Object Type Legging Types | Deseription
   Available

Timing Start and stop umes

| | (veiative to bypervideo
| 10,007start time) of the

| media.
Number of times that a

 
ay ft

link (target) level was

activated during the

performance of a

hypervicles 10,007,

 
 

  
  
  

Dearation Activation ume duration

| ofa level.

 Link Count Number of times a largct

was execuied durme the

performance of a

hypervideo 10,007.

"Plime duration of largest

 

 
   

 
 

Duration

BxecuuiGn.  

Count  
  

egy
Yhe number af times 2 | Frame

rame was displayed 

Logging Design

In ane embodiment, a logging tier, or level, may be selected for each

object. Each object may have a Lageing page 39,001, Hiuetrated in Figure 39, in

its properties sheer. In the Logging page 349.00! . the logeing tier maybe

gpecitied.

In one embodiment, logging pages 39,001 may be accessed, as described

helow, jor the following abject types:
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Project object- in the Project Setting Properties sheet.

Hotspot object - in the Hotspot Properties sheet.

Hotirames object - Ip the Hotframe Properties sheet.

Media object ~ In the Media Properties sheet.

5 ‘Target, or Link, Level object - fn the Target, or Hinks, page in the Hotspet

Properties sheet, cach Target Level page will inchide an Events button

which wher actuated displays (e.2. pops-up} the Target Level Object

Byents

page from which the Logging page maybe accessed,

19 Link Object - ln the Media Enk (target} properties page.

Frame Object - The Workshop toolbar may include an Events button

which may display (e.g. pop-up) a Frame object events page for the current

frame from which the Logging page may be accessed,

1S DeliringDefauliLoggingSetting

Default lagging settings may be defined in a manner similar to the way

that default settings for the events are defined as desoribed above. Thus, in onc

embodiment, the Logging page 29.001 may include a Set As Default button

39,002, which may be actuated to make the logging data in the Laagmyg page

20 39,001 the default data for Lupeing papes 39.001 for other objects of the same

type e.g. any abject of the same typethat islater created will have the same

logging data, uniess otherwise defined).

 formationinaDynamic Hynervide 

ta wn In one embodiment, as described above, logged information may be used

to manipulate hypervices 10.007 parameters during the perfarnaance afthe

hypervideo 10,007, by embedding the loged information (ec. parameters) inside

logical expressions a3 operands, or variables, or plancbolders. In one

embodiment, the operands (e.g, ofthe logical expressions) for loggedinformation

30 may be dynamically updated in response to viewer Interactions during hypervideo

10,007 performance. To referencethese variables, each variable corresponding

to a logged parameter may be antomatically assigned a logical name bythe
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hypervideo system 25.000. In one embodiment, the logical names may have the

following format :

ObfectType_ObjeciNameLaggedPeature

5 An example ofa logical name may be: HotepetHotspet001Countor:

MediaJerusalem_DurationLast. A jogged parameter may be selected as a

variable in a logical expression by selecting the logging option in the Query

Wizard when prompted to choose an operand. Then, a variable corresponding to

a desired logged parameter maybe selected Horn a combo box.

16

 

4, newrecorc of logged information raay be created upon the ocourrence

ofan event (e.g. the actuation ofa hotspet 8003}. Rach record oflozged

information includes the information, about a specifie event, specified by a

18  hypervideo developer. In one embodiment, logged information record formats

may include: MouseChick(user_id, projectname. hotspotname) and

MediaPlay(userid, project_name, medianame. duration). In one embodiment,

the Jogeed uiformation may be stored, by the dynamic hypervideo server 25,035,

ina file (e.g. log fle 25.049 ar database), in the form of list, having 3 proprietary

20 format. In another embodiment, the hyperviico dynamic server 25,035 may

facilitate exporting (e.g. with ODBCdrivers) and storing logged information in a

database 25,097, such as a SQL database. Logged information ina database

25,037 omy be viewed and analyzed with the logging tools 25,047, or with other

database tools.

28 The logged information may be stared in a client 25,0038 so as not to

diminish the banchyvidth available on the network 24,0450a for viden transmissinn.

The iogped information may be periodically mansferred to the server 25Ofor

storage during hypervideo 10,007 performanes, ar upon hypervidea 10,00?

termination.

30
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The hypervideo system 25,000 may inchide logging teols 25,647 which

may permviewdhng the lyrecd isformation associated with the performance of a

hyperviden 10,007. The logging tools 25,067 maysupport retrieving logged

5 information, including different sets of logged mformation (e.g. different sets

corresponding &different performances of the same hypervideo 10,007), to

permit statistically analyzing the sets oflogged information. The loggingtools

25,047 may read and analyze logged information stored in different logging file

formats (e.g. proprietary file format or conventional database format).

16

Hvrerviteo Anol 

The authoring tecl may permut an author to ascesa features and

functionality in. the hypervidee system 25,000. The player 25,059 may inclads a

modified version ofthe run-time module 1001. The player 25,039, which may

ht hae include a run-lime module 1001, may be integrated with the relevant site building

toals used to build web sites and the resulting web sites. Thus, the player 25,039,

may be incladed in a web browser a5 a standard contra! (c.g. ActiveX contiral).

Theplayer may have io implement interfaces of relevant APY architectures (e.g.

COM) io communicate with the web browser.

i

24 Object Oriented Gnplemeniation ofHypervideo System

Authoring ° 

As described above, the authoring tool 1001 facilitates the creation of

bo SA hypervideos 10,007. One embodiment of a procedure for creating a hypervidea

10,007, depicted in Figure 40, is described below.

Author-selected media files may be imparted into the Media Warchouse

window LG,003 (step 40.0013. Mediaelements 1690, that are to be base targetts)

L109 for the hypervides 10,007 may be selected using the project settings dialog

30 (step 46,002). A media clement 1690 maybe dragged into the Workshop

window 8001 (Step 40,005). A media object may be defined in the media

associated with the media clement 1690 (ten 40,004), In one embodiment, the
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media object is a hotspot, for exarqple, which may be defined in a frame ofvideo

over a region ofinterest. The media object may be defined in the frame in which

the region of interest first appears in the video. Thon, the defined media ohicet

corresponding to the region ofinterest is tracked in successive video frames
a

_

(steps €0,005a.b.c}. The media object maybetracked antomatically 40,005a,

manually for semi-automatically) 46,0056, ar by interpolation 40,069c, which are

descrihed above. In one embodiment, for example, targetis} 71Kmay be inked

to the media ohject using the Target page 7001 of the Hotspot Properties sheet

FIO} {step 40,006). The shape, ar type, of the ever and click cursors, described

above, associated with the media object maybe defined (step 40,007) in the

Hotspot Properties shest. A marker 1155 to identify the media objact during

hvpervideo 10,007 performance may alsa be defined (step 46,008), Steps 40,005

through 40,008 may be repeated ta define more media objects in the same or

different media. Upon completing media chiect definition, the hypervideo 10,007

may be saved (step 40,009). In one embodiment, the hypervideo 10,007 may be

previewed (step 46,0155 jn the authoring tool 1001 or in the rus-time module

1O0L, The bypervideo 14,007 may then be published so that is accessible for use

by run-time modules over computer networks (step 40,01 1).

In one embodiment, the authoring toe! 100] may be used in conjunction

with other video editing tools, such ae Adobe Premiere (Adobe Systems, Inc.,

San Jose, CA). in another enibodiment, data defining a bypervideo 10,007 may

be created and saved in a project [he 1670 (ee. OV fle) by the authoring toal

1001 using the following libraries and dynamic linked Hbraries (DLLs):

a} Object daiabase 1127 may be a hbrary configured to managethe

data of the Project Pile 1470.

5) MeciaDisnlay ig a Hibrary that provides the services

necessary to display or execute various

media.

&} FrameManager is a brary that provides the services needed

for extracting frarses from within media

Wes.
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ii

dj Tracker is a library that tracks the geametry, size

and pesition ofa media chject in successive

video frames.

e} RatMaster is a DLJ. that performs the mathematical

calculations and data processing necessary

for the Traeker operation.

f} Shapelterator is librarythat iterates the geometricshape

ofa hotspot inte sean-lines for use by the

Tracker ag well as the marking 1154

mechanism of the run-time module,

} MECTYA ig a run-time modnie DLLthat performs the

preview function when the authoring tool

1004 js eased.

in one embodiment, the authoring tool KY may be a Microsett Foundation

Class (MFC) application. fn another embediment, the athoring tool LOOT may

also be an MuRipie Document Interface (MPN) application. As an MDI, the

authoring tool 1001 may contain multiple temolates (e.g. windows), including the

Media Warehouses windaw10,083, the Workshop window 8001, aad the Preview

window A101, Each template may include document, view, and frame classes.

This strueture of windows and classes is knows i persons skilled in the art af

Microsoft Windows computer programming. The templates and their classes are

described below:

-house Window 

In one embodiment, the Media Warehouse waerdow 10,003 may be

implemented with the logical class relationships ihastrated in Figure 41. Within
%

the Media Warehouse window1,003 are the document, view, and frame classes,

desenbed below:
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may be described by class FObviousDec41,005 which may

include a parameter for a pointer to an EProject object 41,002.

The EDbviousDoc 41,003 class may include methads for saving

hypervideo 10,007 data to and accessing hyperviden 14.007 data

from a project file 1670 (e.g. respectively GQaOpenDacamennt() and

OnSavelocumentQ methads). Jn one embodiment, the

EObvioasDoc 41,603 may inchide functions similar to those

available within EProject 41,002, such as Load} and Sroref for

respectively accessing and saving hyperviieo 1G,007 data.

in ane ersbodiment, prior to performing saving function, the

hypervideo 10.007 data may be compressed, or encrypted.

Hecause the hypervideo 10,007 data may be cornpressed, the

document may not be serialized in a standard fashion.

Serialization of the hypervidea 10,007 data maybe avoided, for

example, by overriding the EDocument=sOnOpenDocamoent() ars

OndSaveDocumenid) methods in the ENocument class.

may be described by class EObviousView41.005. The

HObviousView class 41,005 mayinclude methods for Gsplaying

the Media Warehouse window 10,1103. The media clement 4007

may be inserted ints the viewafter the project is read and the view

may have been initialized. Initializing a view class objeot is knewn

is persons skilled in the art of Windows Programming. lf the class

is unable to locate a media hile corresponding to a media element

4007, a help windowis opened. The window prompts the author

to enter data to assist in localing the corresponding mediafile.

Uponfailing to locate a media file, the corresponding media

element is deleted from the hypervideo. A similar technicnie is

used for cursors 7111, 71713 in a bypervidess 10,007,
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A mediadisplay function in de EObviows¥lewclass 41,005 may

facilitate the display of thumbnails 4007 corresponding te the

media associated with the Media Warehouse window 10,003. The

EQbviousView class 41,805 mayinclude parameters for storing an

§ array of thumbnails 4007, The stored thumbnails 4007 may be

used by other classes in the authoring tool POOL,

in one embodiment, the EObviousViewclass 41,005 may inchide

other methods. In another embodiment, the EObviousView class

1a 41,005 may include methods for accessing media properties by

using methods from the EMedia class which is described m ths

Object database 1127 section below. For example, the

EGbvicusViewclass 41,005 may open a media menu.

Furthermore, The BObviousViewclass 41,005 may permit the

13 hypervides 10,007 to be previewed byusing an application

program iatortace (APD) of the run-time module 1101, which may

be a DET.

frame: maybe descrihed by the FObviousFrame object 41004. The

20 fobvieuskrame object 41,004 creates and displays a contral har,

and menu consnands, of the Media Warehouse window 10.063.

Mediais displavedin the Media Warchoass windew10,003 using methods in the

EMedialist class 41,005 . Fhe EMoediaList class 41,006 may be derived fromthe

25 Mierose? (TM} Foundation Class (MFC) CLisiCtrl which is an object oriented

programming class knownte persons skilled in tke art. In one embodiment, in

addition to displaying media, the EMediaList class 41,006 mayinclude additional

methods, inchiding those that:

36 a} Control cursor appearance and configuration. For example, m ane

embodiment, the EMediaList class 41,006 mayinclude a method that

permits modifying the cursor type based upon the image behindthe
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ponster. In one embodiment. for example, a “hand-shaped™ cursor may be

displayed when the pointer is positioned over a media. An “arrow”

cursor may be displayed when ihe pointer is not over media.

3 bh Open the Media Properties Sheet 5003. Jn one embodiment, the Media

Properties sheet 3003 maybe opened when a switch is actuated (e.g. a

mouse button is double-clicked) while the poiter is positioned over the

corresponding media slement thumbnail 4007. In one embodiment,

actuation of ae ENTER key on the keyboard may open the Media

iG Properties sheet 5003 when the polmer is positioned over the x

omrespanding media thumbnail 4007 and a switch was actuated (e.g. a

nevuse bution 15 clicked).

oc) Manage the display and content of various Windows messages (which are

15 known fo persons skilled in the art of Windows Programming} associated

wihfunctions. In one embodiment, the BMedialist 41,006 class may

snclods a method that penerates and displays context-sensitive “drag anc

drop” messages for functions such as imking a media abject to a target

7003. In one erabodiment, a portion ofthe Media Warehouse window

20 10.003 maydisplay a hetspot menu. This hotspet menu may be derived

from a general purpose Menu class in the MPC Hbrary and is known in the

art as a pop-up reeau. In another embodiment, the hotepot menu is

opened when a ewitch is actuated (e.2. the alternate mouse button is

clicked) while the pointer is positioned over the correspanding media

ha Ws element thumbratl 4607. In one embodiment, each item ta the hotspot

menu may be the name ofa hotspot 8003. In asather embodiment, the

inemHers may meclude thumbnails 4007 of the corresponding hotspots

8903. in ane erabadiment, upon selecting a hotspot roenuitem, targets

7003 ofthe selected hoispot 803 ere displayed. Targets 7003 are

30 displayed by popping ap another pop-up menu with a list the selecucd

hotspat’s 8003 targets 7005. in this Targets 7003 pop-up menu, the

targets 7003 maybe identified by name. In another embodiment, «
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thumbnail 4007 of the media clement associated with the target 7003 may

be displayed.

 
tay in one embodiment, a hypervideo 10,007 maybe created in the Warkshop

a

window 8001, ina Microsoft Windows (TM) eavironment, within the Workshop

window8001 are ihe document, view, and frame classes, described below:

docament: may be described by class EChpDoc42,003, depicted in Figure

iD 42. In one embodiment, the class ECHpDoc 42,003 may include

parameters for storing data associated with the current frame

being displayed in the Workshop window 8001. as well as a list of

objects instantiated from a class EDrawQb) 42,002. In another

embodiment, the class ECHpDoc 42,003 mayalso include

et parameters for storing hotspot tracking 1029 and other data. In

one embodiment, the class EChpOne 42,003 may inchide methods

for displaying a video frame or ar uoage in the Workshop windew

8061, and for providing holspots $003 associated with (e.g. on

top of) the video frame or image displayed in the Workshop

20 window 8Og1.

VIEW! may be desertbed by class ECfip View 43,002, depicted in Fieurey bed bed by class EChp¥ 13,008, depictedinFig

43, may include methods, including “Draw Rectangle”, °Cut™ and

“Undo”. Ts one embodiment, the class EChpView 43.00 abso may

boLA include methods for creating, editing, and manipulating hotspots

$005. The class RCHpView 43,002 farther may include a methad

for displaying a windowin which a video frame or an imageis

displayed. In one embodiment, the windowis located inside the

ECHpView window, and in another embodiment. the window may

AQ be smaticr than the screen area and projected as a function ofthe

size of the media andauthor-defined specifications. These
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specifications, for may be defined in the Options Settings menu

item in the main menu bar of the autheriag tool 1001,

franc: may be described by class EClipframeWad 44,002, depicted in

Figure 44, and mayinelude, m one embodiment, methods for

tet creating and manipulating the workshop tealbar, the hotsne!

toolbar 9001, and the workshop control bar illustrated with

buttons im Figure 86, and corresponding functions fe.g. tou!

functions |.

The following tool functions may be available from within the Workshon windowgE ‘ i

1G BOOT:
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Traw Objects

in ene embodiment, the class EDrawOb] 42,002 and its derived classes

may inclade methods for managing hotspot 8003 data associated with a

displayed frame. In anather embodiment, for a fraane-objeci, insiantiated

from class EPrameCbject 42,005, corresponding to the currently

displayed vides frame, the authoring too! 1001 may create an objec

tasianunted frou class EDrawObj 42,002. Ie addition to meluding a

parameter for storing a pointer to a frame-oblect, class EEirawt)bj 42,002

taay include methods for drawing, resizing, and moving a hotspot 8403.

Classes which may be derived fromclassEDrawObj 42.002 inchide:

EDrawRect 42,006 which may include methods for drawing

non-polygon-shaped hotspots

ErawPoly 42,007—which may tuclede methods for drawing for

polygon-shaped hotspots.

Tn one embodiment, an whject is instantiated’ fomthe class EDrawGb 4202

when a new hotspot ${13 is drawn, In another embodiment, when creatine the

EDraw(Yb} 42,002 object a new EChpCrbyeci 43,011 is instantiated for the video,

or clip, (e.g. 1 an object database 1127} as well as a new EFrameQbject 48,021

with the appropriate geometry. In one embodiment, the hotspat name maybe

assigned automatically and mayfeature a consecutively numbered sufix. The

object oriented representation of a hypervidee 10,007 project is further deserthed

below, Ta one embodiment, the EDrawObi may handle the visual representation

of a hotspot 8003 while the ECipObiect 48,026 and EFrameObiect 48,021

objects handle the object database 1127 representation of a hotspot 8003.
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DrawTools

in one embadiment, the draw-toais are the classes that perform operations

in the workshop 8601. The author selects a draw-tool by choosing from

the options displayed on the hotepot tools toolbar 9001. The current

5 draw-tool may be stored in the static member EDraw Toolsc_drawdhape

and, in one embodiment, options include: selection, setflarget, rect,

triangle, ellipse and poly. Tn one embodiment, the draw tools are also

responsible for setting the cursor to the appropriate configuration,

namely, pencil, arrowor set target cursors.

i

The draw-tool classes (derived trom EDrawTool 43,003) may include:

BSelectFool 43,006 In one embodiment, this may be the default toal,

in one embodiment, the author can move the

is handie by actuating a switch (e.g, clicking on the

isft mouse button) while the pointer ts positioned

on the handic of a selceted hotspot 8003. In an

object oriented shape drawing tool, the muy handle

are areas offen positioned at vertioes of a shape,

2G which an author can movein atwo dimensional

space and by moving the handle, aud resizing the

drawn shape. In oy corbodimaeat, Uae hotspot 8003

mayhe selected ifthe cursor was positioned within

the frame of a defined hotspot 8003. In one

25 embodiment, muffins hotspot 8003 selections may

be made by depressing the shift key while

manipulating the mouse and its buttons.

Tn ane embodinvent, all hotspots located withm

39 rectangular region maybe sclected using a net

selection. A net selection is a term known to

persons skilled in the art. A net selection may begin
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when drawing of a rectangle by depressing and

holding downthe left mouse betton. In one

embodiment, the hotsnot(s} selected are stored mm

the global variable selectMode. The variable may

reflect a valuc of nane (meaning no selection was

made}, nefSefect, move (meaning that a hotspot

8003 may have been dragged to a newlocation),

size (a hotspot is being resized) and rafecrested

(a hetspot 8603 is being created - wherein this

mode is set by drawtools 43,003 that creates

hotspots 8003).

in one embadiment, this tool may be used for

drawing not-polygon-shapedhotspots R003. One

methad ofdefining non-polygon-shaped hotspots

8003 will now be deseribed. In one embodiment,

the hotspot may be defined by a bounding

rectangle. Clicking the left mouse buttonmay

define the first comer (for example, the upper-ictt

corer) and releasing the left mouse button may

define the second corner (for example. at the lower

ight of the bounding reciuagle. When Ore left

mouse bation is initially clicked, the global variable

selectAdode is se. to fto_be_ereated. In one

embodiment, the hotspot 8003 is created upon

release of the mouse button and further movement

ofthe painter. In one embodiment, an EDrawRect

42.006 oblect, and corresponding EClipObiect

48,076 and EFrame(tjecot 48,021 objects are

instantiated in the object database 1127, deseribed

in Figure 48, when a hotspot 8005 is created. In

one embodiment, sedectAfade may be set ta size
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during hotspot 8003 definition. In one

embodiment, peimicr movement after hotspot

creation may be handled as a drag of the handle

wherein ESelectTool=s 435,006 method is called as

described above. In one embodiment, upon release

af the mouse button, the physical size of the

reclangle is checked, and ifthe physical size is

determined fo he toc smiall, the corresponding

hotspot 8003 objects ave deleted.

tn one embodiment, this tool may be used for

drawing polygon-shaped hotspots 8063. Ons

method for defining polygon-shaped hotspats 8403

will nowbe described. In one embodiment, clicking

amouse betion may define a new EDrawPoly

42G07, which, as described above, creates the

corresponding EChpObject 48,026 and

EFrameObject 48,021 objects in the abpect

daiabase 1127. fn one embodiment, hotspot 8003

definition includes clicking the mouse button when

the pointer is an the first vertex and dragging the

pointer to a second vertex. In one embodiment,

alditional vertices of he pulygon are defines! by

clicking and dragging the pointer location, as

describe above. Double-clicking the left monse

bution causes the last vertex to be deleted. The

hotspot 8005 is deleted fit does not satisfya

requirement for mirumum vertices.

ESetPargetToo! 43,008 Tn ane embodiment, this tool may be used

for linking a target 7003 to a selected

hotepot 8003. A methed for Enking a

target 7003 to a hotspot BOLUS will nowbe
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desertbed. In one embodiment, the hotspot

8003 may be selected by the author making

a frst rnouse click whilethe pointer is

positioned on the hotspot 8003 in the

Warkshop Window8601. In one

embodiment, movement of the mouse ray

Segin the drag and drop operation. The

pomter may be dragued over to the Media

Warehouse window 10,003 and the pointer

positioned over a media element thumbnail

4007, In one embodiment, the media

element thumbnail 4007 may be

automatically selected and by releasing the

left mouse button. Then, the drag and drop

operation is completed. Alsa, the media

element to be linked as a target 7003, to the

previously selected hotspot 80113. is

defined.

20 Aer using any one of the draw-tools, the current tool reverts back to selection.

Unda In one embodiment, the undo mechaniam mayallowthe author to undo

td Ww

ed oS
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operations performed in the workshop window 8001. in one

embodiment, three types of operations may be undone: (1} moving a

howpot 8003 in the frame of the video or image, (1) deleting a hotspot

S003 and (3) changing the 2-Order (layering) of a hotspot 8003. The Z-

Order is a term known toe persons skilled In the art and determines how

hotspots 8003 are placed upon one another when two or more hotspots

8003 overlap a region in a frame of video or image. In one embodiment,

the definition of a hotspot 8003 mayaise be undone. In one embodiment,

hotspot 8003 interpolation may also be undone,
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Tn one embodiment, the ECipViewobject 45,002 maysture an array of

EUndoCommand 43,4417 objects, wherein each array stores the data of

ene operation performed in the workshop window BOOL. In onc

embodiment, the unde function is multi-jevel, meaning that more than one

5 operation may be undone. In ane erabodiment, memory consklerations

may make it advisable to imt the number of undoing operations available.

The undo array maybe deleted everytime a new niedia is breaght inc ihe

Workshop Window 8001. In ane embodiment, the undo command may

be performed regardless of the frame in which the operation was

10 performed. In otherwords, the undo command may be operational for all

trames, Including those frames nol currently selected. In one

embodiment, the performing the undo operation mayresult in the

selected frame bemg the frame in which the undo operation was

performed,

ree 1st In one embodiment, an operation performed on a mumber of selected

hotspots 8603, is treated ay 4 single operation. Performing the anda

command to anda that operation affects all previously selected hotspots

8003.

in one embodiment, a redo array may be created as part of

20 EUndeCommand 43.017 objects which is stored in the clip wew. Upon

performing a redo command, associated with the rode array, undone

operations may be reperformed. In one embodintent, ihe redo array may

be deleted upon bringing another media into the Workshop window 8001.

The following describes the three types of operations that may be andone,

ba LA aceording fo one embodiment:

BUndatbjectMave 43,078

o

In onc embodiment, this function maystore an array of the hotspots 8003

that were recently moved inchiding the original zearsetry for cach hotspot
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#003. Upon performing the undo fimetion, restores the original geameuy

of the hotspots 8003,

EUndoGbiectDelete 43,020

ie one embodirgent, this fimetion siares an array of the hotspots 8003 that

were recently deleted. Because a hoispot 8003 may be deleted in muitipie

frames of the video, each hotspot 8003 may be associated with an array of

stored geametries (for a specified range of video frames}. Lipon calling

the function Crdeg, these geometries may be restored. Ef a hotspot 8009

is removed (by using the remove option, or by deleting all its

EFrameQbject objects 48,021}, the hotspot 8003 may be delcied from the

object database 1127. In this case, the EClipOdject 48,026 abiect which

was removed fromthe object database 1127, may be stored with the undo

data, and restored into the object database 1127 by the Uno function.

EUndotijecOrder 43,019

In one embodiment, this Fanction may store arn array ofthe hotspots 8003

for which the 4-Order mayhave changed. The Z-order specifies the

layering of hatspots 8003 and is described above. Because the #-Order

may only be changed for one hotspot at atime, this array consists ofa

single item. Sinee layering of hotspots 8603 across multiple video frames

rnay be available, each hotspot 8003 maybe associated with an emayof

stored indices corresponding to each video frame. When the Undad

function is called the hetspot is restored Ww iss original Index in all the

frames.

Preview Window

This window, aecerding to one embodiment, perlorms a preview of a

hypervicieo 10,007 by actuating the rumtime module 1101 and pleving the

hypervideo 10,007 in a window. In one ernbadimont, within the Preview

window, are the document, view, and frame classes, described below:
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document the document may be deseribed by class ECHpDoc 42,003, Hke the

workshop window

vigw the view may be described by class EClipPreView

frame the frame maybo described by class RelipPreviewFrame

in one embodiment, operatiens may be performed with dialogs and

property sheets. Dnalogs and property sheets are known to persons skilled in the

ant of Windows (TM) programming. Each property sheet may be implemented

1G by aclass.

In the object oriented representation ofthe authoring tool GUY, the class

associated with a property sheet is not aware of the classes associated with the

pages of the property sheet. In one embodiment, the settings property sheet is

13 aware ofthe classes associated with the pages of the property sheet. The pages

are added ta the properiy sheet by the class that created it (and not bythe class of

the property sheet). This technique may allowa particular prapertysheet to be

used for a sere multinic uses, wherem each use adds different property pages

haveng different attributes. For example, in one embodanent, a single media

bad fa groperty sheet class may be used for all media types and yet each media type may

have different pages.

in one embodiment, the authormeg tao] 100] may utdize the following dialogs and

property sheets:

2) Mediapropertysheet

The media property sheet 5003 dlustrated in Figure 5 may he usec to view

and change information about a media element The media property sheet

SOU3 may be created and managed by an EMediaProperties object.

Tn one embodiment, the mediaproperty sheet may inchide up to five

39 pages wherein each property page is associated with a class. The pages in
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the property sheet may be a function of the type af media the pages

epresent. For example, ihe five media property page classes mayinclude:

5

i. EMPGeneralPage Property Page ( illustrated in Figure 5}

This is the general page, which in one embodiment, sndste for all

5 mcdis types Coxcept may be for URL address media}. in one

embedinient, this page may contain gonoral information abet the

riedia, including, al least, type 3019, subtype, and compression

S017. Tn one enbachment, the author may change the nameofthe

tiedia clement with this page. Because the dialog remains the

10 sume for all media types, and yet the information displayed for

vach media type is diferent, the dialog may contain fieids having

general names including header], conlent!, header?2, content, etc...

When the dialog is opened, these fields may be filed with the

appropriate data, ior example, according to the media type.

EMPPreviewPage Property Page

in one embodiment, this page may enable te author to preview

the media, inchiding bitmap, text, video and sound media types. In

ane embodiment, the media may be displayed using a media-

window GO0G1 (except for bitraap media, which may be displayed

20 oft the page).

3. EMPinksPage Property Page 701 |

In one embodiment, this page displays a Hst-ooriral (ie. MPC

costtrol known to persons skilled in the art) containing all the

hotspots #004, which are defined in the media. In one

bo halt embodiment, using a media-display method, the holspots 8003 are

displayed as a thumbnail of the media 4007 inthe firet frame in

which the hotspot is defined. Double clicking the mouse button
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on a hotspot 8003 may open the property sheet associated with

the hotspot 8003.

4, EMPDetaultsPage Property Page

In ong embodiment, this page provides default cursors daia fur the

5 video and bitmap.

5. EMPPublishPage Property Page

In one embodiment, this page allows an authorto determine how

the hypervideo media files may be published and retrieved for use

in a hypervides 10,007. This page may be applicable for all media

st) types.

LIRL media which were created by the author Cusing the Create newmedia menu

option} have anly a General page (e.g. EMPURLGenPage object).

Hotspotpropertiessheet

4 hotspot properties sheet 7101 may be created and managed byas

158 EOhbjectProperties object. In ene embadiment, the hotspot properties sheet

71O1 mayinclude three pages as follows:

i. EOPGeneralPage ‘This is the general page.

25° 2. EOPLinksPage ‘This page is the target page and, in one

embodiment, may contain a tab-control of

target levels and a list-control of the targets

for the current level. Both tab-controt and

list-contrel are Windows (TM) API

ine hs controls that are known to persons skilled

in the art of Windows (1M) programming.

In one embodiment, drag and drop targets

703 and drag and drop levels 7601 is
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implemented using the belowdescribed

Drag & Drop methods. [In one

embodiment, when the add-new-darges ican

is dragged onto a media element thumbnail

4007 in the media window 16,003, the

media windew10,005 mayapen the Target

properties sheet desoribed m Figure 7c, ane

may automatically add the new target. The

levels tab 7601 is an EdragableTab class

object. which is a tab-contro!] which may

handle dragging and droppingoftabs. In

one cotbodiment, changes made to the

target properties sbect 7001 may be applied

when the OK button ofthe target properties

sheet 7001 is actuated. Addition, deletion

of and reordering targets 7003 or levels

7601 may be applied when the OF button

of the hatspat property sheet 3003 is

aetuaied. In one embodiment, this

functionality is implemented by duplicating

a copy of the EChipObicet 48,026 object

from the object database 1127 and changing

ihe target for this copy. When the OR

button is actuated the target levels 48,015

may be copied to the original abject in the

object database E127.

BOPVisualPage Property Page This is the marking 1155
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in one embodinient, the target properties sheet is handled byan

ETareetProp object and may contain up to 3 pages: General, Frames/Bounds andmS f a ms —

Display.

{fn one embodiment, different media types have diffsrent property page classes

according to the type of the linked media. Tn one embodiment, Che names ofthe

classes follows the form:

ESTxvyyyPage wherein x denotes the type ofthe target media, such as V

for video, B for biirnap, etc, and wherein yyy denotes the page (Parms for

Geavral page, Place fer Display page and Mark for Frames/Baunds pages).

Using this naniing convention, for example, ESTTPlacePage denotes Display

page for Text target media properties. The General, Frames/Bounds and Display

pages will nawbe described:

2. General page 7801: This page may handle general information about the lnk

Garset}, and it applies to all types of media. This page is Hastvaied i Figure

Fe,

2. Brames page Gor video 1011) and Bounds page (for sonnd 1015} 7901: This

pags may be a media windowwith a media bar and enabie the author to sei

the frame rangeof the target. This page is lHustrated in Figure77.

3. Display page Gorvideo. bitmap andtext media) 7460: This page is illustrated

un Figars 7g. in one embediment, a tinambnail oftarget media ig displayed

over a thurnbnall of the active media {in the first frame in which the hotspet

8003 is defined in the video), and the author may set iis position anc size. In

one erabodiment, for video target media, the media 1s drawnin its IN frame

7903 (as set in the Frames page}. {a one embodiment, io handisthe resiziag

and relocating of the linked media, an PResizethsj abject is used. In one

embodiment, ithe location is relative to the hotspot, the hotspot's geometry
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is drawn on the active media and the linked media Gnumbnail 1013 is located

relative to it. in another embodiment, if the location is relative io the mouse

positon, the hotspot’s chck-cursor 7113 (as set in the General page} is drawn

in the center af the hotspot 80053, and the linked meciia locationis relative to

this point (in runtime the location will be relative ta the actual point where the

chickwas performacd, net to the center of the hotspot 8603).

in one embodiment, this property sheet mayhandlesettings that are a pari

of the hypervideo 16,007 (e.g. an Eproject object 48,001) and are saved

ag part of the project fle 1670. The settings of the project setting

property sheet will be used when the project is nun in the run-time miodule

LOH.

in one embodiment, each project may heave a base-cbject, which is the

first EClpObicct 48,026 object in the brypervideo 10,007. The targets

48.009 associated with an EClipObject object 48,026 may be activated

when the projeet starts running. in ene enibodiment, the project sctings

property sheet is huiplemented as a hotspot property sheet 7101 of this

base abject, and an EthhjectPraperties object is used. In one

embodiment, the targets page is the same as the hotspot properties

‘Targets page 7O0{, since, it too, consists of defining targets to the base-

object. In one embodiment, ihe Settings and Media Location pages of the

project settings correspond te the General page 7801] and Marking page

1185 ofthe Target propertics sheet 7703.

Settings PropertiesSheet

‘The Settings Properties sheet may bandie settings that are not a part of

the bypervideo 10,007, but rather, a part of the auiboring tool 101

environment. These settings do aot affect the operation of the hypervidea

10,007 when it is run in other enviranments.
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In ons embodiment, default hard-coded setlings are set by EObviousDoc

41,003 whenthe anthoring too] [G01 program is first run on a particolar

computer. In one embodiment, the author may change these settings i

his property sheet. The author may choose to accent the settings in the

Settings properties sheet hy clicking the OX button. In ane embodiment,

ihe seltings are operative for the current instance of the authoring toal

1001 progrars. In one embodiment, the nexi time the program operates,

the scitings are reset. By sclecting the Set As Default button, the current

settings im the setliaes property sheet are put in the Windows Registry,

knownio persons skilled in the art, and these: settings will be the default.

in one embodiment, clicking the Reset buttonsets the settings in the

property sheet to the delaul, ones fe. taken for the Windows Remstry,

if there are any, or the bard-coded ones, otherwise). This will have no

effect mmless you click the OK button afterwards.

The Setting properties sheet is handled by an ESettings chrect. [n one

embodiment, this class provides the buttons Set As Default and Reset at the

botiom of the property sheet, dispensing with the need for the traditional Apply

button which is a standard Windows Praperty Sheet buttan Known to persons

200skilled in the art.

The property pages are bandied by the following classes:

Tracking page ESettingsTrackPage

25 Advanced page ESettingsAdvancedPage

Workshop page ESettingesWorkshopPage

Preview Gage ESettingsPreviewPage

Magic Wand page ESettinusMapicPage

38 Project View

in one embodiment, the project view 1OG7 may be implemented as a modal

dialog, A modal dialogis a type of dialog windowthat is knownte persone& < 3 o t
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skilled inthe art. in ons embodiment, operations performed by the author in the

authoring

tool 1101 with the project view 1007 may chango the contents of the other

window's, for exampic, the Workshop window S001 and the Media Warehouse

wiadeny 10,005.

The class which anplernents the project view 1007 dialog may be

EProajView. Jn one embodiment, The project view 1007 dialog mayinclude

three buttons (Large icons, Small icons, and Text mode) and a tree-control. A

tree cantrol is a Windows AP! control that is known to persens skilled in the art,

{a one ernbodiment, the three futtons are part of a toolbar. This method of

displaying elements in a free-caniral in one af different musdes (e.g. Large icons,

Smailicons and Text mode} is frequently used by Windows programmers and is

known to persons skilled in the art.

In one embodiment, each node, ar icon 11,003 in the (reo control may be

either a target 7003 or a hotspot 8003. In one embodiment, nades 11,003

lecated ia add levels of the iree are Targets 7003 and nodes 11,003 located in

even levels are hotspots 8003. The thumbnad icons 11,003 of the nades are

created using the MediaDisplay DLL, that is, hoispat 8G03 thumbnails 11,003

with the hoispot 8003 drawn on the nodes. In one embodiment, targect 7003

thumbnails are depicted in a seduced size snd may include a frame (according to

the type of the media). In small icons mode, cach type of media mayhave a

different icon 11,003, and all hotspats 8003 may have the same icon [1,005.

A, tree may be characterized as infirdte where a media links to itself, or te

another media that ultrmateiy links to itself To avokd the problems assoctated

with infinitive trees, iore exnbodiment, the following rule is used:

if the hotshot $003 node (A} 11.003 DOES NOThave an uncle (3) with

the same hotshot, then descendants of a hotshot nede (A) are displayed.

An unele is defined as a node (2) 11,005 that has an ancestor of this nade
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fA) of a brother af one of its ancestors. In such case, the hotspot nade

(Aj may have no children in the tree. The father-child terminology for

describing nodes relathinships in a tro data structure is known to persona

skilled in the art.

   

§

‘This rule guarantees that if the children ofa cerlain hotspot node 11,003 1s

scarded, then another node with this hetspot is currently visible, although not

necessarily on the screen, because tts father ia expanded.

Locate Mediz

10 In one embodiorent, when a project is openerd, and WP etther the media or

cursor file can not be found, then the Locate Media dialog windowts aponed to

allowthe author to help locate the missing file. This dialog is of class

ELocateMedia. In one embodiment, this is a derived class afCFilefalog, which

may handle the correct extensions for the les, and allows some additional

{8 options. In one embodiment, the main option is the Skip Al option (CirleSkip

bution}.

‘Phe Application

In addition ta the document templates and the dialogs, the MFO

20 application mechanism maintains gencral information concerning the authoring

tool 1001 application. This is an EObviousAnp object (which is a CWinApp

derived class. The CWinApp class is a standard MFC known to persons skilled in

the art of Windows Programming) bn one embodiraent, another general object

for the application is the main frame of the application, which is an EAppFrame

ba Sit object (CMDrameWri derived class, The OMDIFrameWnclass is a standard

MPCclass known to persons skilled in the art of Windows Programming}. In one

embodiment, these objects can be accessed at any time by everyclass in the

application using the global functions AfeGeianpn (to pet a pointer to the

application) and .<fcGetidaini¥nd (io pet the a pointer ta the main frame}.
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Hence, general data for the application, which is located in these objoats, is

available globally.

EObvieusApp

This class may handle the inittallzation of the appleation in the function

inithistance. In ane embodiment, this class performs numerous functions,

inclading creating and displaying the document-temiplates, reading the registered

data from the Windows Registry, and opening the splash soreen (using the

CSplashWandclass}. A Splash Sereen is a term Known to persons skilled in the art

and is ihe first image that pans up when a user starts a Seflware program in

Windows. This screen frequently includes the name of the application, the

version, serial nuncber and additional title related information.

In ane ernbodiment, the main frame may handle the window commands

Gnelading opening and closing of windows}, and the clasing of the applicatian.

GeneralPeatures

Toolbars

In one embodiment, there are three toolhars in the arhoring tool 1001

which are non-standard MFCtoolbars, each of which is an EToolBox 44,603

derived classes. The three are the Workshop Tools, the Hotspat Tools 9001 and

the Workshep Bar which is dinstrated in Figure &b and inay be attached to the

workshop window 8001.

fn one entbodmment, EToolBox 44,003 is a CUChalneBar derived class (The

CDialoyBarclass is a standard MFCclass knownte persons skilled in the art of

Windows Programming} . In one embodiment, the EToofBox abject 44,003 may

handle an array of buttons, ofeype EToggleBution 44,005, and a background

images. In one entbodiment, the EToolBox 44,003 object maylocate the buttons,

and tay handle the painting of the buttons and the background.
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In one embodiment, EToggicHution 44,005 may he a CBation derived

class (The CButton clase is a standard MPCclass known tt persons skilled in the

art of Windows Programming), which may have three states: normal, disabled

and checked. In one embodiment, cach state corresponds to a different

5 backgroond mmage which may be displayed when thestate is operative. In one

embodiment, ETogoleButton 44.005 also may handle mouse moving and

actuating.

1, ‘The Workshop Tools bar may be of type EToolBox 44,003.

10

2. ‘Phe Hotspot Tools 9001 bar may be of gype EQbfectsHar 44.006 (derived

frorn EToolBox 44,003}. In one embodiment, this class adds some

additional methods to handle the hotspots 8003 combo-box (a combo-bex

is a Windews (TM) API standard contro! that is knawn to persons skilled

is in the art of Windows (TM) Programming).

3. The Workshop Bar illustrated in gure 8b, is of type EWorkshopBar

44,008 (derived from EToolBes 44.093). In onc embodiment, this class

adds some additional methods to handle the workshop slider 6007. In one

bet os embodiment, it alsa uses ESclectionButton 44.009 (derived from

CBation) for the “Wo to-In” and “Gin to-Out” buttons which, In one

embodiment, insiruct the Workshop WindowSO0f te display the IN and

HUTframes of the currently displayed video. In one embeadiment, the

EWorkshopBar objeet uses the EShider 44,007 class for the frames shider

bo LAG 6007. ESlider is a OShderCir! derived class, whieh, in ane embodiment,

adds sore roalti-frame selection functionality (The CSliderCiri class is a

standard MPC class known to persons skilled in the art of Windows (TM)

Programming).

30

Run-Time Modals
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Vhe runtime 1101] macdules arc responsible for presenting the content of

an OBY file. in one embodiment, the ran-lime 1101 environment constsis of the

falleaving seven modules:

+ Meiva.dll whichis the generic run time library (113

» Y-Active.cex 1105 which is an ActiveX control ta, for example, embed a

hypervideo

10,007 player in an ATMELGe in a browser.

- Npva.dil

- Nopva.class

« wa32.432 1103 which is the Macromedia Director (Macromedia, Inc., San

Francisca, CA} phig-in.

+» YaActiveRenderernax which ts a standard DissctShow(Micrasoft Corp..

Redmond, WA} grapmica/video renderer.

> YAVisuailax which is 8 standard DirectShow{Microsoft Corp., Redmond,

WA} graph filter.

MCIVA.DLLINTRODUCTION

in one embodiment, the mciva.dll 1113 is the core of all run-time 1161

environments and applications 1102. may control the flowof the hypervides

10,007 project 48001. In one envhodiment, the rociva.dl 1113 maintains the

communication with the viewer and implements the multimedia operations and

performs all of the media manipulations 1125 (e.g. marking 1155). Ip one

embodiment, the meiva.dit 1113 is an applications extensicn which may have only

one exportable fonction called DriverProc. Gne embodiment of a DriverProc

function will nowbe described.

In one embodiment, the prototype of the DriverPrec function maybe:

exter [C" LONG PAR PASCAL DriverProc(DWORD dwimverlD,

HDRYVR bDriver, WORD wMessage, LONG Param 1,

LONG |Param?2}.

is one crabodiment, the first iwo paranacters are ignored. The parameter

whMessage determines the operation to be performed by the DriverProc function,
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In ane embodiment, The meiva.dii 1113 may support driver operalims and MCi

1109 operations.

in one embodiment, the supported driver operations are: load, free, open

and close which will nawbe deseribed:

Load

Cipen

Close

performs any one-time driver initialization (wMessage gais

ORVLOAD).

performs any one-time shutdown tasks (wMessage gets

ORVFREE}.

performs initialization, dene once each time the driver is apened

(wMessage gets DRYOPEN),

performs any cleanup necessary cach thne the device is closed

(whMessage gets DRYCLOSE).

in one embodiment, the MCT 1199 operations supported are: Open,

close, play, stop, pause, window, slutus, signal object, micract, mut, cnable,
;i

disable, media, visualize, sample and set flag. These operations wil now be

described:

MCI OPEN DRIVER: whtessage - MCTOPENDRIVER

iParami - flags passed with the MCLOPEN

command

iParam2 - a pointer to a

MCLDGV_OPENPARMS

in one embodiment, this operation may be called

whenever a newproject 48,001 is te be loaded.

The steps for opening a newproject 48.001 may

include: initialization of global variables, right

button menu construction (play/stop), preview-

widowconsiruction, bypervidso 16,007 project

file initiahzation and project 48,001 construction.

in one embodiment, when constructing the project

48,001, the bypervideo 10,007 project file version
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may be checked. In ane embodiment, old versions

may be supported, but presenting an hypervides

$0,007 praject of a newer version then that of the

object database 1127 may not be supported. In

one embodiment, after constructing the project

48.007 , the first level 48.015 of the project 48,001

may opened and the run-time L1H fevel tree

iHlustrated in figare 13 may be created wherein the

raat 15,006 maybe the first target level 48,015 of

the project 48,001. In another embodiment, if

there is vo first level or the opening of the tree fails

MCIclose driver is activated and the aperation

fails.

wilessage - MCTCLOSE_DRIVER

lParam! ~ flags passed with the MCLCLOSE,

command

iParam2 ~ a pointer to a

MCLDGVOPENPARMS

Tn ane embadiment, ifthe project 48.001 is not

already opened, then no operation may 8

performed, In another embodiment, a termination

procedure may performed. The termination

procedure may include preview-windew

destruction, levels Gee 13,004 destruction and

project 48,001 destruction.

wMessage - MCEPLAY

lParam- flags passed with the MCLPLAY

command
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iParamd2 - a polrderto a

MCLDOV_PLAY_PARMS

In one ernbediment, if the project 48.001 is not

already opened, or the driver 1109 is already

playing, then no operation is performed. in one

embodiment, if the driver 119 is in the >patse=

state, then the levels tree 13,004 may be searched

and the paused levels 48,015 maybe played.

Otherwise, ihe first Sevel 13,006, (the root of the

lovels tree 13,004) maybe plaved. In one

embodiment, ££ MCENOTIFYis paused in

iParam]. then a new notification window maybe

created. A notification windowis an object known

io persons skilled in the art of Windows

programming. Ctherwise, it may use the

notification window supped.

whkiessage ~ MCESTOP

lParamit - flags passed with the MCLSTOP

command

lParam? & ignored.

In one embodiment, if the project 48,00) is not

already opened, or the driver 1109 is not playing,

or the driver 1109 is in pause state, then no

operation may be performed. Ctherwise, the driver

1109 maybe switched to a stop state. If 1Parami

equals | then a message is posted to the

background window. The actual driver 1109 stop

may be activated from the mossage handler (by

calling the driver=s MCTSTOP command but ith

lParam equals 0) This mechanism allows
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processing of waiting messages before driver 1109

is stopped.

wMessage - MCTPAUSE

lParamf - flags passed with the MCEPATISE

cornrnand.

iParam? 8 ignored.

in one embodiment, ifthe project 48,001 is not

already opened, or the driver 1109 is not playing,

then no operation may be performed, Otherwise,

the driver 1109 maybe switched to a pause state.

whlessage ~ MCLCLOSE

lParam| - flags passed with the MCYCLOSE

command.

iParamZ B ignored.

In one embodiment, if'a project 48,001 is currently

opened, it may be closed. Clasing a project 48.00)

may include the following steps: Switching ihe run-

time erce 13,064 to a stap state, closing the run-

time wee 13,004, destroying the run-time tree

13,004 object, destroying the project 48,00!

object, destroying the background window and

sending a message to the notification window. The

message queve emplying mechanism, as in the

MalSTOP cormanc, is implemented,

whtlessage ~ MCTWINDOW

[Param 1B the windowatiribete to be changed.

IPararn2 2 a painter to a

MCLDGV_WINDOW_PARMS.
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hi one embodimen, his operation may be used ta

set the background windowattrintes such as:

Windows visibility and Windowstext.

wMessage - MCLSTATUS

{Param 8 the driver attribute to be retrieved.

{Param? § a pointer to a

MCLDGV_STATUSPARMS.

In one embodiment, this operation may be used to

retrieve driver ausibutes.

wMlegsage - MCEPLT

{Param 18 MCI put operation flags.

Param? [a pointer 10 a

MCTDOVPUTPARMS.

in one embodiment, this operation may be used for

repositioning background window.

whMlessage ~ MCLINTERNET

YParami® The value of the internet flag.

TParam? B ignored,

in one embodiment, this operation may be used for

setting the value of the internet flag,

wihiessage - MCTENABLE

(Param 18 Holds the media object's name.

iParam? 8 Holds the media name.

Tn one embodiment, this operation say be used to

browse the object database 1127 Ulustrated in

figure 48 and enable the appropriate media objects

48,026. In onc embodiment, a hotseot 6065, or

media object that is enabled may be rnarked witha
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marking 1155 filter in the run-time modale 1147

and may be linked to a target 7003 at run-time

upon actuating the mouse button (c.g. the muuse

button is clicked) on the hotspot 8003,

whMiessage - MCTDISABLE

lParam ]S Holds the object=s name.

iParamZ 8 Holds the media name.

in one embodiment, this operation may be used to

browse the object database 1127 ihsstrated in

figure 48 and disable the apprapriate media objects

48026. Disabling a media object, or hotspot §(03,

may prevent the mon-tirae, for example, fron

marking 1255 the hotspet 8003 at run-time with a

marking 1154 filter and mayprevent the run-time

module 1101 to link the hotspat 80603 te 4 target

7063 upon actuating a mouse button on the

hotspot 8003.

wMessape - MCTMEDIA

iParamib Holds the ubject’s name.

[Param 8 Holds the media name.

In one ernbedirnent, this operation may return

Boolean “PRUE? ifthe specthied mediais currently

playing.

wfiessage ~ MC]SAMPLE

iParam 15 may hald a pointer io the video object.

lParam? B may bold a pointer to a

SAMPLEDATA,

In one embodiment, this operation may be called by

the renderer (descrihed above} or the marking {154
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filter (described above} upon rendering a video

frame. [In another entbodiment, this operation may

be used for ime calculations and marking L£55.

MCT DESTROYNOTIFY:

§ whicssage- MCLDESTROYNOTIFY

lParam 15 ignored.

Param? § ignored.

Tn one embodiment, this operation may be used far

destroying the notification window.

10 MCLSET PLAG: whessape - MCTSETPLAG

lParam the flag ti update.

[Param2 5 the new value of the fag.

In ane embodiment, the follawing flags may be

updated using this MC{ command:

is I. “use DirectShow (when TRUE BDirectShow

is usad, when PALSE B MCL is used}

2. ‘allowvisualization” and ‘run-time

environment Owhen TRUE 2 the ran-time

environment is not the program authoring tool

20 1001}.

SUERUN-TIME TREE 13.004
 

An exemplary design of the run-time tree will now be described: in one

embodiment, while previewing an hypervideo 10.007 project 48,001 fle, the run-

Ba ‘H time module 1101 my maintain a levels tree 13.004. In one embodiment, the

nodes of the run-time tree 13,604 may be the currently active target levels 48,015

(Le. Target Levels 48,015 that are currently opened). In another embodiment,

each node represents a target fevel 46,015 and mayhold an array of objects
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13,002. Back oblect 13.002 may control the playing ofa media file. In one

embodiment, the type of the media file maybe, for example, one of the inllowing:

Video 1011, Audio 1015, Bitmap 1013, Text 1017, Executable {exe file}

123, and URL Log.

5 inone embodiment, each operation performed on alevel 48,015 (e.g. stop, play,

open ete.) may also be performed on each object 13,002 in that objects array. In

ons embodiment, the root of the tree may be a dummynode 13,006 that may

have no objects 13 (12 in its objects array. fp one embodimenl, whea a new

project 48.00 is opened (during the execution of MCLOPEN command}the first

iG yeal node 13,002 may be constructed from the defaull target level 48,015 ofthe

project 48,001 (known as the Base Target and is constructed as a son of the

durnmy sede}. In another embodiment, each Jevel (nade) may support the

following operations: Open, Close, Play, Stop, DriverPlay, DriverStop, Pause,

Resume. Additional operations may be:

13

Window In one embodiment, this operation may set the node's

13,002 window

ParentLeve! In one embodiment, this operation may return a pointer to

the node’s 13.002 parent

2 TargetLevel tn one embodiment, this operation rayreturn a pointerte

the node’s 13,002 EtargetLeve!l 48,015 data member.

NextTargetLevel Tn one embodirgent, this operation mayreturn a pointer ta

the node’s 13,002 next target level 48,075

MainTargetindex

23 Previous in one embodiment, this operation may return a code

indicating what to do with the previous active pode 13,002

feo. keep playing, pause, stop, sts.)

IsMainTarget in one embodiment, this operator may check if an object

13,002 is the main target 48,009 (Le. the leader},

30) DeleteSubTree In one embodiment, this operation may delete the sub-tree

underit
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PlaySubTree In one embodiment, this operation may play the sub-tree

urkler it

StopSubTree In one embodiment, this operation may step the sub-ree

ander it

S DriverPlaySubfree In one embodiment, this operation may play the sub-tree

under it as a resull ofa driver command

DriverStopSubTree In one embodiment, tis operation may stop the sub-tree

under it as a resalt ofa driver command

CoseSubTres Tn one embodiment, this operation may clase the sub-tree

1G under it

in ong embadinient, when a level 13,002 ss currently playing the following

exemplary scenariog cam occur:

, Cine target 48,(N}> may have finished normal execution (ez. a video that

is finished}. In one embodiment, when a media finishes playing, it may send

a message to the notification windew. The message handler may query

the object 13,062 what to de next, An example of options for operations

to be executed when an object 13.002 finishes playing will new be

described. in one embodiment the options maybe:

20 Exit in one embodiment, the playback of the project 48,001

may be stopped and closed using the

MCLCLOSEDRIVER command.

Lap in ons embodiment, this may require no changes because

25 the default behavior of an object may be set to loop (repeat

playback).

Continue in one embodiment, the active level 48,015 may be queried

for the next target level 48.015. In another embodiment, if

3a a next target level 48,015 exists, then a new nade 13,002

maybe vonstructed from the newtarget level 48,015 as a

“brother” to the current active level 48.015. In one
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embodiment, the current active level 48,015 may be

stopped. The newlevel 48,913 maybe opened and played.

In another embodiment, the previous level 48,015 may be

closed and removed fromthe tree 13,004. In ane

embodimens, if the playing of the new level 48.015 fails,

then the parent is resumed,

Back in one embodiment, fv current active level 48,015 i hfs

stopped, closet and removed fremthe tree 13,014. The

parent level 48,015 is resumed.

Ix one embodiment, ane of the defined hotspots 8003 may have een

actuated, for example, by the user clicking the mouse button on the

hotspot 8003. in one embodiment, hotspots 8003 can be clicked using

the left button of the mouse, In one embodiment, a message is sent to the

messages handler for the window (measages, message handlers and

windows ars known io persons skilled in the art of Windows

(PMprosramming). The handler ofthe windowthat received the “lef

buttas dawn” message may identity the object 13,002 on which the

clicked hotspot #003 is defined. In one ermbadiment, when clicking on a

hotspot 8005, the configuration of the cursor changes. The object 13,002

reirieves the newcursor configuration and next wrect level 48,015 by

contacting the object database 1127 for the project 48,001. in one

embodiment, ifthe user clicked on an unmarked area, then the object may

return a null as the mew cursor’s handle and the new target level 48,015.

in this enibodiment, the newtarget level 48,015 and the new cursor

48,027 are ignored and no changes oceur. In one embodiment, if'a new

cursor 48,027 exists, then it may be presented, In one embodiment, ifa

target level 48,015 exists then its type is checked. [fit is an exit target

level 48.015 then the project 48,001 maybe stopped and closed. Hit is a

back target level 48.015, then the previous level's 48,015 nede 13,002

may be closed and deleted from the tee 13,004, and its parent may he
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resumed. Otherwise, a new node 13,014 may be constructed from the

newtarget level 48,015, as a son of the current level's node 13,002. The

newlevel 48.015 is opened and played. The newlevel 48.015 may retarn

a code inlicating what te do with the previous level 48,015. Phe previogs

hae?

5 fevel 48,015 can be paused, stopped and closed or contimue playing.

The entire project 44,002 was paused using the MCLPAUSEcommand.

In one embodiment, the method DriverPause may be activaied on each

node 13,002 in the nm-time tree (3.004. In one embodiment, every active

18 media is paused. Later, when the project 44,001 is resumed, each nods

13,602 in the tree 13,004 is resummed.

One embodiment of the run-time tree class diagram is depicted in figure 45. This

diaprarn shows the existence ofclasses and their relationships.

{5 Figure 45 represents the rum-time tree class diagramin general. he different

iierns ofdiagram 45 will now be deseribed in the following table

hom # Class Name

4509 EV ACHfect

508] ENsde

20 AS O08 EVALevei

45,007  EVABHmapObiect

45,008  EVASxecObiect

45.005  BVASoundObject
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m_plevel
we ChildrenCoby Liat
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Operations

vold DeleteSubPreet)
yaid TakeDRCH)
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yond SetParantt}

m_pTargetLevel: EtarmethLevel
m_oObjects EVAObiectArray
m_oMousePosition:Cpait
m_oblefReetiCrest
m_JORsetPremes:long
mpLB:Edib
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aSStartTick:toug
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45,004 EVATextObicci m_pPeatohar
o_aTestLength: int
m_oGFarms:EtextOParms
ma_oTextitatas: BtexiStabus
atitanTicklong
m_pOParms:BURLOParmns
m_oURLStains -EOREStatus
m_oNavipateNAVIGATEREC
m_bTarpetAllocated:BOOL,
m_pMoyisomyMovis
mpMaediaNadeEmediaNode
m_pOParms:EvidesOParms
mioVideaStatus:Evideodiatus
m_bWaitHandle HANDLE
m_sFioName:Csting
m_TMediaPositiomtang
ta HOreFarnaihediaPus. LONG
LONG

m_pitarking [SbVAMarking
{15s

 

45,003 EVAURLOBject

45,002 EVAVideoGbject

The arrow line between item 45,001 and item 45,008 denotes that 45,008 is
derived from45,001.

Tterns 45,002, 45,0035, 45,004, 45,005, 45.006 and 45,007 sre derived from

45,009.

THEVIDEOOBJECT

in one enibodiment, the video object, implemented by the

EV AViceoObject class 43,002 may control the presentation ofa video ile. In

one embodiment, the EVAVideoObject may hold a pointer to an objectofclass

CVAMovie, whieh is ant abstract class that defines the oxterface to the different

objects that actually performs the video operations. The run-time module 1001

may, for example, support two multimedia envitonmenta: MCI and DirectShow

(previcnasly called ActiveMovie).

MCI is one multimedia environment. The run-time module 1001

comoninicaies with the video type MCI drivers by a single API function

called mciSendCommand and is known io persons skilled imthe act of

Windows programming.
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DireciShinw is another multimedia environment that may control and

processes streams of tints-stamiped multimedia date by using modular

components, called filtera, connected in a configuration, called a filter

graph. This architecture is known to persons skilled in art of Windows

progranimnang.

The run-time module 1001 may, for sxamole, suppart the follawing formats of

video files: AVY, MPEG-1 and Quick-Time.

fn one embariment, the following classes control movies in the DirectShow

environment: CVAMovieAvi, CVAMovieMpeg and CV AMovieQt cach

corresponding to a particular video format,

in one ernbodiment, the CVAMovie may define the following operations:

FilsQpen fn one embodiment, this operation may open the

video file

MovieQpen In one embodiment, this operation may apen the

mavie ind given window. When opening a video

Rle in THrectShowthe BVA VideoOhiect 45,002

Rest attempts to load the VActiveRenderer filter

discussed above. In one envbodiment, upon

success, the EVAVideoObiect 45 002 may add the

renderer filter to the DirectShow Alter graps. in

one embodiment, upon failure, the

EV AVideoObiect 45,002 may attempt to load the

marking 1153 filter. In another embodiment, alter

adding the renderer, or the marking 1155 filter, to

the DirectShowgraph, the DirectShow graph may

atianipt to render the movie file using the new

fiiters added, This is standard operation ofthe

DirectShow Software Program. Ifthe DirectShow
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granh cannot render the movie file neither with the

renderer fitter nor with the marking 1155 filter.

then it may render the movie file anywayusing its

defanit filters. In this case marking 1145 maynet

be perfomned, and the movie is presented using the

default supplied DirectShowvideo renderer (which

may have inferior performance}.

in one ersbocliment, this operation mayput the

videoal & certain pasitton.

in one embodiment, this operation may play the

video entirely or play only a specified segment (ec.
3

range of frames}.

in one embodiment, this operation may stops the

presentation of a movie.

inane embociment, this operation may pause the

preseniation of a roevie. This means that the movie

may ke stopped and the numberof the last frame

played before the movie is stopped maybe saved.

Tn one embodiment, this operation maystart plaving the

movie from the position it wae previously paused,

for example, by the MoviePause operation

described above.

In one embodiment, this operation may close the

currently opened movie file. This may inchide

closing of the driver, and dejetion of objects.
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MovieGetPosition Tn one ermbadiment, this operation may get the

current playing frame number.

SetSignal in one embodiment, this operation may sets the

5 video to signal on frames. This means that the

video plavback mechanism will nowsignal back io

the object ihat a frame is being played.

FrameToTimeFormat In one embodiment, this operation may convert

ig frame ber to nlavine dme. for examnle. in:th rame suinber to playing time, for example, in a

specified time umi (e.g. miliseconds),

YunePormalToPrame In one embodiment, this operation may canyeris

playing tine to frame numyber.

is

One embodiment of the EVAVideoObject 45,002 class diagram is depicted in

Figure 46, The different features of Figure 46 and the relationships betwren them

will nowbe desoribed in the fallowing table:

item? Class Name Atirihutes Operauiens
2g

46,001 CVAMovie FurOQpend
MovieOpend}
MosvisSeestOptions(
MoviePhay:}
MovieStop()
MovieFause(}
MovieClose()
Pite(lose(}
MovieSeck(}
MowvieResuried}
MovieGeiPasitionN
SetSignal}
MovieSignal(}
MovieUpdatet)
MevieWindawt}
FrameToTimeFormatQ)
TielormatloFrame}
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46,009

46008

46,007

ts 46,605

46,062

46.004

45,063

EVideoObiect

CVA MovieMciAvi

CVWAMovieMolMpes

OV AMoyieMelQny

CVAMovicAyi

CVAMovieMpeg

CVAMovieQt

POT/USOs/1444

19)

9oMovie CVAMavie
m_phiediaNode:EmediaNode
m_ oOParme:EvideoOPamns
m_oWVideoSratuskvideo
Status

m_hiValtHendel:HANDLE
m_shileName€String
m_wOeviccldDWORD
mmaWhddiwNp
mesPileNamecCSting
mowhevicdWORD
mkWMWND
m_abileName:Cstang
m_{FrameRatedong
ThwDevice DOWORD
mmbWadsWNT
m_aFileName:Cstring
m_{FrameRate: long
m_oMiliSecFrameLengtteREeyl
ME

MmTRoundbrreriong,
mUStadtPinieLONGLONG
ra_bUseVisualPilterBOOL
m_bUseVActiveRenderer:BOOL,
moMediaTypeMEDIAPYPES
m_pVActiveenderer]Pilterm_
Wad HWND

msPileName Cstriig
nyNDurationdLONGLONG
mm[NumPrunesLONGLONG
M(UsitTimeLeagthlose

i@ The arrow Hne between itern 46,009 and itern 46,001 denotes the relationship

between these items. The arrowline between item 46,008 and item 46,001

indicates that 46,008 is a class derived from 46,001. The arrow line between tem

46,007 and item 46,001 indicates that 46,007 is a class derived from 46,001. The

arrow Hne between item 46,005 and item 46.001 indicates that 46,005 is a class

14=derived fram 46,001. The arrow line between Hem 45,002 and item 46,003

indicates that 46,007 ts a class derived from 46,001, The arrow He between Hem

46.004 and item 46,002 indicates that 46,004 js a class derived from 46,002. The

arrow line between tiem 46.005 and lem 46,002 indicates that 46,003 is a class

derived from 46,602.

20

 

in one embodiment, the sound object , implemented by the EVASoundObject

class 45,005 may contra! the playing of wave files. Wave files are sound file
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formatthat is known to persons skified imthe art.The EVASoundObjcet 45,005

mayfurther direct a pointer to an object of class CWave, which is an abstract

vlass that defines the interface to the different cbiects that actually perform the

playing of the sound. Sounds can be played using MCI or DirectShow

environments as discussed abovein the case of video playback. The sound object

EVSSoundObjsct 45.005 may support the following operations:

Gpes In one embodiment, this operation may open a

sound fle and create a winddgw to receive the

message sent when the sound finishes.

Close In one embodiment, this operation may close the

sound file, meluding, deletion efobjects.

Play/Stop none embodiment, this operation may play or stap
playback ofa sound file.

Pause/Resame in one embodiment, this operation may pause or

resume the playine of a sound file.

DriverPlay/DriverStop

Window In one embodiment, dis operation may set the

window for the sound object.

Med:iaName in one embodiment, this operation may return the

midis name atthe correspanding saund file,

GetMediaPosition In one embodiment, this operation maypet the current

position in the wave He (e.g. in time units).

isPlaying In one embodiment, this operation may retum

Boclean ‘TRUE’ ifthe wave Mle ts currently bem

played.

Previous in one embodiment, ihis operation may return a

code indicating whatto do with the sound object

EVASoundObject 45,005 when another object is

scheduled for plavback after it.

Notify in one embodiment, this operation may refurea

code indicating what to do when a sound object
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BVASoundObiect 45,002 may have finished

playing.

One embodirnent of the sound object class diagram ts depicted in figure 47. The

§ different items of diagram47 and the relationships between them will naw be

described imihe following table:

 

tiem & Class Name Attributes Ciperations

47O03 OWave Load}
Plavt}
Stopi}
Closet}

47,B04 EVASoundObrect mp Wave.Cwave
iG m_pOyParms. BsoundOParms

m_oSoundStatus: ESoundStatay
S703 CWaveVA mowDeviceltk WORD

471992 CWavean wpWinThreadswinThread
m_oGraph: hraphGuilder
mmAWadHWA
m_pLock:CCritbes

The arrow line between item 47,004 and item 47,005 deantes the relationship

tty between these ems. The arrowline between item 47,1103 and tiem 47,001

indicates that 47,005 is a class derived from 47). The arrowHine between stent

47 G62 and item 47 O01 indicates thai 47(102 is a class derived from 47,001.

THE TEXT OBTECT

20 in one embodiment, the text object, implemented by the class EVATextObect

45,004 may control the presentation ofa text file. In one embodiment, when

playing a text object 45,004 the content of the text file may be painted, for

exaroplis, ona windowthat was crested when the text abject 43,004 was opened,

In one embodiment, the text may disappear after a predefined amownt oftime.

cP The text abject 45,004 may supnort the following operations:tan
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in one coubodiment, this operation may open the text file,

download it fromthe internet if needed, create a windowand set

its position.

in one embodiment, this operation mayswitch the windowinto 4

“show" state which is a Windews API state for a window. This

terminologyis known to persans skilled in the art. Tn one

embodiment, this operation may also drawthe text on the

window's device context (Abbreviated ‘DC’ and known to

persone skilled in the art. In one embodiment, this operation may

alsoactivate a standard Windows timer to send a message affer a

predefined amount of tune.

in one embodiment, this operation may ‘kills’ the tamer procedure.

In one embadimeni, this operation may “Kill the timer

procedure, calevlate and save the thme remaining for the

text to be presented,

In one embodiment, Gus operation may set a timer

according to the time calculated tn the last pause

oneralion.

in one embodiment, this operation may destroy the text

windowand delete remaining objects.

In one embodiment, this operation may draw the text on

the Window's DCdiscussed above.

in one embodiment, this operation may sets the text

object's 45,004 window.

Tn one embadiment, this operation may return a pointerte

an ElargeiLevel object 48,015 according to the position of

the mouse chick and the frame number.

in one embodiment, this operation mayreturn a code

mdicating what ic de when the timer (activated during the

play operation) sends its messane.
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Ip one erphodiment, the biimag object, implemented by the clase

EVABitmapClyect 45,007 maycontrol the presentation af a bitmap fle in the

bypervides: 14,007. In one embodiment, when anening a blimap object 45,007 a

windawmay be created. in one ombodiment, the size and position af the window

may be set according to the desired size and pesition of the bitmap. in one

embodiment, when playing a bitmap object 45,007 the btimap may be painted on

the new windiew. In addition, according to ane embodiment, a tumer is created

with a time-out value read from the project’s 48.001 object database 1127,

When ihe time-out occurs, a message is sent ta the abject’s 45,007 window. In

one embodiment, the message handler may process the lime-out cvent in a

raanner similar to the MMMCINOTIFY(sent afier a video or a soundfile ends.

MMMCINOTIFYis a Windows APL message knownto persons skilled in the

art). one epibodimest, the bitmap object 45,007 may hold a pointer fo an

obieet of class EDib which is responsible for the actaal displaying of the bitmap

{EDib is @ service class for apening and decompressing, for example, bop, a f

and wipe}. In one embodiment, the bitmap object 45,007 may support the

following operations:

Ope in one embexhiment, this operation may creates the

window, set the size and position according to the

project's 48,001 object database 1127. in one

entbodiment, this operation may also determine if the

bitroap file is a focal file or if tt requires downloading trom

the Interne. In one embodiment, this operation may also

download the bitmap file if necessary, create an object af

claes EDib, which opens and loads the bitmap file.

Play In ane embodiment, this operation may paint the bitmap,

using the EDib chiect, on the windows device context

(DC, Discussed above). In one embodiment, this operation

my also create a timer and set its time-out value according
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ie the project’s 48.001 object database 1127. in ane

embodiment, this oneration mayalso notify the parent

application that the media may have beaun playing.

In eme embadiment, this operation may “KP the timer

procedare and notify the parent application.

In one embodiment, this operation may perforra the same

operation as the Stop operation. in addition, according to

one embadiment, this operation maystore the time

remaining for the time-out to accur.

In. one embodiment, this operation may play the bitmap

object 45,067. In one embodiment, this operation may
also set the timer according to the time caleulaied in the

last pause command.

In one embodiment, this operation may deletes the EDib

object and destroy the window.

In one embodiment, this operation may repaints the

btimap.

In one embodiment, this operation may return Boolean

“TRUE’ ifthe bitmap object 45,007 is currently playing,

In onc embodiment, this operation may retumthe

E'TargetLevel 48,015 to be opened when, for example, the

mouse batten ts clicked on a hotspot 8003 on the Biimap

Ohject 4507.

in one embodiment, this operation may returns the media

name of the Bitraap Media object 45,007 currently being

handled.

in one embodiment, this operation mayreturn « code

indicating what to do upon successful notification (for

example, exit, freews, keep playing). This function is called

nyo timer notification.
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GarCursar in ane embodiment, this operation may retura the handle

ofthe cursor to be presented. it may return the move

eursor or the click eursor.

Ondize In one embodiment, this operation may handle dimensions

changing in the preview window.

THE URL OBJECT

Tn one embodirnent, the run-time module 110) maysupport web navigation by

activating Targets 7003 that areURL Targets 1019. in one embodiment, the

viewer can navigate the web by clicking the mouse on hotspots 8005 on video, on

bitmap ot other media, In one embodiment, each time a URLobject 45.4403 is

plaved, a message is sent Lo the parent application via the notification window. In

one embodiment, the parent application may be an Internet Browser. is one

embodiment, the responsibility for the actual web navigation may be on the

parent application. In one embodiment, the URL object 43,003 may pass a

pointer to a NAVIGATERECobject. The NAVIGATERECstructure may

contain the URL, ihe location in the ORL and the HTMLframe name im case this

URL is a multi-frame. The URL object 45,003 may suppor the following

operations:

Open in one embodiment, this operation may create the

NAVEGATERECobject and intislize ts fields as read

fromthe project’¢ 45,001 object database 1127.

Play in one embodiment, this operation may send the

NSNAVIGATE message to parent application, for

sxangple, Internet Browser with a pointer to the

NAVIGATEREC obtect as a parameter.

Stop in one embodiment, this operation may update the object's

45,003 status flags.

PriverPlay

DriverStop
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 OBJECT.

In one embodiment, the run-time modole 1101 may support executable

files as media targets 7003. Executable files can beactivated, for exaraple, by

operations such as a hotspot 8003 being clicked on or a Target Level 48,015

finishing execution. In one embodiment, the executable object 45,006 may use ihe

CreateProcess standard Windows API function to run the executables. In ane

embodiment, the executable object 45,006 may use a timer to periodically check

the status of the new process. In one embodiment, periodic checking oveurs

every 10 milliseconds. In another embodiment, a worker thread is used rather

than a timer. In this embodiment, the thread loops repeatedly and with each

iteration, the status of the newprocess is checked The executable object may

suppert the following operations:

Open Ix one embodiment, this operation may create a windewfor

receiving the timer notifications, In this embodiment the operation

mayalso read the executable attributes from the project 48,001

object database 1127.

Play In one ernbadirnent, this operation may create a process in which

to run the executable. This operation may also create a timerto

notify, for exarople, cack (00 milliscconds.

Stops In ane embodiment, this operation may update the status

parameters of the object 45,006.

Close Ts one embodiment, this operation may “KUP the timer. This

operation mayalse check the status of the process, and if still

aclive, terminate it. ln one embodiment, this operation mayalse

destrov ihe notification window.

‘Pimer in one embodiment, this operation may handle the timer

notifications. In thie embodiment the operation mayalso check the

status of the newprocess.

HOTSPOT MARKING
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In one embodiment, the run-time module 1101 may suppart object marking

3154 when using DirectShow. In this embodiment the marking 11435 may be

performed on cach video frame hist before itis rendered. In one embodiment, the

video frames are paseed to the run-time module 1101 by the renderer or the

marking [155 transform filter. Accarding to this embodiment, if the recent filters

are not melded in the filter graph, then marking 1155 cannot be performed,

Forther, according to tus embodiment. if a default DirectShowrenderer is used

then the transform filter is aufomatically added! to the graph.

in another embodiment, marking 1155 mayalse be performed using the program

video renderer. According to this embodiment, if the V-Active video rendereris

loaded, then it may not be necessary to load the transformfilter, Marking 1155

may be performed in the run-time macdote on video samples from the DirectShow

fifter Cetther video renderer or transform filter) just before rendering. in one

ernbodiment, marking {153 my be performed on samples, for exaropic, of the
=

following color depth: 16-bit, 24-bit and 32-bit.

in one embodiment, marking 1154 may be performed by an object of type

EVAMarking. Accordingto this embodiment, the EVAMarking object mayhold

a pointer to the video object 46,0909 that crested it. The pointer may be used to

query the project's 48,001 olsect database 1127 whether a hotspel 8003 exists in

a specific point on a specific frarne, ard whether this hotapct 8003 shad be

marked 1145. The following classes inherit from EVAMarking |

EVA32BitMarking, EVAZ4BEMarking, EVAS 33 Marking and EVA365Marking.

These classes perform the different marking 1154 effects in the supported frame

types,

ProjectFle

Active Obfect database 1127

lL. Tatraduction

in one embodiment, the abject database 1127 mayhe a software package which

yiaintzans all the data of a project 48,001 and enables the authoring tool 1001 and

run-time 1101 to feteh, saadityand serialize this data. In one embodiment, a
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project 48,001 is actuallya iree of Targets 48,009. Each Target 48,009 (link) ts

attached te a Media (for exarmple, video 48,002, picture 48,003, sound 48,004, or

text} and its Gperating Parameters 48023-48025 (for example, where and how

the media should be displayed, and what happens when the niedia starts to

5 perform and when it ends}. However, according ta this entbodiment, a particular

media can be attached to more than one target, so the tree may be infinite, In one

embodiment, a targets~group may contain the targets 48,009 that should he

performed and the order and manner of their performance. According te this

embodiment, moving from one targets-group to another is done using hotspots

10 8003, 48,030, Some media types may contain hotspots 8009. For example, in a

picture, the hotspot S000 may be a gocmetrie shape inside the boundaries ofthe

picterc. $1 one embodiment, in a video, the hotspot 8005 mayalso be a geometric

shape, but Ht can change its size and shape throughout the frame of the video. In

this embodiment, the hotspot BO03 may exist only in a part of the video Gc. only

1S in some of the video frames}. in one embodiment, each hotspot object 44,030 in

the object datahase 1127 points to a certain targets-group. This targets-group is

performed when the hotspot 8003 is clicked using the mouse buttons.

In one embodiment, anather object in the project 48,001 object database 1127 is

a cursor object 48,027 which may be representing a standard Windows-cursor,

20 According to this embodiment, cach hotspot 8003 may have two related cursors -

a move cursor and a chek cursor. The move cursor is the cursor that is set when

the user 1149 maves the mouse over the hotapot 8003. The click cursor is set

when the user 1149 clicks on the hotspot 8003. In one embodiment, in order to

avoid data duplication, the project 48,001 stores one array of cursors 48.027 and

40 all the hetspot objects 45.030 hold pointers to indices of tins array.

An exemplary class structure for the projeet 48,001 object database 1127 1127

will now be described:

t3 Classes

The following table describes the classes that are defined by the hypervideo

30 10,007 object database 1127 and their functionality. Figure number 48 shows the
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class hierarchy and the relationships between the classes in the object database

Vi27.

Class Name

EMedia

EBitmapMedia

BExecMedia

ESoundMedia

BTextMedia

BURLMedisa

EVideoMedia

EMediaOParam

EBitmepOpararms

EEsecOParams

ESoundOParams

#

48,002~
48,008

48,003

48,004

48 602

48,023-
48G25

43,024

48,033

Functionality in this embodiment

"Contains all thedata ofthe project.Contains, for
example, file neme, paths, cursors array, and
other general information
Contains data ofa certain media. Contains, for
example, the name of the media file. The actual
media is read from a file and in one embodiment,

is not maintained by the object database 1127.
EMedia may have a number of derived classes,
wherein each derived class may contain an
instance of Hs appropriate operating parameters.
Examples include:
Contains data of a bitmap type media,
including, for example, the following file
types: BMP, DIB, GIF, JPG
Contains data ofan executable file type
of merlia element, including, for
example, the EXE file types
Contains daia ofa sound type media,
inchuding, for sxemple, the following file
types: WAY, AIF, AU
Contains data of a text type media,
including, for exarnple, the following file
types: TAT, RTF
Contains data of a URLtyne media,
including, for example, the OTM and
HTMLfile types as well as a string
comtaining a URL address on the Warid
Wide Web.

Contains data of a Video type media,
including, for example, the following file
types:MPG, AVI, MOV
Contains data pertaining to Operating parameters
of a media object. EMediaOParam may have a
number of derived classes, wherein each dertved
class may contain an instance of its appropriate
operating parameters. Examples include:
Comuins data periaining to operating
parameters of an EBitmanMedia object.
Contains data pertaining to operating
parameters of an BExecMedia object,
Contains data pertaining to operating .
parameters of an ESeundMedia object.
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ETextOParams

EBURLOParams

EVideoOParams

EClip

EChnObject

ECHpFrame

PFrameChbject

EGeometry

EEIlipse
EPstygon
ERect

ETniangle
Evarget

~

ETargetlevel

ECursor

CPointArrey

PCRAUSSS/1 Fad
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48,025

88,022

48,026

48106

AB025

48020

ARO?

48,009

Contains data pertaining to operating
parameters of an ETextMedia object.
Comtains data pertaining to operating
parameters ofan EUREMedia abject.
Contains data pertaining to operating
parameters of an EVideoMedia object.
Contains data about a chp. A clip is a class that
resides as a mentber ofa, for example. video or
bitmap media and contains the hypervideo
16,007 information for the media objects.
Contains static infermation ofa hotspot for a
certain media file. This class holds information

that is repeated for all instances af hotspots 8003
throughout the frames of a video.
Kepresents a frame in a video and contains all
hypervideo information for that frame in the
video. This object is a member of in an array of
38 type inside an ECHp object.
Representation of an instance of 4 haispal in one
frame of the video. This class includes a pointer
to the static hotspot information (ic. a pointer to
an ECtpObject object} as well as a geometric
region for the particular hotspot 8003 in the
particular frame of the video.
Representation of a geometric shape which
describes the region of the hotspot in a particular
frame or group of frames in the video. Derived
classes of EGeometry, which contain the actual
size and location of the shape, include:
Represents an eliptical region.
Represenis an polygon region.
Represents an rectangular region.
Represents an iriangalar region.
Contains data pertaining to a target 7003. This
class may contain the media to he performed and
iis operating parameters, The default parameters
are the operating parameters ofthe media object.
A target ievel object which is an array of all the
targets which are performed simultaneously, A
largets-proup is constructed from a list oftarget-
levels.

Data of a cursor object including its file name and
a handle to the windows cursor.

An array of x,y coordinates for use, for example,
in defining a polygon region.
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3 Project Serialization

lx ore embodiment, the hypervideo 10,007 Project 48,001 serialization may be

done using the EProject object 48.00! Load? and Sroref methods. According

te this embodiment, cach of these two functions may have two versions. The first

set of functions may load (and store} the project from(or into} a memoryarca.

The second does the same with a file. In one embodiment, these methods use the

standard serialization procedure of the EPreject class. After the project is stored

in the memory area, the area is conmpressed using the function ECmoprs0. Before

loading the praject from the area, the area must be decompressed using ihe

function EDcmipret.

Project Eesironment

In one embodiment, general information about the project serializationis atored

in EProtect 48.001 static members. According to this embodiment, this

information may inchide the following static member variables which are

described in the following table. Por the sake of simplicity, the expression ‘media& } 2 4

Files’ mayalso refer to curser type files:

wrbRunTime Vn this embodiment, this member should be set before

Load?) is called. Set to FALSEifthe project is

igaded in an authoring tool 1001 enviranment (thai

is, the authoring fool 1001 reads the project, or the

run-time of the authoring too! 1001=s preview

reads the project}, Otherwise, set to TRUE. ifthis

member's value ig set to FALSE, then the media

relative paths will be added te the path of the OBV

Ole Gn_sOSEPoh) and the custom paths will be

ignored. That meana that the original paths ofthe

media files will be used (these are the paths from

which the author may have read the media in the

authoring foul 1601}, Otherwise, the relative paths
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will be added to the URI and CD paths, and

custom paths will not be ignored. Thus the publish

paths are used. Published paths are paths after the

project may have been published.

According to this embodiment, this member should

be set before Lead?) is called and also before

Storet} is called. This is the path afthe OBY file.

When the project 48,001 is stored, all media paths

will be relative to ins path. When the project

48 G01 is loaded, the paths will be relative to this

path wuniess arbaerPine is TRUE,

According to thie embodiment, this member is

stared within the OBYV file. This is the base path for

media files that come from the Internet. When the

project is loaded, the paths of such media Sles will

be relative fo this path anless aARuaTime is

FALSE.

According to this embodiment, tus member is

stored within the OBVfile. This ig the base path for

local media files. When the project is loaded, the

paths of auch media files will be relative to this path

unless abRunvime is FALSE,

According to this embodiment, this member should

be set before Load() is called. This should bethe

actual drive letter of the CD-ROMin the current

sorpater. ifthe OBY comes from the Imternet,

thenthe Drive-letter of the CD path will be

changed fo match. inthis embodiment, it may be
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assumed that the Internet OBV will use media from

the CT).

Ascording to this erabodiment, this member may be

stored within the OBV Ole. This memberspecifies

the default source (local or Internet} of media les

that do not have a specific insixuction for

determining where to get the file from.

According to this embodiment, this memberig set

by the BProject::Load(? function to the version

number ofthe ORV file currently loaded. When

tha project 48.001 is loaded, the senalization

faretions ofall the objet database [127 classes

check this static member ta kmeav the version ofthe

OY. Based on the version mumber, these

fonctions knowwhich data should be stored in the

ORY,

According to this embodiment, this member is

stored within the ORV file. H the valueofthis

member is Boolean TRUE and the project 48,001

comes from the intereet, then the TRL. path will be

set to the ORV path. Otherwise, the CD path will

be set to the OBVpath.

According to this embodiment, this member

should be set before Leadf) is called. This

member may contain a pointer to a Aumetion

ofa form: BOOL LaadCurserProc

(CString fasFileMame, CSering

‘asRealPileName). This function may be
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used iry the run-time module LEO} to

downloadcursors 48,027 that should came

fram the Intemet. [this member is NULL,

the function is sot called.

The Contents of the GBY Ble

In one embodiment, the data of the prajest 48,001 may be compressed using the

class ECmprsG. According to this embaediment, this class mayread a memoryarea

aun comapress Wf late another memory area. A compression schenic will nowbe

described. In owe embodiment, the racnaory area is scanned byte by byte and each

G byte in the mmpul is translated unto an 0 bit in the output and cach non-scro byte

in the input is translated into a 1 b# followed by & bits of the aciual byte. The end

of the output is sigmed by a 1 bit followed by eight 0 bits (this combination cannot

appear inside the output}. By way of example, the iyput: 0, 3, 6. 65,0, 0, 0, 254,

Will be translated in the following way:

Input in bytes: 6 3 a 63 v Oo 9 238

Output in bits: 3 PHQGGG0 21 } 1O100 0607 8 GO

LELELLTET booooodd 8

Output in bytes: 4 aia i?

248 «(2B

Sothe output is: 64, 212, 17,255, 128, 0.

Avcording to this embodiment, the characteristic of a typisal project abject

48,001 iouyply that the relative number of zeroes in the Input memory area is

expected to be very high, Therefore, the size of the cutput is expected to be

stralcr than the size of the isput,
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3.4 Conchasipn

The present mvention is 4 systemand method for authoring and playing

hypervidee 10,0407. The present invention permits creating hypecliaks in select

regions of interest in frames of a video, defined by hotspots. ft is understood that

the abuve descriptionis iniended to be Hlastralive, und aol restrictive, Many

embodiments will be apparent to those skilled im the art upon reviewing the above

deseripiion. For example. other implementations of computers, using state

machines, parallel processors, client-server architectures. or combinations

thereof, may be wilized. Pointing devices, other than mouses, such as pens,

joysticks, trackballs and even human fingers, may be used. Displays for

televisions anc computers, may include, but are not limited te, cathode ray tubes,

plaarne displays, and liquid crystal displays. The televisions mayutilize cither

analog or digital modulation. The buttons, for example on a mouse, may be any

type ofswitch. Switches may also be implemented with capacitively actuated

touch screens. The networks may be computer or broadcast (e.g., television

broadcast} networks. Hence, the scope of the iventhan should, therefore, be

determined with reference io the appended claims, along with the full seane of

equivalents to which such claims areentitled.
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A NSCommands.cpp : implementation file
#

include “stdafk.h*

#include “sidio. kh"

fonchude "NSCommandsnh"

#itndef PLAYER

Sivef DEBUG

#édefine new DEBUGNEW

#ondel THISPILE

atane char THISFILEE s

#ondif

fendi

#ifdef PLAYER

#define ASSERT ASSERT

#endif

édefine ALLOC_BUFFERSPARE

4define ALLOC_HOTSPOTS

#define (N'T_DELIMITER

define CHARTRUE

#define CHAR,FALSE

#define CHAREMPTY

#defineLIMEMULTIPLIER

RECTyr

pee peagegyes fet

_PWR.

4Q//EVEYV- add factor

at
by

ye

13.0

iggte peer fret eeve Sage ade ie eet PRESS See ae pt ee
EEPELELUYLALELESEPELLURT TEL STARLET LLUSEELEY

Copyright 1998 Veon, Ltd.
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Laeger eieg ee
HEEEERR ELE PEELEEELLULEL

ENSBoffersENSHuaffert BOGLabdtore }
f
t

mpButfer = NULL:

amiLen =mtAlloced = 0;

m_bStore = a_bStore:

mitLoadPtr= 0;

j

ENSRuffer~ENSBafferD
ft

Cieart):

wer

void ENSBuffer::Clear}
i
t

i (m_pButter }= NULL }

free ( m_pBuffer };

m_puffer = NULL;

arthen = 0;

gmtAlloced = 0:
‘
f

BOOL ENSBuffers Addiconst char “a_pBelfer,mt atLen)

i

if(miAboced <m_iLen+ ailen}
'
4

# Reallocate.

ing |iAleced =mTLen+ aiLen+ ALLOCBUFFERSPARE;

char “ipNewBuifer = ichar*jrealloct m_pBuffer,

|_iAllooed*sizenfichar} };

Copyright 1008 Yeon, Lad.
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WO]pNewBRotier == NULL)

retum FALSE:

m_puffer = |pNewBaller,

m_iAlloced = |jAlloced;

miemepy( mpGuifer+ imiLen.apBaffer, aden}

m_iLen += a_iLen:;

ul TRACE( "(@i*a}in", aiLen, apBuilery;

retorn PRICE:

char *ENSBaier :GeiBuffert int *adea?SNL3

t

ifCa_flen t= NULL

*aiLen = m_iLen;

retarn mmpGulfer;

}

*BOOL ENSBuffer SetSrine char *a_potring }
£t

(Clear(},

return AddStrngf apString 3;
%
'

*)

BOOL ENSBudiersStrmet ENSString &a oString }

{

if ¢ Storingd) }
r
4

if (a_oStringGet) )
JR
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Int len = { strlen(a_oStringGetQ} };

Intl len};

return Add( aoStringGet{}, fen };

else

avery,

chare = CHAREMPTY;

return Addf dc, 13

i

else

‘

OeiLoadPr >= mLen}

{

ASSERTIPALSE).

return FALSE:

char a_cNext = m_oBufterfmtLoadPt]:

f(acNext== CHAREMPTY }
:
3

a_oStringSet( NULL JVEVEV- check

m_iLoadPir ++;

int len;

Inte len}:

if (m_iLoadPireler-} >= m_den }
3
4

ASSERTALSE},

return FALSE:
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}

aoString.Sai(mpBuffertmiLaadPtr, len):

m_dLoadPtr += len;

}
L{

retum TRUE:

BOOL ENSBulfer:Book{ BOOL&abBo}

t

if ( Storiag@3
§
a

char val «a_bBool? CHARTRUE > CHARPALSE:

return Addit &val, 1}

else

if (m_rLeadPtr < aiLen }

i

if ¢ m_pBufferimiLoadPtr] == CHARTRUE}

i

a_bBool = TRUE:
,
5

a so if¢ m_pBufferfm_fLoadPre} BEAT CHA RFALSE >}

t

abBool = FALSE,

else

t

ASSERT(PALSE),

return PALSE:

}

m_iLoadPtrH,;
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Zid

return TRUE,
}
i

ASSERTUALSED

retum FALSE:

ae

BOOL ENSBofterFot( int &a_tint)

iff Staring)

i

ehar buff iG);

sorietit buf) “Sad?ee", aaint INTDELIMITER

return Addi buf, strlenfbal) };

int]iSten = i:

a_int=0;

Tor € wn iLaadPer<m_then && m_pBulferimiLoadPtr] t=
INTDELIMITER: \

m_iLoadPir t+ }

~—

if (anpButter[miLoadPir} == ~~ &&

alinms=0)

{

fi} Minus sign allowed on the beginaing.

1Sign = ~1:

}

om@
wa 7%

if impBufferfmiLoadPerf <'O' §

m_pBulferpmiLoadPird > ‘O° 5
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ASSERTCOFALSE)

retum FALSE:
¥

tUnis aUnt * 10+pButfer[miLoadPtr] ~

on

m_iLoadMir-H, f Delimiter
:
i

return PRUE;

BOQOL ENSBufter: Long( long &a_tLong }
it

int temp aThongs:

BON. {BRC = Intl temp

ajLong = temp,

return |bRC:
+s

 
ENSString ENSSting))
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: ENSBuffert TRUE }

ENSStrings~ENSSringd)
t

%

BOO, ENSStringSet) const char *a_pSiring }
f
:

Clear};

if( apSinng }

retumAdd( apString, strienfa_pString) + 1),

return TREE;

BOOL ENSString: :‘Sel( const char *a_pSirmg, incaiLen }
§
3

ere

ClearO):

f(a_pString }
>
xy

Add( a_pstring, a_tLen };

retum Add( "| 1};

b

retura TRUE;

char ENSSuing: :Get(}
f
q

tae

return GetBaffer();
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AU SEIT ALLELTAETE GE
fey fee f APA

ifs ! PeeeeeLOULSEGE OOS BEN Iefehe 
 
 

 
if

ETIARUSERLETT

ENS brametnioManager: -EMSPrameinfoManager(}

{

m_pinfo = NULL:
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EMSFramelnfoManager:.~ENSFramelnfeManagert)
f§

me

BOO.

iff mpints [= NULL}

delete m_plnfo:

ENSFrameinfolfanaper:-Newlnfot ENSPramelnfo “apNewlala,
ENSButler &a_oBuffer)
f*

ae

BOOL

f

/ Here we may pass only the difference!

if(mpinfo f= NULL}

delete m_pinfo:

m_pinfo = a_pNewlnio;

# Create the command.

aoBuiter Clear),

Af write comupated version.

int LiVersion = VANSCMDVERSION;

aoBufter.Int( 1Version }:

sf(inapinfo->Serial{ a_oBuffer })}

return FALSE:

ff Makett null terminated.

a_oBuffer. Add”, 1};

return TRUE:

ENSFrameintoManager::NewCoonnand( char *a pCeoromerd 5B LP .
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ENSBuffer |aBuffer( FALSE“Load*/

|oBnifer.Addé apCammand, strlen( apCommand ) }:

if (m_pinfo t= NULL}
i

delete m_pinfo:

m_pinfo = NULE:
xf

ff Read command version.

imiiVersion:

if ( 1eButterdne |Version ) ff

1iVersion = VANSCMDVERSION 3

{

Uf Wrone version,

return FALSE:
yi

m_pinfo = new ENSFramelnta;

return m_plnfo-Serial’ }oBuffer

Nepe!

void ENSPrameInfoManager::Cleart}

t

Himpinto f= NUCL)

i

delete m_pinfh;

mpinfo * NEILL:

:

}
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1FERTREEULAEABREUELLE LTTE

if ENSFramelato
CEL ES PAELLA PA EEEST PER EEREDEL PELLET TESA AREE LE PELL ERED
LOLITAERETEEL LEEEERREL AEP LEAS UEPPETE

i

 

BOOL ENSFrameinfo::Serialf ENSBuffer &aoBuller }

{

if event

BOOn]bivent = (rmpbyent b= NOEL 3;

aoBufferBool |bEvent }:

#?CLbEvent )
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aii

{

f(aoBuifer.Loadingt} )

t

Hf We have to allocate

ni_pEvent - new ENSEvent(NULL}:

}

mmpivert->Serial{ a_aBuffer);
t
j

/f Hotspets count

a_oBufferInt( m_iHotspoetsCount }:

if Hotspots

if{ a_oBuffer.Leading(}
4i

fi We have to allocate die hotspots array.

ASSERT m_aHotspois == NULL }:

m_iHotspotsAlloeced = m_tHotspatsCount;

m_atlotspots = (ENSHotspot* *} malloc
m._iHotspotsAlloced* sizeof{ENSHotapot*});

if{m_aHatspots == NULL}

retum FALSE:

‘enyat

for Gat 1 = 0:1 < m_sHotspoatsCount; i++ 3

{

if¢ 3aoBulfer.Loadinge(}

ra_aHlotspots/i] = new
ENSHotspot(NULL.NULLNULL),

m_ablotspots[i}->Serial( a_oBuffer};

teturn TRUEVEVEY - check!
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_

ENSFramelnfo:uENSrameiniot}

f

mpvent = NULL>

ma_iHotspoteCount = 0;

m_iHotspotsAlinced = 0;

m_ablotspots = NULL,

ENSFramelnfoc~ENSPramelaiod)

{

Cleat);

}

void ENSFramelnfo:-Clean)}
£
&

SetEvent( NULE }

if(m_aHotspots != NOLL }

{

for (int i= 0; i <m_iHotspetsCount itt}

{

if ( m_aHotspotsfi] [= NULL}

delete m_alotspots{i:

}

freet m_aHotspots };

m_aHotspots = NULL;

}

miHotspotsCount = Gr

m_iHotspoteAlloced = 0:
t
t
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void ENSframelnfouSetEventt ENSEvent ta_pivent }

Hem_pkvest = NULL J

delete m_pEvert;

m_pEvent © a_phvent:

j

BOOL ENSFramebiionAddHotspat( ENSHotspot “a_pHotspot }
f

if (a_pHotspet == NULL}

ASSERTFALSER

return FALSE;

ft m_iHotspotsAloced <= m_iHotepotsCount 3

;

H? Reallocate.

. int 1 iNotspotsAdeced = m_aiNoispotsCount + | +
ALLOCHOTSPOTS,

ENSHotspot** | aNewHatspots = CENSHotspot**}

realioc( m_aHotspots,

1 iHetapotsAHoced*sreah(EN SHotspot*} 3};

ilaNewHotspots == NULL }

return FALSE:

m_allotspots = |aNewHotspots;

m_iBotspotsAloced =]HotspotsNoced:

miaHotapots[ mHWetspoisCount | = apHorspot

m_fHotspotsCount +;

return TRUE;
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pe

PMRMAEUAIA Sf

i ENSFrameLinkData

Hh

FESS P ESTEE AERTS EL ES PE REE ESE GE
CREMPSAATNAH  

 
UEEESE STEPS EE PEARS EP RLAP DOPE E SERS P ECS LE oer

CRITEAN EAATALUMELLINSETI
 

ENSbrameLinkData.EN SFrameLinkData{const char *a_pName)}

i

in_sNarne. Sete apName h

m_eType = LINE;

m_BURL = FALSE;

m_bASF =FALSE:

m_bSeekTime = FALSE:

m_bSeekMarker = FALSE:
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RD pO Lh

m_dSeekTime = 0.0;

mbText = FALSE;

SOOL ENSFramelikData:Seral( ENSButler &a_oButter}
f‘

a_oBuiferString( m_sName}

int temp © (int) m_eType;

aoBoffer.iat ( temp }:

moeType =(ETyperemp: 7 If storing -> temp didn't changed

iff m_elype == LINK }

4

a_obhiffer.Boel! m_SURL};

if(m_bURL )

4

a_oButtorString{ onsUBL

a_oButfer String msUREFrame }; 

aoBuiter.String! msURLLocation

a_oBufferBool{ m_bASF ),

if( rahASE}

3_oBuffer. String{ imsASF };

aoBuffer.Bool( m_bSsekTame },

if¢m_bSeekTime )
:t

int G@melG0; // Store time multiplied by 100

if(a_eBudlerStoring? }

time! 00 =mdSeekTime? TIMEMULTIPLE:
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a_oButferInt( tunel th} };

if{ a_oBefferLoading( }
m dSeekTime =

i(dooblepimel GOYTIMEMULTIPLIER,
%3

a_oBuifer.Bonlf m_bSeckMarker }

if{ m_bSeekMarker }

aoBufferString’ m_sSeckMarker )

aoBuiferBool m_bText };

if (m_bText 3 a

aoBofferString( at_sText
\

et

return TROE: VEVEV-check!!

 

%

BAMA}LEEPEASJf ! Needte{fifityPEAREYE

f ENSEvent

  

LEANTEUSERS

if ENSHotspot
i BUIERAEELUOH!

 

 

ENSHotspot:: ENSHotapen( const char *a_pMame,

const char *a_pDescriptian,

ENSOQeomeiry *apOcometry }

ENSFrameLinkData fa_pName}

atin,

msDescriptionSet{ apDescription }
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WER OSA BQ POPOSSPhd

m_pGenmetry = apGeonetry:

m_IMoveCursorlf) = -1; /# No cursor

m_IClickCurserl> = - 2: Hf Mo cursor

ENSHotspot::-ENSHatspott}
:t

mae

if { mpGeometry f= NULL 3}

delete m_pGeometry:

BOOL BNSHotspot::Serial( ENSButter &a_oBatter }

i

ENSFrameLinkDatanSeriak a_olaffer }

ff Deseription

a_oBuifer. String’ m_sDeseription };

( Cursars

a_oBuffer.Long( m_iMoveCursonD }

aoBuffer,Long mUChckCursorlD };

U Geometry ope.

f(a_obhulfer StoringQ }

{

/f Geometry must exist,
 

# i m_pGeometry == NULL}

ASSERTIFALSE)

return FALSE;
}
}

f Store type

inf ten* CintimpGeometry-oFypeth
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be hep 7]

a_abuiferim ( temp

alse

ween,

A Get type

int terap;

a_oBufferInt ( wer);

ENSGeametry::BType1eType « (ENSGeametryETypetemp:

#} We have to allocate the geometry

switeh (1eType)

i

caso ENSGeometry :ELLIPSE:

POINTpty pLa=pty=(h

m_pGeometry = now ENSENipse(pt);

break:

case ENSGeometry RECTANGLE:

RECT rey rcfeft're.top=rcrightrebottom=tk

m_opGoometry = new ENSRectire}:

break:

case ENSGeometyPOLYGON:

ro_pGrometry = now ENSPolygon(0),

break:

default:

ASSERT(PALSE):

return FALSE;

retam m_picomeiry>Serial( aoBuffer ):

_——
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Preeneeeesetege gies iiPEERED PEA
PRIORY ERLEEAUSTPPEA 

i# ENSGeonetry

 
EASee EPPS fe?
AAAMUN

ENSGeemetry sENSGeometryt EType a_elype }
§
3

m_eType = a_eType;

eed

aNSGeemoatey c-ENSGeometry(}
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Uf Narmalize rect.

voi! ENSGeometry: ‘NormatizeRect( RECT &aoRect}

i

ifaoRectaight < a_oRect left}

i

long temp = a_oRectright:

aoRectright = aoRectJeft:

aoRectlefi = temp:

f(a_oRecibottom <aoRectiop }
[

long jemp © a_oReet hotter,

aoReet-bottom = a_oRect.top ;

aoRectiop = temp:
’§

43

 AETHERLARSETELEALEENEEPTEase that

i ENSEMipse
PREIShitthsALMAES,fetetNAEPfaAteied

ENSEiligse: ENSEliinsel POINT aoCenter, long aTVRadius,

: ENSGeametry {ENSGeometry ELLIPSE3

t

m_oaCenter = a_oCenter;

m_[VRadios = a TVRadius:

m_IHRadius = a_TRadius,

}

BOOL ENSEflipse: Serial’ ENSBuffer &aoBuiler }
fFv
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a_oBuffer.Long ( m_oCenter.x }:

aoBuifer.Long (m_oCenter.y };

3.oBuffer.Long ( m_[VRadius };

a_oBuifer.Long (imIHRadms

yeturn PRUEVEVEV-check!!

BOOL ENSEIhpse::Piinside( PONNT& a_oPoint }
f

3

/4 The ellipse is a line or a point.

if(m_UWRadius =~ 6 jf m_ PVRadius == 0 }

return PALSE;

if Caleulate DeltaX and Deltay

floal x = (loat}a_oPoini.x - (floatim_oCenter.x ;

float y = (losf}a_oPoint-y- Gloat}moCenter.y ;

if Check if the point is inside the ellipse.

if ((€0xfm_ LaRadius)*ix/m_lHRadius) +
ifyIVRadius)*(vi_[VRadins\) <= 1.0)

return TRUE :

 

else

return FALSE:
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rh lat tout

PEPE LES ES SAS ERAE SS LEASED AREER OTP RELISES ERLE ESSER aT LE
LERPEEPRERRATAEEREELLPEEP EOE ELLE APPS gees

‘y mint
i ENReet
LASAEDASPES PIERCE PIERS POE ES EET ELCS ESAT EERE SEER ELS EL TNT
LARENETERSULESEAST

BN SReetENSReet( RECTa_oRect)

> ENSGeometry (RECTANGLE}

{

moRect = aoRect:

NormalizeRect( moRect

BOOL ENSRect:Rerialt ENSBufter &a_oBuffer)

‘

aoBhrtier.Long ¢ m_oReetleft ):

a_oBaeffer.Long (m_oRecttop )
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*
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a_oBufferLong (m_oRectright

a_oBuffer.Long (m_oRect.bottem};

retum TRUEVYEVEY-check!!

Naan

BOOL ENSRect::Pulnsidel POINTS a_oPoint }
iq

return Pilndtect( &or_oKect, aoPomt):
ad

  ELEAMELIETEAL 
ri NY t r we§scii ENSTriangie
EY PLLAEDELLLLEET 

PENSTranlge ENSTaanigel POINT&a_oCenter, long aPVRadius, long
aTHRadius}

- ENSGeometry ( ENSGeometry ELLIPSE )
;4

m_atCenter = a_oCenter;

mEVRadinug = a[VRadius:

tmPHRadias = a_INRadius;
%
3

BOOL ENSTrianive:Serialf ENSBuffer &aofnffer 3
$
3

a_oBuffer.Long (m_oCenter.x };
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&oBuffer.Long (m_oCentery

a_oGofferLong (m_iVRadias }

a_oBuffer.Long € mm]HRadius

return TRUEV/EVEV-check!!

ENSTriankge::Pursided POINT aoPaint 3

ff The eflinse is a Hive or a port.

if Cm_TRadius ==0 il m_PVRadins ==03

return FALSE;

4 Caloulate DeltaX and Delia

Hoat x = (Hoat}a_oPoint.x - (float}moCenterx ;

float y¥ = loatia_oPomty - float}m_oCentery;

// Caseck if the point ts inside the ellipse.

(ovis(Radias)xim VRadius}} +(vimPVRadiue}*(yimWRadiusy}) <= 1.0)

Page 236 of 409

return TRUE.

else

retarn FALSE;
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WO FDENE22

ha Sane Cpe

cE CGEEEPEELSSERDATEPE ES EEAERETABAR TEAS EEG
LETTERSUECADRES

:

 
i ENSPolygon

FALTER ATATAUEAETTAREE! MEGAEAMEERY  

ENSPolygoncTSPolyeondong afNunOfPoints 3

> ENSGeometry ( ENSGeometry:POLYGON 3
{1

oyYNumOiPoines = aTNomOfPoinis;

if foINumO{Points > 0)
t
x

m_aPounts = new POINTIo: [NumOfPoinish

en
wa om DfoO

m_aPoints = NULL;
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POOPYUSGR/ 1 add

beast nad on,

ENSPolygont-ENSPolygon)
t
4

if(m_aPointsNULL}

delete m_aPoints:

BOOL ENSPolygon Serial(ENSBuffer éca_oBoffer5
it

ene

a_oBetier.Long (m_[NumOtPoints }:

if (a_oBufferLoading(} }

if imaPointsNULL)

delete m_aFoints;

yo_aPoints = new POINT{m(MuamOiPoints]:

}

for Cant b= OG;omJNurOfPoimis:+)
¢
g

a oButfer.Long( m_aPotatefi].n)

a_obuffer Lone( m_aPointal[y|vi:
t
f

return TRUE-VEVEYcheck?!

BOOL ENSPolyeon::Pilasidet POINT a_oFoint }

{

/# isoplement the algorithm for checking if a point is inside a
polygon.

HERON |hRen © CreatePolygonRun ¢ m_aPoints, m]NumOfPoints,
WINDING):
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BOL?bResult = ( Ptinkegion (1hRen, aoPointx, aoPoimty dh

DelsteObject( |hRen }

retam |bReault;

yok! ENSPalygon: 'SetPointiong aModex, POINTE aoPoint

t

m_aPainis[aUndex} = a_oPoimt:

Copyright 19908 Veon, Lic,
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i NSCommands.h > header file

if

HifndelMSCOMMANDSH

ddefineNSCOMMANDSHo

Copyright 1998 Veon, Lid.
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LUPEILSEALLATELESTERELTALETEUE

ii ENSButter
FE BEP ELE EB ER ELECT PUELL TELLER PEP RELLY PED
PRUEEAMOPTEA OE EEEELEAEL A TAPEALEYAL PEAY

eran ENSCommandVersion
;t

VANSCMDVERUNKNOWN=-1,

VANS_CMD_VER_BETAL = 9,

ys

#define VANSCMDVERSION VANSCMDVERBETAI

class ENSString:

lass ENSBuffer

pre,C3
public:

ENSBuffert BOOLaStore

virtual ~ENSButier();

void ENSBuffer:: Clear(};

BOOL Addit const char *a_pBuffer, int a(Len };

char *QetBuffer( int *a_iLen=NULL 3;

fi BOOL SetString( char *a_pString k

BOO?String! ENSSiring &a_oString };

# char *GetString) { return (char *)m_pRaffer, LWEVEV-delete

BOOLIntl mt &a_iint 5;

BOOLBool ROOL 2abReool }:

BOGL Lanef long daLong }:

BOOL Storing ( return m_bStore; }

BOOL Leading?) { retum lm_bStore; }

private:
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BOOL m_bStore;

vhar *m_pBuffer;

int m_iLen:

intm_iAlloced:

int m_iLoadPtr;

bh

class ENSSirme : private ENSBuffer

‘

public:

ENSString():

virtual ~ENSString():

BOOL Set( const char *a_pString 5;

BOOLSet( const char *a_pString, inta_iLen

char "Get;

h

pepdasee rose epaprpigeg i ? foee
feyALfffityfiehi TehfififfiI iffLiefififi}ffHef04it

if ENSGeometry

Copyright 1998 Veor, Led.
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PEPAELLEERERRTECSALELLLSELENAATA

class ENSGeometry

t

public:

enun EType

;

UNDEFINED,

ELLIPSE , # Defines an elliptic Geometry

TRIANGLE, /f Triangular Geometry.

RECTANGLE, 4 Rectangular Geometry.

POLYGON f Polygon Geometry. Holds irregular ROIs.
te

ENSGeemetry( EType a_eType };

virtual ~ENSGeametryQ);

virtual BOOLPtinside( POINT&: aoPoint } = 0;

virtual BOOLSerial{ ENSBuffer RaoBuffer } =0;

Static void NormalizeRect( RECT &aoRecty

EType TypeQ) { return m_eType; }

private:

EType m_eTypes;

Pe

EUETELAEEAEELTEEPEELLALEPE

ii ENSEWipse
EEAATERETALBEETATAPLEDEETENALSEES

class ENSELipse : public ENSGeometry
£a

public:

POINTm_oCenter;
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nS feBe

long m_TVRadios:

jong m_{NRadhus;

virtual BOOL Punside( POINT& a_oPoint );

virtual BOOLSerial( ENSBuffer &a_oButier );

CESS L ESS LPLE LED LD ELOR LEE ELSES Eee opty
EMAATEPEATTERTAE

if ENSRect

LAPEERLUEAPELEATELETERTEEL

class ENSReet : public ENSGeometry
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i

public:

RECT m_oReat;

ENSReet( RECT& a_oRect };

virtual BOOL Pilnside( POINT &a_oPaint};

virtual BOOLSerial( ENSButter &a_oBuffer };

}

CREELTETLEELACETTE

if ENSPalygon

PEHEPEULNAHATEETETE

class ENSPolygon : public ENSGeometry
f
x

public:

jong m_UNiueOtPoints:

POINT *im_aPoints:

ENS&Paolygon{ long aINumOfPoints:

virtual ~ENSPolyaan’:

virtual BOOL Prlaside( POINTS a_oPoint },

virtual BOOL Serial ENSBudfer &a_oBuffer ),

void SetPoini{iong aRndex, POINT& a_oPoint};

PROERILELEPRAEARLTATEEREEEE

if ENSFrameLinkData

AREATSTUNUBTEELASTTAELHL

class ENSFrameLinkData
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i
%

public:

PCT/US98/1 Tide

ENSString m_sName;

enum EType

{

LINK,

BACK,

ESI,

Pe

ETyne m_eType;

BOOL m_bURL:

ENSString m_sURL;:

ENSString m_sURLFrame;

ENSString m_slRLLocation:

BOOL m_bASF;

ENSString m_sASP;

BOGL m_bSeckTime;

double m_dSeckTime;

BOOL m_bSeekMarker;

ENSString m_sseckMarker;

BOGL m_bText;

ENSString m_sText;

ENSFrameLinkData( const char *a_pName }:

virtual BOOLSeriai( ENSBuffer &a_oBuffer),
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 pepegyy PPP Se Pe PREPS ASHER SEED ee ree Pee free
PULTETIAAELLEUENEEE
ii NTE ES
i ENSEvent
UEP SAEEQED ASIA ALPERAT ESS (EEE LPFG OLS APTI DEAE EP RE EEE? T

MAAETALEH FEI AARELELTEL

H#detine ENSEvent EN StramelinkData
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PAPEETE EERSTLLEGELLERTLAEE

i ENSHotapot

LARA LRMTELLLTPAPLAR 

class ENSHotspet : public ENSFrameLinkData
ft

public:

reENSHotspot const char *a_pName, const char *a_pDescriptios,
ENSGeometry *a_pGeometry);

virtual ~ENSHatspot():

virtual BOOL Serial( ENSBufler &aobuffer);

 PEN do we need this? char *m_pName:

ENSString mieDeseription;

ENSGeometry 4mpGeometry;

lone m[MoveCursorl]):

long m_iChckCursarID,
yeye

PEALEEEELEE!

i ENSFrametnago

PUMICEACTALAELETEAETEALY?oye este

uit 

class ENSPramelnfo

{

public:

ENSFrameinio(ly
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virtual ~ENSFrameinioQ:

void ClearQ):

void SetEvemt( EMSEvent *a_pivent },

BOOL AddHorpott ENSHotspet “apHotspet :

virtual BOOT Serad( ENSBuffer &aoBuffer }:

ENSEvent *Event(} { return m_pBvent |

int HotspotsCount?} { retern m_iHotspotsCount; }

ENSHotspot **Hotspois(} { return maflotspots: }

private:

ff The version of the command,

int m_iVersiory

ENSEvent *m_pivent:

int miiNetspowsCount,

int mo_iBotspoisAlloced:

ENSHetspot **m_aHotspots:

PES PALS AREER eee rea Seige heel age
SOLARTAUAAGTHAUY SE) 

i ENSFramelaioManager

 

class ENSPramelnicManager
¢4

public:

ENSFrameinfoManager(};

virtnal ~ENSPrameingoManagert);

BOGL NewCommand( char *a_pCommand |:
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BOOL Newiniof ENSFramelnic *apNewinio, ENSButier
&aoNSBoffer):

vold Cleart};

ENSFramelnfo “Info{ return m_plnfo: }

private:

ENSPramelnio “m.piato:

Hondit
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i atdafshs include file for standard system include files,

‘far project speetiic inchide files that are used frequently, but

ff are changed infrequently

i}

#include <afiwin.b> UMECcave and standard components

#include <afkexthe A MRC extensions

Copyright 1998 Veon, Lid.
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Mf tdefined(hvelpfiieI)

Hdefine  hvclpfile_h

Copyright 1968 Veon, Ltd.
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f* WYProject

Eohyx Technologies Ltd.

Copyright © 1994, All Rights Reserved.

SUBSYSTEM:  hvtest.cxe Application

FILE: hvcip.h

AUTHOR: Avner Peleg

OVERVIEW

Class definition for a clip file.

Hinelude <stdio.ho

Hinchide <string.h>

#inchide <lostream.b>

#inchade <fstream.he

if general macros

Adefine HV_OK 0

fidefine HV_ERROR -1

enum HeVideoTypes { HV_ AVI, HVMPEG , HV_IPEG ,HV_CINEPAC.
HVINDE. HVQUICKTIME}:

class HvCiipMarker { a. structure ta hold a marker fora clip

public:

long mark; /! time stamp in frames

char*id:  /f mnarker's id

Copyright 1998 Veon, Ltd.
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Bo uaa fe

HyClMarkerQ) {id = G5 }f

HyClinMarker(jong fr , char *name}{mark = fr: id= (iname =070:sirduyvinamie});

HwaMarker HeChpMarkerdsp} { mark = spamark 5 id= (isp =O)? 4sicckup(spid
cs ~

aluss AvClpROl f

public:

int x ;

mt y3

int a ;

int b .

float theta ;

long id; // id ofthe sequence,

class HvCiipROl next ;

class Hv(ipROprev :

class HwClipROl* nexilaSequence;

HvChpROW) { id= G: nestinSequence = G: }3

HyvchHpROong handle, int x, int y, int a, int b, fost theta,HwCHpROT *a,HyvClipkoi “p)

Dxix}, yoy). nextinSequence(() .

oo. - a(a}, b(b} . thetaftheta) ,
nextin), previp) . jd{handle} 73

virtual long PtinROl(corst int x, const int vy ) const ;
1:ys

class HvSequeneelicrator;

class HvSequence{

friend class HvSequencelterator;

public:

HySequence() {name = 6; id= 9: first =Jast= 03)

HvSequence(long ,char®, AvChipROlP . HyCipRO®5 ;

long id;
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pd Lae Lass

char* namie ;

HyChipRO! * first ;

HyChpRot*lasi ;
bs
i .

class HySequencelierator {

HvClipROl* current;

HyvSeq

pabhe:

class HH

ance®
uence® seq :

HvSequencelterator(} [current =U iseq = 05}

ElvSequencelteraior{HvSequence*};

HyClipRin*® Next) ;

HvClpRGtl* Piest() :

HvCupRor Last};

vClipStruct {

debug

public:

chp

needed

Page 255 of 409

char *namic ; ff identifier of the clip in the project

char *mediaFileMath ;// fall path of the video data file

HyVidcoTypes type: 4 type of videa : AVIetc..

intnormMarkers ; 4 the pumber of markers defined

int numAiocatedMarkers ; / the size of ihe allocatedlist

HvClipMarker* fstOfMarkers ; “/ the list of markers defined for the clip

int maxFramesForRoi , // number of allocated frame slots for ROIS:

PvCipROl* bsiQfRowsvFrame , // a list of BOls for eachframe ofthe

iné allocFrarceSlota(const long}: / abocate new frame: slots if needed

int allocMarkerSlots() : # allocate newmarker slots if
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254

int allocSeauenceSlots() ; (f allocate new sequence slots if
needed

long GetSequenceldy}; i! derive an ID fora
sequence

int idExista(const int}. 4 checks whether a sequence with the given id
exists

; HvAequence* bagOiSequences : 7 hist of all sequences defined for the
cirp

ii _numSecniences ; ff gumber of
SEQUENCES

int_numAlfocatedSequences ; ff number of allocated sequence slots

public:

HyChipSinict6} :_type(AV_AVE 0) 4 emptyctor

_ AvCiipStructlint &re, const char *name, AvVideoTypes type) | // full
ctor for definition

HvClipStructtinta& rc, const char *filePath) : // fall ctor from file

virtual ~HvChpStruct(} : // dtor

void Werite(ostreamd: os}; 4 a write method

int Write(const char *filePath) <4 a write method imto a file

ved Dumpfostream& os); // a dump methed

int Dumpiconst char “AleFath) ;a dump method into a file

Hf get & set the clip name

char *nare(} { return name 5 }

void setName(const char tname} ;

ff get & set the clip video file path

char *mediaPile{ return mediaMilePath ; |

void setMediaFile(canst char *aamel :

Mf add a sequence
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int AddClipSequencetconst char* seqgName) :

ii delete a sequence

int DelSequence(const char? segName):

int DelSequence{long seqld) ;

 HvCHpROP GetRoiOtPrame(long ir} { if (fr < maxFramesforlod} return
_dstGiRoifybramel fry 5

olse return Oj

char* GeiSequence(long seqid) ;

wt GetSequences(char *** names) -

int GetSeqnencesExtichar ***names) ;

void AddToSequence(HyCiipROl 3, 4 adds a RO] to a sequences
(always at the end)

Hadd a RO] samp

int addRoi( long tlang handle, int x, int y, ist a, int b, float theta = 6.0 };

‘add a marker on the clip

int addMarker{ long ichar *id

i? delete a marker

int delMarker(char *id} freturn 1;}

{] getan array of markers

int getMarkersi{long “4s, char **ids) freturn 15}

ff tind the object at (Lx.y) of the chip

iong ObjectAtFramePcinticanst long (const inf x, const int y) const ;

! clear object's references

int deiObjectRefs(const long handle} {return 1; $

os
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fendit

dinclaude “stdafs.h*

#include <string.h>

include “hyflstr.h"

BOOL EGeStr( FILE? f, char* s, int max3)

WORD i

/} get the line length

if fread(dtl, sizeofWORD), 1, f= 1)

return FALSE:

ffC1<=Gi}1 > max_s}

return FALSE:

if read the fine iiself

Wf fread(s, £8 fis)

return FALSE;

fort inti= das bp its, sit}

Fg ar Fe 385:

Rag se APs

retura TROE:

BOOL BPatsa( FILE* £ char* s }

WORD 1 = strlents}:

{awrite the hne length

if Avritet&l, sizeoWORD), 1, fis 13

Copyright [998 Veon, Ltd.
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return FALSE;

ehar *ps gs

fer int is Gi <b htpet}

*p = *p* 255:

#write the line itself

iff fwrite(s, Li Dts $3

return FALSE:

return TRUE:

——
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wuLey o5

#itndefEFLCSTR_H_

#defineEFLCSTR_H_

#inclade “stdio.b"

#ifidef TRUE

#define TRUE I

Fondit

#itadef FALSE

#defing FALSE 0

RendiP

typedefint BOOL.,

typedef unsigned short WORD; 4 16 bits lone

BOOL EGetSic( FILE* fF, char* s, int max_s};

BOOLEPutStid FILE? f char® 5):

#emhif

Copyright 1998 Vean, Lid.
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f HYProject

Ephyx Technologies Ltd.

Copyright © 1994, AH Rights Reserved.

SUBSYSTEM: hvisst.exe Application

PELE: hvobtepp

OVERVIEW

Clase member metheds for an object file.

file structure:

<aryject narne>

cRuI sequences>

. <sequence> gach seqnetics is <chip name> ,adener?

}

#inclads “stdafx.h”

#inchide “hvobjk"

#include “hyfistr.h”

static char fistr/296]:

 HAUNARHINLE AvObj Sequence RELIED?

i! definitionctor

if

HyvObjSeqaence: /AvOhi Sequence(const char* clip, const char™ seq,
HvObypSequence* nh:

Capyright 1998 Veon, Lid.
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nexttn}

{

if (clip = 0)

eliyName = strduptelip) ;

if (sec P= OF

clipSequence = sirdup{seq} ;

ed

DAAAATUMATAGIGT OsOpjeeSmrct MALAMIMIIE!
i

if definition ctor

if

HvOhicetStruct AvObiectStruct(const char Fi}

{

numsequences = 0:

theSequenocsListHoader = 0;

theTargei = 0;

ff copy the name

if (id t= @)

:

ihis->id = strdupGd),
xx

%i,aG

id = “pename" ;

were!

i}

‘actor from a file path:

‘i opens the file and reads the info
fi gos -1 if falls

HvOhiectStruct::HvObyjectStruct( int dere, conat char *flePath }
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FILE *fileDese :

char line|256] ;

char Hne2[256] ;

re = HVOOK

if (fiePath l= 0 && fileParh{O]} t= 807

{

i open the file for read only

if ((HleBese = fopentfilePath, "rb" == 0 }
it

ro= HV_ERROR ;
TED>

3
i

4 get the name of the Object

if (PeOerSarteDesc dine,255})
s
4

ro = HY_ERROR;

foloseffileDese) ;

refurn ;
1,

if allocate and copythe data

(id = new vhar[stelen(lines + PP =— 0
;
t

re = HVERRGH:

iclose{fileLesc};

return >

}

strepv(id , line} ;

‘fread the sequences set for the Object
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f CEGeSin(feDeseline2559)

i

ro = HYERROR;

iclose(feDese);

yvoturn ;

5

wow
FILE* f= fopen("c\Mergp\imashelog". “at ;

forintf(fdl,"8o8" line) ;

felose(fd);

sscant{hne,"“ad"&numSequences) :

theSequencesListHeader = 6 ;

Hf toop and read all the sequences

for (int t=O. < numSequenses . i++)

{

if ( [EGetSir(iileDesefist24437}

t

ro = HVERROR ;

felose(flleDesc) ;

return :

;

ascant(fistr, “Yas Ses", Hine? Hine) ;

_ ae theSequences|istHeades = new
HvOb/ Sequenceline?fnas,

theSequencesListHeader) ;
4
j

i/ get the target

int isTargeted +

EGetSirtileDesc,fst255);

sseaniitistr,Mod"AisTargeted):

Wf GsTargeted f= 0}
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2h

f
X

theTarget = new charlisTargeted4h

strepy{theTarget, flsty);

while (theTarget f= |") theTargett-+;

while (theTarget =‘) theTargett++ ;

theTarget[sirlen(theTarget}}] = SO" :

else

theTarget = 0 ;

fclose({HeDesc) :
y
i

{

we HYERROR ;
§$

retum 5

4a virtual dior

HyObjectSiruct:~HvObjectStruet()
i
%

HvObjSequence* ten,

af id f= 0}

delete id ;

if GheTarget & 0}

delete theTarget;

if GheSequencesListheader f= ()
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while ((temp ~ theSequoncesListhleader->next) f= 0)
:

delete theSequencesListHaader ;

theSequencesListheader = temp;
t
s

ne

int NvQbyectStructuAddOhjSequence(const char* chp, const char* seq)
‘

return AddObjSequence(new HvObjSequence(clipseq ay):
5
i

int HvGbjectStruch ExistObyjSequence(canst char* clip, canst char* seq)
g
x

HvObjSequence® temp = theSequencesiistHeader;

while ftemp != 0}
;t

if (sivoniptiomp--chipName, clip} == G) &&

isirenaplieny>clipiequence, seq) == O))

return i:

temp = temp-onext :
3
3

return 0;
3
£

int HvObjectSiruct: AddSequence(HvOlj Sequence* seq}

i

if (seq == 6)

retum HYERROR ;

seq->next = theSequenveslistheader

theScquencesListNeader = seq;
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muanSequencest+;

retum HYOR;
+3

int HyObjectSinuct: ‘GetSequences(HvObjSequence** theBeuuences}

i

*theSequences © theSequencesListHeader ;

return numSequences ;
*:

int HvidbjectSiruct: -GetWequences(char*** theSequences}
‘
{

*theSequences = new charTfawnSequenees] ;

HvObjSequence* temp = theSequencesListNeader-

int total = 0:

while Genyp t= {5
i
%

(theSequences){total] = new
charfetrientemp-clipName}sirien(lemp-oclipSequence}43} ;

sprinuiiC theSequencestotals+]Yes %ox" Lemp->elipName,temp--clipSequenceae
f >

temp = temp->next ;

}

retum numSequences ;
44

void HvQbjecctStract:: DelSequenve(const char* clip. const char* seq)
3
t

HyObjSequence* temp = theSequencesListHeader ;
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HyObiSequence* prevTemp = 6 ;

while (temp t= 0)

if { fstrompCiemp~->chipName, clip) == 0) &&

{stremp(iemp->chpSequence, seq)== OF) 4 found it

i

if (prev'Pemp |=0}

prevTersp->next = temp-onext;
else

theSequencesListhisader = temp-next ;

numSequences-- ;

break ;

H
alse

q

prevTenip = temp ;

temp * temp-onent |
y3

t

‘a method to write an object fle
i

int HvObicettract: Wrrietconst char *PilePath}
:

Xt

ofstream owfile :

if (FilePath == 0)

retum HV_ERROR;

outfile.open(FilePath, ioszout ) ;

Write(outfile) 5

ourfile.closeQ ;
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return FVOR;

ae

ffif

ia debug method to dump tp file
i

int HvOhjectStract: Dumptoonst char *FilePath}
ii

ofstream outhile ;

(FilePath == 0)

return HYERROR;

onrfileopen{PilePath, jestiout }:

Dump(ontide} ;

return HVOK;

# a methodto write an object file
if

void RyGbiectStrueh::Write(ostream® as}
;4

asec id at \n®:

og << mumSequences << "us":

for (HAvObiSequence* temp = theSequencesLisiieader; temp 1= 0; temp=
temp>next} ow

os << temip->clipName <<" "<< temp->clipSequence << “An” ;

i heTarget = 0}

og << strlentheTarget} << "" << theTarget << "Xn",
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else

os ce "On 5

see!

Mv

‘adebug method to dump all info

void HvObjectStruct::Dimp(ostreamdé os)

{

oa" dumpimg an HyObjectSenuct” << \n" ;

os << "object name: o< dd << An":

os <<“ sequences defined: ° << numSequences << "\n" 5

jor (Hit3bisequence* temp = theSequenees|istHeader ; temp {= 0
fempe>next)

os << “from clip: ” << fernp--clipName <<" oalled; " <<.
temp->clipSequence << "in" ;

if (theTarget f= ay

os << "target: "<< theTarget << “in®
xy om) oy th

os <<" No target Ho An" ,

Lots

os <<“ end of dump* << "\n" ;

#ifidefined(fvobffilehj
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PM ORY Project

Ephyx Technologies Lid.

Copyright © 1994. AH Rights Rescrved.

SURSYSTEM:  bvtest.exe Application

PYLE: bvobj.h

OVERVIEW

Class definition for a clip file.
*/

#include <stdio.h>

#inchade “stringA>

#inchide <icstreamh>

Hinclude <fstreamho

Hinchaide “hvelp.h"

i/ general macros

class Hy'Parget ;

class HvObjSequence {

public:

char *clipName;

char *chpSequence ;

HvObjSequenece* next;

HvObjSequence(const char* clip, consi char* seq, HvOtySeqnence* ni

char *CHpO f return clipName + |
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2f0

char *Sequencet) { retum clipSequenes ; }
Loe
Bo

class HvObjectSaruct {

public: // debug

char? idl; Hfidentifier of the object

char® theTarget : fftarget

i HvObjSequence* theSequencesList ;

HvObjSequence* theSequencesListHeader :

int numbeguences ;

pubhe:

HyObjectStruct}} {id = 0: theTarget = 05}
ifempty ctor

AvObjectStract{const char* id} ; A Pall eter

HyObjectStructiing &reconst char* FilePath}; 4/ fall ctor from: fle

vinual ~HvOblectStract(} ; 1 dter

int AddObj Sequence!HvObiSequence™ seq) : HV adds @ sequence to
the ahject’s definition

int GetSecuencea(HvObjSequenee? * theSeruences);

int GetSequences({char** * theSequences} ;

im AddObiSequence(const char*clip, consi char? seq}; f/ adds a sequence.

int ExistObjSequence(const char? clip, canst char* seq), // checks if this
Sequence GAs.

void DelSequence(const char* clip, const char* seq}; 4 deletes an existing
sequence,

ivi Writefconst char® FulePath}; 4/ write to file

void Writetosireamd: os} ; Af erite to a stream

int Dump{const char FilePath) ; // dampia file

void Dumpfostreamé 9s); # dempto a stream
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void SetTarret(conat char* tg} { if (ig |= 0) theTarget « sirdupttg} ; }

char* Targei(} { return theTarget ; j
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#include “stdafk.h*

#include “lostream.A"

#inchide "fstream.&*

#imelade “hypr.h"

#inchade “hvfistr.h”

static char fisic]256] ;

define MPLSTR 256

int HyvProject: :GeiClipstchar *** Clips)
£&

Page 274 of 409

4 open the project file

FILE *infile;

int RCO }

int mumClhips = OG:

char nel256):

infile = fopen{path,"rb"};

if (infile == 03

return O :

fread the first Hne: <manClips> <numGbiects>

EGetStrlinfile,fist.M_FLSTR):

sscant{fist,"ad Sed"ancAina);

4 allocate string array

¢*Clips} = new char* [207 :

LfChips == 0)

retam0;

while (eGethtelintiletistr,.MFLSTRY
é%
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Beett
sscanti{fisty,ad Gs" &naney;

if (me == HVPRICLIP)
i

{

(*ClipsyfnurClips?-+] = sirduptine)
:

3i

CRP the rastwith 6

for {int i= ne; i< 20)+)

@ClipsHif = 0:

felosefiafile},

return nusiClips ¢

ad

int HyProject::GeiObjecia(char ***Obiects}

i

‘open the project fe

FILE*infile;

int no,no ;

int ramObiects = 0 5

char linef256],

infile = fopen(path,rb");

if Gafiie == 0)

return O ;

ff yead the first lines <numClips> caumObiects>

EGetStr(indledatr,M_PLOTR}

sseani{fists“tod Sod"aie,dno};

ff allocate siting array

Copya ght 1998 Veon, Lid,
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(* Objects} = mewchar* [2G] ;

if (Objects = 9)

retura 6 ;

while (EGetStrdnfilefistr,M_PLSTR))
iz

sscanf{fistr, "Sed %s"Snoline):

if ine sss HVPREOBIECT)

i

OmectsifmumOUbjects t+| = strdup{line) .

:
it

7 TUthe rest with O

for Gint i= no 71 < 20.)

CObjectsYe] =6;y

fclose(infile);

return mumObijects ;

ff Store the praject

int HwProjoct::Savetint numClins, char ** Clips, tot mumObjects, char ** Objects}

{

afstream outfile:

outfile.open(path. ras eut} ;

int nClips = 0;

int nCbjects = O :

f/f count actual numberof clips

for dint i= 0.2 <yamClips - i-+)
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if(Clips{i} &0)

aClipst+ :

for 1 = 0, < pumObjecis ; Ht}

if (Dbjcetalz] f= G)

nObicets++ ;

mah
“na3outfile << nChips <<" “= aObjects <

for 0 = 4.4 < aumClips ¢ i++)

fs Clipsfiyd f= 03

outfile << HV PRYCLIP cat<< Chips] << in"

for G = 0, 1< numObjects | A)

fF (Gbjocts|i] '= 0}

ontfiie << HVPRIOBJECT <<<" " <<: Objectsfi) << "in"

outfiile.closet} >

return 1]:

int NvPreject: SaveAs( iat numClips, char **Clips, sa numObjecis, char
**Obiecks, consi char *path }
;x

delete this->path ;

this->path = strdupfpath) ;

renin SaveinamtClips, Clips, namObjects, Objects} ;

Sonnet

af idefined!hvpr}fle_h}
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